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Preface

This report is the result of nearly one year of research and design done by
three Dutch landscape architecture students. We try to answer questions
regarding water management, urbanism and landscape architecture in the
city of New Orleans that has been so severely hit by hurricane Katrina in 2005.
The design envisions Lakeview and Gentilly as the great 21st century suburbs
that New Orleans so rightly deserves. They will be characterized by a ‘working
landscape’; integrating water and ecology into the urban tissue in order to
mitigate the problems it is currently facing.
During our project we were guided and inspired by Rudi van Etteger and Ingrid
Duchhart (Wageningen University) - our tutors- and Maike van Stiphout (DS
landscape architects), external tutor and criticaster. They helped us to structure
our work; stay close to our fascination and to keep focus till the end.
We had the luck of meeting a wide range of people, both from the United
States and the Netherlands. They found the time to share their knowledge and
provide us with data that form the basis of this research. We are warmed by
the way people welcomed us, especially in Louisiana.
This project would not have been possible without David Waggonner
(Waggonner&Ball Architects) who shared his network and provided us a place
to work. Richard Campanella (Tulane University, Center for Bioenvironmental
Research) also has been of great inspiration with his books and stories and was
so kind to review some of our work.
Mathijs van Ledden of the Dutch firm Royal Haskoning – with an office in New
Orleans – gave us a warm welcome and introduced us to the city. Back in the
Netherlands Maartje Swinkels took some time to do a basic review on our
storm water calculations. Of course we will never forget the fantastic scenic
flight above the city and the Mississippi delta.

Ron Spooner welcomed us on behalf of the Sewage & Water Board and
answered most of our questions regarding the storm water system. The
advisory company of the S&WB – BCG engineering – provided us detailed rain
flood maps and figures. We owe special thanks to Cecil W. Soileau and Ann
Springston for this data and all the information they provided us.
Jane Wolff and her students from the Toronto University did profound research
work on the city. Their written information, maps and designs were available to
us thanks to their open resource attitude.
Questions regarding the current state of the storm water system were
answered by Gerald T. Preau (MWH Americas, Inc.), he also gave us detailed
maps with the entire subsurface drainage system of New Orleans’ Metro
Polder.
Also in the Netherlands many participators of the Dutch Dialogues workshops
(initiated by David Waggonner, Dale Morris of the Dutch embassy and others)
were willing to criticize our work. Robbert de Koning (Robbert de Koning
landschapsarchitect BNT), Roelof Stuurman (TNO, Deltares), Frans van de Ven
(TU Delft) and Daniel Goedbloed (Gemeentewerken Rotterdam) were so kind to
exchange views with us.
Last but not least we want to thank David and Patty for making it possible
to live in the Bywater district and giving us the opportunity to call ourselves
New Orleanians for a few months. It was a fantastic experience, that leaves an
everlasting impression.

Summary

It has been well over 4 years since hurricane Katrina struck the South Louisiana
coastline near New Orleans, flooding 80% of the city up to 9’ (3m) (Campanella,
2008), and forcing virtually all citizens to evacuate. Substantial investments
in flood mitigation infrastructure will ensure a greater safety from hurricane
threats by 2011. However this does little to improve the day to day quality of
the living environment for the residents of New Orleans.
The historical parts of the city, located on higher grounds, do well. Population is
reaching close to pre-Katrina levels here and the same buzzing, festive and easygoing atmosphere is again living up the streets. However elsewhere, large parts
of low-lying suburbs are by all means still severely damaged. Today, 20% of the
New Orleanians have not returned (Times-Picayune, 2009) and it is questionable
whether they ever will. The Gentilly and Lakeview neighborhoods are typical
examples of such low-lying suburbs and form the focus area of this study.
New Orleans is not just threatened by occurrences like hurricanes. This
research focuses on rainflood events, subsidence, the permanent consequence
of vegetation loss, vacancy, and the resulting changes in atmosphere of the
neighborhoods. Together they determine the landscape quality. We conclude
that this landscape quality is below average, will not recover on the basis of
existing policies and form ‘new normal’ conditions in Lakeview and Gentilly.
Being landscape architects we have tried to tackle three main problems in these
areas:
1) The research has shown the precise problems with extreme amounts of rain
that regularly occur in this area. Extreme rain events frustrate the broken storm
water system causing interior flood problems up to 2’ (60cm) during a 1/ 10
year storm event (BCG Engineering, 2003).

2) There is a detrimental effect on the vegetation of Hurricane Katrina. Both
the strong winds and the brackish flood waters of Katrina destroyed 70% of
the urban canopy, an estimated total amount of 100.000 trees (Ierardi, 2008;
HikeforkaTREEna, 2009). This results in a lack of shade during hot summers and
a barren and deserted looking suburban landscape.
3) The consequences of abandonment of homes is researched and visualized.
Over 30% of the residential plots in Lakeview and Gentilly are currently
unoccupied (GNOCDC, 2009), causing a perforated urban tissue. This perforated
tissue will not heal on its own accord and needs a structural rethinking, but it
also offers opportunities for changes in watermanagement.
After 4 years of ‘laissez-faire’ politics (a strategy focused on short-term
recovery), the Dutch Dialogues Workshops and the Draft Master Plan for New
Orleans 2030 now make, among other initiatives, serious attempts to address
structural problems. Problems that can only be unraveled with integrated, long
term strategies.
This thesis proposes a transformation process aimed at a working landscape.
This working landscape performs for humans by ensuring a healthy and
pleasant living environment, through inclusion of ecological processes. And this
working landscape informs humans by inspiring, revealing and triggering the
imagination.
Four landscape zones are revealed that refer to the original landscapes
and provide basic concepts for interventions on all scale levels, addressing
the 3 problems stated above. Part of this transformation is a new strategy
regarding water management, advocating a connected water system based
on store-retain-discharge principles. As such it mitigates rain flood events,
offers conditions for native, sustainable vegetation and provides attractive

public space. The huge amount of space left vacant after hurricane Katrina is
considered both a necessity and a chance to implement extensive water and
robust structures of native and storm proof vegetation in the Lakeview and
Gentilly Neighborhoods. A working landscape in this way may turn these lowlying areas into attractive and distinctive suburbs that New Orleans and its
inhabitants so rightly deserve.
New Orleans’ large City Park—covering more acres than New York’s Central
Park—located in the centre of the study area will function as an anchor point
and showcase for the new landscape structure in the neighborhoods. The park
is redesigned as a water machine that can store 30.105.753 cf. (852.500 m3) of
water during rain events, 26% of the storage assignment. Also the park clearly
demonstrates how an interpretation of the former appearance of the landscape
can provide a connection with place and nature, and enrich the character and
identity of the city.
Three studies show how this landscape looks in the urban context and answer
questions on smaller scale levels regarding the strategic allocation of vacant
space—voids, plots and medians varying in size—for the working landscape
structure, and show how canals, grass lined swales and retention ponds can be
developed in order to not only function well but also look good; truly water as
an amenity for the great city of New Orleans.
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Guide to the Reader

This research focuses on the city of New Orleans, and more in particular;
the possibilities for a new working landscape in the Gentilly and Lakeview
suburbs of the Orleans Parish. To put the work in the right perspective, the
first six chapters of this report form the rather extensive introduction, where
we position ourselves in landscape architecture and water management, and
introduce the city of New Orleans. Chapter 7 bundles the most important
conclusions of the introduction and poses the research question. Chapter 8
& 9 are an introduction to the site (Gentilly & Lakeview area), where qualities
as well as problems are defined. Chapter 10 introduces the concepts of a
working landscape for Gentilly and Lakeview that lead to a new landscape plan
in chapter 11. The last part of this work offers a design for City Park and more
detailed studies that show what this landscape is in the urban context.
Chapter 1:

Chapter 1 explains that New Orleans is considered an urban delta –like the
Netherlands- that deals with water both as a resource and threat. Urban
deltas as water driven hotspots that accommodate millions of people form the
fascination that was the starting point of this research.

Chapters 2 & 3:

In chapters 2 & 3 the theory of a working landscape is described. The chapters
stress that a working landscape is a landscape that performs as well as informs,
opposed to a lazy landscape, that does nothing but consume. Chapter 2
explains how landscape architecture should aim at the inclusion of landscape
processes, targeted at a healthy and vital system and chapter 3 is about how
landscape architecture gives identity to a place, tells stories and triggers the
imagination. This theory can be seen as our position in (and vision towards)
landscape architecture and forms the foundation of this research.

Chapter 4:

Chapter 4: In contemporary water management, water is used to enhance
spatial quality. Rotterdam is a good example of a city that uses water as an
amenity. The so called waterplan is an inspiration for the concept design that is
introduced in this report.

Chapter 5:

Chapter 5 tells the for this research most important aspects of the South
Louisiana landscape and history of New Orleans. To understand the plans later
on it is important to get familiar with some of New Orleans’ history (it’s growth,
the landscape, water management).

Chapter 6:

Katrina was a turning point in the history of the city. Chapter 6 focuses on
the direct aftermath of this disaster and the current debate introduces the
relevance of this research.

Chapter 7:

Chapter 7 consists of the problem definition, hypothesis and research question:
“Can an attractive working landscape offer a soft and sensible solution to the
New Orleans water challenge and improve landscape quality of the Gentilly and
Lakeview neighborhoods?”

Chapter 8:

Site introduction. The site is split up in its abiotic (topography, soils and
groundwater levels), biotic (flora and fauna) and anthropogene layer
(infrastructure, different neighborhoods and their appearance). Elements of all
landscape layers form the basis of a new concept for the site’s landscape.

Chapter 9:

The problem analysis in chapter 9 elaborates on problems of subsidence,
rainwater flooding, loss of vegetation and often desolate aesthetic
appearances. Problems are quantified on the basis of extensive research and
analysis.

Chapter 10:

The results in chapter 10 is a new landscape plan. This plan is partly based on
the fascination for the original landscapes of Louisiana and the study area, and
on general concepts on how to spatially develop the study area.

Chapter 11:

A new water system and vegetation scheme are explained in chapter 11.
The most important principles behind them are also given. Examples for the
water system are height of new water surface levels, freeboard and allowed
fluctuations, locations of inlets, pumps, and mitigation of nuisances from
mosquitoes. The vegetation scheme proposes a vision on which species should
be used and where and how that looks like in the street profile.

Chapter 12:

City Park is designed to be the new central anchorpoint of the neighborhood.
Chapter 12 shows how the park becomes a beautiful ‘landscape’ that is also a
water machine and a place of inspiration and contemplation.

Chapter 13:

The first of three chapters to show how the new landscape looks in an urban
context. It focuses on a design in the St. Anthony area around London Ave to
show on a medium scale level how and where new water can be introduced to
improve the living environment.

Chapter 14:

This chapter constitutes a design for a new canal on Harrison Ave and the
connection between City Park and the neighborhood. Shown is how Hynes
elementary school can become a new hotspot and how tree nurseries can help
to reforest the area and reserve space for future developments.

Chapter 15:

At the smallest scale is shown how between West End and Milne Blvd. a swale
and retention area system work and how it can be installed regarding to the
inadequate storm water system currently in place.

Chapter 16:

Naturally the last chapter contains concluding remarks, discussion and
recommendations for further research.
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Introduction to the challenges in Urban Deltas

delta (the ~),
A usually triangular mass of sediment, especially silt and sand, deposited at the mouth of
a river. Deltas form when a river flows into a body of standing water, such as a sea or lake,
and deposits large quantities of sediment. They are usually crossed by numerous streams
and channels and have exposed as well as submerged areas.
—The American Heritage Science Dictionary, 2005

Deltas provide excellent
conditions for ecological
and economic wealth,
but at the same time
create water related
challenges to overcome.
Climate change and
socio-economic trends
will make life in the
urban delta even
more complex, and a
sustainable strategy
for dealing with water
in urban deltas all the
more relevant.

Deltas are highly dynamic landscapes, and subject to change. As a result, human
intervention and innovation has always been necessary to safely live and work
in deltas. Ecologically, the delta is an extremely rich and varied biotope which
shows many gradients: from ebb to flow, from salt to fresh, from dry to wet, etc.
(De Jonge, 1996). In The phenomenon delta the beauty and threat of nature in a
delta is described in a striking way:
“Landscape as nature.
Sea nature and river nature.
Water nature and land nature.
Thousand fold.
Birds, fish, plants.
The dynamics of nature.
The surrender to nature.
The struggle with nature.”
(Jan te Broekhorst in De Jonge, 1996)

Deltas have a strategic location regarding seas and waterways that bring
opportunities for water transport, port development and oil industry. The fertile
soils, which are mostly flat, and the rich aquatic environment mean a large
potential for agriculture and fisheries. According to a study by the Center for
Climate Systems Research (CCSR) of the Earth Institute at Columbia University,
2.75 billion people will be living in low-lying coastal areas by 2025, an increase
of 35% compared to 1995 (Goudarzi, 2006). Research by Costanza et al. (1997,
cited in Van der Most et al., 2009) has shown that deltas are the world’s most
economically valuable ecosystems. Delta’s that inhabit a large amount of people
clustered in big cities or a metropolitan area are defined as Urban Delta’s.
The locations of an urban region in a delta brings prosperity and economic
wealth, but at the same time there are disadvantages and challenges to
overcome. Especially for Urban Delta’s water is both resource and threat. Being
low-lying areas, Urban Deltas are prone to flooding by the rivers that form them,
large volumes of rainfall typical of coastal climates, and storm surges from the
adjoining seas. Also the high density in population and intensive developments
trigger pollution and put available space under high pressure.
18

Fig. 1.1: Urban Deltas

The rapid urbanization of the worlds delta puts natural resources at risk and
amplifies possible consequence, both economical and psychological, in case
of disaster (McGranahan et al., 2007). The flooding of New Orleans after
Hurricane Katrina devastated the US Gulf Coast in 2005 showed the world how
deltas are still continually exposed to water related threats.
Climate Change

More, and More Extreme

The effects of climate change are predicted by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) in her 2007 Fourth Assessment Report. The IPCC
states that a most likely rise in global temperature is 1.8°C to 4.0°C. Schmidt
translates this into an average sea level rise of 1 meter (40 inches) worldwide
by 2100, and increased precipitation intensity (up to +0.5 mm/day by 2100)
and variability in wet areas, and a decrease up to 0.4 mm/day in areas that
are already considered as dry (Schmidt in Schmidt & Wolfe, 2009). In general
it can be said that wet areas will become wetter, dry areas will become
dryer and rainfall events will become more extreme. The limited variation of
land use (monocultures of agriculture as well as of the urban environment)
in deltas result in a lower biomass production than there would be in the
natural circumstances. This limited variation in land use is also the base for
much (deep) drainage and groundwater extraction, due to which so much
deltas ‘sink’. Venice and New Orleans are two examples where the process of
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subsidence occurs very prominently (Schmidt in Schmidt &Wolfe, 2009, p.204).
These developments will put two-thirds of the low-lying deltas, home to about
half a billion people, even further at risk (Syvitski et al., 2009).
The recent concerns about climate change and socio-economic trends of
progressing urbanisation and continuing investment make life in the urban delta
even more complex, and a sustainable strategy for dealing with water in urban
deltas all the more relevant. This thesis will be focussed on New Orleans, at the
foot of the Mississippi delta in the U.S. Ever since hurricane Katrina stroke, this
city has been subject to discussion. Water related problems are urgent here and
innovative solutions are desperately needed. The New Orleanian problems of
today, might be the Dutch problems of tomorrow.

Rivers

Precipitation

Storm surges

Seepage
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Fig. 1.2: Water in deltas originates from four directions
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2

Theoretical Framework

Modernistic urbanism
failed because it oversimplified the city
The city is a landscape
Landscape architecture
offers viable strategies
for urban development
A working Landscape
performs by solving
and preventing
environmental
problems
A working Landscape
informs by providing
aesthetical beauty and
a sense of belonging,
and by triggering
interaction and
imagination.
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Whereas the primitive man depended on nature for his basic needs, civilization
brought man the tools to become the ultimate shaper of the environment.
This finally lead to the utopian thoughts of the Modern movement in both
architecture and urbanism. While critics such as Lang (1987) and Waldheim
(2006) state that post-modernism urbanism is different from Modernism only
in the forms and aesthetics it uses and is not a real new movement, ‘Landscape
Urbanism’ seems to offer a fundamental shift in thinking, as not form but
‘landscape’ is considered the new basis for urbanism. This chapter explains
the vision of the authors towards urbanism and landscape architecture; our
theoretical framework.

2.1 Mankind as Part of Nature
Increased understanding of human influences on climate have led the IPCC
to state in their 2007 report with: “[...] a very high confidence [9 out of 10
chance]”, that humans play a dominant role in causing global warming (Schmidt
and Wolfe, 2009). Together with awareness of the downside of our dependence
on a fossil fuel economy and wasteful consumption society it has heeded a call
for sustainability, that has become globally accepted (Oosterman, 2009). This
implies a change in mentality and behaviour of all, and also in the way we relate
to our physical environment and build our cities.
Rodney R. White writes in his book Building the Ecological City (2002, p.3):
“As our society becomes technologically more sophisticated, it also becomes
biologically more ignorant”; no longer are we aware of our part in nature,
and our influences on and by ecological processes. As humans we have come
to falsely feel detached from nature, and lost the ability to make use of what
ecological processes have to offer. As Anne W. Spirn notes in The Granite Garden
(1984, p.10): “The potential of the natural environment to contribute to a
distinctive, memorable, and symbolic urban form is unrecognized and forfeited”.
This is largely the result of a dualistic thinking regarding city and nature:
“The belief that the city is an entity apart from nature and even antithetical to
it has dominated the way in which the city is perceived and continues to affect

the way it is built. This attitude has aggravated and even created many of the
city’s environmental problems: poisoned air and water […]; more frequent and
more destructive floods; increased energy demand and higher construction
and maintenance costs than existed prior to urbanization; and in many cities, a
pervasive ugliness.” (Spirn, 1984, p.5). This dualistic thinking comes forth from
an attitude regarding nature and society characterized by a great belief in the
future, modernity and a constructible society, typical of the early 20th century.

2.2 The Technocratic Era
The success of mankind as a species can be attributed to its formidable ability
to adapt. Whereas the primitive man depended on nature for his basic needs,
civilization brought man the tools to become the ultimate shaper of the
environment.
Ever since his first settlements, the modern man has increasingly made his
mark upon the land through infrastructural and agricultural works, and the
building of cities. This is especially so in deltas, as water driven hotspots of
human activity. By means of land reclamation, irrigation, soil drainage and the
building of embankments and levees man has hospitalized the worlds deltas
and strove to bound the water to his will. Mankind changed from an adapter to
nature into a shaper of nature.

Supremacy over nature

In Holland water management before the founding of Amsterdam (1220) and
Rotterdam (1270) can be characterized with acceptation of flood hazards as
a necessary evil. In the 14th century the first defence works start to appear in
the form of dikes and dams. In the years 1400 – 1600 the mentality changes
from merely a defence against high waters to controlling the water. Water
management is perfected with the help of sluices and mills, and the building of
an extensive dike system. The result is a decreased frequency of flood events,
although the system is not perfect and breached in a number of catastrophic
floods, of which the 2nd Elisabeth’s flood of 1421, the St. Felix flood of 1530 and
the Allerheiligen flood of 1532 are still infamous. As a result of the reclamation
of the polderland subsidence is caused, which continues to this day (also see
chapter 4). Around 1660 the diking process is completed, generally giving the
Netherlands the shape it has today (Hooijmeyer, Meijer & Nienhuis, 2005).
Science and accompanying objective and rational techno-mathematical
reasoning rises in the 17th century, resulting in a dissection and analysis of
nature in generally valid laws of science, which saw geometry as dominant
spatial expression and strengthened belief in the human ability to control
nature, as illustrated by Corner and MacLean (1996, p.28.): During the 17th
century and its scientific revolution “[...] measure assumed an increasingly
autonomous and self-referential place in human knowledge, becoming less
and less connected to experiential and culturally situated origins. [...] Measure
developed into a radically autonomous practice, related not to the phenomenal
and interactive world but to things as solitary and inert objects.” This division
established a: “detached distance between the human and phenomenal worlds,
enabling humankind for the first time to assume a position of supremacy and
mastery over nature.”
The 17th century Dutch landscape is a constructed landscape and illustrates that
belief in constructability and human control over nature. It is the Golden Age
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Europe’s legacy in the U.S.

for the Dutch Republic, largely because of the trade with regions overseas. The
water cities in Holland flourish thanks to the economic growth and characterize
a modern civil society in which the future is consciously planned on the basis of
rationality, mutual consultation, and decision-making. To improve the national
infrastructure, an extensive network of canals is constructed (1632-1667), and
the draining of large lakes was started, of which the Beemster polder (16081612) is the first and most famous (Hooijmeyer, Meijer & Nienhuis, 2005).
The design of the Dutch polder and the cities in them was based on hydraulic
engineering and economical dimensions. These designs are described as the
Dutch renaissance, and a perfect symbolization of this is the ‘Ideal City’ of
Simon Stevin, which he described in ‘Van de oirdening der steden’ (Designing
Cities) (1649). His design is based on existing size and structure principles of
agriculture engineering and urban development, and the perspectives of water
management, derived from the pattern of polders, are directly applied in his
city. (Hooijmeyer, Meijer & Nienhuis, 2005).
European—Renaissance—discoverers of the New World brought the 17th
century body of thought to the United States as written by Cosgrove (In Corner
and MacLean, 1996) and would continuously intellectually measure and shape
America’s spaces. The settlers needed to balance the freedoms and physical
dangers offered by immeasured space against the safety and social constraint
offered by measure, rule, and boundary, and in this way created American
landscape out of American nature and European imaginings. The intense
relation Native Americans had –and still have- with the direct surroundings
they live in did not so much become part of the vision of European settlers. In
contrary. Howard Zinn in his famous work A people’s history of the United States
describes the Native American culture as: “...complex, where human relations
were more egalitarian than in Europe, and where the relations among men,
women, children, and nature were more beautifully worked out than perhaps
any place in the world” (2007, p. 21). Zinn shows us that the Native Americans
had developed a society that was based on sharing, taking care of each other
and the landscape where they lived in, while the European society during
Renaissance times was more focussed on power, hierarchy, land expansion and
material possessions; like gold. This muscular European society would largely
take over the Native American culture and way of thinking in the United States.
The founding fathers divided the American landscape in a single rational order
with the rectangular survey system based on mathematical measure. The grid
became the expression of the moral and social goals of the young new nation in
search of a new and more perfect society.

Modernity

In the 17th century the vision towards nature shifted. No longer nature was seen
as a wilderness full of threats, but rather as something that could be shaped
into an ideal community and therefore bound to the will of mankind. This
belief was fed by developments in science and ratio. The industrial revolution
and the development of technology in the first half of the 20th century made
interventions in the landscape possible on a scale not seen before. Enormous
progress was made in regards to improving living conditions, mitigating hazards
and increasing agricultural yields. Inventions such as the steam machine, and
later the internal combustion engine, the automobile and the discovery of
flight, inspired the modernist dream of rational spatial order over the landscape
(Cosgrove, 1996). Modernity implied rational design based on scientific
efficiency, suited to a industrialised, modern society.
According to Bart Lootsma (2000): ‘The Dutch have always had an interesting
relationship with modernity, based on a down-to-earth and pragmatic use
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of technology and planning, combined with consultation, originating in the
need for cooperation in defence against high water.’ In 20th century Holland
the government initiated large scale reclamations of land from the sea, with
as ultimate project the Zuiderzeeworks, made possible with the invention of
the steam pumps. The new land provided the conditions needed for modern
agriculture that were later projected on the rest of the agriculture lands in the
form of the ‘reparcelings’ (Dutch: ruilverkavelingen) (van Blerck in Nolan, 1999).
The reclaiming of the land from the sea, as well as the large scale housing and
coastal defence projects of this time, should be regarded as cultural acts of a
society searching for progress (Geuze, 2005).
Industrialization and development of science and technology would bring
prosperous times for the U.S. and its cities. Among others New York, Los
Angeles, Chicago and Boston would grow with an phase that could not be
achieved by most European cities. Generally the American metropolitan areas
became the ultimately planned environments with first the grid- and later the
cul-de-sac layout as a base for the City centres and its surrounding suburbs.

2.3 Critics on the Technocratic Era
The international belief in the future, modernity and a constructible society led
to a strongly technocratic water management (see also chapter 4), and inspired
utopian landscape architecture and urban design ideologies such as the Garden
City of Ebenezer Howard, and later Le Corbusier’s Radiant city.
Both strive for ideal physical environments as well as social utopia, and
a system of thinking and analyzing based on statistical reordering and
mathematical averages. In doing so the movements, and later city planners
inspired by them, do not do justice to the city’s nature as Jacobs (1961, p.435)
argues: “Theorists of conventional modern city planning have consistently
mistaken cities as problems of simplicity and of dis-organised complexity, and
have tried to analyze and treat them thus.” By the end of the technocratic
era Modernistic urbanism produced general scheme’s rather than real urban
designs. Schemes that could be implemented everywhere, in every city.
Therefore it over simplified the city and denied it’s character, its culture, its
history, and therefore it denied the city itself (Van der Woud, 1983).
“Cities happen to be problems in organizational complexity, like the life
sciences. They present situations in which a half-dozen or even several dozen
quantities are all varying simultaneously and in subtle interconnected ways”
(Jacobs, 1961, p.433). Cities should therefore be approached as “[...] problems
in organized complexity – organisms that are replete with unexamined, but
obviously intricately interconnected, and surely understandable, relationships”
according to Jane Jacobs (1961, p.439).
In fact not only the city and its issues should be understood as processes, cities
themselves are a part of the landscape as Anne Spirn (1984, p.5) writes “[…]
a fresh attitude to the city and the moulding of its form is necessary. The city
must be recognized as part of nature and designed accordingly.” This means
that: “Real solutions to the problems of both city and suburb can now be
achieved only through understanding the place of each within the larger region
and by viewing city, suburb and countryside as a single, evolving system linked
by the processes of nature and the social and economic concerns of humans.”
(Spirn, 1984, p.37)
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Written almost 25 and 50 years ago respectively, the observations of Spirn and
Jacobs are still highly relevant, e.g. Richard Florida in his popular work The
rise of the creative class (2002) largely builds upon Jacobs theory. Theirs, and
others, critique on modernist (inspired) architecture and city planning were put
in motion by the social and environmental disasters of industrialisation. They
formed the prelude to post-modernity, marked by a move away from idealistic
and functionalistic views on a constructible society, towards a scenographic
approach in which ‘form’ is the basis for landscape architecture and urbanism.
Post-modernity

Post-modern architecture according to Waldheim (2006, p.38) desired to
“communicate with multiple audiences”, “commodify architectural images for
diversifying consumer markets” and “bring back the human scale characteristic
for ‘traditional urban values’.” It: “retreated to the comforting forms of
nostalgia and seemingly stable, secure, and more permanent forms of urban
arrangement”, and in this way failed to provide an alternative for the modernist
idea of ‘form follows function’ as a structuring idea for urbanism: “What postmodern architecture’s scenographic approach did not, in fact could not, address
were the structural conditions of industrialized modernity that tended toward
the decentralization of urban form.” “[The] dependence upon sympathetically
styled and spatially sequenced architectural objects could not be sustained,
given the rise of mobile capital, automobile culture, and decentralisation”
(Waldheim, 2006, p.39”). Among others John Lang in his The legacy of the
modern movement (1987) preaches that this post-modernism of the 1970’s
and 80’s is more a change in aesthetic mannerism than it really is a new
fundamental shift in thinking and therefore a new design theory. According to
Waldheim and other proponents of the recent trend ‘Landscape Urbanism’ it is
not ‘form’ but ‘landscape’ that should be the basis for urbanism.

2.4 Beyond Stewardship of Nature: the Landscape
Approach
Landscape has the capacity to theorize sites, territories, networks and
infrastructures as well as ecosystems, as James Corner points out in his essay
Terra Fluxus (Corner in Waldheim ed., 2006, p.23). Landscape architecture is
the discipline that can develop strategies “more akin to the real complexity of
cities” than the “rigid mechanisms of centralist planning” as described by Spirn
and Jacobs. Wageningen University, department of landscape architecture and
planning, developed models and approaches over the past decades where
‘landscape is the base for everything’.
History landscape architecture

To understand the potential of landscape and landscape architecture, it is
important to understand the contemporary view on landscape, and how this
view has shifted in recent decades. The intention here is not so much to give a
complete overview of landscape architectural history. However it is interesting
to see the developments of this profession in relation to the developments in
urbanism, mentioned above.
Landscape is discovered as an object for architectural design in the early
Italian Renaissance (15th century)(Vroom, 2005). Here the nouvelle riche is the
principle for designed outdoor space. They started building estates outside the
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Fig. 2.1: Triplex Model (Kerkstra and Vrijlandt, 1988)

cities of Florence, Venice and Rome, and asked for specialized craftsmen to
design their gardens; the profession of garden and landscape architecture in
Western Europe was born. Villa d’Este in Tivoli and Villa Lante in Bagnaia are
typical renaissance landscape designs.
The Dutch practice history dates back to the 17th century. Meeus and Vroom
(1986) describe that: “The architecture of parks and gardens is founded on a
long-standing tradition. The layout of the 17th century rural gardens and estates
in the western provinces is a phenomenon well known abroad”. Typical Dutch
design was: “A sense of realism, thrift and frugality, resulted in examples of
austere landscape design for polders, with patterns of squares or rectangles
formed by intersecting roads and ditches.” (Meeus and Vroom, 1986, p.277)
“In the 18th and 19th centuries professional landscape architects turned their
attention from rural estates to town villas and gardens”(Duchhart, 2007).
In this period the typical landscape style is shifting from a classical, formal
and geometrical style perfected in France, towards the picturesque English
landscape style (Vroom, 2005). However up to the 20th century one important
aspect of the profession remains the same: garden and landscape architects
work as independent craftsmen, and mostly in the private domain.
With the rise of Modernism in architecture the designed landscape disappears
beyond the scale of the garden, in favour of a: “landscape that no longer
fulfilled its historical role as the extension of, or matrix for, architecture,
but now served as the vegetal buffer between buildings” according to Marc
Treib, Professor of Architecture at the University of California, Berkeley. ‘Use’
determines the discussion in this period, and the formal language is naturalistic,
due to a decrease in available funds for maintenance, and a hung for rustic
and pastoral aesthetics—traceable to the 18th century landscape style (Treib in
Corner ed., 1999). Important is that the role of landscape architects changes
in the 20th century. They no longer work independently, but are now part of an
interdisciplinary team of urban planners and designers and work mostly in the
public domain, rather than exclusively in the private domain (Duchhart, 2007).
The post war years saw the rise of ecological movements, and the development
of approaches in landscape architecture in the United States by Alexander
(1964), Steinitz (1970), McHarg (1971), and Patri, Streatfield and Ingmire
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Fig. 2.2: Kleefman’s Sociophysical-organisation model (in: Duchhart, 2007)

(1970). In the Netherlands, Prof. Meto Vroom of Wageningen University,
department of landscape architecture, builds upon these theories and states
that: “Landscape can be seen as a system, a web of structural elements of
interconnected biological and geological systems, such as food chains and
river valleys, and the vast interrelationships of trade and industry …and the
comprehension, classification and organization require all our inventiveness
and energy (Vroom, 1976, p.376). Landscape as a system rather than an object
becomes an accepted theory.
Triplex model

Sociophysical organization
model
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In the 1980’s Prof. Kerkstra and Ir. Vrijlandt, of Wageningen University
developed the triplex model. In this model, three layers to order landscape
patterns are distinguished: an abiotic (geomorphologic), a biotic (natural) and an
anthropogenic (occupational, human) layer. All three layers are dynamic through
time, although speeds of change can vary dramatically. The three influence each
other, and offer constraints and possibilities for natural life, including human
activity. The landscape then, as defined by Kerkstra and Vrijlandt (1988) is:
“the visible result of the interactions between man and nature” and: “[…] is a
snapshot of a continuous and unavoidable process of change. In fact the only
constant factor in landscape is change” (Duchhart, 2007, p.16-17).
Prof. Kleefman of the physical planning department in Wageningen altered
the triplex model and introduced the sociophysical organization model. “This
model is based on the reciprocal relationships between man and nature and
should be seen as an abstract notion of the functioning and the coordinating of
human activities required for living a meaningful life.” (Duchhart, 2007, p.18).
Kleefman states that one critical factor in landscape development is the natural
organization. With the abiotic and biotic layer, this factor is well resembled
in the triplex model. The second critical factor, social organization, however
is not reflected sophisticated enough in the occupation layer. Therefore the
occupation layer is no longer present and three new layers or subsystems as
Kleefman calls it are introduced: the economic subsystem (organization of
production), the cultural subsystem (shared pattern of norms and values), and
the political subsystem (intermediary between the two foregoing subsystems).
The three subsystems are all closely related and together with the abiotic and
biotic subsystem are the essential conditions that determine the appearance of
the landscape (Kleefman, 1984; 1985).

High dynamic processes

Low dynamic processes

Fig. 2.3: Casco Model (Based on: Kerkstra and Vrijlandt, 1988)

The biotic and abiotic subsystems in the Dutch and Mississippi deltas might
be quite similar; therefore a somewhat comparable landscape in those deltas
can be expected. However, the differences between the two economical and
political subsystems are noteworthy. While the Netherlands is internationally
considered as a welfare state, with an active government investing a relatively
large amount of money in developing and maintaining public space, the U.S.
is acknowledged for its marked orientated economy. Consequently the federal
and Louisiana government receive a relatively small amount of taxes, meaning
there is less public money available for investments in outdoor space and
landscape. In that way the economic and political subsystems can have its
impact on the landscape.
Casco model

Next to the triplex model and subsequently the sociophysical organization
model a second interesting model was developed in Wageningen by Kerkstra en
Vrijlandt (1988; 1990); the casco model. Based on – among others – the work
of N.M. de Jonge in Walcheren, the emphasis in this theory lays on the division
between high and low dynamic land uses. For example modern agriculture
is a high dynamic function that requires flexibility, while water management,
nature conservation and recreation are typical examples of low dynamic
land use functions that demand stability (Vrijlandt, 2005). The casco model
introduces a conceptual robust ‘framework’ in which low dynamic land uses can
be protected by public authorities while at the same time offering possibilities
for fast changing land uses, most of the time initiated by the private sector
(Duchhart, 2007).

Landscape approach

Landscape as understood in Wageningen is meant to synchronize abiotical,
biotical (natural) as well as occupational (human) demands. This way, landscape
can capture nature (ecological degradation) as noted by Spirn, and bring
back human proportion in the city, so sorely missed by Jacobs. Ian McHarg’s
ecological view as published in his book Design with Nature (1969) correctly
recognized the importance of the understanding of natural processes, but
because of his focus exclusively on that, created, according to Treib (1999) and :
“a sort of eco-fundamentalism” in which analysis prevailed, and form giving and
innovation disappeared.
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Fig. 2.4: Historic Map of Olmsted’s Emerald Necklace Park in boston (source: www.emeraldnecklace.org, 2009)

Analytical methods such as those of the layer approach, the casco model and
the sociophysical organisation model can provide insight in the natural and
cultural parameters of a site. Especially the casco model is a practical approach
and applicable tool in many situations. In fact it may be an early and even more
detailed version of what James Corner calls the framework model.
In recent years, Ph.D. Professor Jusuck Koh plead for more attention on design
and aesthetics into the strongly analytical focussed landscape architecture
in Wageningen. In close relation with existing paradigm in Wageningen, he
introduced principles as ‘inclusive unity with people and place’, ‘creative
balance’ and ‘complementarity’. In short Koh states that : “...the creative
integration of West and East, ‘Landscape of Mind’ and ‘Landscape of Heart’”,
can contribute to this discussion. In order to close: “[The] lingering gap between
design/aesthetics and ecology”, we have to combine: “...rigor of ecological
reasoning with imagination of creative architects (Koh, 2005).
The Landscape Approach as studied in Wageningen sees landscape as the base
for development. The models as described above often found its origins in
studies on regional scale at rural sites. The site of this thesis work however is
situated in the U.S. and focuses on an urban area. Therefore it is important to
describe the American based view of ‘Landscape Urbanism’.

2.5 Landscape Urbanism
With the rise of ‘Landscape Urbanism’ we have seen an increased interest
in the organisational capacity of landscape, and an acknowledgement of the
importance of the conscious, and unconscious activities of humans in the
forming of the contemporary landscape.
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The former pictorial view on landscape has been substituted for a view on
landscape as the foundation of the strategy to deal with the complexity of
current natural and ecological, as well as cultural, urban processes. On this
emerging view, Alex Wall (In Corner ed., 1999, p.233) writes: “Here, the term
landscape no longer refers to prospects of pastoral innocence but rather
invokes the functioning matrix of connective tissue that organizes not only
objects and spaces but also the dynamic processes and events that move
through them. This is landscape as active surface, structuring the conditions for
new relationships and interactions among the things it supports.”
Landscape as a medium

Meaningful landscape

Landscape thus becomes a medium, and as such is according to Waldheim
(2006, p.39): “uniquely capable of responding to temporal change,
transformation, adaptation, and succession. These qualities recommend
landscape as an analogy to contemporary process of urbanization and as a
medium uniquely suited to the open-endedness, indeterminacy, and change
demanded by contemporary urban conditions.”
Landscape, therefore, is the selected approach to “critically intervene in cultural
habit and conversation. The emphasis shifts from landscape as a product of
culture to landscape as an agent producing and enriching culture. Landscape as
noun (as object or scene) is quieted in order to emphasize landscape as verb, as
process or activity” (Corner, 1999, p.4). Landscape instead of architecture must
form the base for contemporary urbanism and landscape should be: “both
the lens through which the contemporary city is represented and the medium
through which it is constructed” (Waldheim, 2006, p.11).

2.6 A Working Landscape

Working Landscape

Once the landscape is understood as a process in time and space, and the city
as a landscape, it is then only a logical step to make use of what nature has to
offer in bringing quality to the (urban) environment. This goes further than just
the perspective of natural systems (hydrology, air-flow, vegetation communities
and so on) and includes the design of a cultural, social, political and economic
environment (Corner in Waldheim ed., 2006, p.30).
A meaningful landscape brings vitality in the urban ecosystem by enhancing
human experience in addition to solving environmental problems (Lang, 1987).
Such a landscape could be called a working landscape, in which the design for
the landscape—man’s intervention in the physical space—actively contributes
to the quality of everyday life. A working landscape integrates and cultivates
nature with the varied purposes of human beings. In other words: landscape
architectural design from a human ecological approach, in which nature is
put to work. It makes landscape productive by respectfully and responsibly
moulding nature to benefit from it.
Regarding the working landscape James Corner (1999, p.159) states the
following: “In the working landschaft, performance and event assumes
conceptual precedence over appearance and sign. The emphasis here shifts
from object appearances to processes of formation, dynamics of occupancy,
and the poetics of becoming.”
Such landscape design is not based on form, nor is it based on ecofundamentalism. It is not about reconstructing nature, or trying to recreate
a lost image of past times, but about re-interpreting, and using ecological
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processes in the design towards a productive end. As Treib (1999, In Corner ed,
p.31) puts it: “Of course, one can hardly design without nature, but one should
be able to design viably around it.” Rather than opposing, the design engages
in a symbiosis with ecological processes, and promotes the measures taken
to the level of art. Nature and the city--including its human as well as natural
inhabitants—are connected and become one.
This means that in the design, natural processes should not be pushed
to the background or covered up, but rather made explicitly visible and
understandable (Mozingo,1997; Nassauer, 1995). In this way the dynamic—not
static—landscape, facilitates and contributes, its form a display of change and
the passage of time. It is not average but differentiated, and connects without
disturbing or disrupting. Such a working landscape can, in addition to solving
environmental problems in a sustainable way, offer a richer, more engaging
experience than a scenic landscape alone.
Example Working Landscape

One classical example is Frederick Law Olmsted’s Emerald Necklace Park in
Boston. Now valued for recreational purposes and the fact that this ‘Park’
connects the Central City with its outlying suburbs, but at that time (late 18th
century): “a third of the system was designed as a flood control and water
quality project and not primarily for recreation” writes Spirn (1984, p. 147).
F.L. Olmsted declares his intent for the Necklace with a statement printed
on his 1881 map: “The primary design of the scheme here shown is to abate
existing nuisances, avoid threatened dangers and provide for the permanent,
wholesome and seemingly disposition of the drainage of Muddy River Valley”
(in Spirn, 1984, p.147).
“Part of Olmsted’s plan was to restore the former salt marsh; he planted the
banks of the river with plants that could withstand changing water levels.
Olmsted felt that the juxtaposition of salt marsh and city: “[It] would be novel,
certainly, in laboured urban grounds, and there may be a momentary question
of its dignity and appropriateness … but [it] is a direct development of original
conditions of the locality in adaptation to the needs of a dense community.
So regarded, it will found to be, in the artistic sense of the word, natural, and
possibly to suggest a modest poetic sentiment more grateful than to town
weary minds than an elaborate and elegant gardenlike work would have
yielded”. Portions of the Fens were planted by 1884 and within ten years had
the look of a landscape that had always been there” (Spirn, 1984, p.148).
With the Emerald State Park Olmsted succeeded in finding a solution for
Boston’s flood hazard as well as providing a great contribution to the urban
environment, in the form of a space typical for it’s location carrying both
recreational and ecological value. It is a striking example of how a landscape
based on the local ecosystem and characteristics is well suited and can prepare
the city to face the challenges posed by local conditions.
Living with nature and designing with respect for landscape is something that
for our ancestors was a necessity. As we gradually became the ultimate shapers
of the environment we seem to have lost this ability ‘along the way’, with
Modernism as the culminating point of it. We feel that we have entered a period
where designing with respect for landscape is once more a necessity in order
to create cities that are more desirable to live in. City is part of landscape. A
working landscape opposes the ‘lazy’ landscapes that do nothing but consume.
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In a working landscape, the landscape works to facilitate a rich experience as
well as ensuring a habitable (living) environment. The working landscape can be
seen as working two-fold:

A Working Landscape Performs + Informs

Perform

Perform: in landscape architecture, the aim should be on the inclusion of
landscape processes, with as target a healthy and vital system that prevents
nuisances and is productive. This means the cooperation with and use of these
processes in a symbiosis, without the blocking or frustrating of them, with
environmental problems as a result.

Inform

Inform: A working landscape should engage in interaction with the human
perceiver, and trigger the human imagination and creativity. A design must not
only be beautiful in aesthetic sense, but also enrich people with facts, stories
and thoughts, by revealing richness and dynamics in the landscape. As such
landscape is a tool to create a sense of belonging and identity.
As to how this second aspect of the working landscape can be achieved in
design the next chapter on Landscape Narratives will elaborate.
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3

Creating a Meaningful Landscape

Human identity is a
function of place.
It is the task of the
landscape architect
to create meaningful
places, thus meaningful
landscape.
Natural elements are
essential for people to
connect to nature as well
as to a specific site.
Critical use of local
materials and traditions
in landscape architecture
helps to construct a
shared identity and
history.
By designing, additional
stories can be told to
create landscapes of
inspiration, imagination
and creativity.
Landscape becomes
truly meaningful when
it is put to use by people
as well as birds, fish,
reptiles and mammals.
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3.1 Connection to Place
In the previous chapter we describe the current tendency in spatial planning;
that is the shift from reliance on technology to connectedness with landscape.
This implies new ways of connecting to place. As Norberg-Schulz states in his
book Genius Loci (1980, p.19): “modern man for a long time believed that
science and technology had freed him from a direct dependence on places. This
belief has proved an illusion; pollution and environmental chaos have suddenly
appeared as a frightening nemesis, and as a result the problem of place has
regained its true importance”
The place where we live is the foothold of our existence. The things we do,
occurrences take place. “In fact it is meaningless to imagine any happening
without reference to a locality. Place is evidently an integral part of existence”
(Norberg-Schulz, 1980, p.6)
Human beings settle on a place. Norberg-Schulz (1980, p.13) elaborates that
place can be analyzed by means of the categories space and character. Space is
the three-dimensional organization of elements that make up the place while
character denotes the general atmosphere, which is the most comprehensive
property of any place. These two categories constitute important psychological
functions. The function of space is orientation and the function of character is
identification. “To gain an existential foothold man has to be able to orientate
himself; he has to know where he is. But he also has to identify himself with the
environment, that is, he has to know how he is a certain place” (Norberg-Schulz,
1980, p.19).
Man has to become friends with the particular environment he lives in. If we
can no longer orientate ourselves and do not identify with our environment, this
leads to what Norberg-Schulz (1980, p.23) calls alienation and environmental
disruption. It can be concluded that human identity is a function of place, and
thus “human identity presupposes the identity of place” (Norberg-Schulz, 1980,
p.22).

Christian Norberg-Schulz furthermore indicates that place can be described in
terms of landscape and settlement. With this division he states that there is
a natural component and a cultural component that give meaning to a place.
Anne Whiston Spirn in ‘The Language of Landscape’ does not make a division,
and arguments that landscape is the place where people live (dwell), shaped
by people. It is natural as well as cultural. Settlement is part of landscape.
“Landscape connotes a sense of the purposefully shaped, the sensual and
aesthetic, the embeddedness in culture. The language of landscape recovers the
dynamic connection between place and those who dwell there” (Spirn, 1998,
p.17).
According to Spirn the ‘language of landscape’ is our native language: “through
landscape humans share experience with future generations, just as ancestors
inscribed their values and beliefs in the landscape they left as a legacy” (Spirn,
1998, p.15). She even goes further by stating that the survival of mankind as a
species depends upon: “adapting ourselves and our landscapes (settlements,
buildings, rivers, fields, forests) in new, life-sustaining ways, shaping contexts
that acknowledge connections to air, earth, water, life, and to each other,
and that help us feel and understand these connections, landscapes that are
functional, sustainable, meaningful and artful” (Spirn, 1998, p.26).

3.2 The Story that Landscape Tells Us

Meaningful landscape

Landscape elements

To be able to connect to and be an integral part of the specific place that man
inhabits, the natural landscape forms a first essential factor. Man inhabits a
place between heaven and earth. As Norberg-Schulz describes in Genius Loci,
man has to understand the elements of heaven and earth. This understanding
is not scientific knowledge, but an: “existential concept which denotes the
experience of meanings.” (Norberg-Schulz, 1980, p.23). A meaningful landscape,
is a landscape where you feel at home. This feeling of home is strongly related
to the landscape elements. Related to how it feels to be under a particular sky,
walk a specific soil or smell particular plants.
Natural elements of rock, water and trees form a microcosm that is typical for
the most primitive and sacred places (Mircea Eliade in Norberg-Schulz, 1980,
p.27). Rock, water, vegetation, earth and air shape our natural environment,
give it meaning and tell us the story of time, process, change, life and death.
Norberg-Schulz (1980, p.40) relates to the earth as the stage where man’s daily
life takes place. The sky, however, remains distant and is distinguished by its
otherness.
Rock or stone is a symbol for enduring. Stone is permanence, where for example
sand is impermanence (Spirn, 1998, p.100). Mountains rise up to the sky and
connect heaven and earth. Norberg-Schulz (1980, p.25) argues that mountains
have become symbols for wilderness because they remain distant, somewhat
frightening and don’t have ‘insides’ where man can dwell.
The same is true for a forest. This also is primarily a wilderness, filled with
unknown and sometimes even frightening forces. A tree as an object however, is
the symbol for growth and life. It is a symbol for reproduction and death. A tree
connects heaven and earth by rising up from the ground as well as by yearly
enacting the process of creation. It shows us the different seasons and tells the
story of rhythm and change in the landscape.
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Water shows us flow. Water is filled with meaning, symbolism and plays an
important role in most of the world’s religions and myths. Water is a symbol
of life, the motor from which all forms come. Spirn (1998, p.100) calls water
“paradoxical”. She uses opposites; yielding yet powerful, transparent yet
reflective. Water can destroy by eroding and create by depositing. “In Taoism,
water expresses wu-wei: “the strength of weakness”. It cleanses, a symbol
of spiritual purification used for ablution, holy water, baptism. Many natural
springs in Ireland are seen as sacred and are adorned with flowers, rocks, and
pictures of the virgin Mary” (Spirn, 1998, p.100).
Natural elements thus have an intrinsic story to tell and to relate to, that creates
meaningful places to identify with. The combination of elements and the
landscape itself also tells us a story. Landscape is in constant change by burning,
blowing, raining, slipping, growing, building (Spirn, 1998, p.86). Sometimes
history remains in the past, and sometimes it repeats itself. Materials can tell
the story of process. For example rock that “erodes to sand, cemented sand
becomes stone, erodes to sand again.” (Spirn, 1998, p.99)
Aesthetic appeal of landscapes

The danger that exists here is that we (mankind) appreciate some landscapes
more than others. In Everyday Aesthetics Yuriko Saito describes that people
tend to appreciate and protect the landscapes that are of high ‘scenic beauty’.
U.S. National Parks like Yellowstone and Yosemite can be typified as unfamiliar,
spectacular, and sublime. They are ‘aesthetically appealing’: “We tend to admire
those landscapes which can be made into a nice picture” (2007, p.61). These
landscapes do have aesthetical qualities, for sure, but they do not necessarily
have the greatest ecological potential.
The fact that we transform these kind of sublime landscapes into national parks
and look after them is off course not the problem. However landscapes that
are not so much interpreted as being ‘aesthetically appealing’, like prairies and
wetlands. are consequently considered as being less important to protect.
“The sorry history of what happened to wetlands, not only in the United States
but also globally, indicates that many people believe that wetlands should be
made more ‘productive’ by draining, filling and paving. Their perceived lack
of aesthetic value contributes to the public’s eager attitude to toward such
a transformation” (Saito, 2007, p.63). However these wetlands are of great
ecological AND aesthetical value. This is especially the case for the landscapes
around New Orleans: the wetlands (brackish marshes and sweet swamps) of
South Louisiana that are part of the Mississippi delta, as is already stated in
chapter one. They protect the land from hurricanes, and provide a living place
for a rich diversity of fish and birds. But the marsh and swamp also have a
distinct aesthetic quality.
Protecting landscapes purely for its ecological reasons often met with resistance
in history. Saito mentions that for example the Everglades in Southern Florida
were not designated as a national park until 1947. “It was initially ridiculed as
merely a swamp with mighty little that was of special interest, and absolutely
nothing that was picturesque or beautiful” (2007, p.63). According to Saito all
this shows us the importance of ‘everyday aesthetics’, and the great (in this
case negative for the wetlands) consequences it can have. Everyday aesthetics
is about common experiences with everyday objects that at first glance might
not seem to be related to aesthetics. “…the necessity of everyday aesthetics for
pragmatic reasons (next to aesthetic reasons) is that while appearing innocuous
and inconsequential, everyday aesthetic judgments and preferences we make
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Social engineering

on daily basis do have surprisingly serious implications.” Of course this also
indicates that the power of ‘everyday aesthetics’ can be utilized in order to
create a positive reaction of the people towards a certain ‘urban landscape’.
This means that swamps as such might not be seen attractive, but that by
telling new stories, using aesthetics, it is possible to change the common
view of the people towards that landscape. Saito pleads for a different focus
on aesthetic appeal regarding environmental issues; what she calls social
engineering (2007, p.72).
A clear example of guiding change in aesthetic appreciation is the typical
American view towards wilderness. Early American settlers saw ‘raw nature’
as a waste until it was cultivated and worked on. Wilderness was associated
with overwhelming obstacles and survival, while geometrical, regularity,
orderliness and neatness, all characteristics of cultivated land, were considered
more beautiful. This view changed, starting in 18th century Europe where the
Romantic era produced new aesthetic categories like the sublime and the
picturesque. When survival in the wilderness was no longer a pressing concern,
also for American settlers, attitude towards ‘wild’ landscape became more
positive. However not yet as picturesque as in Europe since they had something
what the Americans didn’t have so much: historical associations – great stories
about landscapes that result in emotional attachment, respect and ultimately
aesthetic value for that landscape. According to Saito: “The American landscape
appreciation familiar to us today became out of the various strategies
proposed as remedies for this alleged lack of associations”, applied in the 19th
century (p.74). First of all new stories were created in order to provide such
associations. Secondly, American writers and philosophers referred to people’s
imagination to the potential of economic development of the site. But more
interesting is that the Americans claimed superiority over European landscapes,
because their landscape was so immense both temporal and spatial.
Emphasizing the mighty Niagara Water Falls, the enormous summits, gorges
and falls of Yosemite and comparing them with the less impressive European
Alps for example. In the end what was a disadvantage: the lack of associations
was converted into a virtue. The American nature, so was told, was more
distinctive, more grand, more rugged, yes in fact more ‘wild’ than European
landscapes could ever be. This ‘wildness’ of the landscape became the most
appreciated characteristic of the American landscape, and today still is.
However what Saito wants to avoid is what she calls environmental
determinism (notice the similarities with what Marc Treib (1999) calls ecofundamentalism, as described in chapter 2.4), whereby ecological value of a
landscape automatically determines its aesthetical value. “Even with necessary
incorporation of various conceptual considerations, the ultimate reference and
basis of our aesthetic judgment has to be what is directly perceivable” (p.83)
The question that arises then of course is: how can we influence that what is
directly perceivable?

3.3 Telling the Landscape Story
Landscape is not necessarily a collection of natural elements; it is also used as
a term to describe the place (environment) shaped by humans. Spirn (1998,
p.32) quotes John Dixon Hunt to introduce the term “third nature”. First nature
is the given natural circumstance, second nature is nature reworked by human
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hands and third nature is the artful interpretation of a specific place. Third
natures are designed landscapes. It is the task of the landscape architect to
design a meaningful landscape in which the user can orientate himself and
identify with, or as Norberg-Schulz (1980, p.5) so powerfully elaborates in
‘Genius Loci’: “Since ancient times the genius loci, or spirit of place, has been
recognized as the concrete reality man has to face and come to terms with in
his daily life. Architecture means to visualize the genius loci, and the task of
the architect is to create meaningful places, whereby he helps man to dwell.”
The natural elements are important, but humans shape their landscape and
thus with design impact their environment. As elaborated in chapter 2 the
landscape must inform as well as perform. To create a meaningful landscape
that man identifies himself with, and that triggers his imagination and
creativity, the strategy is three-fold. The first strategy is using local materials
and traditions in new and innovative ways, related to critical regionalism.
The second strategy is using landscape narratives to tell the stories of a
place and show the (temporally) layered landscape, the third one about
(perceived) aesthetics in relation with ecological design.
3.3.1 Local materials and traditions

Critical regionalism

The use of local materials and traditions is an important tool to create an
identity of place. The naturally present and culturally introduced materials
of a specific place give meaning to that place and connect the human beings
that inhabit it to that place. The same is true for traditions on a specific
place. Physically, these traditions can be for example building styles, ways
to construct pavements or planting regimes. Designing with these materials
and traditions means not just simply putting them to use, but a critical rethinking of them.
These ideas are derived from the book Critical regionalism (Lefaivre &
Tzonis, 2003) where in the introduction Alexander Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre
sketch a brief history of regionalism and introduce the idea of critical
regionalism. The general concepts in this and the previous chapter about
environmental degradation, misuse of resource, connectedness to place
and the construction of identity and a collective memory are prevalent in
the descriptions of regionalism. Critical regionalism is about using concepts
of regionalism, but placing them in the current time by connecting to
global processes and chances. “The task of critical regionalism is to rethink
architecture through the concept of region… What we call the critical
regionalist approach to design and the architecture of identity, recognizes
the value of the singular, circumscribes projects within the physical social,
and cultural constraints of the particular, aiming at sustaining diversity while
benefiting from universality.” (Lefaivre & Tzonis, 2003, p.20)
3.3.2 Landscape Narratives
Next to the power of natural materials and the critical use of local materials
and traditions, telling stories in the landscape (possibly about the landscape)
is a way to bring identity to a place as well as triggering man’s imagination
and creativity. These stories can be about the landscape and her processes,
about the history of human occupation, or can even be fictitious. In their
thesis Brown coal mining and rehabilitation: a landscape chronicle, Knoot
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Fig. 3.1: Accentuation shows
New Orleans’ identity

Fig. 3.2: Addressing salt water
intrusion at marshes near
Lower Ninth Ward

Fig. 3.3: Anomaly: the pier
illustrates the future water
level of the area (de Waal,
2009)

Fig. 3.4: The Metaphor of
temporal sails illustrate future
use by sailing boats (de Waal,
2009)

and de Waal (2009) use the thesis Articulatie in het landschap by van der
Westen and Westerink (2006) to create a theoretical framework on landscape
narration. They distinct four types of narratives: chronicle, report, memoirs
and novel. These narratives are briefly described below, together with design
strategies to articulate the specific narrative. These design strategies are
actually categories (collections) of different design principles (Anne Spirn in The
language of landscape (1998) calls these design principles ‘figures of speech’)
not described here. The design strategies in relation to different types of
narratives are based on the work of Knoot and de Waal (2009).
- Chronicle is about transformation processes. “Showing the landscape
chronicle gives insight in processes like erosion, growth, succession, restoration,
destruction and how they work on the landscape.” (van der Westen and
Westerink in: Knoot & de Waal, 2009, p.109). It should be represented in a
strict direction, because the story told is about a logical time sequence. Design
strategies that can be used to tell a chronicle are accentuation of a specific
element and addressing (focus to an object, effect or reference by interruption
or by making a clear statement).
- “The report is the articulation of what happens at the moment or happened
in the past, by means in the landscape. By making use of actual historical relics
in the landscape it tells a historical layer of the place” (van der Westen and
Westerink in: Knoot & de Waal, 2009, p.109). Although it is about a specific
time period and/or specific occurrences, the designer is free as long as the
intention is clear. Strategies are accentuation, addressing and anomaly (when
landscape is different from the expectation).
- Memoirs form references to the history and identity of a place. By articulating
a memoir, new or existing elements in the landscape are connected to historical
occurrences and memoirs. “To tell the memoirs it is necessary that time,
place and action are being articulated in the real configuration; therefore
the memoirs is characterized by a strict direction.” (van der Westen and
Westerink in: Knoot & de Waal, 2009, p.109). The relation between place can
be constituted when the occurrence actually took place on the specific site,
or when the current context functions as a reference to an occurrence in the
past. Telling a memoirs can be done using strategy of accentuation, anomaly,
addressing and metaphor (a direct connection between two elements, people
or phenomena that seem unrelated at first sight).
- “In the novel, new structures are added to the existing landscape to articulate
a new, often fictitious story. The story is often unrelated to the original
landscape.” (van der Westen and Westerink in: Knoot & de Waal, 2009, p.109).
The designer is free to construct his or her own story, as long as the mutual
elements of the story are clearly structured by the plot. Strategies to tell a
fictitious story can be accentuation, anomaly and/or metaphor.
3.3.3 Aesthetics in ecological design
One can ask oneself what can be done next to using local materials and
traditions and informing people with scientific knowledge or influence
association by providing (new) stories. What are general rules for aesthetical
beauty regarding responsible landscape design?
Among others, Saito (2007), Nassauer (1995) and Mozingo (1997) wrote on
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this subject of environmental design and aesthetics. They plead for more focus
on aesthetics, and aesthetic perception in ecological design. Louise A. Mozingo
states that: “Ecological designs need more input from ‘iconic designers’, who
see landscape architecture as: “the art of our time” (1997, p.46) and focus
on aesthetic quality rather than on conceiving and shaping complex systems.
‘Iconic design’ and ecological design must be combined to create the just
balance between art and science, between landscape beauty and ecological
health.” This because many projects that have profound ecological value are just
so: “...strikingly anonymous, even dull, as a landscape experience” (1997, p.50).
Therefore here three cues are derived that try to name rather pragmatic design
measures that can be introduced in order to enrich human experiences and
focus on pleasure and sensuality, next to profound ecological value. One is the
balance between order and disorder; art and science in a design. The second
one is the appearance of aging; the factor time. The last cue is community
influence on planning and design. Note that the first cue really is about
aesthetics, while the last two concentrate on how aesthetics are perceived and
how to influence that. All are of interest for every landscape design in general,
and certainly for the design that we propose in the low-lying neighbourhoods
Gentilly and Lakeview in New Orleans.
1 Order vs disorder
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Mankind always tends to control nature by creating order; clean and neat
environments. On the other hand there is something almost inhuman about
controlling every inch of space or every moment in our life; this would constrain
our feelings of freedom and being independent. “What we find appreciable, it
seems to me, is neither a total control over natural processes, nor a wholesome
submission to them, but rather the appropriate balance between them”
(Saito, 2007, p.173). Bringing back the ‘raw landscape’ into a city would bring
too much disorder, and certainly is not desirable. On the other hand we state
that we passed the time of total control over nature in our cities. A park that
consists of nothing more than a carefully mowed lawn and some solitaire trees
dotted around in a field does not offer the same aesthetic qualities (next to
ecological and hydrological qualities) that a ‘landscape park’ can offer. What
must be done when designing space in the city is framing the landscape quality
in a clearly designed structure. It must be obviously recognizable for citizens
that a park, streetscape, or greenspace has not been taken over by nature,
but that we - human beings – let nature take over to a certain degree. Rather
a reinterpretation of nature, than a copy of it. A framework of order, with in
that windows of appreciated disorder. What is interesting here are the parallels
with Kerkstra’s and Vrijlandt’s casco model (1988; 1990), already mentioned in
chapter two. The emphasis in this theory is on a framework of controlled, low
dynamic land uses, with windows that offer space for high dynamic land uses
that can be less controlled. Apparently this principle of balance between order
and disorder, clean and dirty, organized and disorganized is something we seek
for on both large scale landscape planning and small scale landscape design.
In Messy ecosystems, orderly frames, Joan Iverson Nassauer states that:
“Ecological quality tends to be messy… what is good may not look good,
and looks good may not be good” (1995, p.161). This is especially true in
the American society where the most appreciated - and therefore looked
after for – landscapes are neat and tidy. They are interpreted as: “…a sign of
neighborliness, hard work and pride.” Typical ‘landscapes’ are the suburban
front lawns with exotic solitaire trees, and parks created after picturesque
values derived from an 18th century romantic legacy. Nassauer writes that
“Picturesque conventions seem so intrinsic to nature that they are mistaken for
ecological quality”. However: “at the same time a neat orderly landscape seldom
enhances the ecological function of landscape”. Therefore, when designing

with environmental issues in mind she preaches to “design ecosystems so that
people will recognize their beauty and maintain it …in fact, invisible ecological
functions must be actively represented for human experience” (1995, p.162).
Nassauer introduces 7 design principles that according to her are not a mean
to maintain traditional, picturesque landscape forms, but rather a means to
recognize new landscape forms that include greater biodiversity. The last two
principles are derived from Mozingo.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Mowing strips – to frame patches of greater biodiversity with clear sign of human intention
Flowering plants and trees – Plants with large and bright flowers are more attractive and
recognizable to people than shrubs that are not flowering
Wildlife – Songbirds are widely appreciated
Bold patterns – Bold, clearly visible patterns like strip-cropping, grassed waterways and terracing
indicate human intention by their crisp edges and landscape scale
Trimmed shrubs, plant in rows and linear planting designs.
Fences, Architectural details, Lawn ornaments and painting
Foundation planting
Visibility - “Ecologic landscapes blend with their context and result in a diffuse visual
pattern”(1997, p.50), this can make an ecological landscape hard to perceive, and care about.
Landscape design structure depends on sequence, pathway, and in particular, contrast.
Sharp edges instead of diffuse edges – to accentuate transition

2 Appearance of aging

The second ‘cue of aesthetical beauty’ as described by Saito is the appearance
of aging. This is linked with the first rule. Saito quotes Pauline von Bonsdorff
who argues for: “…the importance of accepting and appreciating the what she
calls ‘the naturally unplanned’…”. There is: “aesthetic beauty and existential
significance in the aging appearance of the materials (or landscapes as we see
it) that show the interaction of nature and culture, with humans as mediators,
belonging to both sides, erecting and wearing down” (2007, p.183). Making
change visible in the landscape, or better: letting nature make change visible
in the landscape to a certain degree, is aesthetically appreciated by people
for exactly the same underlying reason as the first rule of order vs. disorder.
“[People] negotiate between exerting control over inevitable natural processes
and accepting them by submitting ourselves to such processes. Change can be
designed with the factor time. ‘Time’ is one of the most important tools for a
landscape architect. Also Louise A. Mozingo states that landscape aesthetics
too much prizes a static vision imposed upon land, while: “... this desire for
constancy of visual image is at odds with the fundamental force underlying
ecological design” (1997, p.52).

3 Civic engagement

The last design factor named here that can make a landscape more
aesthetically beautiful is civic engagement in the planning and design process.
“When a new structure modifies or transforms a familiar landscape, I wonder
how much of people’s resistance toward what is regarded as ‘the machine
in the garden’ is based upon an underlying feeling of resentment that the
project was concocted by outsiders and ‘imposed’ upon them. If the residents
do not feel they are part of the process, they don’t have ownership of the
project; in short they feel alienated” (Saito, p.100). What Saito wants to
explore is whether people find the (urban) landscape where they live in more
aesthetically appealing if they helped creating it, if people had the possibility to
influence the design and planning process. Engagement also proves to be very
important once the project has been completed. Citizens tend to look after a
space which they helped designing.
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3.4 Putting the Landscape to Use
Elements of nature, critically using regional characteristics in new design,
articulating narratives and concentrating on landscape aesthetics are the
strategies to create a meaningful landscape. These strategies can and must be
used also in the urban context to create ecologically sustainable, aesthetically
sound and inspiring cities.

Landscape and ‘life’

The landscape becomes truly meaningful when it is put to use. In other words, a
last essential factor is life. Although trees and water live and are symbols for life,
what is meant here is use of the landscape by people as well as the ecological
life of birds, fish, reptiles and mammals.
In The Language of Landscape, Spirn (1998, p.146) argues that the biggest
attraction in the landscape is the people. With people in it, the landscape
becomes a theatre, a stage, a scene for action. As Spirn indicates: “peoplewatching is a popular pastime in virtually all cultures. Much of the attraction of
tourism is the pleasure of watching the novelty and also the recognition of other
people, for all cultures share common landscape genres… that also reveal each
culture’s distinctiveness.” (Spirn, 1998, p.147). Animating space and interpreting
the stories of a place by activities like walking, playing, talking, contemplating
and sitting are essential steps to integrate the landscape in a collective memory.
This is the way to offer a contra-weight to human alienation from nature,
environment and landscape.
Next to human life, the presence of ecological life enriches a landscape and puts
it to use. Life around you that sings, twitters, buzzes, crawls, hides, shows, flows,
is life that inspires. This life is inspiring in itself, but also because it connects
people to nature by personal recognition. What Spirn indicates, for example, is
that “birds share many processes with humans: they speak, mate, nest, have
territory, hunt, flock.” (Spirn, 1998, p.149)

3.5 A Working Landscape
We believe in a working landscape. In a landscape that performs as well as
informs. Next to a healthy, vital and productive system that prevents nuisances,
the landscape should engage in interaction with the human perceiver, and
trigger the human imagination and creativity. A design must not only be
beautiful in aesthetic sense, but also enrich people with facts, stories and
thoughts. Landscape is also a tool to create a sense of belonging and identity.
Later on in this thesis work, we will elaborate on the chances that a working
landscape offers for the low-lying and devastated parts of New Orleans. This is
not just about technically solving environmental problems, but also (and maybe
even more) about articulating new stories, creating a positive and rich identity
and making suburbs that New Orleans deserves.

Working landscape Performs + Informs
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4

Trends in Urban Water Management

Traditional water
management focused on
technical interventions
to prevent flooding and
offer fast discharge;
water as a threat
In 21st century water
policy water must
be used to create a
sustainable environment
with high spatial quality;
water as an amenity.
On regional scale water
management and urban
design must work in
coexistence to face
(future) challenges

This chapter will elaborate on the shifting paradigm in water management in
the Netherlands from 1953 until present days. It does not pretend to give a
complete overview of the historical developments in this profession, however
it tries to describe how ‘traditional water management’ developed into a ‘21st
century water policy’. Briefly this chapter explains how an approach towards
water management shifted from purely focused on safety and needed technical
interventions to a much broader approach that incorporated ecology and spatial
planning. This approach suggests that the disciplines of water management and
spatial design together can address water-related problems more adequate and
at the same time enhance spatial quality. The 21st century water policy is one of
the starting points for this thesis work.
It is important to stress that the trends described here are not necessarily
evolving identical around the globe. However, urban delta’s have comparable
problems and chances regarding to water which makes it interesting to look into
Dutch water management.

4.1 Traditional Water Management
The Dutch tradition in water management goes far back and already started
in the 800’s when the first collaborative actions were undertaken to prevent
areas from flooding and to reclaim land (Van de Ven, 2004). After that time
there has been a constant struggle between man and water that is typical for
the Dutch culture and its traditions. In order to prevent this low lying country
from flooding, thousands of miles of dikes, locks, sluices, gates, dams and other
flooding protection structures were built. Different water boards were organized
and started to work together. This early collaboration between communities
to ‘fight the water’ and make decisions that serve the greater good made the
Dutch who they are today. In the cause of history the Dutch became more
and more successful in taming the waters of the rivers and the North Sea.
Unfortunately now and then still severe flooding events occurred.
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February 1953 is the most famous and dramatic example of such a failure.
Spring tide and strong Western winds together created an extreme high water
level in front of the Dutch coast. At different locations the dikes breached
and a devastating flooding of the provinces of Zeeland, Zuid-Holland and
Noord-Brabant was the result. More than 1.800 people died, 71.000 had to be
evacuated, over 40.000 residences were destroyed or heavily damaged and the
economic loss was unbelievable. Not to mention the profound impression it
made on the Dutch community (Stichting Deltawerken, 2004).
Only one month later the Dutch minister of Transportation and Water
Management installed the famous Deltacommissie (Delta Committee).
Their assignment was to “… investigate and implement the technical waterrelated interventions that where needed to take away the acute threats.”
(Deltacommissie, 2008).
In 1958, five years after the storm, the government accepted the so called Delta
Act in which far reaching decisions were made. The focus was to reinforce dikes
where necessary, build large dams that would close off the saline estuaries and
turn them into big fresh water lakes, and to build a storm surge barrier that
could close off the river Rhine if high water levels would occur. The strategy
behind this plan was simple; shorten the coastline by installing huge engineered
structures. Thirty-nine years later, in 1997, when the storm surge barrier in
the Nieuwe Waterweg near Rotterdam was finished, the Delta Plan had been
completed (van de Ven, 2004). All the newly built dams, dikes, locks and other
flood protection systems highly improved the level of safety for the low lying
areas in the Netherlands. The plan was generally considered as a big success,
and was a triumph for the technical ability of Dutch hydraulic engineers.
Traditional water management

The Delta Act is a plan that fits within ‘traditional water management’ in
the Netherlands. An approach to water management that is focused on hard
technological measures to fight the water and protect the land and its people.
For example the 1st National Policy Paper on Water Management (Nota: De
waterhuishouding van Nederland) from 1968 elaborates on what Van de
Ven (2004, p. 245) names traditional issues; like protection against flooding,
discharge of surplus water, and an optimal distribution of fresh water over the
country. Or as is stated in ‘Waterbeleid voor de 21e eeuw’ (Water policy for
the 21st century): “The trends in water management after the Second World
War until the end of the 20th century are focused on technical measures. It was
believed that technical interventions made sure the rivers with high water levels
and extreme rainfall could be controlled, the aim was to discharge the water as
fast as possible (Committee WB21, 2000).
In the mid 80’s of the 20th century, and more obvious in the 90’s, new
developments regarding ecology, global climate change, and risk management,
created a shifting approach towards water management. One that is no longer
only focused on safety but also on sustainability.

4.2 Water policy of the 21st century on national scale
According to Van de Ven (2004) the first indications of a shift towards a broader
interpretation of water management are recorded in the second national policy
paper on water management (2e Nota Waterhuishouding) (1985). For the
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first time groundwater quality, dehydrated soils, and low groundwater levels
were placed in a ecological context. The real breakthrough however, can be
found in the third national policy paper on water management from 1989. Van
de Ven states “In addition to the internal connections between quality and
quantity aspects of surface waters, the groundwater and the aquatic soil, the
connections with other policy areas such as physical planning, the nature and
environment policy, sewerage management, and rural planning were recognized
as well” (2004, p.245). For the first time target pictures were formulated not
only for traditional standards but also for the supply of drinking water, fishing,
agriculture, nature development and recreation. In this light also Plan Ooievaar
(1987) is a milestone. Designers with a background in landscape architecture
and ecology developed a plan that offered a fresh look towards Dutch water
management to enhance wet nature development (ooibossen) and offer
solutions for expected problems regarding sedimentation in the river beds . Plan
Ooievaar also was one of the initiatives that later resulted in the ‘room for the
river’ principle. This principle aims to create natural overflow areas for rivers in
order to prevent flooding events further downstream.
In the mid 90’s Holland witnessed different threatening situations. In 1993
and 1995 the Netherlands were startled by extreme high water levels in the
rivers. Residents and businesses located in the Maas valley suffered substantial
damage. Dwellers along the Rhine and Waal rivers were evacuated for
precautionary reasons. Not much later in the Westland area flooding occurred
due to extreme rainfall and a lack of storage capacity in the area. On the other
hand the Netherlands experienced droughts that influenced the availability
of fresh water and increased the rate of subsidence. These circumstances
raised new awareness for water management and the way it was approached
(Committee WB21, 2000).
On a global scale the effects of climate change became visible. Ever more
scientists agreed on the fact that the world would face more intensive rainfall,
a raising sea water level and longer periods of drought (IPCC, 2007 and chapter
1). This certainly will have its consequences for the water system and water
protection in the mid- and long-term future.
Reasons different approach

Next to more attention for ecological systems, unsafe situations behind the
dikes, interior flooding in the mid 90’s and future challenges regarding the
global climate change the authors of ‘WB21’ identify a fourth problem related
to water management at the end of the 20th century. In 2000 the Committee
Water Policy 21st Century writes: “On this moment the economical value in
West-Nederland is approximately ten times higher than in 1960, according to
the fourth national policy paper on water management all the investments
together are worth €1.8 billion ($2,7 billion)” (2000, p.26). Risk is considered as
chance times consequence. In this case the chance did not so much increase but
the consequence certainly did.
In 2000 the Committee WB21 states in her foreword: “It is time for a different
water policy, it is still too much focused on technical management. The water
policy should have a broader orientation… a policy that considers water no
longer as an enemy, but rather as an alley for nature development, agriculture
and urban growth.” Also the Committee pleads for better communication with
its inhabitants, a more integral approach and a fair consideration on costs
and assets. Note that the terminology is changing from ’water management’
to ‘water policy’. This term is broader and does not only focus on changes in
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Fig. 4.1: Westersingel Rotterdam

water management, but also on spatial development, creating support of the
community, a different way of guiding and directing, and investments in the
long-term future (Committee WB21, 2000).
The 21st century water policy

The 21st century water policy stands for a water system that is trustworthy.
Although the government can never guaranty 100% safety, what it can do for
the community is providing maximum safety regarding high water levels in
the rivers, extreme rainfall, and drought. Also it needs to be flexible in order
to withstand unexpected events in the future. Both sea and river dikes must
in some cases be strengthened, the water system must be more sustainable.
Now is the time to make decisions regarding to the future and reserve enough
space for water, maintain sweet water reservoirs and oppose drought. Finally,
the water system has to be manageable; acknowledgement of the community,
integral approach, clear responsibilities and financial back up are the key words
here.
To achieve such a different water system, concrete interventions and changes
are needed. It is important to stress though that those changes in water policy
can only occur when safety is guaranteed to a maximum level. So also in the
future technical features are needed. Dikes, quays, weirs, and pumps have to
be improved or newly installed to control water levels and to guarantee enough
water supply and water discharge. But the committee WB21 pleads for technical
interventions only when ‘soft solutions’ are not adequate or possible’ (2000,
p.51). ’Zacht waar het kan, hard waar het moet’ is a Dutch leading principle
and can be translated as: ‘soft solutions where possible, hard solutions where
necessary’.

1: Retain - Sore - Discharge

So what are the real differences between traditional water management and
21st century water policy in the Netherlands? First of all new leading principles
in water management are introduced. A so called three-stage-strategy (retain,
store, discharge) should always be applied (Committee WB21, 2000).
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1. Retain
Retain the water as close to the source as possible. This can prevent flooding
elsewhere and oppose water shortages in dry periods. The result is that the
circumstances will be more wet in some areas. Land use should adapt to these
new circumstances.
2. Store
Water that cannot be retained should be stored in retention areas, like ponds,
swales, wetlands or other water bodies.
3. Discharge
Only when retaining and storing capacities are no longer adequate the water
should be discharged. Discharging water means bringing water from a local
water system into a regional water system. For example pumping successive
water from a polder into a river.
This clearly is a different approach compared to traditional water management,
where the aim was to bring water towards a discharge point as fast as possible.
The three-stage-strategy suggests that water should be kept very close to the
source, solve the problem where it occurs or in other words: suit yourself, rather
than passing on problems to an area further downstream, or (on local scale) a
lower lying area.
2: More room for water

The second very prominent choice regarding the water management principles
for the 21st century is to provide more room for water. Global climate change
will result in more extreme (both higher and lower) discharges for e.g. the
river Rhine. To meet this challenge different instruments are introduced; like
dike relocation, flood bypasses, lowering flood plains and removing obstacles
(Sijmons in Topos, 2009). Room for water should become a leading principle
in spatial development. Multifunctional areas can provide room for water and
provide space for other functions as well. The committee sees this as a chance
to also add spatial quality:
“The Committee’s opinion is that room for water is not only supporting an
improved water management system, but also creates possibilities for a
beautiful urban design, nature development, a different strategy for agriculture
and water related recreation“ (2000, p.59). First of all, it should no longer be
possible to acquire space directly linked to the water system and build upon
it. At least not before it is checked via the ‘water test’. Existing room for water
should be maintained primary for this function. Secondly, with the global
climate change in mind, more room for water storage and discharge should be
acquired. This can be done by increasing the percentage of surface water and
by appointing retention areas. This counts for both local and regional water
systems (WB21, 2000).
Creating room for water is at first glance more expensive than technical
interventions like improving dikes and quays. Nevertheless according to WB21
‘room for water’ is more effective in the long run. Where improved dikes only
create more damage when they fail or get overtopped since risk is chance times
consequence, room for water seeks a more sustainable solution that is not
focused on fast discharge. In A different approach to water (2000) the Dutch
cabinet translates WB21 into an official policy. In this report the cabinet states:
“A good mix of spatial planning and technological measures is required to
address safety requirements and reduce water-related problems, for which the
cabinet prefers constant consideration of spatial measures, including widening
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or lowering flood plains and construction of water retention and storage areas,
in addition to technological measures…” (Ministry of Transport and Water,
2000).
3: Flexible water levels

Next to creating retention areas and more surface water there is another
possibility to increase the storage capacity. Namely to allow more fluctuation
in the existing water bodies. This is called ‘flexible water level management’.
Normally the water level in a catchment area is not allowed to exceed a
certain point to avoid (too) wet conditions. When this maximum water level
occurs, pumps start pumping to discharge excessive water. When higher water
levels are allowed, the water bodies can simply contain more water. This has
consequences for the agricultural sector and for nature. Nevertheless the
advantage of a flexible water level: more storage capacity is exceeding the
disadvantages (WB21, 2000).
A very prominent problem in the low lying areas of the Netherlands is
subsidence, due to drainage of the peat soils. Subsidence creates an even
bigger height difference between the raising sea water level and the low lands.
This increasing height difference allows more seepage coming up through the
ground. Also subsidence can damage roads, subsurface sewer- and drainage
systems and other structures in urban areas.
In the low lying peat areas of Holland subsidence must be opposed. The ground
water level therefore must be raised and as a consequence agricultural activities
will be more extensive.
Creating a certain water level is a management choice. The aim mostly is
opposing subsidence, but aims can also be directed at ecology or aesthetics.
WB21 and the official translation of its recommendations in ‘A different
approach to water’ can be seen as an important step towards a different type of
water policy. One that is broader orientated and seeks collaboration with spatial
planning and ecology. A policy that considers water as an alley rather than an
enemy. Water creates chances for nature development, recreation and adds
spatial quality to the environment.

Fig. 4.2: Waterplan Rotterdam 2
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Water management
and spatial planning

The latest important development regarding water policy in the Netherlands
started in 2007 when the second Delta Committee was installed. In 2008
this committee presented her recommendations in ‘Samen werken met
water’ (Working together with water). It is expected that most of these
recommendations will be incorporated in the fifth national policy paper on
water management: ‘Het Nationale Waterplan (The national Water Plan) when
it will be presented in the near future.
Whereas the first Delta Committee directly after the flooding got the
assignment to: “… investigate and implement the technical water-related
interventions that where needed to take away the acute threats.” The
second committee: “… had to elaborate on long-term strategies for coastal
development that ensure safety and create possibilities for more spatial quality
in the Netherlands” (Delta Committee, 2008). The Delta Committee interpreted
the coast in a very broad sense: not only the small coastal strip but also the low
lying hinterland and the interaction with the main rivers and the IJsselmeer. In
the foreword of her report the committee underlines how important it is to see
this as an integral assignment that is both focused on water management and
spatial planning. An interesting trend following these developments is that even
technical engineers are seriously engaged in developing ideas for working with
natural force (for example sand motors).
Of course it is impossible to compare both assignments, since after 1953
there was an acute problem to solve, while in 2007 the focus lay on long term
futuristic developments. Nevertheless the two different assignments for the
Committee show clearly how the approach towards water policy shifted from
purely technical towards a vision that preaches for soft, sensible and sustainable
solutions where possible, and only hard (technical) solutions where necessary.
Solid water-technical measures must always form the base to ensure safety
for a country in a delta (like Holland), but water is now also perceived as
an opportunity for strong and innovative ideas regarding economy, nature,
landscape, and recreation. The aims are on working and living in a water
present, sustainable environment. Where sustainable doesn’t mean fighting
against mother nature, but working in coexistence with her. Or as A.W. Spirn
stated in her famous book ‘The Granite Garden’: “… design in concert with
natural processes, rather than in ignorance of them or in outright position”
(1984, p.XII).
The Delta Committee concludes her advise with: “There are water-related
problems and assignments, definitely, but above all there are chances,
possibilities, opportunities, and new perspectives.” (2008, p.19)

4.3 Water policy of the 21st century on regional urban
scale
As stated above the latest trends in water policy are to develop integral visions
(especially between the water management and spatial planning disciplines)
and to use water as an amenity. These are theories created and documented
on a national scale level. They seem promising but remain rather vague.
Therefore it is interesting to find out how this new type of water management is
incorporated on a smaller scale level.
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Landscape Architecture
and Water Management

The urgency of and chances provided by the water assignment ask for “new
pacts between civil engineers, urban designers and landscape architects”
according to Broesi (2007, p.25). After analyzing designs for the Atelier IJmeer
and EO Wijers competitions among others, Broesi concludes that landscape
architects are well capable of translating the Dutch water assignments into new
and often dynamic landscapes, offering an enrichment to the Dutch cities. A
vision created by the municipality of Rotterdam together with different water
boards provides a typical example.

Rotterdam as an example

In 2005 Rotterdam Waterstad 2035 (Rotterdam Water City 2035) was published.
A report with a vision for Rotterdam that focused on solving and anticipating
on water related problems and spatial quality in the city. For the first time ever
in the Netherlands different water managers, urban planners and designers
created a vision together from the start. They sat around the table together,
constantly using each other’s knowledge to come up with innovative and
sustainable ideas. The recommendations given in this report were to a large
extend incorporated in Waterplan Rotterdam 2. A document produced in 2007
also by the municipality of Rotterdam and different water boards. The ideas are
presented as a master plan for water management and spatial planning and
design, a so called ‘water plan’. This water plan is not an officially authorized and
funded plan, it must be seen as a complementation for the official ‘Ruimtelijke
Ontwikkelingsstrategie 2030’ (Spatial development strategy 2030).

Ambition 1: Solve water
problems

Ambition 2: Attractive city

The ambition of this Water Plan 2 is twofold (Municipality Rotterdam, 2007).
The first one is that the municipality wants to design possible solutions for the
water related problems in the city, also on the long run. This means that the
consequences of global climate change in the future is translated into accurate
figures regarding to expected storage capacity, discharge capacity and the
availability of fresh water that is needed to oppose brackish seepage.
The second ambition of the municipality is to create an attractive city.
Rotterdam wants to keep and attract young people in their city who work in
the creative or high tech industries in order to oppose a so called ‘brain drain’
and not to be entirely dependent on the developments of their international
sea port. Landscape Architect and visiting professor at Harvard Graduate School
of Design Adriaan Geuze states that: “People feel more comfortable when
they live in an identifiable environment. That means an environment that is
different from others at vital points… this together with the fact that Rotterdam
needs more discharge capacity and thus more surface water is according to
me a perfect opportunity to make Rotterdam a more attractive place to live”
(Municipality Rotterdam et al., 2007). Water can be an amenity for the city.
This fits within the national 21st century water policy to identify chances,
possibilities, and opportunities when dealing with water issues. Rotterdam uses
water for city branding, even creating a new or ‘renewed’ identity. This can only
be done when the water in and around the city is of high quality both in terms
of healthy ecological systems and design.
Basically the water plan consists of two parts when talking about the design
(also the costs and assets and management and regulation are incorporated
within the document). The first part is a set of possible standard interventions, a
so called toolbox, the second part is the actual design itself, comparable with a
regular master plan (Fig. 4.2).
Particularly the toolbox shows some innovative principles regarding storm water
storage and urban design (Municipality Rotterdam, 2005). For example urban
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‘water squares’ that can be used as public space during normal conditions,
but fill up with storm water when extreme downpour occurs. An example that
already has been realized in Rotterdam is the ‘terrace of statues’ along the
Westersingel (fig.4.1). When the water level is high the promenade along the
singel fills up with water. Next to the extra storage capacity, this shows the
residents of Rotterdam how the water level changes. Living with water gets a
new dimension here.
The main interventions according to the actual water plan for Rotterdam north
of the river Maas are to extend excising water-related qualities, retain and store
more water in gardens and green spaces, extend existing singels and create new
singels and come up with innovative solutions in the city centre. Here space
is scarce, but more storage capacity is needed. South of the river Maas the
strategy is to create much more surface water. This area has one water level and
therefore new water bodies can be connected. If these new water bodies are
well designed, existing residential areas will gain landscape quality from them.
The redesigned ‘water park’ Zuiderpark will act as the anchor point for future
developments in South Rotterdam (Municipality Rotterdam et al., 2007). These
developments show that if safety is guaranteed, within that framework of safety
the landscape architect can ‘play’. This means that within the water assignment,
landscape architectural design can bring beauty, inspiration and meaning. The
designs that are presented in this thesis from chapter 11 onwards for low lying
areas in the city of New Orleans reflect these principles.
To conclude this chapter about trends in 21st century water management
one quote presented in the ‘Water Plan 2’ represents the most important
development that has occurred in this discipline lately: “What was started in the
first Water Plan, namely the collaboration between water mangers and spatial
designers, now approves to be a crucial method in successfully dissolving the
water assignment” (Municipality of Rotterdam et al., 2007). Next to this more
integral approach the shifted attitude towards water is remarkable; where in the
20th century water was treated like the enemy nowadays ‘water as an amenity’
is a much used slogan. Last but not least water management today has two
pillars where it stands on instead of one: safety AND sustainability.
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5

The South Louisiana landscape &
history of New Orleans

3000km
1864miles

Katrina’s impact on
New Orleans in 2005
showed the relevance
and consequences of
living in a vulnerable
delta to the world.
The development
of the city is typical
for the challenge of
settling in a delta;
water played a big part.
Once highly responsive
to its physiographic
context, city growth
after 1895 no longer
was confined to the
higher grounds but
concentrated in the
low-lying former
backswamps. Exactly
those neighborhoods
suffered most from
Katrina’s floodwaters,
and represent the
reconstruction
challenge today.
Recovery offers
opportunities to make
new choices regarding
urban development
and relations to water.
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Fig. 5.1: Mississippi & Rhine|Meuse River basins (Based on:
Campenella, 2006 & Ministerie van Verkeer en Waterstaat, 2007;
Toronto University, 2009)

In the city of New Orleans challenges related to delta urbanism and water
management as described in chapters 1 and 4 have historically played an
important role. Located on the Mississippi river, close to the Gulf Coast in the
southern state Louisiana, United States, the city faces typical delta challenges.
In New Orleans’ history regarding urban development and the relation to
water three important periods can be distinguished, shaped by two important
events. After a paragraph on the forming of the South-Louisiana landscape and
founding of New Orleans in 1718, this chapter first describes the first period;
New Orleans’ history up to the draining of the backswamp starting in 1895.
After that, the period leading to the day Hurricane Katrina devastated the city in
2005 is covered. The third period, that of Post-Katrina New Orleans is described
in chapter 6.

5.1. The South Louisiana Landscape
Over the ages sediment deposition from the Mississippi river formed the South
Louisiana landscape, which represent the continents youngest soils as has
been written by Richard Campanella, associate director of Tulane University’s
Center for Bioenvironmental Research and Research professor with Tulane’s
Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences, in his comprehensive book
titled ‘Bienvilles Dillemma’ (2008). The river shifted its course several times over
time and formed the New Orleans region around 4500 years ago (Campanella,
2006, p.36). The landscape that the French-Canadian brothers Pierre le Moyne,
sieur d’Iberville and Jean Baptiste, sieur de Bienville encountered in 1699 thus
was a deltaic landscape of which the larger geomorphologic formations had
reached stages recognizable in the landscape today (Campanella, 2008, p.79).
At the time “distributaries, tidal inlets, and runoff flowing off the Mississippi’s
natural levee rendered the flat lakeside flanks of Orleans Parish a vast wetland,
wooded with cypress in some parts and grassy with tidally influenced brackish
water in others” writes Campanella (2008, p.219).

Baton Rouge

New Orleans

Fig. 5.2: Louisiana and the Mississippi deltaic plain

3.

1.
Fig. 5.3: Formation of the Mississippi Delta
(Based on: Campenella, 2006)
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5. Plaquemines Delta | 1,100 y.a. to present
4. Lafourche Delta | 3,500-100 y.a.
3. St. Bernard Delta | 4,300 - 1000 y.a.
2. Teche Delta | 6,000 - 2,500 y.a.
1. Maringouin Delta | 7,300 - 6,200 y.a.
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Fig. 5.4: Topography of a dynamic river dominated delta (Based on LSU, 2000). Section through the New Orleans Metro Polder drawn in
1895. Since then the lakeside areas have dropped 2-3 meters due to subsidence, resulting in an even more explicit profile. (The Historic
New Orleans Collection).
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Landscape Gradient

Maps by Saucier (1994) show this geomorphologic system of South Louisiana,
apparent in the New Orleans region today in the form of topography: an old
main channel of the river that once flowed between the lake and river created
the present day Metairie and Gentilly Ridge systems. The high ground beneath
today’s Esplanade Avenue is an offshoot of that old bypass.
The highest areas of the deltaic plain lie closest to the rivers and bayous and it
was there that Bienville searched for a site for the new colony, for during the
1700’s-1800s, the natural levees of the Mississippi and its distributaries formed
the only well-drained habitable land in the region (Campanella, 2008, p.81).

Natural levees

Freshwater swamp

Brackish to saline marshes

Fig. 5.5: Landscape Gradient
(Based on: Saucier, R.T. 1994)
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Fig. 5.7: New Orleans in 1798 (Trudeau, 1798. Library of Congress)

Fig. 5.6: Mississippi River|Baton
Rouge to Gulf (Lloyd & Co, 1862)
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1800: Colonial New Orleans

Fig. 5.8: Colonial New Orleans
(Based on: Vogt, 1985 &
Campenella, 2008)

Site and Situation

10km
6miles

With the establishment of a new French Colony on the lower Mississippi River
‘Nouvelle Orleans’ was founded in 1718 by the colonialist Jean Baptiste sieur
d’Bienville and named after the regent of the young French King Louis XV. New
Orleans has been described as “the inevitable city on an impossible site” (Lewis
in Campanella 2008, p.15): inevitable because the Mississippi river—New
Orleans’ raison d’être—drains the complete vast interior of North America and
a city at it’s mouth would control trade in the enormous hinterland.
As site for the settlement Bienville chose a spot on the river crescent shown
to him by Native Americans on an earlier expedition to the Gulf Coast in 1699
when the French had established their first settlement in the region, near
present-day Biloxi, Mississippi. A small path along Esplanade Ridge -Bayou
Road- connected the new colony to a 4-mile long bayou—now known as Bayou
St. John—and that connected it in turn with Lake Pontchartrain in the north
and Lake Borgne in the east. In this way a short cut from the river to the Gulf of
Mexico was provided (Vogt, 1985, p.29).
Bienville chose as what has been called by Campanella “the best available site
within a fantastic geographical situation.” Obviously the situation—the location
of a place relative to its surroundings and other places—of the new city was
ideal from a strategic point of view. But the French settlers also suffered from
“mosquito, mud, floods, hurricanes, soft soil, and hot, wet summers” (Vogt,
1985, p.30), for the actual site—its actual location on the earth—was far from
perfect. The story of development in New Orleans is typical for the challenge of
settling in a delta.
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5.2 1718-1895: Urban form related to physiographic
conditions
Fig. 5.9: Growth along the Riverbank (Based on: Vogt, 1985)

The colonial period | 1718-1803

The postcolonial period | 1803-1830

Understanding the urban development of New Orleans means understanding
the developmental history of the city’s famous architecture, its topographic
elevation, its soils and hydrology, and its cultural and ethnic fabric: the layers are
strongly correlated.
The ‘Vieux Carre’; or French Quarter, forms the old city of New Orleans and was
planned in a traditional French Giridion pattern. The plan was symmetrical with
streets planned around a central square facing the river (Vogt, 1985).
As the city grew the relatively firm and well-drained soils along the Mississippi
river and Bayou St. John and Bayou Metairie provided the only lands suitable for
development. Bit by bit the lands were turned into wedge-shaped plantations
that were parceled according to the “long-lot” or “Arpent” system of the French
Colonials. The system was based on sharing the benefits and dangers of settling
along the river, for parceling based on straight-lines perpendicular to the river
ensured an equal distribution of river frontage, fertile and unproductive land
among the settlers. The plantations were later subdivided by surveyors and
given out for urbanization to meet the housing demands of New Orleans’
increasing population, and in this way the radiating street pattern made its way
into the street grid of the city along the riverbank (Campanella, 2008).
With the Louisiana purchase Americans took possession of the city in 1803 and
brought an end to 85 years of French (interrupted by a Spanish period from
1763-1800) colonial rule. An increasing number of Anglo-Saxons arrived in the
city after the Louisiana Purchase, which led to social, political, and economic
tension with the Creoles, and their French-Spanish culture, who felt separated
from the Americans by nationality, religion, customs, law, politics, and language.
The proposed canal on Canal Street—which was never constructed—would
form the barrier between the Creole and American communities, and became
known as the ‘neutral ground’, a term still used by New Orleanians today to
indicate the median strip of a boulevard.
Growth in this time mainly followed the river and the conflict between Creoles
and Americans became manifest in the architecture as well as the urban
footprint of the city. Both communities formed their own suburbs along the high
grounds of the river in the form of the Creole Faubourg Marigny downstream of
the French Quarter, and the American Faubourg St. Marie upstream to the west
(Vogt, 1985).

The antebellum period | 1830-1862
Jeﬀerson Parish
Orleans Parish
St Bernard Parish

Jeﬀerson Parish

The antebellum period was the most glamorous and prosperous in the city’s rich
history, although a substantial portion of the city’s population (for ex. slaves) did
not share in the riches. New Orleans was the wealthiest city in the US thanks
to its cotton and port economy and in 1840 the third largest US city with a
population of 102,193. Despite the prosperity residents struggled with frequent
flooding due to heavy rains, and typhoid, cholera, malaria, and yellow fever
epidemics. Much of the city was filthy, its sewers were open drains and the city’s
death rate was twice that of most urban areas (Vogt, 1985, p.59).

Orleans Parish
St Bernard Parish
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The momentum of cultural and political power in the city shifted in this period
towards the Americans and the area around St. Mary (Campanella, 2008,
p.156). In 1832 the six-mile long New Basin Canal was constructed providing the
Americans with their own direct, navigable connection to Lake Pontchartrain

and the American Sector. For this reason, and the fact that the rivers natural
levee was wider here and the upstream location provided a hydrological
advantage, “New Orleans grew faster, bigger, and grander in an upriver
direction, compared to downriver or away from the river” writes Campanella
(2008, p.156).
The Victorian period | 1862-1895

With the construction of railroads and shortcutting canals, New Orleans lost
its monopoly on cargo between the Northeast and Mid-West of the United
States. Despite a tough period of Civil War occupation, abolition of slavery,
chaotic reconstruction after the war ended in 1865 and loss of river trade, the
city continued to grow towards a population of 287,104 in 1900. The urbanized
area was concentrated along the ‘Vieux Carre’ and esplanade ridge and
extended upriver in the form of a crescent, hence the nickname ‘The Crescent
City’ for New Orleans in these days.

Jeﬀerson Parish
Orleans Parish
St Bernard Parish

Controlling the water

5.3 Water management & landscape in the 18th and 19th
century
Already in 1722 “The French colonists, well aware of the site’s challenges, set
out altering the natural environment toward their sense of order” (Campanella,
2008, p.123). They started with “one of mankind’s most massive manipulations
of nature: the control of the Mississippi river” for priority were the seasonal
overbank floods of the Mississippi. Next to the construction of a levee system
to cope with high waters in the river, collective efforts were made in dealing
with the drainage problems of New Orleans resulting from the wet soils and

1895: New Orleans before
the draining of the Backswamps

Fig. 5.10: New Orleans in
1895. Red areas indicate progressing city growth. (Based
on: Vogt, 1985, Campenella,
2008)

10km
6miles
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Constructing Canals

heavy sub-tropical precipitation.
In 1794 the Carondelet Canal was dug for drainage and navigation to Bayou
St. John, but was little effective in drying the streets according to Campanella
(2008, p.220), nor were the “Melpomene and Poydras canals dug in the
American sector, and the Marigny Canal on Elysian Fields Avenue”. The
Mississippi and Mexican Gulf Ship Canal Company made a more serious attempt
in 1871: they dug thirty-six miles of drainage canals (predecessors of the present
day 17th street, Orleans and London Avenue outfall canals) but also failed to
achieve significant results.
In typical American fashion residents took care of the threat individually. By
raising their houses slightly (usually about three feet) on piers New Orleanians
reduced the impact of the common rain flood events. In addition to providing
protection from the torrential downpours, the raising of the house avoided
problems with insects, chronic dampness and allowed ventilation under the
house, all very important in the humid tropical climate of New Orleans. This
method of construction remained popular until the advent of the Suburban
Ranch style after World War II (Vogt, 1985, p.61).

Constrained growth

Despite the efforts in controlling the water, settlement patterns in this time
remained highly responsive to their physiographic context. City growth before
1895 was limited to the higher grounds along the Mississippi and Gentilly and
Metairie ridges—former branches of the river—to escape the floods. After the
draining of the marshes—made possible by a for its time brilliant engineering
solution—this constraint would disappear.

Fig. 5.11: The Crescent city with in the background the backswamp
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Fig. 5.12: New Basin Canal
turning basin in 1929 (The historic New Orleans Collection)

5.4 1895-2005: New Orleans after the draining of the
Backswamp
“In the early twentieth century, progressive municipal activism and the
installation of a world-class drainage system radically rewrote the ‘rules’ that
drove the geography of New Orleans urban growth” according to professor
Campanella (2008, p.159). The formidable task of draining the city had landed
back into municipal hands by the 1880’s because of failed private initiatives. At
that time the city’s inadequate system could only remove at most 1.5 inches (3
cm) of rain per day (Campanella, 2008, p.220).
Draining the backswamp

Early 20th Century | 1895-1940

Jeﬀerson Parish

Fig. 5.13: Expansion into the
former backswamp
on: Vogt, 1985)
Orleans(Based
Parish

Diseases such as yellow fever and malaria were still quite common, and
the resulting epidemics combined with the nuisance of a largely ineffective
drainage system caused the city to assemble a group of “successful engineers,
international experts on public health … men who believed New Orleans’s
history of inconclusive skirmishes with … nature could end in a rousing victory
for the city” writes Kelman (in Campanella, 2008, p.220). Based on the advise
of the engineers, construction was started in 1895 on the system that was to
drain the city based on the natural topography to drain runoff to low points,
where pumps would then pump it out of the city through outfall canals and
into the adjacent lakes. In 1899 the Sewerage and Water Board of New Orleans
became responsible for the task of draining the city. The development of the
“screw pump” in 1915 by Albert Baldwin Wood, a New Orleans engineer, meant
a technological break-through, which made possible the development of a
modern, comprehensive drainage system. The revolutionary capacity of Wood’s
screw pumps further allowed the large areas to the north—primarily swamps
previously thought inhabitable—to be developed. The fame of Wood and his
patented pumps made their way across the world and even to the Netherlands.
The draining of the marshes heralded urban expansion, first in northern
direction toward the lake, later in lateral direction toward the saline marshes,
and caused the landscape to be increasingly transformed. These newly
created lands were not without problems, for they had the characteristic of

St Bernard Parish
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sinking after being drained, areas with an elevation of about sea level dropped
considerably once the water was removed (Vogt, 1985, p.119).

Jeﬀerson Parish
Orleans Parish
St Bernard Parish

Modern | 1940 - 2005

Suburban Expansion between
river and lake

As the city’s development spread north it was increasingly at risk from flooding
in the event of a major hurricane. Therefore in the years 1926-1934 the
lakefront improvement project was completed, protecting the coast through
a concrete seawall similar to Florida’s coast, and adding 2000 new acres of
lakefront land to the city. Today the lakefront elevation averages 4 -6 feet above
lake level, which is half the elevation of the original level (Campanella, 2008,
p223).
The years after the war brought new American ideals; the automobile and a
home in a suburb became the nation’s new status symbols. Investments in
infrastructure aimed at the automobile caused city growth, spreading into all
directions and inspired a suburban exodus, though it was not as sweeping as
in some American cities. In 1950 the New Basin Canal was filled in favor of
the interstate highway system, illustrating the transition from water (and rail)
transport in favor of the car.
The areas developed in the 20th century thus consist mainly of suburban
environments and cover practically the complete area between river and lake,
extending well into Jefferson parish, New Orleans East and the west bank of the
Mississippi. In this way the metropolitan area of the city today actually consists
of three parishes, which are all responsible for their own tax systems and water
and infrastructure management.
The shift to container ports saw New Orleans increasingly competing with
other port cities. The 1980’s economic decline, principally in the oil industry
resulted in a loss of population from 557,482 in the city and about 1.3 million
in the metropolitan area in 1980, to a city population of 437,186 and 1.292.774
people living in the metropolitan area before Katrina struck New Orleans in
2005 (Vogt, 1985, p.157 & Times Picayune, 2009b).

5.5 20th Century Stormwater Management
The current water system is still largely based on the historical system that was
put in place starting at the end of the 19th century. Urban development led to
increased capacity and expansion of the system through the 20th century. In
addition to increased capacity, the 20th century brought also a transformation
of drainage typology as writes Campanella (2008, p.221): “The original ‘wet’
drainage system, in which acres of open land absorbed a fair amount of runoff,
gradually grew into a ‘dry system’ incapable of storing the accumulation of
sudden intense rainfalls.”
Subsurface drainage system

Fig. 5.14: New Orleans Metropolitan Area
(Based on: Vogt, 1985)
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The system today consists of a finely meshed system of about 108 km of
underground canals and pipelines, collecting in boxed-culverts of up to 10
feet (3.3 mtr.) in diameter, and 23 major pump stations ranging in capacity
up to 9480 cubic feet per second (268 m3/s). The capacity of the drainage
pumps combined is 49,800 cf/s (US Army Corps of Engineers, 2007, p.819);
an enormous capacity per hectare that for some areas is 20 times higher than
the common figure in the Netherlands (Kok et al. 2007, p.37). Together they
allow the Sewerage and Water Board to drain nearly thirteen billion cubic
feet of water annually from over 61,000 acres in Orleans and Jefferson parish
combined (Sewerage and Water Board in Campanella, 2008, p.222).

2005: New Orleans before the Storm

Pumpstation
10km
6miles
Fig. 5.15: New Orleans before the Storm. City Growth is indicated in red, and has filled up
nearly the complete area between river and lake (Based on: Vogt, 1985, Campenella, 2008)
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Fig. 5.16: The New Orleans
Drainage System (Based on:
Toronto University, 2009)
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New Orleans has a separate sewer and storm water system and drains its
water to Lake Pontchartrain north of the city. The city has never drained on the
Mississippi river, because the river’s levees were too high and made it easier
to drain downhill, towards the lake. The drainage system of the New Orleans
Metro polder is shown in figure 5.16. The system consists of 7 catchment areas,
named after their associated drainage pump. Storm water is collected in the
drainage system and under gravity it flows to the lowest points of the polder.
From there pumps bring water across the Gentilly Ridge and other barriers
(PS#1, 2 and 17). Other pumps lift the water into one of three outfall canals
(PS#3, 6 & 7) or the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal (PS#19) and ultimately
into lake Pontchartrain. PS#12 discharges directly into the lake. In addition
to the 7 main discharge pumps, there are also numerous lift stations in the
city. Currently three temporary pump constructions—put in place after 2005
to prevent storm surge from entering the canals—close off the three outfall
canals from Lake Pontchartrain and require an additional pump event in case
of hurricane threat. In 2005 these constructions were not in place, allowing
Hurricane Katrina’s storm surge to fatally enter the outfall canals (see dvd,
Appendix 1).

Fig. 5.17: Drainage system as
proposed in 1895 (The Historic
New Orleans Collection)

No retention

Pumps in the heart of the city

Within the New Orleans Metro polder no retention ponds for temporary
water storage can be found, this in contrast with more recent systems such as
constructed in New Orleans East and Jefferson Parish (see also fig. 5.14 for the
location of pump stations there). There, according to Campanella (2008, p.222):
“lagoons and open canals store a certain amount of runoff, giving the system
some leeway before requiring it to pump the water out. Thus, less pump
capacity is needed, and response time is extended.” These systems resemble
more the Dutch polder systems, in which water runs through a fine grid of
surface level canals to the edge of the polder, where it is then pumped out over
the ring-dike into higher waterways called ‘boezems’, which ultimately bring the
water to the river and sea. The drainage pumps within the New Orleans Metro
Polder used to be located at the edge of town, but after the unforeseen urban
expansion into the drained back swamp found themselves in the heart of the
city. This complicated the functioning of the system.

5.6 Rain flooding in New Orleans
Torrential downpours

Subtropical climate

Even though the system’s pumps have a gigantic capacity, the city still has to
cope with frequent rain flood events resulting from—especially from a Dutch
perspective—torrential downpours associated with the subtropical climate of
New Orleans. Average monthly temperatures in the city range from 12 to 28 °C.
Average Annual precipitation is approximately 1572 mm (1961-1990), almost
double of the amount the Netherlands receives (795 mm). Additionally rainfall
in New Orleans is extremely intensive; rainfall in excess of 75 mm in 24 hours,
or 100 mm in 48 hours is an almost annual event in the city. The Netherlands
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experiences this only once per 125 years (Stuurman in: Meyer, Morris &
Waggonner, 2009, p.44). The very large volumes of rain in short time periods
often exceed the capacity of the storm water system in New Orleans (US Army
Corps of Engineers, 2009a, p.111).

Fig. 5.18: Street floodings are
a common nuisance

In the South Central United States, extreme precipitation events, and the
interior floods they generate have occurred frequently in the 1970s, 1980s and
1990s. Examples impacting the metropolitan area of New Orleans include: May
3 1978, November 1979 and November 1989 and September 1998, extreme
heavy rains of up to 19 inches (50 cm) then fell in the New Orleans area (Faiers,
Keim & Muller, 1997). And this December 12th “a strong train of thunderstorms
was moving through a large portion of the metro New Orleans area Saturday,
dropping enough rain to flood many neighborhoods, knocking out power to
thousands, breaking previous rainfall records and prompting the National
Weather Service to issue several warnings” according to an article by the Times
Picayune (2009a). According to the article: “residents say the water has not
been that high since Hurricane Katrina.”
The infamous two-day flood event of May 8-9, 1995 produced rainfall of 10 to
20 inches over much of metropolitan New Orleans resulted in significant interior
flooding over much of low-lying New Orleans and Slidell, Louisiana (Faiers,
Keim & Muller, 1997 and New Orleans Sewerage and Water Board, unknown).
Monetary losses greater than three billion Dollars made this one of the most
costly weather-related events in United States history, and the worst to happen
in the New Orleans area between hurricane Betsy in 1965 and Katrina in 2005,
according to the National Weather Service Forecast Office (1997):
“This catastrophic flood paralyzed many parishes and counties in southern Louisiana and
southeastern Mississippi. The total event lasted about 40 hr. Virtually all roads were inundated or
impassable during the height of the event, especially in the New Orleans metropolitan area […].
Homes receiving water damage included 18,000 in New Orleans, 7,000 in Slidell, 15,000 in Jefferson
Parish, and 3,500 in St. Charles Parish in Louisiana. Well over a million residents were affected in
some manner by the heavy rain and flooding [and] seven deaths were attributed to flooding. Six of
the deaths occurred in the metropolitan New Orleans area.”

Exceeded Capacity

Floodwaters in these events can easily rise knee-high and sometimes even
waist-high as for example on October 22nd to 23rd 2007, when about 8 inches
(more than 200mm) of rain fell on parts of the flood-prone city (NASA Earth
Observatory, 2007). The heavy rains inundated parts of the city according to a
CBS News Article (2007): “All the city’s drainage pumps were working properly,
but were unable to keep up with the intense rainfall, emergency preparedness
officials said. They urged motorists to stay off the streets.” Regarding that event,
and the capacity of the drainage system Robert Jackson, a spokesman for the
New Orleans Sewerage and Water Board states in the CBS article (2007):“In
some areas, more than 2 inches of rain fell in an hour, while the city’s pumps
can handle only a maximum of 1 inch in the first hour of a rainfall event and half
an inch every hour thereafter.”
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (2009b, p.60) also works with this rule for
her interior drainage study as part of the LACPR-Technical report: “The basic
assumption in the populated areas of New Orleans is that pumping can cope
with 1” of rainfall in the first hour, and 0.5” in subsequent hours.”
From this we can derive the system has 0.5’ storage capacity and a discharge
of 0.5’ of storm water per hour. This equals a storage/discharge proportion of
1:1. This figure is much higher compared to the norms used in the Netherlands:
a storage capacity of 0.35‘ (9mm) and a design discharge of 0.27‘/h (0,7mm/h)
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Fig. 5.19: Technocratic Watermanagement (Photographs Dutch Dialogues, 2009; authors, 2009)
Technocratic Water management:
0% Open water
Deep drainage regime
Discharge dependent system

Fig. 5.20:
Storage | Discharge Ratios
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are often used, resulting in a storage/discharge proportion of 9:1 (Hooijmeyer,
Meijer & Nienhuis, 2005 & Swinkels, 2009). It can be concluded that storm
water storage plays a much less prominent role in the New Orleans’ drainage
system than in those systems commonly applied in the Netherlands.
Because virtually all drainage infrastructures in the main metro polder of New
Orleans are submerged, covered, or hidden by floodwalls, water is barely visible
to residents. Virtually all of the city can be characterized as consisting of nearly
0% open water. This in contrast with the Dutch ‘water cities’ where, assuming
the water surface level can rise 0.30 cm, the discharge/storage proportions
mean that 5% of the surface area in the Netherlands is required to be open
water. This is true for agricultural lands as well as cities. Some water boards,
such as that of Delfland, employ almost 11 percent (Hooijmeyer, Meijer &
Nienhuis, 2005, p.175).
The discharge dependent water system is coupled with a deep drainage
regime; the US Army Corps of Engineers (2006) estimates general groundwater
elevation in Orleans Parish at -4’ to -6’ (-122 to -183cm). Common figures used
in the Netherlands in 2004 in similar circumstances range from 3’ – 4.3’ (0.9
to 1.3 mtr.) (Ven, van de, 2009). As a result New Orleans copes with subsiding
problems as a result of soil settlement due to deep drainage.
Practice in New Orleans today is thus noted to be different from the trend in
contemporary water management as outlined in chapter 4: Water management
for the 21st century.
The drainage system of New Orleans is still mainly made out of the old ‘dry
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system’ put in place in the beginning of the 20th century and aims for an asfast-as-possible discharge of its storm water through heavy-duty pumps. In this
sense the system is not only historically old and functions in-adequately, but is
it also conceptually outdated, for it relies on fast discharge and hard tech civil
engineering alone. Measures aimed at retention and storage of water, combined
with an ecological approach to water management, do currently not play a part
in the technocratic system of New Orleans Metro polder.
Concluding Remarks

Municipal drainage represents the most dramatic transformation of the New
Orleans cityscape for it made possible the expansion-boom of the city in the
low-lands towards the lake, leaping over its former edge: the Metairie and
Gentilly Ridge. But, the brilliant engineering solution that ‘drained dry’ the city
also provided a false sense of security, and magnified the damage done by the
second important event shaping the city New Orleans today: Hurricane Katrina.

5.7 2005: Katrina and her aftermath

80% of the city flooded

On the 29th of august 2005 Katrina—a devastating category 5 hurricane—made
landfall on the coast of South Louisiana. Though the eye of the storm just
missed the metropolitan area of New Orleans, major damage was caused in
both economic and social perspective. The storm weakened the New Orleans
flood protection system; Katrina’s storm surge pushed into the heart of the
city through the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal (IHNC) and three outfall canals,
which in 2005 still were in open connection with Lake Pontchartrain. Under
pressure of the rising sea level caused by the storm surge the levees then failed,
first along the IHNC and later along the 17th street and London Avenue outfall
canals. In the proceeding hours 80% of the city would be flooded with water
standing over 10 feet (more than 3 meters) for weeks in some areas (Kok et al.
2007). In appendix 1 on the dvd a step-by-step account of the disaster is given.
Katrina was one of the largest natural disasters to ever hit the USA (American
Society of Civil Engineers, 2007), causing an estimated $125 billion in
economical losses on the Gulf Coast, and $30 billion in the city of New Orleans.
The city lost 70% of its urban canopy (Ierardi, 2008), an estimated number
of 100.000 trees (HikeforkaTREEna, 2009). More than 160.000 homes were
destroyed or heavily damaged and 1500 lives were lost (Kok et al. 2007). A total
of 1.36 million people were evacuated for hurricane Katrina of which 500.000
were from New Orleans. They were dispersed all over the continent, a serious
number of them not to return until today.

Low-lying suburbs suffer most

It was the 20th century neighborhoods, built in the former backswamp, that
suffered the most extensive damage of Katrina’s floodwaters. Subsidence
since the drainage system had caused these lands—originally slightly above
sea level—to fall up to 3 meter below sea level. Additionally, in these typical
American suburbs the centuries-old tradition of building houses on piers was
abandoned for faster and cheaper slab-at-grade foundations and spacious
horizontal architecture. The 18th and 19th century neighborhoods that occupy
the high grounds on the river’s edge and ridges were mostly spared from
catastrophic flooding, or at least suffered less.
The seemingly decreased risk of flood damage and nuisances after the
draining of the backswamp, and construction of flood protection measures
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Fig. 5.21: Katrina’s Diapora
(New York Times, 2005)

Levee Failure
Fig. 5.22: 2005: The storm
(Based on: Times Picayune,
2006)

after hurricane Betsy had struck the New Orleans region in 1965, had lured
home-buyers into the floodplains and thus sharply increased the potential
consequence: a typical example of the so called ‘levee effect’. Construction of
levees paradoxically lead to increased flood damage by stimulating floodplain
development. In this way it can be said that ‘Floods are ‘acts of God’, but ‘flood
losses are largely acts of man’, as already written by Gilbert White in 1942
(Campanella, 2008).
Over the past four years New Orleans has been working hard to its recovery.
Residents have slowly been returning, and services re-opened, but recovery is
far from complete. For the Post-Katrina era this means that choices have to be
made on how to deal with water, and how to deal with the restoration of the
city. The chapters that follow will focus on this debate and the current state of
affairs in the city.
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6

Post - Katrina New Orleans

6.1 Hurricane protection
Heavy emotions after Katrina
and unsupported plans for
urban renewal led to a laissezfair policy.
Almost 20% of the inhabitants
seem to have definitely
abandoned the city, resulting
in ‘new normal’ conditions.
New Orleans will be
substantially better protected
against hurricanes by 2011,
but behind the levees New
Orleans still faces huge
challenges.
The recently produced draft
master plan for New Orleans
offers good incentives, but
doesn’t offer groundbreaking
thoughts or plans.
Dutch Dialogues workshops
researched the possibility of
water as being an amenity for
New Orleans
A stronger and more
innovative vision is needed
to bring landscape quality in
the city.
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Directly after the flooding in 2005 it was clear that flood mitigating measures
were needed. Logically, the first step was starting temporal and emergency
measures in order to take away the first and most serious threats for the time
being. This resulted in common measures like placing sandbags, and filled
caskets, closing the breaches. Once the city was pumped dry massive temporal
closing structures at the mouth of the three outfall canals were build in Gentilly
and Lakeview in 2006-2007 (Campanella, 2008). These structures provide the
option to close the open water connection between lake Pontchartrain and the
outfall canals. As mentioned in chapter 5 during Katrina the concrete floodwalls
along these canals could not withstand a high water level caused by a swollen
lake Pontchartrain and collapsed at several places.
After the first temporal measures were taken it was time to think about
long-term protection for the city of New Orleans. In 2006 the Army Corps
of Engineers unfolded a plan that would meet a 1 in 100 year protection by
2011 (US Army Corps of Engineers, 2008). This means that from 2011 onwards
there is a 1% chance every year that the design conditions are exceeded. It is
important to stress that a failure of the protection system does not necessarily
mean a repetition of the Katrina flooding. Dutch engineering firm Royal
Haskoning (advisory firm contracted by the Army Corps) states that the USACE
includes resiliency in the system design. The aim is to design the system in such
a way that there is no catastrophic failure from storm surge levels and waves
with a 0,2% chance of exceeding (500-year return period) (Van Ledden, 2009).
The Netherlands is building a protection system that meets different standards
regarding safety. Her economically most important areas will face a chance
of only 0,01% every year on catastrophic failure of the protection system
in the near future, which equals a chance of once in 10.000 year (Ministry
of Transportation and Water Management, 1998). It is unfair to compare
both systems though. The geographical locations of New Orleans and the
Netherlands are completely different. Tropical storms and hurricanes affect
the US Gulf Coast come with storm surges and wind speeds that are beyond

WRDA – IEPR Projects

LPV 18.2 Williams Blvd.
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Barrier
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IHNC 02 Lake Borgne
Barrier

WBV 18.2 – Hwy 90 to
Lake Cataouatche Levee

WBV 14f.2 – Hwy 45
Levee

Fig. 6.1: Senator Landrieu wishes to mimic
Dutch model on water and urbanism (Times
Picayune 2009)

LPV 144 – Chalmette Loop
to Bayou Dupre Floodgate

WBV 16.2 – Company
Canal Closure

WBV 12 Hero
Canal Levee
Reach 1

Algiers & Harvey
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Canal 100 - Year PS Fronting Protection Loop Caernarvon
Alternatives
Floodwall
& Modifications

WBV 146
Chalmette Loop
Bayou Dupre to
Hwy 46 Levee

Fig. 6.2: 1:100 Protection by 2011 (USACE, 2008)

anything observed in the North Sea. “Storms that bring up eight or nine meters,
with waves on top of that, rainfall of half a meter in 24 hours, and winds of 100
to 300 kilometers per hour are semi-annual events. In that context it may be
easier to understand why flood defenses of similar spatial scale might protect a
Dutch shoreline from a 1 in 10.000 storm event, but only protect the city of New
Orleans from a 1 in 100 year storm” (Hill in Topos, 2009).
Outside the levees: Hurricane
protection

Wetland restoring

For the ‘hardware’ (that means, the civil engineering works), the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers hired the expertise of different Dutch firms like Royal
Haskoning, Arcadis and Boskalis. The Dutch are recognized worldwide for
being experts on water management. Expertise that was developed after the
’Zuiderzee werken’ and the ‘Deltawerken’, constructed after the catastrophic
flooding of 1953. In the last decades this expertise has been exported to
other countries in the world. But as explained in chapter 4, contemporary
Dutch water management certainly does not only focus on ‘hardware’. Also
in South Louisiana the potential of landscape to contribute to flood protection
is currently examined. One of the reasons that the storm surges could be so
devastating in South Louisiana is the loss of wetlands in the area. Wetlands work
like a sponge; they have the capacity to absorb the surges and therefore can act
as a first line of defense for regions in their hinterland. A US Geological Survey
map (2004) shows that since 1932 already 1,900 sq. miles (almost 5.000 sq.
km.) of wetlands disappeared in Louisiana and an additional 700 sq. miles are
expected to be lost within the next 50 years. The federal government contracted
among others the Stuyvesant and Bean companies to help rebuilding wetlands
the size of approximately 40 football fields (ANP, 2006). This is only a small
project looking at the amount of lost wetlands in the past decades, but might
set the stage for other projects. Closing of the MRGO is also a development
that at least reduces the amount of annual wetland loss and fits to an approach
in which natural or ‘soft’ solutions are used in combination with ‘hard’ water
management.
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Population of New Orleans Parish

Fig. 6.3: ‘New Normal’ conditions (based on: Campanella 2008 & Times Picayune 2009)

Whether the Army Corps truly accomplishes a 1 in 100 year protection already
by 2011 is yet to be seen. Fact is, that with the installation of temporal closing
structures at the mouth of the outfall canals and the expected completion of the
IHNC Surge Barrier before the hurricane season in 2010, the city will be much
better protected than before Katrina. With an investment of nearly 15 billion
U.S. Dollar (€10 billion), improving New Orleans’ hurricane protection system
is the largest civil works project ever in the U.S. (US Army Corps of Engineers,
2008).
This thesis defines itself by presuming that, with the South Louisiana conditions
in mind, the measures concerning outside levee protection (Dutch: buitendijks)
are appropriate, at least for the short and mid-term (the global climate change
might bring new challenges).
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2009: The Perforated City

61,310 Residential adresses (29%) vacant or unoccupied (GNOCDC, 2009)

Fig. 6.4: The perforated city (based on New Orleans Masterplan

10km
6,2miles

6.2 2005-2009: A Two-Faced Perforated city
6.2.1 Rebuilding New Orleans
An estimated 40 million m3 tons of rubble had been removed in Louisiana by
2007 (Kok et al. 2007, p.58). Also in New Orleans the streets are cleared of
debris, but even now—4 years later—, the impacts of Katrina within the city
are still striking. Bare streets remain derelict of vegetation; parks are nothing
but shadows of their former glory. Houses remain vacant or were damaged
beyond repair, demolished, and not rebuilt. The infrastructure of roads and
electricity posts is still heavily damaged. Further more the surge of Katrina’s
salt water caused steel pipes to corrode and water, sewer and drainage lines
below the streets to shift, loosening joints and causing countless breaks (AP,
2007). Consequently the city faces a major rebuilding challenge in especially the
devastated low-lying areas where flooding was most severe, and requires broadscoped long-term strategies.
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The Two-Faced City - Low Areas
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-6’
44%
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Return rate , June 2009
Pontchartrain Park

Fig. 6.5: The two faced city (based on: Campanella, 2006 & GNOCDC, 2009)

Bring New Orleans Back
Commission
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An important project regarding urban regeneration and recovery was started up
just after the storm by mayor Ray Nagin. Nagin initiated the Bring New Orleans
Back Commission that unveiled its cutting edge thoughts and recommendations
in January 2006. The Commission proposed that heavily damaged low-lying
areas should not be rebuilt in some areas. Basically it suggested a different
footprint of the city of New Orleans: one that shifted more towards the natural
higher grounds, partly abandoning low lying, flood prone areas and converting
them into future parkland (Campanella, 2008). The respected local newspaper The Times-Picayune – presented only a part of this plan on their front page, and
made a few graphical adjustments of the map that suggested such ‘searching
areas for new open space’. This is an interesting example of representation in
landscape architecture, where changing a dotted line into solid circles provoked
an emotional response. This map would become known as the Green Dot Plan.
“Proposals for light rail lines, bike trails and parks got lost amid public response
to potential neighborhood closures, which ranges from outrage to reluctant
support. Charges of racism, red-lining, land-grabbing, and ethnic cleansing from
plan opponents, while supporters speak of safety, reality and pragmatism”
(Campanella, 2008, p.68). Maybe because of the intense reactions of his citizens
towards the plans mayor Ray Nagin rejected the recommendation of ‘his’
Committee to close down certain areas and shift the urban footprint. Instead

The Two-Faced City - High Areas
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+6’

96%

Uptown

98%
Laissez-faire approach

French Quarter

Elevation in feet

Return rate , June 2009
Garden District

Nagin opted for a laissez-faire approach towards rebuilding, he let his citizens
decide where they wanted to come back, even if this was in low-lying flood
prone areas.
6.2.2 Current state of Affairs: ‘New Normal’ conditions

The Perforated City

Four years after the storm the ‘laissez-faire’ politics have resulted in a city with
a perforated urban tissue. Whereas over 437.000 people inhabited New Orleans
Parish in 2005, four years later just 351.00 have returned (Times-Picayune,
2009). This means a setback of almost 20%. For the entire metropolitan area
the figures are less shocking, since just over 7% did not return after Katrina.
However, when zooming in to the certain neighborhoods in New Orleans Parish
we see very differentiated developments. At the higher natural grounds of the
city it is almost business as usual. Neighborhoods like the Garden District and
the old French Quarter came back close to 100% and are thriving as before.
Neighborhoods such as Gentilly and Lakeview in the lower grounds however, are
still severely damaged. Around 30 % of the citizens in these areas did not return
(Greater New Orleans Community Data Centre, 2009). The obvious differences
between the hard hit, and still severely damaged areas that are located below
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The Two Faced City

The New Normal

sea level and the almost recovered and less hard hit areas above sea level mean
that we now can observe a two faced city.
People who once called themselves New Orleanians are now working as a
cab driver in Houston, as a receptionist in Dallas or as a manager in Atlanta. It
is legitimate to wonder whether these former citizens will ever return. They
reassembled their lives somewhere else. Allison Plyer, deputy director of the
GNOCDC rather states that: “From this point forward it is going to be hard to
talk about the population of New Orleans neighborhoods simply in terms of
recovery from Katrina.” It might be that New Orleans has to accept itself as a
smaller city by number of inhabitants than it once was before Katrina. Urban
geographer Richard Campanella describes in his book Bienville’s Dilemma:
A Historical Geography of New Orleans a city population declining since the
early 1960s, as white middle-class residents moved to adjacent suburbs for
reasons involving the racial integration of public schools, the growing appeal of
suburban lifestyles, and related socio-economic transformations. Campanella
suggests that a disaster like Katrina accelerates this demographic trend. The
stabilizing rates of return mean that New Orleans now faces ‘new normal’
conditions.
New Orleans must accept that it is now well beyond the period where people
return home in large numbers. From now on plans must be made to attract new
citizens, plans that also accept a lower density and consequently answer the
question what is to be done with the vacant space, present in the city ‘s urban
tissue these days.

Fig. 6.6: Presentation at the office of Waggonner and Ball Architects
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6.3

Current Debate

Water is a prominent theme in contemporary New Orleans and citizens are
actively engaged in the discussion. A visit to public meetings of the Army
Corps—responsible for water management nationwide—in both Orleans and St.
Bernard Parish showed us how involved large amounts of people still are.
Water in the city

Dutch Dialogues

position of this thesis

Make it Right Foundation

Masterplan New Orleans 2030

These days water in the Netherlands (as in other parts of the world as well)
is perceived as an ally for other developments in ecology, urban design, and
recreation. Much-used slogans are ‘Water as an amenity’ and ‘Living with
Water’. The new approach of contemporary water management emphasizes
on sustainability, environmental health and economic vitality next to safety.
Armed with this new approach, Dutch urban designers, landscape architects,
academics and engineers engaged their American counterparts in the Dutch
Dialogues workshops in New Orleans in 2007 and 2008 (Jones-Bos in Dutch
Dialogues, 2009). The results of the workshops were promising. Integral
plans were presented that focused on water challenges and spatial quality on
different scale levels in the New Orleans metropolitan area. The plans resulted
in enthusiasm towards the challenges, media attention, and a reference in
the New Orleans 2030 draft masterplan (2009,p.14.14-14.15). However, the
results of the workshops had to be produced in just two times one week. More
depth in the research and design can only be achieved when there is more time
available. The studies of Rotterdam Waterstad 2035 and Rotterdam Waterplan
2, are examples of such more detailed studies. These plans have already been
discussed in chapter 4.
Combining landscape architecture, urban design, ecology and water
management can lead to innovative and fascinating solutions for the
challenges contemporary New Orleans is facing. This thesis tries to go more
into depth regarding one of the three study areas of the Dutch Dialogue
workshops: Gentilly and Lakeview. We quantify the water problem, develop
a new landscape concept and offer some detailed designs. The thesis work
is independent and therefore not officially attached to the Dutch Dialogues.
Visions developed in the workshops were an inspiration for the design process,
but have sometimes also been neglected to make way for new ideas.
The Dutch Dialogues were certainly not the only ambitious initiatives regarding
thoughts on how to re-build New Orleans and its environment. There are other
examples.
A project that gained much (media) attention is the Make it Right Foundation,
which focuses on energy efficiency and sustainability. Initiated by famous
Hollywood star Brad Pitt, this foundation aims on bringing back the devastated
lower 9th Ward in a new way. They designed (together with architectural firms)
and funded 150 affordable, green, storm resistant homes, and included both
architectural design and landscape features to show a different way of (small
scale) city development (Make it Right Foundation, 2009). These plans for city
development focused on sustainability and respected the Lower Ninth Ward’s
geographical origin: a wet landscape with much precipitation and furious
storms. As such the vision is inspiring and applaudable but also small-scaled; it
does not offer a structural urban solution for the city’s challenges.
A clear new vision and strategy for the city is still urgently needed. The
new masterplan Plan for the 21st century: New Orleans 2030 would be one
instrument to introduce a challenging vision regarding spatial quality and
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water management inside the levees. The first intentions towards such a vision
certainly can be recognized. In the summary of the draft master plan presented
in March 2009 the following aims (among others) are stated:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Only terminology

Need for vision

Introduce a signature ‘blueways’ system of landscaped open canals, rain
gardens, and urban wetlands
Create a green framework of sustainability and community
Enhance the environmental quality of parks and neutral grounds
Enhance the amenity value of canals when possible
Make water into a beautiful amenity
Preserve and restore wetlands inside and outside the levees
Transform New Orleans into a national model for green land use, building, and
practices
Further sustainability and environmental health
Reinforces character of individual neighborhoods
Identify blighted, vacant and other areas for positive change
In short, this is a beautiful and promising terminology. But looking in the master
plan, using these words like ‘blueways’ and ‘green framework’ is pretty much
where it ends. The conversion of these words into a concrete challenging
and detailed plan could be expected but is lacking. However this master plan
emphasizes that it wants to be comprehensive, focused on achievable goals in
the short term, and realistic (Goody Clancy et al., 2009). That these keywords
are the base for this master plan is understandable. With the specific conditions
of New Orleans in mind it must be focused not only on the long term (2030),
but also on recovery in the near future. A negative side effect however is that
this master plan does not provide room for provoking visions. The big challenges
regarding landscape quality and water management in this city ask for a more
inspiring and innovative approach. What is also acknowledged in the master
plan is that: “The city does not take sufficient advantage of its water resources
as an amenity or for recreation” (Goody Clancy et al.). But the plan does not
connect this problem of inadequate landscape quality to the problem of an
insufficient drainage system and loss of ecological value.
In the next chapters an effort is made to show how hydrology, ecology and
landscape aesthetics can work together to bring landscape quality. It is a
continuation to the current debate by bringing in more concrete, new and
innovative ideas, which are so urgently needed.
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7

Problem Definition and Research Structure

7.1 Problem definition
Water challenges in New
Orleans

Rainflooding

Recovery = Chance

Lack of Landscape Quality
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New Orleans is a typical urban delta city, with shifting trends in population.
Like many Delta cities around the world, historically the city has a two-fold
relationship with water as both resource and threat. Contemporary New
Orleans is revising its relation with landscape and water, out of necessity and
out of ambition.
In 2011 the city will be better protected than ever before; a hurricane risk
reduction system on the perimeter of the city will provide protection against 1/
100 year storm events, and is designed not to fail 1/ 500 years (as was noted in
paragraph 6.1). Within this framework-under-construction, floodings as a result
of intense rainfall remain a common annoyance or worse within large parts of
the city behind the dikes and floodwalls, inflicting large amounts of property
damage, and sometimes even casualties, as was written in chapter 5. The effects
of climate change (see par.9.2) mean that New Orleans has to prepare itself for
even more intense rainfall events separated by longer periods of drought.
Today—4 years after the storm—the impact of Hurricane Katrina can still be
strongly felt throughout the city, generating a significant urban assignment.
At the same time recovery also represents a chance to make new choices on
sustainability, water management and urbanism, and quality of life.
The obvious differences between the hard hit, and still severely damaged areas
that are located below sea level and the almost recovered and less hard hit
areas above sea level mean that we now can observe a two faced city. While the
higher grounds provide lush greenery, rich experiences, and are bustling with
life; all that New Orleans is famous for, the low area’s are characterised by a lack
of landscape quality (see the boxed text 7.1). It is in these low-lying areas, the
former back swamp of New Orleans, that the city’s problems concentrate, the
lack of landscape quality is most manifest and interventions are most needed.

box 7.1 Landscape Quality
Dutch landscape architect Dirk Sijmons (initiator of the Q-team*) defines spatial quality in an article on ‘room for the
river projects’ (In Topos, 2009, p.64) as: “the consistence between hydrological effectiveness, ecological robustness and
aesthetical soundness with possibilities for recreational and urban development” We feel this definition is very well
applicable to the New Orleans’ situation. Rather than working with the much debated term spatial quality though, we
would rather speak of ‘landscape quality’, for landscape is more than space. We therefore define landscape quality as
follows:

Landscape Quality = hydrological effectiveness + ecological robustness + aesthetical soundness

*Q-team: team of Dutch experts that keeps an eye on spatial quality

The lack in landscape quality manifests itself in three problems:
1. Hydrological problems

2. Loss of Vegetation

3. Perforated City Fabric

Large volumes of rain that stress the outdated storm water system behind the
dikes. This results in periodical flooding of large parts of the city.
Fast discharge and deep drainage (associated with a strongly technocratic water
management as described in chapter 5.6), together with only a small amount
of water storage, result in dry soils and consequently subsidence. Subsidence is
worsening the existing water problems, shifting subsurface drains and canals,
loosening joints and causing leaks, breaks, and bottlenecks in the system.
Closely related to the water problem is an ecological problem. The technical
approach on spatial development and a water system that is almost completely
beneath surface level offer no chances for integrating a robust ecological
network. On top of that, the city’s urban canopy was not spared of Katrina’s
devastation (see paragraph 5.7). Throughout the city large areas are without
any trees that still stand. The invisibility of water, the lack of vegetation and
the technical approach on urban form make this area placeless in a way. Most
low-lying areas are suburbs that can be anywhere in the US, and in no way
represent their natural habitat, nor offer promising conditions and possibilities
for fauna. Last but not least the lack of a green roof (urban canopy) above your
head in the outdoor space results in a very unpleasant microclimate. The New
Orleans’ summers can be terribly hot, and shadow created by trees forms a
relief, not just a luxury.
That substantial parts of the city fail to represent their natural habitat also
constitutes an aesthetic problem. The poor urban environment not only
provides limited possibilities for natural life, but also fails to inspire humans,
and does not offer reason to pass time in the public space. Invisibility of water,
lack of vegetation and technical urban form are important reasons for that.
Even more striking however, is the image of closed schools, unreturned grocery
stores, and entire blocks that lie vacant. The perforated urban fabric in this way
negatively influences the city’s aesthetic. Large numbers of inactive plots give
parts of the area a feeling of neglect and desertedness.
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Need for vision

It is important to realize that the ‘New normal’ conditions as noted in chapter
6.2 offer little prospects for change in the situation of the hardest hit areas.
There is a need for, and interest in a vision on 21st century water management
(see chapter 4) in which ‘hard solutions meet soft solutions’ and the direction
for this city, as illustrated by the Dutch Dialogue workshops. The (draft)
Masterplan 2030 hits the right tone and pronounces ambitious goals, but needs
spatial translation into a design (see paragraph 6.3).

7.2 Fascination
A vision on the future of New Orleans is complicated, and has to address many
aspects and issues. It requires input from a large amount of fields such as
sociology and economy; in addition to the spatial disciplines. We as landscape
architects see the city as landscape, and approach its problems (and chances)
as such. Landscape architecture can contribute to the debate by providing a
spatial pronunciation of urban visions and provoking ideas for consideration and
discussion.
During our visit (may – july 2009) we have concentrated on the suburbs of
Gentilly and Lakeview, north of the Gentilly ridge. These neighbourhoods are
located in the direct proximity of all vital and well-functioning parts of New
Orleans, but form a stark contrast with areas in the city such as the Vieux Carré,
the Garden district, Audubon and Marigny, as well as natural areas of lakes and
swamp surrounding the city, that form the physical identity of New Orleans
which is famous across the globe. Still on the road to recovery, these low-lying
areas illustrate the broad scope of spatial problems that the city faces. The
neighbourhoods form an accurate snapshot of the current state of the city and
form an example of what the attention should be focused at (chapter 8 offers a
more comprehensive site introduction).
The city of New Orleans has so much to offer and yet it is—in our opinion—
missing chances to recover from Katrina in a way that make it stronger than
before. A great city like New Orleans deserves to be a healthy city. It deserves
to be a city that solves its environmental problems, copes with the process of
urban degradation in an intelligent way and offers a great place to live and work.

7.3 Hypothesis
During our landscape architectural training in Wageningen we have developed a
holistic view on landscape, experience and design. We see landscape as dynamic
process and system, rather than object or result. As such landscape is applicable
to urbanism, for we see the city as landscape. This implies that the city’s
problems are to be approached as organizational complexity, with attention for
interconnectivity and relationships. Also, the city must be recognized as part of
nature and designed accordingly. We feel that landscape understood in this way
has the power to both:
Ensure a habitable environment and facilitate a rich human experience.		
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Theoretical framework

Our theoretical framework (mentioned above is a small summary, chapters
2 and 3 describe the framework more elaborately) leads us to the following
hypothesis:
“An attractive working landscape can offer a soft and sensible solution to the
water challenge in New Orleans and improve landscape quality of the Gentilly
and Lakeview neighborhoods”

Working landscape

A working landscape as mentioned above can be seen as working two-fold;
it performs as well as informs:
Perform: in landscape architecture, the aim should be on the inclusion of
landscape processes, with as target a healthy and vital system that prevents
nuisances and is productive. This means the cooperation with and use of these
processes in a symbiosis, without the blocking or frustrating of them, with
environmental problems as a result.
Inform: A working landscape should engage in interaction with the human
perceiver, and trigger the human imagination and creativity. A design must not
only be beautiful in aesthetic sense, but also enrich people with facts, stories
and thoughts, by revealing richness and dynamics in the landscape. As such,
landscape is a tool to create a sense of belonging and identity.
By performing in addition to informing in this way, a working landscape can
offer landscape quality as introduced in box 7.1.

7.4 Research Question
“Can an attractive working landscape offer a soft and sensible solution to the
New Orleans water challenge and improve landscape quality of the Gentilly and
Lakeview neighborhoods?”

“Can an attractive working landscape
can offer a soft and sensible solution to the water challenge in New Orleans
and improve landscape quality of the Gentilly and Lakeview neigborhoods”
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7.5 Methodology
To answer this question that poses a challenge as well, the research has two
sides to it; collection and analyzing specific information and with design
transform the results in an interesting vision for the study area.
Collecting information

Landing

Grounding

Quantification of reseatch

Fascination

Design
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The first important method of collecting information was doing fieldwork.
Especially as an outsider designer it is important to come to understand a place
to be able to act wisely and knowledgably. Next to doing fieldwork as the initial
intuitive discovery of the city, meeting experts formed the basis for gathering
specific information for a more complete understanding of the place.
Information collection has been largely based on Cristohe Girot’s trace concepts
(Girot, 1999) of landing and grounding. Landing means direct engagement
to the site. Without ‘spying’ too much on forehand, the observer will carry
more preconceptions about a site. When a new place is apprehended with
wonderment and curiosity, with subjective and interpretative eyes, then the
juxtaposition of preconceptions and the act of initial discovery may generate
a fertile tension in the initial stages of design. The result of this engagement is
a fieldwork atlas (that accompanies this thesis report). This atlas has a strong
focus on personal experience, as well as technical measurements to understand
dimensions in this strange context. The findings we did are further elaborated
on in par. 9.4 and form the basis for much of our decisions in the rest of the
book.
Grounding is a second important step in landscape discovery and
understanding. It is about reading and understanding a place through repeated
studies and visits. Grounding is thus more about research and analysis and less
about individual imagination. The time-frame of two months in New Orleans;
reading articles, books, reading the local news paper, meeting experts, talking
to people in the streets, visiting public meetings and repeatedly visit important
places, allowed us to ground in this ‘alien’ context and understand local
information.
One task was to bring gathered information together in a comprehensive way.
In the previous chapters we described various aspects of the city and in this
chapter introduced the lack of landscape quality as a result of hydrological,
ecological and aesthetical problems. The synthesis of acquired information is
the quantification of these problems for the study area.
The next chapter is a site introduction that offers a more in-depth analysis
of Gentilly and Lakeview. Chapter 9 is the quantification of the hydrological,
ecological and aesthetic problems of the area.
An open view resulted in a fascination for the city of New Orleans and its
surroundings. The beautiful natural landscape is immensely interesting, as are
the acute problems in the low parts of the two-faced city (see chapter 6). This
fascination together with the results of the problem analyses comes together in
a concept for a new urban landscape in the study area (chapter 10).
Next to collecting and analyzing specific information, the research consists of
design to transform the results in an interesting vision for the study area. A
working landscape performs and informs, and a landscape that does so can only
be reached with sound research, understanding, enthusiasm and also design
plays an essential role.
Chapters 10 to 15 constitute the result of a long design process. The goal of the

Finding

Design as a research method

design process is finding (Girot, 1999). It is the search for an ingredient that
conveys a distinct quality to a place. If a finding is done, it is something unique
that definitely belongs to a place and contributes durably to its identity. An
important notice is that few projects can control and manipulate the process of
finding because of the chance and indeterminacy in discovery.
Next to the attempt to do a finding, design is also used as a research method.
Only through design, conclusions on problems and conceptual solutions can be
tested. Quantification of problems (chapter 9) influences the design, but the
design also affects the quantification of problems (for example availability of
space required for water storage is inventoried on a big scale, but possibilities
for interventions depend on findings done on a smaller scale). In a working
landscape, the design is aimed at creating meaningful places, but still
continuously focused at offering technical solutions. Where the science meets
the senses there is a need for design.

7.6 Following Chapters
A more in-depth analyses of Gentilly and Lakeview and design in the
following chapter are an answer to the research question:
Chapter 8:
Site introduction
Chapter 9:
Quantification of the hydrological, ecological and aesthetic
		
Chapter 10:
		
Chapter 11:
Chapter 12:
Chapter 13-15:
Chapter 16:

Start a trend of thinking

problems of the area.
Concept and strategy. How to turn problems into chances. A
new landscape plan for Gentilly and Lakeview
Explanation of the landscape plan
A new design for City Park
Landscape in the urban context
Conclusions, discussion and further research

This work is a start. By identifying and qualifying problems, a viable
contribution to understand spatial dynamics in the city of New Orleans is
made. The design puzzle to come up with an integral solution that constitutes
a new motor for a vigorous city, still has missing pieces. This research is aimed
at starting a trend of thinking about the city in a different way and encourage
inhabitants and professionals to do the same.
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8

Site Introduction & Landscape Analysis

Gentilly and Lakeview
districts form a typical
example of low-lying
areas
Problems as well as
potential show the
typical need for a vision
Discussion on outfall
canals shows the
relevance of developing
a vision
Area consists of drained
soft soils
Native species of the
study area belong
to original ecotypes
of saline to brackish
marsh, cypress-tupeloblackgum swamp and
natural levee live oak
forest.
The area consists of
many neighborhoods,
that strongly differ
in return rates of
people after Katrina,
demographics and
especially atmosphere
The area is a typical
suburb from the first
part of the Twentieth
Century, largely laid out
in a grid
Landscape quality
is generally lower in
the low parts of the
neighborhoods and
better on the high parts
(on and near Gentilly
ridge and on the
Lakefront)
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6.2mile
Fig. 8.1: Boundary of the Study Area

8.1 Site Introduction
The Gentilly and Lakeview districts make up the northern part of Orleans Parish.
The area mainly exists of suburban housing and a very large park (City Park). In
the context of this research it offers a very interesting site.
This area, of which most housing was built after the Second World War, has
always been an example of a reasonably well-functioning, green suburb. It is
safe to assume that problems like subsidence and storm water flooding also
were apparent before the storm, but the devastation that one can observe at
present day is still the obvious result of Katrina.
The Gentilly and Lakeview districts together form a typical example of a lowlying area that has been hard hit by the storm. The landscape quality is low,
compared to the beautiful historic parts of the city, chapter 6.2 described
what we call ‘the two faced city’. Typical landscape related problems that can
be observed in these low lying areas are subsidence and rainwater flooding,
the low return rate after Katrina, and the amount of vegetation lost in the
neighborhoods. Chapter 9 will further elaborate on these problems.

Fig. 8.2: Aerial picture of the Study Area

Proximity to vital parts city

Well protected against
hurricanes

2km
1.2mile

What makes this area an interesting object of study are not just problems
regarding landscape quality. There are advantages that offer a large potential
for future development.
The area is located in the direct proximity of all vital and well-functioning parts
of New Orleans. Large infrastructures offer good connections to historical areas
(e.g. Elysian Field Ave., Paris Ave., Canal Blvd.) on the high parts of the city like
the Vieux Carré, the Garden district, Audubon and Marigny, which form the
physical identity of New Orleans, which is famous across the globe.
Next to that, the area will be relatively well protected against hurricanes by
2011, because of large investments and civil engineering works by the US Army
Corps of Engineers. To meet protection against a 100yr storm, the Inner Harbor
Navigation Channel will be closed with a lock and two large surge barriers,
dikes are improved, and the outfall canals will be closed off with large closure
structures (US Army Corps of Engineers, 2009). The closure structures of the
outfall canals are temporal structures that have to be replaced by permanent
structures (also see par. 6.3).
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Discussion Outfall Canals

Need for a vision

How to built these structures and how to deal with the three outfall canals is
subject of an ongoing discussion, which is explained in box 8.1. It is interesting
to find out what the possible advantages of the so called ‘option 2’ (lowering
the canals) can be.
The combination of problems (low landscape quality) as well as potentials
(location, hurricane protection and outfall canal debate) illustrates the typical
need for a vision. No longer should old management practice prevail, there
is a need for new and powerful ideas. These suburbs must become the great
suburbs that New Orleans so rightly deserves.

8.2 Abiotic and Biotic Landscape
8.2.1 Abiotic Landscape
Topography determined by
distributaries Mississippi

The topography of the area is historically determined by old distributaries of
the Mississippi river that formed the Metairie and Gentilly ridges (Campanella,
2006). These ridges can be clearly located at the southern part of the elevation
map (figure 8.6). From these ridges the land was historically sloping towards
Lake Pontchartrain. However, the Lakefront improvement project, mentioned
in chapter 5, has resulted in a new lakefront that can be recognized at the
northern part of the elevation map. The result is a low-lying area between a
natural and a man-made ridge.
On the elevation map the three outfall canals, the historic Bayou St.John, the
highway and railways can also be identified as higher parts in the landscape.

Soft soils

In chapter 5 is described how the Mississippi built a land of soft soils with
deposition of sediments. Figure 8.7 shows the different soil series of the
study area. High groundwater levels, originally resulting in wet circumstances,
characterize the soft soils in the low parts. The approximate depth of the
highest level of the soil’s saturated zone in most years is shown in figure 8.8.
Because of deep drainage the correlation between soil type and groundwater
elevation is not that strong anymore. The level of the groundwater on the ridge
however is generally deeper, because the elevated soils and courser materials
make infiltration possible.

Lost correlation soil and
groundwater

8.2.2 Biotic Landscape

Three ecotypes
Live Oak Natural Levee Forest
Cypress-Tupelo-Blackgum
Swamp
Brackish to Saline Marsh
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In general, the Mississippi River alluvial plain is characterized by low relief and
gradual slopes from the rivers towards the Gulf, with cut-off lakes, bayous,
cypress-tupelo gum swamps, and fresh-to-saline marshes (US Geological Survey,
2009). In our study area, the gradient from the higher natural levee (Gentilly
and Metairie ridge) towards the lake, with its typical soft soils, naturally formed
three different ecotypes. On the highest part this was a ‘Live Oak Natural Levee
Forest’, in the somewhat lower part a ‘Cypress-Tupelo-Blackgum Swamp’ and
on the lowest part, in the zone between low and high tides, was a ‘Brackish
to Saline Marsh’. These ecotypes are derived from Louisiana Department of
Wildlife & Fisheries (2005) and US Geological Survey (2009).
The pre-assumption that before urbanization, these ecotypes could be found in
this specific area is based on an interview with Prof. Richard Campanella (2009),

BOX 8.1

2 Options for Outfall Canals

The impact of Katrina on the districts of Gentilly and Lakeview has been immense. Through the area run three large outfall canals
that drain much of Orleans Parish’s storm water run-off. The water in the canals is up to 8.2’ (2,5m) higher than the surrounding
residential area (number based on fieldwork and US Army Corps of Engineers, 2006). Before Katrina, these canals stood in open
connection with Lake Pontchartrain. The Lake that has swollen up during Katrina breached the floodwalls and we all know the
consequences. Now there are temporal closure structures in place that shorten the coastline and close of Lake Pontchartrain
from the three outfall canals. Within the next few years these temporal structures have to be replaced by permanent ones.
The Army Corps has proposed two options to do that (US Army Corps of Engineers, 2006). ‘Option 1’ is a replacement of the
temporal structures at the mouth of the lake with permanent gates and pumping stations while letting everything else in place.
This means that (old) floodwalls are still there and that the water still runs above surface level. Water in situation at rest is in open
connection with the lake, but can be closed off.
Another option is ‘Option 2’ where new permanent stations will be constructed as permanent closures of the canals. The levees
and floodwalls along the canals would no longer be required as part of the Hurricane Protection System, eliminating nearly
13 miles of floodwalls (US Army Corps of Engineers, 2006, p.1). The canals would be reshaped to lower elevations, essentially
reconstructing the canal system.
‘Option 2’ is actively favored by residents of New Orleans. It is the safest option and the public is committed to get the support
and money together so that ‘Option 2’ will be put in place in favor of ‘Option 1’. The commitment is shown by figures 8.4 And 8.5
with a picture and flyer from a public meeting on outfall canals on 20 May 2009. The US Army Corps of Engineers organized the
meeting.

Fig. 8.3: Outfall Canals and temporal closure structures

Fig. 8.4: Flyer to promote option 2

Fig. 8.5: Large community engagement in discussion on Outfall Canals
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Fig. 8.6: Topography of the Study Area

and can also partly be derived from historical descriptions of Bienville’s first
explorations of Bayou St. John:
“With little more than four feet beneath them and the muddy bottom, Bienville’s party made their
way along the bayou dodging cypress trees and navigating around many islands. Bienville found the
cypress swamp haunting with draping Spanish moss, palmettos, reeds and grasses as far as he could
see. Reaching higher banks, Bienville reported finding oak, persimmon, liriodendron, pecan, wild
cherry, acacia and sweet gum trees” (The Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation, 2006, p.5).
Typical vegetation differs per
ecotype
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The different ecotypes or natural communities can each be characterized with
their typical vegetation. The dvd with appendices contains a list of species
that is composed from listings of the natural communities by the Louisiana
Department of Wildlife & Fisheries (2005). Together with growth characteristics
derived from USDA Plants Database (US Department of Agriculture, 2009),
the Native Plant Database of the Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower center (The
University of Texas at Austin, 2009) and information on wind resistance from
LSU AgCenter (2008) it is a valuable characterization of native species for the
Gentilly and Lakeview districts. The vegetation scheme in figure 8.9 forms a
more compact overview. It is important to stress that we expanded the scheme
with some additional ‘anthropogene species’. With our fieldwork we found
out that these species are common to New Orleans and although they are not

Aquents (poorly drained dredged up soil)
Aquents
Kenner (deep, poorly drained, organic clay. Slow
permeability. Former marsh)
Allemands (deep, poorly drained, organic clay. Organic layers
rapidly permeable. Former marsh)
Harahan (deep, poorly drained, thick clay. Former backswamp,
now artificially drained)
Sharkey (deep, poorly drained, clay)
Commerce (deep, moderately slowly permeable, loamy sediment.
Formed in alluvial plains of the Mississippi and its tributaries)
Commerce

Fig. 8.7: Soils of New Orleans (Based on: Campanella, 2006).

1 - 4 ft
0.5 - 4 ft
1 - 3 ft
0 - 2 ft
1.5 - 4 ft

Fig. 8.8: Approximate depth of highest level of soil’s saturated zone in most years (Based on: Campanella, 2006).

related to the original ecotypes, they can be considered native to the city and
they do well in the particular circumstances of this delta.
Native plants provide
conditions for local fauna

These native plants provide natural conditions that attract distinctive birds,
butterflies, reptiles and mammals (Hsiang & Cox, University of Connecticut,
2009). The Mississippi delta’s rich conditions attract many birds. In total more
than 400 species can be found here, while 120 species actually breed in the
area (Tulane University, 2009). This figure already suggests that many birds
that are found in the region are migrating species coming from the north.
They either stay in Louisiana during the winter or are on their way through to
Central and South America. During the peak of migration 25,000-80,000 birds
cross each mile of coastline every day (Gauthreaux, 1971) and several million
migrants pass through Southeast Louisiana during a season.
Typical birds, that can be found in Louisiana’s marshes, swamps and natural
levees are herons (Dutch: reiger), egrets and ibis. Furthermore according to the
Louisana Gulf Coast Herpetological Society (2008) salamanders, frogs, toads,
lizards, snakes and turtles are common in this region. But the most famous
animal of the state is of course the American Alligator (Aligator mississippiensis)
(Boundy, 2008). A selection (meant as an impression, not a complete overview)
of species native to the region is bundled in appendix that can be found on the
dvd.
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Fig. 8.9: Vegetation Scheme
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Fig. 8.10: The anthropogenic Landscape

8.3 Anthropogenic Landscape
Lanscape became
anthropogene
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The landscape of marshes, cypress swamps and natural levees, has
disappeared. By pumping it dry, paving roads and building on it, the landscape
is now an anthropogenic landscape. Between the lake and the land a new ridge
was erected in the 1930’s (Campanella, 2008). The levee offered protection
from the lake and added a new, completely man-made piece of land to the
Gentilly and Lakeview districts. In following years, with a peak just after the
Second World War, the entire area developed into a suburban area, with mostly
ranch style houses (spacious horizontal architecture) built on slab level, thus
no longer elevated. Katrina heavily impacted this mainly low-lying area. The
current anthropogenic landscape is analyzed in this paragraph.

8.3.1 Five sub-areas

Division just a guide

Middle class inner suburb

On the way back

The Gentilly and Lakeview districts are formed by several neighborhoods.
In Gentilly these neighborhoods are Filmore, St.Anthony, Dillard, Gentilly
Terrace, Gentilly Woods, Milneburg, Pontchartrain Park, Lake Terrace and Lake
Oaks (GNOCDC, 2007). Lakeview is made up of the neighborhoods Navarre,
Lakewood, West End, Lakeview, City Park, Lakeshore and Lake Vista (GNOCDC,
2007). These neighborhoods are important entities in the suburbs, and can still
serve as a basis for interventions in city planning. However, division remains an
arguable choice (as the division mentioned above was a choice by the GNOCDC)
and based on our fieldwork we made a new division in five sub-areas of the
Gentilly and Lakeview district. This division of the two districts into 5 sub-areas
is based on neighborhood figures, physical boundaries and appearance and can
be a good starting point for interventions. It must not be seen as a substitution
for the existing neighborhoods, rather as an additional tool for planning on city
scale, and a way to describe this anthropogenic landscape in a way that makes
sense.
Lakeview
The Lakeview sub-area consists of 4 neighborhoods: Navarre, Lakewood, West
End and Lakeview. Lakeview developed mainly between 1905 and 1940, which
means that this was the first large subdivision north of the ridge. Lakeview
becomes “…a comfortable and stable middle class inner suburb” after the
Second World War (Campanella, 2008, p.44). Higher average incomes than
Gentilly and Pontchartrain (GNOCDC, 2009) seem to confirm this statement.
When Lakeview was erected deed covenants restricted homeownership to
whites only. Today the ethnic background of Lakeview’s inhabitants is still
different from the other low-lying residential sub-areas. In Lakeview the dwellers
are predominately white, whereas in Gentilly and Pontchartrain most dwellers
have African-American roots.
Lakeview is a typical low-lying area, with the West End and Lakeview
neighborhoods entirely below sea level; in the northern parts up to 7 feet. This
means that Katrina ‘wounded’ this part of the city severely, with flood levels
between 6 and 9 feet (2 to 3 meter) (Times-Picayune, 2005). Nevertheless
Lakeview seems to recover. With a return rate (June, 2009) of 75% in Navarre
and Lakewood (GNOCDC, 2009), the southern, slightly higher elevated
neighborhoods are on their way back. West End and Lakeview are far from back
(return rate around 50%), but fieldwork showed less devastation, neglect and
desertedness than in for example the Gentilly and Pontchartrain sub-areas. It
seems that a committed neighborhood tends to actively engage in preventing
neglected houses. Ruins are torn down and lawns are neatly mowed. The
neighborhood association is pushing to get houses a status of blight (see box
9.1) to speed up the pace of recovery. In this area Harrison Ave. is a ‘humming’
commercial center that is crowded during lunchtime. Streets like Milne, West
Harrison, Argonne and Canal Blvd. are calm streets. The streetscapes do not
look great, and need much improvement, but at least do not look as neglected
or deserted as in other parts of the study area, although Fleur de Lis Dr. must be
considered as a negative exception here. Streets like Louisville St. and Memphis
St. are not very positive examples either. However signs of recovery are present.
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Former Canal

Navarre
Lakewood
Delgado Community College
Greenwood Cementary

2km
1.2mile

Fig. 8.11: Lakeview

New houses are built and well maintained. Note that these findings are based
on our fieldwork. Paragraph 9.4 further elaborates on this fieldwork. In this
book is explained that sections only represent a small part of a street on one
particular moment, but together the sections (34) give a fair impression of the
sub-areas.
Clear boundaries

Lakeview is an entity already present in the people’s mind. The sub-area has
clear boundaries with the 17th St. Canal in the West, the Orleans Ave. Canal
on the east side, Robert E. Lee Blvd. on the Northern edge and the Gentilly/
Metairie Ridge (City Park Ave. / Metairie Rd.) in the south. On this naturally
elevated ridge - up to 3 feet above sea level- different functions are located
like the cemeteries, some of them constructed already in the 19th century
(Campanella, 2008). Also the Delgado Community College can be found here.

Fig. 8.12: Memphis St. near Walker St. (Lakeview)
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City Park

45 Hole Golf Course
Horse Riding School

Tad Gormley Stadium
Botanic Gardens
New Orleans Museum of Art

Fig. 8.13: City Park

Bigger than Central Park

2km
1.2mile

City Park
This large urban park is measuring over 530 hectares and with that size is
much bigger than for example New York’s Central Park (340 ha). It does not
host residential areas, but many recreational functions like museums, sports
stadiums, and a horse riding school can be found here. The main function - in
spatial aspect- however is the 45-hole golf course, located north of the I-610.
Katrina flooded almost the entire park. Salt intrusion caused the death of over
2000 trees (Lerardi, 2008), resulting in loss of landscape quality. An extensive
description of City Park can be found in chapter 12.1, where a new design for
this sub-area is presented.

Fig. 8.14: City Park near Filmore Ave.
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Gentilly

Milneburg

4
St. Anthony

Fillmore

Milne Boys Home

3
2

Gentilly Terrace
Dillard

1
London Canal Greenspace
Dillard University

St. Bernard Area

St. Bernard Housing Project

Fairgrounds

Fig. 8.15: Gentilly

HIGHEST

1

2 HIGH
Fig. 8.16: Sections from Gentilly Ridge towards Lake Pontchartrain on De Montluzin St.
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2km
1.2mile

Gentilly
The entity as defined by us, is not so clearly marked in the mind of the New
Orleanians. Here the Gentilly sub-area is fenced by the elevated railway track
and old Peoples Canal (now submerged) in the east, Bayou St. John in the west,
Leon C. Simon Dr. as the northern edge, and again the Gentilly Ridge (Gentilly
Rd.) in the south. The neighborhoods of Filmore, St. Anthony and Milneburg in
the north, and Dillard, Gentilly Terrace, the St. Bernard Area, and the northern
part of the Fairgrounds, in the south, are located in the Gentilly sub-area.

Typical suburb of early 20th
century

Topographic gradient

Gentilly was subdivided just a little later then Lakeview and was constructed
between 1910 and the 1940s. It is a typical American suburb from that
time with non-native architecture styles and spacious green surroundings
(Campanella, 2008). Although at the time deed covenants restricted sales to
whites only, Gentilly became a sub-area with mixed ethnic backgrounds; African
Americans are the largest ethnic group (GNOCDC, 2009).
Very similar to Lakeview the topography goes from +3 feet (1 meter) in the
south to -9 feet (3 meter) in the north close to where Lake Pontchartrain was
before the Lakefront improvement project.
In June 2009 only roughly two-third of the people returned after Katrina. When
we exclude the positive and negative extremes of Fairgrounds (94% return rate
- located on higher grounds) and St. Bernard (22% return rate – former large
scale social housing project) the return rates per neighborhood vary between
52% and 81%, with most of the percentages being around 60% (GNOCDC). All
these figures are based on the number of households receiving mail, the most
reliable data available until the census 2010 will be presented.

3

LOWER

4

LOWEST
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Landscape quality decreases
from south to north

Conclusions from our fieldwork indicate that Gentilly is still having a hard
time. Franklin Ave., St. Anthony Ave. Odin St. and Wickfield St. are all classified
as ‘neglected’ while St. Bernard Ave., St. Roch Ave. and Prentiss Ave. are all
noticed as being ‘deserted’. Basically the longitudinal section taken on De
Montluzin St. from south (Gentilly Blvd.) to north (Robert E. Lee) represents the
appearance of the entire sub-area. Close to the ridge relatively large houses
are present, constructed sometimes as early as 1900. The mainly wooden
houses are elevated from the ground, following the traditional architecture
guidelines. Going in northern direction we see that the houses mainly consist of
brick material, and are build in suburban or ‘ranch’ style. These houses are no
longer elevated but built slab level. Since the northern part of the area is well
below sea level, Katrina caused high flood levels. Trees disappeared, and more
empty or vacant lots than anywhere else can be observed here. Houses that
are present are reconstructed or new buildings are built, sometimes erected on
poles as high as 3 meter. In short: the landscape quality decreases following a
line from south to north.
The Gentilly Ridge was cultivated already in 1708 (Campanella, 2008), much
earlier than the rest of Gentilly. It is here that also other than residential
functions can be found. The Dillard University, the Fairgrounds horse track
(home to the annual Jazz Fest) and numerous commercial facilities along
Gentilly Blvd are examples.

First subdivision for African
Americans

Isolated from rest of the city
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Pontchartrain
Pontchartrain embodies the neighborhoods of Pontchartrain Park and Gentilly
Woods. The Dwyer Canal (which doesn’t contain water most of the year and
therefore in fact is a swale) acts as a clear boundary between them. Being one
of the latest developments, Pontchartrain Park is built from 1954 onwards in
a modern suburban style. It was the first subdivision in New Orleans designed
for African Americans (mostly Creoles) at a time when other developments
specifically excluded black people (Campanella, 2008 and Pontchartrain Park
Neighborhood Association, 2009). It includes a 185 acre golf course / park, at
the time also developed exclusively for blacks. The neighborhood is entirely
located below sea level; -5 feet around the Dwyer Canal up to -7 feet in the
northern part of the area.
South of the Dwyer Canal we find Gentilly Woods constructed between 1940
and 1951 exclusively for white people at that time (GNOCDC, 2009). Woods is
predominantly located below sea level (up to 5 feet) but the southern tip is part
of the old Gentilly Ridge that reaches up to 3 feet above sea level.
The Pontchartrain sub-area is somewhat isolated from the rest of the city; with
only one main access in the north and one in the south (Press Dr.) Both the east
and west side are blocked by the elevated railway track and the Inner Harbor
Navigation Channel.

Pontchartrain
Pontchartrain
Pontchartrain Park

Dwyer Canal
Gentilly Woods
Gentilly woods Shopping Centre

2km
1.2mile

Fig. 8.17: Pontchartrain

These days we see that both neighborhoods are predominantly black, 70% in
Gentilly Woods and over 90% of the people in Pontchartrain Park had African
American roots in 2000 (GNOCDC, 2009). Which means that the white middle
class from Gentilly Woods moved elsewhere over time.
Struggling to recover

The return rates (50% in Pontchartrain Park, 60% in Gentilly Woods) indicate
that this sub-area is still struggling to recover. Fieldwork confirms this as many
lots are overgrown with weeds, roads show many cracks, not many trees
survived and the park/golf course is still closed. Although plans are made to reopen the golf course it in the near future.

Fig. 8.18: Desire Dr. near Dreux Ave. (Pontchartrain)
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Lakeshore

Lakeshore

Marina

Lake Vista

Lakeshore Drive

Lake Oaks

UNO

Beach

Lakefront Arena

2km
1.2mile

Fig. 8.19: Lakeshore

Protection from storm surges
Man-made

Much open space

Lakeshore
Already between 1926 and 1934 the ambitious Lakefront project was launched
to protect the north shore from storm surges (Campanella, 2008). This was
before the large-scale developments in Lakeview and Gentilly took place.
Lakeshore is a man-made ridge landscape, elevated around 4 to 6 feet above
sea level. The soil contains dredged sediments from the bottom of Lake
Pontchartrain. Lake Vista, Lake Oaks, Lakeshore and Lake Terrace are residential
areas developed between 1939 and 1960 and attracted white middle class
inhabitants (Campanella, 2008). Next to these residential areas Lakeshore
contains much open space for scenic driving and recreation along the lake,
sports accommodations like the Lakefront Arena, research institutions and the
University of New Orleans (UNO).

Fig. 8.20: Marconi Dr. near Robert E. Lee Blvd. (Lakeshore)
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Lake Terrace

relatively prosperous

Today Lakeshore is still relatively prosperous (Campanella, 2008). Lake Oaks
contains a substantial percentage (20-30%) of inhabitants with an African
American background, the other residential areas are predominantly white (90100%) (Campanella, 2006). The area is less hard hit by Katrina compared with
the low lying suburbs more to the south. Since June 2009, the average returning
rate for this sub-area is between 92 and 95 percent (GNOCDC, 2009).
During intensive fieldwork we saw a largely recovered sub area. The South
Wren section classifies this street as calm and relatively lush, whit large houses,
large cars and more vegetation in the residential areas that survived the storm
compared with the low lying areas. The star shaped park in the Lakeshore
neighborhood is an example of beautiful oak trees that withstood the storm.
However adjacent to the lake (around Lakeshore Dr.) much of the vegetation
did not survive or find it difficult to grow anyway because of the strong winds
that carry salt moisture. Pontchartrain Beach and the marina did suffer severe
damages because they are located outside the dike-protected area.

8.3.2 Infrastructure
Grid pattern

Curvilineair streets

Cul-de-sac’s
Main orientation north-south

Interstates and railways as
barriers

Lakeview and Gentilly are subdivided by a typical American grid pattern.
Lakeview has rectangular shaped blocks of 100x220 yard (1 yard equals 0.91
meter), with unpaved small roads in the middle, that divides every block into
two entities. The grid pattern in Gentilly is different in every neighborhood, but
120x120 yard square blocks are mostly present here. The residential areas of
Pontchartrain and Lakeshore are built somewhat later than the first two subareas and their street patterns differ. For Pontchartrain curvilinear streets where
designed, following the American urbanism trend of that time (50’s and 60’s).
Also in Lakeshore these curvilinear pattern can be found, except for the Lake
Vista neighborhood where typical cul-de-sac’s are present.
In general most traffic is north-south orientated, since these roads connect the
suburbs with the city center and the interstate in the south. Examples of such
roads are Canal Blvd., Elysian Fields Ave., and Franklin Ave. East- west orientated
roads are less important for this reason, but also only so much passages were
constructed to go over the 3 outfall canals which act as barriers in the study
area.
The Interstate 10 and 610 are of a different category; they hook the city up with
the state of Mississippi in the east and Texas in the west. These roads naturally
act as barriers in Lakeview and Gentilly. An elevated railway track along Peoples
Ave. divides Gentilly and Pontchartrain since no underpasses are constructed
here.
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9

Problem Analysis

Lack of landscape
quality is caused by
four problems:
Subsidence: is a.o.
caused by deep
drainage. The process
damages infrastructure
and buildings.
Rainflooding: the
storage Assignment for
a 1/ 10yr storm event
is determined to be 3.3
mln. m3 (120 mln. f3)
Vegetation loss: A loss
of 70% of the urban
canopy (100.000 trees)
results in a fragmented
green structure and has
a negative impact on
microclimate.
The perforated urban
fabric influences
landscape experience
and aesthetics
Total available design
space in Gentilly and
Lakeview is determined
to be 2,155.91 acres
(872.50 hectares).
30% of the gross
available design Space
can meet 96% of the
storage assignment
(excl. city park)
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In chapter 7: problem definition it was concluded that landscape quality in
Lakeview and Gentilly is below average, will not recover on the basis of existing
policies and forms ‘new normal’ conditions. Being landscape architects we have
tried to tackle three main problems in these areas that together determine
the landscape quality; hydrological effectiveness, ecological robustness and
aesthetical soundness. This chapter describes the research that was done on
the three aspects in depth.
Together paragraphs 9.1 and 9.2 quantify the hydrological problem in the study
area. Par. 9.1 gives causes and consequences of subsidence. Par. 9.2 shows
the precise problems with extreme amounts of rain that regularly occur in this
area. Extreme rain events frustrate the broken storm water system causing
interior flood problems up to 2’ (60cm) during a 1/ 10 year storm event. (BCG
Engineering, 2003).
Paragraph 9.3 shows the detrimental effect on the vegetation of Hurricane
Katrina. Both the strong winds and the brackish floodwaters of Katrina
destroyed 70% of the urban canopy, an estimated total amount of 100.000
trees (Ierardi, 2008; HikeforkaTREEna, 2009). This results in a lack of shade
during hot summers and a barren and deserted looking suburban landscape.
In paragraph 9.4 we have researched and visualized the consequences of
abandonment of homes. Over 30% of the residential plots in Lakeview and
Gentilly are currently unoccupied, causing a perforated urban tissue (GNOCDC,
2009). This perforated tissue will not heal on its own accord and needs a
structural rethinking, but it also offers opportunities for changes in water
management.
This chapter is concluded with a comparison of the amount of available design
space that is necessary to meet the storage assignment of a 1/10 yr storm as
calculated in par. 9.2.
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A

1500mtr
1640yrd
Fig. 9.1: Subsidence in Gentilly and Lakeview. Section along A|A’ can be found on the next page.
(Based on Campenella, 2006, Dixon et al., 2006)

9.1 Subsidence

Groundwater table

Sediment compaction

Groundwater abstratction
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The now urban landscape of Gentilly Lakeview was formerly covered with
brackish marshes and cypress-tupelo-blackgum swamps. Sediment deposition
by the Mississippi river formed the areas soil, which have been characterized
as soft and peaty in par. 8.2. These soft soils are highly vulnerable to falls in the
water table. When the ground becomes dry, the organic material oxidizes and
the ground level therefore falls (Stuurman, 2009).
The fall of ground level in New Orleans is the result of several factors as
indicated in table 9.1. A continuous geological fall as a result of the weight
of sediments deposited in the past is accounting for a rate between 10-80
cm/100yr (Stuurman, 2009). This compaction of Holocene sediments is
estimated by the US Army Corps at a rate of one-half foot (15cm) per century
(US Army Corps of Engineers, 2009a).
Another important factor is the compaction of underground aquifers through
groundwater abstraction, which in the (industrial) past was a common practice
in the city and a major contributor to irreversible subsidence of New Orleans’
soils. Because every decline in the hydraulic head of 50 feet (15m) is thought
to result in 1 foot (30cm) of aquifer compaction (Burkett, 2001 in: Stuurman,

Table 9.1:

Processes and Causes of Subsidence in New Orleans

Process

Cause

Subsidence
Sediment weight (geological
processes)

10 - 80 cm / 100yr

Aquifer Compaction

Lowering aquifer pressure by
groundwater abstraction

Max. 60 - 70 cm (when abstraction
reached its peak)

Natural dewatering and compaction
sediments

Sediment weight

Soil Oxidation

Drainage

Isostatic & Tectonic Subsidence

9 mm / yr
90 cm / 100yr
(Stuurman, 2009)

Deep drainage

2009) the ground level has subsided 60-70 cm when groundwater extraction
reached its peak (Stuurman, 2009). Nowadays, groundwater abstraction is
greatly reduced in New Orleans and future impact on subsidence is unknown,
but likely to be of less contribution.
The last, and the most important factor is dewatering, which leads to
settlement and the oxidation of organic material. In Orleans Parish, artificial
and deep drainage is a year round practice and it has resulted in a low
groundwater level. The effect is even bigger in dry periods because of the high
evapotranspiration in this warm climate (1200mm according to Stuurman,
2009) and the impossibility of the current water system to replenish the
soils. The US Army Corps of Engineers (2006) estimates General Groundwater
Elevation in Orleans Parish at -4’ to -6’ (-122 to -183cm, Jefferson Parish: -1’
to -3’), and a map of Campanella in chapter 8 shows that the highest level of
the soil’s saturated zone in most years is between -1’ to -4’ (-30 to -122cm)
(Campanella, 2006). The section fig. 9.3 shows the deep drainage of the
Gentilly and Lakeview area.
Ground subsidence related to artificial lowering of the water table far exceeds
the natural rate of subsidence and is estimated at several feet (US Army Corps
of Engineers, 2009b). Figure 9.1 shows the rate of subsidence in the study
10kmarea,
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Fig. 9.3: Cross-section Gentilly and Lakeview area showing soils and deep drainage
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Fig. 9.4: Subsidence damages (infra)structures

which is most severe in the north. Part of the Lakeview area subsides over 51
inches (1,3m) every 100yr.
Damage to infrastructure and
structures

IHNC

A’

The subsidence of the area causes various problems. First of all it results in
damage to the infrastructure above the ground as well as under the ground.
Roads and sidewalks burst open and become obstacles rather than means of
transportation (fig. 9.4), water and gas mains that break or even explode. Also
drainage pipes are damaged in the process. A second problem is that wooden
foundations of houses are exposed above the water table. Next to rotting of
the wood, the dry foundations can get damaged by termites (Stuurman, 2009).
A third problem is that because of the subsidence pump stations have to work
harder to get the water out, for it has to be lifted to higher relative elevation.
Further more, studies have shown that subsidence can cause levees to fail
(Dixon et. al., 2006). It has long been recognized that New Orleans is subsiding
and it is therefore susceptible to catastrophic flooding.
A last note is that the danger related to subsidence will only get bigger if we
take in account the rising sea level. Sea level is predicted to rise an additional
100cm (40 inches) over the next century (Schmidt in Schmidt & Wolfe, 2009).
This means that the relative subsidence rate is even higher. This fact and already
prevalent problems show that it is time to act and counter the falling ground
levels.

10 km

6 miles
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1.57 ft (48 cm)
2.02 ft (62 cm)

1,78 ft (54 cm)

No data

1500mtr
1640yrd
Fig. 9.5: Storm water flooding in Gentilly and Lakeview during a 1/ 10yr storm event. Floodwaters can rise up to two feet.
(Based on: BCG engineering & consulting, 2003)

9.2 Quantifying the rainwater problem
Different methods of
calculation lead to
different numbers for
the storage assignment
Most realistic seems
calculation with GIStools
With GIS-tools the
storage Assignment for
a 1/ 10yr storm event
is determined to be 3.3
mln. m3 (120 mln. cf)
New strategies to deal
with rainwater seem to
offer promising ways
for solving the problem
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Regarding water management, storm water flooding and the state of the
interior drainage system in New Orleans limited data is available, which is often
(out)-dated and or incomplete. Robert Jackson, spokesman of the New Orleans
Sewerage & Water Board, has described the system (in US Water News Online,
2007) as follows: “We’re basically holding it together by tape, by glue, by spit,
whatever we can get a hold of.” According to the article:
“The city’s 3,200-mile system of water and sewer lines - old, leaky and in need of
improvements long before Hurricane Katrina - was damaged by the torrent of pipecorroding salt water. The surge of water caused water, sewer and drainage lines below
the streets to shift, loosening joints and causing countless breaks. The salt water also
began corroding the steel pipes. In addition, vibrations from the heavy construction
equipment that has been rumbling over New Orleans’ cracked and uneven streets since
the catastrophe have damaged the pipes even further. Fixing them will be not only costly
but also complex, given the miles and miles of underground plumbing. And it will almost
certainly require the tearing up of streets throughout the city.”

Repairs to the system are estimated to cost over 5.7 billion Dollars over the next
25 years (US Water News Online, 2009).

Table 9.2:

Stormevent

TP40 Rainfall Data (inches)
5m

10 m

15 m

30 m

1 hr

2 hrs

3 hrs

6 hrs

12 hrs

24 hrs

1/ 2yr

0,6

0,98

1,25

1,85

2,5

2,89

3,27

4,25

5,13

6

1/ 5yr

0,66

1,1

1,41

2,18

3,01

3,55

4,09

5,48

6,71

7,94

1/ 10yr

0,7

1,2

1,54

2,42

3,37

4,02

4,67

6,32

7,79

9,26

1/ 25yr

0,78

1,35

1,74

2,79

3,97

4,7

5,5

7,52

9,32

11,12

1/ 50yr

0,84

1,46

1,89

3,07

4,33

5,24

6,14

8,45

10,51

12,57

1/ 100yr

0,9

1,58

2,05

3,35

4,75

5,77

6,79

9,38

11,69

14

(USDC, Weather Bureau, 1961)

Problem: The drainage system
does not function adequately

1/10 Year Storm Event

Rainfall in South-Louisiana:
TP40

Also throughout Gentilly and Lakeview flood events as described in chapter
5 are common, even though there is a drainage system with great capacity
in place, which has been rehabilitated to pre-Katrina strength in 2007 (Times
Picayune, 2007). For the Sewerage & Water Board of New Orleans Statewide
Flood Control Program modulations and overflow maps (see dvd, Appendix
4) were produced by Brown Cunningham Gannuch Engineers, Architects
Consultants and ILSI Integrated Logistical Support, Inc (2003). The map in fig.
9.5 is based on these modulations and shows flooding extents for storms with
a reoccurrence of 1/ 10 years. The problem is most severe in the lowest areas
and concentrates along the streets, which often form the lowest points. Flood
depths in the study area can reach 2 ft (62cm) in some points.
In order to make sensible arguments about interventions aimed at creating
storage it is necessary to have an understanding of the amount of water that
is to be stored. The water assignment of the city was quantified by means of
three different methods with different levels of precision and assumption;
respectively based on a rule of thumb, the rational method and GIS-tools.
The calculations that follow should be seen as a first step towards a
quantification of the flooding problem in Gentilly and Lakeview. As landscape
architects we have made an attempt to the maximum of our ability based
on rational thought and common sense. Although experts were consulted in
both the United States and the Netherlands (see preface), participation of
professionals from fields such as hydrology and water management is required
before final conclusions can be derived.
In the next paragraphs first the data on climate and associated precipitation is
presented, followed by a description of results and conclusions derived from
each method. For more detailed calculations please see appendices 5 and 6 on
the dvd.
Detailed data on the frequent and intensive rainfall associated with the humid
subtropical climate of New Orleans as described in chapter 5 was found in
Technical Paper no.40 (USDC, Weather Bureau, 1961). As input for the model
by which the rainfall overflow maps were produced this data was used, and it
therefore also served as the basis for the calculations in this thesis. Table 9.2
gives inches of rain per time for the South Louisiana coast, within 100 miles
excluding St. Bernard and Lower Plaquemish parishes.
To compare: the water system of Rotterdam can handle 34mm (1,33”) in 1
hour, and 100mm (3,94”) in 48 hours without getting frustrated (Municipality
of Rotterdam et al., 2005). New Orleans receives twice that amount every two
years.
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Climate change

The effects of climate change as described in chapter 1 are also in noticeable
the US: “Over the 20th century, the average U.S. temperature rose by 1°F and
precipitation increased by 5-10%, most of this occurring over the past few
decades” writes Donald Boesch, Professor in and President of the University
of Maryland Center for Environmental Science, (2002). Global warming has
an effect on precipitation patterns and for the world in general “increased
precipitation intensity and variability are projected to increase the risks of
flooding and drought in many areas”, according to Bates et al. (2008): “The
frequency of heavy precipitation events (or proportion of total rainfall from
heavy falls) will be very likely to increase over most areas during the 21st
century, with consequences for the risk of rain-generated floods.”
There is—as with many aspects of climate—local variability in these trends; “for
example, the Deep South, including much of Louisiana, actually became slightly
cooler and Louisiana became slightly drier over the 20th century (although the
winters became somewhat wetter and extreme rainfall events more important)”
writes Boesch (2002, p.2).

More Extreme: Heavy Downpours
seperated by long dry spells

Decline in soil moisture

According to Boesch (2002) models of the U.S. National Assessment of the
Consequences of Climate Variability and Change predict a continuation of the
trend in a decreased overall precipitation in South-Louisiana. “However, rainfall
events are likely to be more extreme, with heavy downpours separated by long
dry spells.” Based on in situ observations Groisman et al. (2004) observe a linear
trend of an increase of 26% during heavy precipitation events.
As a result of warmer conditions (summers are predicted to be 3-7°F warmer,
winters 3-10°F) and decreased precipitation, soil moisture is projected to
decline by 20-40% by the end of the century (Boesch, 2002, p.4).
9.2.1 Rule of Thumb
Regarding the capacity of the New Orleans drainage system the following rule of
thumb (as introduced in chapter 5) is commonly used (New Orleans Sewerage &
Water Board in CBS/AP, 2007, USACE, 2009):
“The New Orleans drainage system can handle 1” of rain during the first hour,
and 0.5” in the subsequent hours.”
This rule of thumb translates in an average discharge of 0.5” discharge per hour,
and 0.5” storage capacity. The formula to calculate the storage assignment is
then:
Storage Assignment = Rainfall/h – (0.5”/h – 0.5”)
When using these amounts as input for a simple calculation based on the rule of
thumb and relevant TP40 rainfall data we find the amount of excessive water, as
listed in table 9.4. Combining the flooding height in inches with the combined
area of Gentilly and Lakeview (9563 Acres) results in a storage assignment for
a 1/10 year storm in the study area of 2.750.000 m3 in the sixth hour as can be
found in table 9.5 on this page.
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Table 9.3:

Stormevent

Relevant Rainfall Data (inches)
1 hr

2 hrs

3 hrs

6 hrs

12 hrs

1/ 2yr

2,5

2,89

3,27

4,25

5,13

24 hrs
6

1/ 5yr

3,01

3,55

4,09

5,48

6,71

7,94

1/ 10yr

3,37

4,02

4,67

6,32

7,79

9,26

1/ 25yr

3,97

4,7

5,5

7,52

9,32

11,12

1/ 50yr

4,33

5,24

6,14

8,45

10,51

12,57

1/ 100yr

4,75

5,77

6,79

9,38

11,69

14

(USDC, Weather Bureau, 1961)

Rule of thumb: Storage Assignment = Rainfall/h – (0.5”/h – 0.5”)

Table 9.4:

Stormevent

Excessive Water (inches)
1 hr

2 hrs

3 hrs

6 hrs

12 hrs

24 hrs

1/ 2yr

1,5

1,39

1,27

0,75

-1,37

-6,5

1/ 5yr

2,01

2,05

2,09

1,98

0,21

-4,56

1/ 10yr

2,37

2,52

2,67

2,82

1,29

-3,24

1/ 25yr

2,97

3,2

3,5

4,02

2,82

-1,38

1/ 50yr

3,33

3,74

4,14

4,95

4,01

0,07

1/ 100yr

3,75

4,27

4,79

5,88

5,19

1,5

x 9563 Acres
Table 9.5:

Stormevent

Storage Assignment Gentilly | Lakeview (m3)
1 hr

2 hrs

3 hrs

6 hrs

12 hrs

24 hrs

1/ 2yr

1.474.476

1.366.304

1.248.350

737.215

-1.346.645

-6.389.193

1/ 5yr

1.975.735

2.015.053

2.054.371

1.946.247

206.420

-4.482.265

1/ 10yr

2.329.598

2.477.041

2.624.484

2.771.927

1.268.009

-3.184.767

1/ 25yr

2.919.370

3.145.449

3.440.335

3.951.470

2.771.927

-1.356.475

1/ 50yr

3.273.233

3.676.244

4.069.425

4.865.617

3.941.641

68.807

1/ 100yr

3.686.073

4.197.209

4.708.344

5.779.763

5.101.525

1.474.429

Storage Assignment Gentilly | Lakeview 1/ 10 Year Stormevent:

2.750.00 m3
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Fig. 9.6: Catchment Area’s
within the study area Based
on Sewerage and Waterboard,
unknown; Toronto University,
2009)

9.2.2 The Rational Method

Relevant Catchment Area’s

5km
3miles

The Rule of thumb results in a number we can use, but since it is derived from
a generalized rule of thumb, it was attempted to make this number more
specific. Based on rational thinking and common sense, the path of rainwater
was followed through the system and ultimately to the discharge pumps. The
assignment was approached per catchment area of the involved discharge
pumps (see fig. 5.6). This study is about the residential areas north of the
Gentilly Ridge and relevant are thus the catchment areas of PS#4 & 12, and
parts of the catchment areas of PS#3, 6, & 7.
The rational method as described by Davis & McCuen (2005, p.95) is the most
widely used uncalibrated equation for dealing with storm water management.
The rational formula:
qp = CiA
relates the peak discharge (qp, ft3/sec) to the drainage area (A, acres), the
rainfall intensity (I, inches/h), and the runoff coefficient (C). The following
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Relevant Area per
Catchment Area
(Acres)

Rational Formula

702

PS#4

3720

PS#6

398

PS#7

924

PS#12

1000

formula in words was used to calculate the storage assignment and is based on
this rational formula:
Storage assignment =

Infiltration: Runoff coefficients

PS#3

Runoff (Precipitation – Infiltration) –
Storage within the drainage system – Discharge.

The following paragraphs deal with each of these aspects separately; first
run-off will be covered. Only a portion of the total precipitation ends up in the
drainage system, due to water that evaporates into the atmosphere, infiltrates
in the soil and/or is otherwise kept in the environment. The percentage of
precipitation that appears as runoff is characterized by a runoff coefficient,
and varies for different types of land use. Values of Runoff Coefficient (C) for
the Rational Formula as given by Water/Wastewater Distance Learning (2009)
provide American standards and were used to calculate runoff coefficients (C).
Most of the study area can be characterized as sub-urban residential,
corresponding with a C value of 0.25-0.40. In order to have a better feeling of
the position of the study area’s suburbs within this range four samples were
taken: one in Lakeview, Gentilly, Pontchartrain and one in Lakefront.
Typical samples of similar size were sought. Each sample includes several rows
of houses, at least one complete road profile and runs from the middle of a
road to the middle of another. Fig. 9.7 shows the Lakeview sample, and location
of four samples in the study area.
A distinction was made between roofs, asphalt roads, dirt roads, concrete
drive- and walkways and lawns. For roofs, asphalt roads and drive- and
walkways the average numbers were used, respectively 0.85, 0.85 and 0.9.
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Table 9.6

Run-off Coefficiënts (C) per Urban Typology
Sidewalk
+
driveway
surface
(0,90)

Lawn /
Vacant
area
sandy
soil
(0,10)

Lawn /
Vacant
area
heavy
soil
(0,15)

Roof
surface
(0,85)

Road
surface
(0,85)

1. Lakeview

19%

12%

4%

0%

61%

4%

0,403

0,383

2. Gentilly

24%

12%

10%

0%

54%

0%

0,477

0,457

3. Pontchartrain

17%

15%

8%

0%

60%

0%

0,434

0,414

4. Lakefront

19%

7%

9%

65%

0%

0%

0,367

0,347

0,42

0,4

District

Average
Adjusted
Dirtroad
runoff
runoff
(0,30) Coefficient Coefficient

Average

(Water/Waste water Distance Learning, 2009)

Mouton St.

% Pontchartrain

% Lakefront

% Cemeterie

% Park

% Industrial

0,383

0,457

0,414

0,347

0,25

0,2

0,65

PS#3

100

PS#4

58

PS#6

55

PS#7

48

PS#12

45

Average

% Gentilly

Catchment
Area

Run-off Coefficiënts (C) per Catchment Area
% Lakeview

Table 9.7

0,457
6

16

10

10

45
4
27

0,43042
0,32315

48

0,28984

28

0,32204

200 mtr.

General Dia

z St.

Vicksburg St.

400 mtr.

4.

Filmore Aven

ue

Fig. 9.7 Calculating runoff
coefficients, Lakeview sample
and location of samples in the
study area
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3.

1.
2.

Methodology

These numbers also corresponded with data in Stormwater Management for
Smart Growth (Davis & McCuen, 2005). For lawns we used 0.15. This number
is based on the fact that the study area can be characterized by heavy soils
and flat slopes (see par 8.1). There is no number available for the category
‘dirt roads’. Therefore this coefficient was defined as the high for category
‘unimproved area’; 0.3.
C-values found run from 0.367 for the Lakefront sample to 0.477 for the Gentilly
sample, as is listed in table 9.6. The Lakefront number stands out because
it is significantly lower than the other three samples. Even though the total
roof surface is comparable to the southern suburbs, the number of homes
in this sample is lower. This means that less road is needed, and that there is
more space available for park, resulting in a lower runoff coefficient. Since this
landscape is dredged its soils are more sandy, from a range of 0.05 to 0.1, 0.1
was picked.
The average runoff coefficient for the four samples was found to be 0.42.
Compared with the Water/Wastewater tabular data range of 0.25-0.40
this number is rather high. Reason for this difference can be the fact that
neighborhood and pocket parks, larger road profiles with grassy medians and
other unpaved residual space were not included in the typical sample. It can be
concluded though that the runoff coefficients of the study area fall high in the
range of 0.25-0.40.
By reducing each of the sampled coefficients with 0.2 to make up for the
unpaved surfaces left out of the calculation, the coefficients were adjusted to
have an average of 0.4. This results in the runoff coefficients listed in table 9.6
under adjusted runoff coefficient.
Per catchment area the mean runoff coefficient was then determined by crossexamining percentage of area with land use. City Park, Pontchartrain Park and
the Metairie and Greenwood Cemeteries are recognized as separate areas and
received runoff coefficients of 0.2 and 0.25; high in the range for parks and
cemeteries, because of the relatively heavy soils and large amounts of concrete
at New Orleans’s cemeteries.
The western part of Lakefront is not residential but a mix of government and
semi-public functions. This results in an urban fabric not unlike an industrial
area, characterized by large buildings and paved surfaces, wide roads and lots
of unused space that is mostly unpaved. For a light industrial zone the range is
0.5-0.8. The runoff coefficient attributed to this area is 0.65, in the middle of the
range.
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Pumpstation

Fig. 9.8: Main Drains (diameter 36” and above) in Gentilly & Lakeview
(Sewerage and Water Board, unknown)

Water storage within the
drainage system    

1500mtr
1640yrd

Next aspect of the rational formula is the water storage within the drainage
system. Storage of 9 mm in a separated system (Dutch: gemengd stelsel) in the
Netherlands—also see par. 5.6—is made up out of 7mm in the system itself,
and 2mm in external provision (Swinkels, 2009). In New Orleans the amount of
water that can be discharged and the amount of water stored in the drainage
pipes together determine how much water the system can handle, for there
are currently no retention ponds in the system. The following paragraph treats
the volume of all the drainage pipes in Gentilly and Lakeview; due to the large
proportions of the New Orleans drainage infrastructure this storage is not to be
ignored.

Methodology

To make this calculation, two categories are perceived. The small drains: pipes,
that are smaller than 36” (61cm) in diameter, and the main drains: pipes or
boxed culverts that can be up to 24’ (8m) in size.

Main drains

Fig. 9.8 shows the main drainage system in Gentilly & Lakeview, which was
found in detailed drainage maps by the Sewerage & Water Board (date
unknown). Since the difference between 24” and 24’ is big the main drains are
all separately calculated by multiplying the length and surface of the drain. For
drainage pipes the volume can be derived with the formula:
π * radial of the pipe^2 * length of pipe = volume of pipe
For boxed culverts:
height of culvert * width of culvert * length of culvert = volume of culvert
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Table 9.8:

Storage Capacity in Drains
Circular
Diameter
(ft)

PS#3

Square
Dimensions
(ft)

Length
(mile)

Volume (ft3)

12,5

2,8

1793582

9,0

2,9

983850

7,0

1,2

235451

1,4

125194

18,0

3,5

4670587

16,0

1,3

1366793

16,0

2,7

2819010

14,0

3,5

2825417

12,0

2,1

1249334

10,0

3,4

1401496

8,0

1,7

452750

8,0

1,7

448479

6,0

1,6

235451

5,0

1,5

158503

5,0

1,0

103444

4,0

PS#4

4,3

3,0

0,7

24626

16,0

9,3

0,6

505761

10,0

10,0

2,5

1317087

6,4

10,2

2,9

997800

3,5

3,0

2,8

157923

24,0

1,7

4151633

11,0

3,3

1647359

10,0

2,3

934331

9,0

4,3

1437935

8,0

0,9

239189

PS#6
PS#7

2,5

PS#12

1,6

41711

3,5

3,7

1,6

106739

3,0

3,4

1,0

52870

14,0

1,8

1478112

10,0

3,5

1461561

10,0

1,3

520556

10,0

1,5

634010

7,4

5,3

1206008

6,0

1,2

182595

+

5,0

2,5

255273

Small Drains

20”

Mean Diameter

Volume
Main Drains
(ft3)

Length
Small
Drains
(mile)

Volume
Small
Drains
(ft3)

Total
Effective
Storage
(ft3)

PS#3

3138078

14

161038

3299130

86

993874 19728421

3,0

1,2

43246

PS#4

18734461

2,0

1,0

17352

PS#6

0

2

21656

21658

3,0

3,4

2,7

143010

PS#7

8611768

15

172788

8784570

3,0

3,4

2,7

143010

PS#12

6084732

55

629292

6714079

(Sewerage and Water Board, unknown)
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Fig. 9.9: (Historic) pumping station #3 at the head of the london avenue outfall canal

Catchment area four and twelve have their complete surface in the study area.
For these catchment basins the volume of all their drains can be accumulated.
Catchment area three and seven are only partly located in the Gentilly and
Lakeview study area. Here only the drains that are located north of the Metairie
and Gentilly ridge are included. As can be seen in the table 9.8 the total volume
of the main drainage system in Gentilly and Lakeview is 33.020.314 ft3 or
935.031 m3.
Methodology

Small drains

Combined storage volume
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Calculating the total volume of the small drains is slightly more complicated,
since the small drainage network is an extensive one (for an example see the
map included in table 9.8). Therefore here the assumption is made that an
average diameter of the small pipes can be derived. The diameters for the
different small pipes do not vary as much as for the main drains: 10” till 36” for
the former category, 36” till 24’ for the latter one. A map study has lead to the
estimation that this average diameter must be around 20”.
Now this number can be multiplied with the total length of all the small drains.
The length is measured as follows: first the study area is divided into areas that
have more or less the same parcel structure. Then a typical north south running
street and east west running street are measured in Google Earth. Drains
are located under the streets. The grid pattern that is present in Gentilly and
Lakeview make it possible to multiply this measured length by the number of
streets in that area. Accumulating all the different areas gives the length of all
the streets together in the study area. Now the total length of the drains is not
exactly identical to the length of all the streets combined. The detailed drainage
maps show those streets that have two drainage pipes under the surface.
For these streets the length is simply multiplied by two. In total there is 172 mile
(277 km) of small drainpipes in the study area. Using the formula above this
results in a volume of 1.978.648 ft3 (56.029 m3).
Combining the volume of the main drainage system with the small drainage
system results in a total volume of: 33.020.314 ft3 (935.031 m3) + 1.978.648 ft3
(56.029 m3) = 34.999.134 ft3 (991.065 m3)

Table 9.9

Pumpstation Discharge (ft3/s)
Area in
acres

Pump
Capacity
cf/s

Pump
Capacity
inch/h

Delivery
Stations
PS#1 &
PS#2

Remaining
Capacity

Percentage
North of
Ridge

Effective
Capacity
in Study Area

PS#3

3800

4340

1.13

2000

2340

30%

702

PS#4

4800

3720

0.77

3720

100%

3720

PS#6

2500

9480

1.05

6825

2655

15%

398

PS#7

3080

2690

0.87

1150

1540

60%

924

PS#12

1400

1000

0.71

1000

100%

1000
(USACE, 2007)

Discharge

Discharge of storm water per catchment area is ultimately limited by the pump
capacity of the involved pumps. According to the IPET study of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (2007), these pump capacities are as listed in table 9.9.
This capacity is not fully available to pump storm water out of the catchment
area in every case, because some pumps have to pump water that is delivered
to the pump through pressure pipes from other catchments areas. PS#3
receives 2000 cf/s from PS#2, PS#6 receives 6825 cf/s from PS#1 and PS#7
receives 1150 cf/s from PS#2. All of these values are maximum values, limited
by the pump capacity of PS#1 and PS#2. It is assumed that the delivery of water
from the area south of the ridge is maximal.

Methodology

That part of the city that is south of the ridge is not part of this study and
therefore not taken into account. Precipitation and Pump capacity are therefore
adjusted based on the percentage of area per catchment area that is located
north of the ridge. By subtracting the amount of water delivered directly from
PS#1 and PS#2, and subtracting the percentage of pump capacity associated
with the area per catchment area south of the ridge from the pump capacity,
the available capacity per catchment area north of the ridge is found.
Appendix 5 on the dvd gives maximum discharge per time for all five catchment
areas north of the ridge. Combining the data according to the formula
Rainfall * run-off coefficient * Area – Storage in the system – Discharge =
Storage Assignment
results in storage assignments per catchment area listed in table 9.10 on the
following page.
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Storage Assignment =
Runoff (Precipitation – Infiltration) – Storage within the drainage system – Discharge.

Table 9.10:

PS#3 Stormevent

Results Rational Method per Catchment Area (m3)
5m

10 m

15 m

30 m

1 hr

2 hrs

3 hrs

6 hrs

12 hrs

24 hrs

1/ 2yr

-67254

-52868

-44372

-30132

-31104

-81782

-132994

-295201

-677450

-1489610

1/ 5yr

-64041

-46441

-35804

-12460

-3793

-46437

-89082

-229333

-592839

-1385720

1/ 10yr

-61898

-41086

-28842

393

15486

-21268

-58022

-184349

-535003

-1315032

1/ 25yr

-57614

-33053

-18132

20207

47617

15147

-13574

-120087

-453069

-1215425

1/ 50yr

-54401

-27163

-10099

35201

66895

44065

20699

-70284

-389342

-1137775

1/ 100yr

-51188

-20736

-1531

50196

89387

72447

55508

-20481

-326151

-1061196

PS#4 Stormevent

5m

10 m

15 m

30 m

1 hr

2 hrs

3 hrs

6 hrs

12 hrs

24 hrs

1/ 2yr

-454961

-400880

-371602

-331118

-374165

-665448

-958985

-1875673

-3952570

-8307041

1/ 5yr

-441432

-373822

-335525

-256709

-259170

-516630

-774091

-1598332

-3596310

-7869608

1/ 10yr

-432413

-351274

-306212

-202594

-177997

-410654

-643312

-1408928

-3352791

-7571973

1/ 25yr

-414374

-317452

-261116

-119166

-42708

-257327

-456163

-1138351

-3007805

-7152578

1/ 50yr

-400845

-292649

-227294

-56031

38465

-135568

-311855

-928654

-2739483

-6825631

1/ 100yr

-387317

-265591

-191217

7103

133167

-16063

-165292

-718956

-2473415

-6503193

PS#6 Stormevent

5m

10 m

15 m

30 m

1 hr

2 hrs

3 hrs

6 hrs

12 hrs

24 hrs

1/ 2yr

3477

4828

4808

2132

-10071

-45811

-81675

-191262

-423888

-900226

1/ 5yr

4225

6322

6801

6242

-3718

-37589

-71461

-175941

-404207

-876061

1/ 10yr

4723

7568

8420

9232

766

-31735

-64236

-165477

-390754

-859619

1/ 25yr

5719

9436

10911

13841

8240

-23265

-53898

-150530

-371696

-836450

1/ 50yr

6467

10807

12780

17328

12724

-16538

-45926

-138946

-356873

-818389

1/ 100yr

7214

12301

14773

20816

17956

-9937

-37829

-127361

-342175

-800576

5m

10 m

15 m

30 m

1 hr

2 hrs

3 hrs

6 hrs

12 hrs

24 hrs

1/ 2yr

-223567

-210495

-203479

-193993

-205303

-278024

-351295

-579920

-1096629

-2179050

1/ 5yr

-220264

-203888

-194670

-175824

-177224

-241686

-306149

-512199

-1009639

-2072239

1/ 10yr

-218061

-198382

-187512

-162610

-157403

-215809

-274216

-465952

-950178

-1999564

1/ 25yr

-213657

-190124

-176501

-142239

-124369

-178371

-228518

-399883

-865940

-1897158

1/ 50yr

-210353

-184067

-168242

-126823

-104548

-148640

-193282

-348680

-800423

-1817325

1/ 100yr

-207050

-177461

-159433

-111407

-81424

-119460

-157495

-297477

-735455

-1738594

PS#7 Stormevent

PS#12 Stormevent

5m

10 m

15 m

30 m

1 hr

2 hrs

3 hrs

6 hrs

12 hrs

24 hrs

1/ 2yr

-170811

-161695

-157678

-155357

-176204

-260070

-344401

-604806

-1175669

-2358640

1/ 5yr

-168030

-156134

-150263

-140063

-152568

-229484

-306399

-547804

-1102446

-2268734

1/ 10yr

-166176

-151500

-144238

-128941

-135885

-207702

-279520

-508875

-1052395

-2207560

1/ 25yr

-162469

-144548

-134969

-111794

-108078

-176188

-241054

-453263

-981489

-2121361

1/ 50yr

-159688

-139450

-128018

-98817

-91395

-151163

-211394

-410163

-926340

-2054162

1/ 100yr

-156908

-133889

-120603

-85841

-71930

-126601

-181271

-367064

-871655

-1987891

Storage Assignment
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Results

Results do not match data

Important to stress is that the storage assignments found vary per catchment
area and do not match the flood map data (fig. 9.5) nor everyday experience
(par. 5.6). For example catchment area’s PS#7 and PS#12 should be safeguarded
from flooding on the basis of this calculation, but are known to flood regularly.
The calculation was also performed on sub-regions as defined in the flood
map data (BCG, 2003). These are much smaller and therefore should offer less
uncertainty and more specific results. Known are surface area and thus rainfall,
run off coefficients and the storage in the drainage pipes. The difficulty in this
calculation is the unknown discharge velocity. In many cases there is more
than one pump partially in use. For this thesis it was assumed that discharge is
proportional to the ratio surface area/pump capacity. Appendix 5 on the dvd
offers an overview of steps taken for this calculation by means of the rational
method and the discovered results for sub-area’s E-I & E-J.

Discussion

*
*

*
*

*

In order to achieve a workable method, a number of assumptions had to be
made. Small adjustments in values or coefficients have a great impact on
the found storage assignment. Below our considerations and suggestions for
further refinement of this method are listed.
Tp40: dating from 1961 Tp40 is still widely used but may represent out-dated
data. It does not factor in effects of climate change.
Run-off coefficients: sampled based on a situation with prominent vacancy in
the urban fabric. Effects on repopulation and thus increased build-up surfaces
in the area were not modeled.
State of the drainage system: in need of repair and/or improvement. As a result
there may be many unknown bottlenecks in the system.
Storage: the total volume of the drains is not identical to the amount of water
that can be stored in the drainage system. There are four possible causes for
this difference. First of all the drains may not completely fill up with water due
to pressure issues. Secondly there is always already some water in the drains
before a downpour occurs, because of the system ‘dry-flow’. The third reason is
that some tubes might be blocked due to sludge. Last some drains are broken.
Discharge: hard to determine because of the lack in data on the system. Simply
assuming the ratio discharge//surface area is applicable, but may prove too
simple.
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9.2.3 Method 3: Calculation based on GIS-tools
Methodology

By combining LIDAR terrain data (LSU, 2000) with 1/10 yr flood depth and -area
data (BCG, 2003), floodwater volumes can be derived. To this end a flood extent
AutoCAD shape was imported in ARC-GIS for the 15 sub areas distinguished
in the flooding data by BCG. For every sub area a reference plane was then
created at the maximum water level, the height of which was based on tabular
data on flood depths at the sub area’s deepest point. For this calculation it is
assumed that this maximum water level is applicable to all of the flood area,
possible differences were not modeled.
The given numbers for the corresponding ground levels at these deepest points
do not correspond with the deepest points per sub area found in the LIDAR
data, which were determined with Spatial Analist Tools - zonal statistics. This
difference was added to the flood depth in order to achieve a flood extent
similar to flood area data. Input for the maximum water level reference planes
were thus determined to be:
LIDAR deepest point value + BCG flood depth + difference BCG ground
level|LIDAR ground level.
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Table 9.11:

Results GIS-tools
1A

180543

1B

17396

1C

16460

1D

108491

1E

8834

1F

65785

1G

3114

2A

345190

2B

55155

E-H

28552

E- I

231082

E- J

100893

E- L

12766

E-M

2136458

E-N

11777

Total

3300000

Total excl. E-M
(City Park)

1200000

Fig. 9.10: Flood volumes calculated in ArcGIS

Storage Assignment Gentilly | Lakeview 1/ 10 Year Stormevent:

3.300.000 m3

The volume of space between terrain model and reference plane (occupied
by floodwater) can then be derived by use of 3D Analyst Tools - Cut/Fill. The
resulting area’s shown to be below the water level reference plane (the red
areas in fig. 9.10) correspond closely though not precisely with the BCG flood
extent outlines.

Results

The resulting floodwater volumes are listed in table 9.11, appendix 6 on the
dvd contains input numbers and a more detailed description of steps taken.
The total amount of floodwater for a 1/10 yr storm event comes down to
approximately 3.3 million m3. Of this, approximately 2.1 million m3 is attributed
to sub area 2-M – City Park. The volume of floodwater for the remaining sub
areas comes down to approximately 1.2 million m3.
The calculation does not provide a rock solid number, because slight
adjustments in the positioning of the flood shapes in GIS may result in
significant changes in floodwater volumes. Still this method does seem to offer
a useful quantification of the water standing in the streets in a 1/ 10 year storm
event.
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Fig. 9.11: Rain Flooding in New Orleans
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9.2.4 Conclusions
1.

The calculation based on the Rule of Thumb (par.9.2.1) results in a storage
assignment for Gentilly and Lakeview of 2.750.000 m3. This number is useful,
but not very scientific, nor specific.

2.

The results of The Rational Method (par. 9.2.3) do not match with the mapping
data and tabular data on flood depths. Also in respect to everyday experience
it seems that in theory the system should be able to handle rainfall significantly
better.
These conclusions are not surprising, because the system was designed
according to similar calculations as made in paragraph 9.2.3. Due to
incomplete data and the great number of often dictating assumptions the
numbers found with this method are quite arbitrary though and do not seem
to offer the most promising basis for design. Small adjustments in value or
coefficients have an enormous impact on the final storage assignment.

3.

The results discovered with GIS-Tools (par. 9.2.4) seem to be the most realistic
quantification of the storage assignment. The storage assignment was thus
determined to be 3.3 million m3 for Gentilly and Lakeview, and 1.2 million m3
excl City Park.
As we have seen in chapter 5 the New Orleans drainage system can be
characterized by a massive discharge coupled to a relatively small storage
capacity.

4.

In theory, the system is sufficiently dimensioned (even over-dimensioned) to
handle a 10yr storm. However, it still doesn’t function adequately, and the
solution thus does not seem to lie in building more and heavier pumps to
increase an already sufficient discharge capacity. Other strategies to deal with
rainwater (more storage and reduced run-off) seem to offer viable solutions. It
is described in the introduction of this paragraph that the need for investments
is already there. New water management strategies as introduced in chapter 4
do not only offer means to patch up the dysfunctional system, but even make it
better and help reducing the rate of subsidence and offer chances for aesthetics
that use new water as an amenity all at once.
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Fig. 9.12 | 9.13 | 9.14: Hurricanes Katrina and Rita felled many trees. Today often only their trunks remain

9.3 Loss of Trees
The impact of Katrina on New Orleans is still striking. When Hurricane Katrina
made a devastating hit on New Orleans many trees were weakened, sheared,
or uprooted. But given the severe damage to the city’s homes and residents,
the trees were understandably the last thing on people’s minds (National
Geographic, 2006). Now, four years after the hurricane, the change in the city’s
landscape is still evident.
Scores of trees managed to survive the initial impacts of Katrina, only to soak
in stagnant water. The flooding caused the soil to get very soft, and the strong
winds and additional flooding from Hurricane Rita just a few weeks later easily
uprooted the trees. (National Geographic, 2006)
70% of the urban canopy
100.000 trees

Mentioned before in chapter 5 is that the city lost 70% of its urban canopy
(Ierardi, 2008), an estimated number of 100.000 trees (HikeforkaTREEna, 2009).
This immense loss of trees also manifests itself in the Gentilly and Lakeview
area. An aerial picture from Campanella (2003) of Lakeview is compared to an
aerial picture of the same area 6 years later (Figures 9.15 and 9.16). Although
there is a slight difference in scale of the pictures, the loss of trees can clearly be
seen. What once was a pleasant and green suburb has turned into a fragmented
area, partly due to the current lack of trees.
People have always known New Orleans as an urban forest with many trees
covering the city. As Tom Campbell states in an article from National Geographic
(2006): “We have many, many significant historic trees,” and “Fortunately, the
backbone of the great live oaks still exists.” The picture people have of the
urban forest of New Orleans is attributed to the live oaks—a species that stays
green and live during the winter months when other oaks are dormant and
appear lifeless. (National Geographic, 2006)
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2003

Fig. 9.15: Aerial picture in 2003. Fairgrounds, City Park and Lakeview. Jefferson Parish in the
background. (Photograph by Campanella, 2003)

2009

Fig. 9.16: Aerial picture of City Park, and Lakeview in 2009.
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1500mtr
1640yrd
Fig. 9.17: Remaining tree structure (public space) is fragmented (Based on: Bing Live Maps, 2009)

It can be assumed that the image of New Orleans as an urban forest with
its many Live Oaks will survive. These oaks grow mainly on the higher parts
of the city, where there was no or not so much standing water and the oaks
survived. Other trees than live oaks did not withstand the storm that well, as
can be derived from the number of lost trees. The loss of trees has been most
substantial in areas that sat in the water for two or three weeks. According to
Campbell (National Geographic, 2009) the water oaks suffered the most. In
addition to that “two-thirds of the city lost every magnolia tree, which affects
the character of the tree canopy greatly,” Campbell said. “It looks like the
dickens.” (National Geographic, 2006).

Fragmented tree structure
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Gentilly and Lakeview, as a low-lying and hard hit area, saw many trees
disappear. An inventory of trees pre-Katrina exists for New Orleans, but there
have been no complete surveys to assess the extent of the damage since
(National Geographic, 2006). For the study area, we made an inventory of trees
based on a Live Maps image (Bing Live Maps, 2009). In fig. 9.17 the loss of trees
and resulting fragmented structure immediately becomes clear.

Fig. 9.18 | Fig. 9.19: Barren Streetscapes characterize large parts of the low lying areas in New Orleans. Odin St. (top) has no trees left
and feels deserted. The low parts of Demontluzin St. (bottom) have almost no remaining trees.

9.3.1 Lack of atmosphere
Trees can guide direction in urban space and naturally lead to easy orientation.
However, the feeling of New Orleans as an urban forest (Talarchek, 1987;
National Geographic, 2006) is gone in large portions of the Gentilly and
Lakeview area. Trees no longer guide inhabitants through the area, but
remaining trees form a happy exception in empty and damaged street profiles.
With the fieldwork described in the next paragraph we determined that this
loss of structure often results in a feeling of neglect and desertedness. This
forms a stark contrast with parts of the city where the backbone of vegetation
has survived the storm. Here atmospheres are calm, lush or even humming and
vegetation is abundant.
9.3.2 Less habitat for urban fauna
New Orleans’ vegetation already before the storm has been characterized
as an anthropogenic urban forest where little of the natural vegetative cover
remained (Talarchek, 1987). Moreover, over the years many residents came
to prefer tropical vegetation that is not always well suited to New Orleans
conditions (Talarchek, 1987). This vegetation is generally less robust to local
climate and less suited for local fauna. Much of it has been destroyed by the
storm in 2005.
Still, New Orleans is home to some of the largest collections of mature trees in
the world. The city contains nearly 50 species, including magnolia, live oak, bald
cypress (Louisiana’s official state tree), and red maple. These native trees are
important not only for humans but also for many birds, which depend on the
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habitats for feeding and nesting (National Geographic, 2006).
With the devastation of many of these trees, habitat for local fauna has also
disappeared. Often lawns are the only vegetation left in the street, lawns that
typically offer a very small contribution as hosts for local fauna.
9.3.3 More susceptible to storm water and wind damage
Mitigating effect

Tree groves and shrub mass can deflect wind and make an area more robust
against wind damage, especially native species that are well adapted to local
climate (Abbey, 2009). Next to that, trees also tend to make a contribution in
diminishing the effects of rainwater. Trees slow down the speed with which
the water reaches the ground (Ierardi, 2008). Essentially this is a strategy of
retaining water and offers a contribution to the drainage of an area. With the
high temperatures in New Orleans’, the trees also offer a large contribution in
‘draining’ the city by means of transpiration.
Now that so many trees are gone, wind is no longer deflected, rainwater is no
longer slowed down and water is no longer taken up to be transpired. The loss
of the urban canopy leaves the city far more susceptible to storm water and
wind damage during future storms (Ierardi, 2008).
9.3.4 Negative impact on microclimate

Shelter from the sun

Next to a positive atmosphere, habitat for urban fauna and storm water uptake,
the backbone of a healthy urban forest does also provide shelter from the sun;
no unnecessary luxury in New Orleans for the sun can burn you away. From
April to November, average high temperatures range from 78°F (26°C) to 91°F
(33°C) (CustomWeather, 2010). After the storm, the shade provided by trees
has become a much-missed feature. The difference in temperature between
an open space and a space underneath the canopy of a tree is immense as we
experienced during our stay in New Orleans. With so many trees gone, people
search for alternatives that provide shade when they for example are waiting for
the bus (fig. 9.20)

Tree farms in the Gulf Area

Not just the city of New Orleans, but the entire Gulf area has been affected by
the storm. Many millions of trees were destroyed. Among them were many
tree farms, decimating the tree stock of Louisiana (Ierardi, 2008). This fact has
made it nearly impossible for the state to even attempt reforestation of its own.
Restoring the lost trees is a major challenge for the future. It will slow rainfall,
deflect wind, bring shade, control storm water, and remove contaminants, as
well as a number of other benefits. In the Gentilly and Lakeview area it can
revive the image of the New Orleanian suburb as an urban forest.

Decimated tree stock of Louisiana
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Fig. 9.20 The shade of a lanternpole provides small relief while waiting on a bus

Average Monthly High Temperatures
100°F
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Fig. 9.21: Average high temperatures range from 78°F to 91°F from April to
November (Custom Weather, 2010)
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1500mtr
1640yrd
Fig. 9.22: Perforated Urban Tissue in Gentilly and Lakeview
(Based on: Goody Clancy et al., 2009)

9.4 Impact and opportunities of a perforated urban
fabric

Feeling

Low landscape quality
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As we saw in chapter 6 the low parts of the city currently consist of a poor
urban environment that fails to inspire humans, and does not offer reason
to pass time in the public space. Invisibility of water, lack of vegetation and
technical urban form are important reasons for that, but even more striking
however, is the image of closed schools, unreturned grocery stores, and entire
blocks that lie vacant (see also fig. 9.24). The perforated urban fabric in this way
works on humans; the large numbers of inactive plots give parts of the area a
feeling of neglect and desertedness.
This third problem attributing to a low landscape quality—a lack of ‘aesthetical
soundness’—at first glance seems to be difficult to get a grip on, especially
when having a scientifical approach. What kind of landscape is aesthetically
appealing and what kind is not will partly be determined by our collective
memory. Stories (facts or fiction) about the landscape can influence this
memory as described in chapter 3. Nevertheless the physical appearance of
a landscape (City = part of Landscape) is important. Ultimately the goal of
this thesis is to improve that landscape quality and to be able to do this it is
important to get a grip on its current appearance. Which factors exactly are
responsible for the feeling and image of the neighborhood and its streets? What
parts of Lakeview and Gentilly are more aesthetically appealing than others and
why? This paragraph attempts to explain that by studying many places in the
area thoroughly, different aesthetic appearances can be defined and unraveled.

Fig. 9.23: Vacant lots in Gentilly an Lakeview
(Baed on: Goody Clancy et al., 2009)

Fig. 9.24: Abandoned commercial center on Robert E. Lee Blvd. | Paris Ave.
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Lush

Humming

Turmoil

Neglected

Deserted

Calm

Aesthetic quality streetscapes

Section

Table 9.12

Ra1

0

1

0

0

0

3

Ra2

2

1

3

0

0

2

Ra3

1

1

1

0

0

3

Ra4

1

1

4

2

0

0

Ra5

4

2

1

0

0

0

Ra6

4

1

1

0

0

0

Rb1

0

0

0

4

2

0

Rb2

0

0

0

2

4

1

Rb3

0

0

0

2

1

3

Rb4

0

0

0

1

3

0

Rb5

0

0

0

3

2

0

Rb6

0

0

3

1

0

0

Rb7.1

0

0

0

0

2

3

Rb7.2

0

4

1

0

0

0

Rb8

0

1

4

0

0

0

Rb9

0

0

1

2

1

2

Rb10

1

0

1

1

0

3

Rb11

4

2

2

0

0

0

Rb12

3

0

2

0

0

0

Rb13

1

0

1

0

0

3

Rb14

0

1

1

1

0

1

Rc1

1

0

0

0

1

4

Rc2

0

0

1

2

0

1

Rc3

0

0

0

1

3

2

Rc4

2

0

0

0

0

3

Rc5

0

0

0

4

3

0

Rc6

0

0

0

0

2

3

Rc7

3

4

0

0

0

0

Rd1

0

0

0

4

2

0

Rd2

0

2

0

1

0

3

Rd3

0

0

0

4

4

0

Rd4

3

1

0

0

0

2

Rd5

0

0

0

1

1

3

Rd6

0

0

0

3

4

0

Rd7

0

0

0

4

3

0

Rd8

0

0

0

0

2

2

Rd9

2

0

0

0

0

4

Rd10

0

0

0

3

0

0
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Sextet

Neglected

Neglected

Neglected

Deserted

Deserted

Deserted

Turmoil

Calm

Calm

Calm

Lush

Lush

Lush

Sextet Ra5

Sextet Rc7

Sextet Ra1

Neglected

Neglected

Neglected

Deserted

Deserted

Deserted

Calm

Humming

Calm

Lush

Lush

Sextet Rb6

Turmoil

Turmoil

Turmoil

Humming

Humming

Humming

Humming

Calm

Turmoil

Turmoil

Sextet Rb1

Humming
Lush

Sextet Rc3

Fig. 9.25: Atmospheres of streetprofiles are represented with a sextet

9.4.1 Defining aesthetic appearance
Fielwork book

To ‘quantify’ aesthetics in Gentilly and Lakeview we did extensive fieldwork
in the city, which was collected in a fieldwork book accompanying this thesis.
The core of this fieldwork consisted of sections of roads (42) and waterways
(21) and intensive studies on the so-called voids in the urban tissue. The
sections only reflect a small part of a street at a certain moment of the day.
Together however, the 42 road sections give a fair impression of the different
atmospheres in the neighborhoods.

Methodology

In the field we tried to observe space with a particular state of mind where
intuitions and impressions prevail. By trying to focus on each individual sense
we achieved a more complete experience. Extra attention was paid to what one
sees, hears, smells and feels, and how this influences ones overall impression of
a place. By feeling before thinking in this way, we identified the atmosphere of
all the places where we made sections.

Focus on intuitions and
impressions

The inventory focuses on the streetscape of the study area of Gentilly and
Lakeview, but we also included the city center, and (suburban) residential
areas in other parts of the city and its metropolitan area. The sections have
been carefully selected to give an overview of most different areas throughout
the entire area, both of extreme and more common examples. All 42 sections
include a panoramic picture that gives a perspective on what the place looks
like. Photographs of three different positions give a clear image of how a
‘normal’ person engaging in the space perceives it. Sectional information shows
measurements and forms an important basis for dimensioning future solutions,
and for orientation, we also included a top-view map.
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Neglected

Lush: St. Charles Ave.

Deserted
Turmoil

Calm

Humming
Lush

Percieved view 1

Panoramic view in western direction

Percieved view 2

Humming: Prytania St.

Neglected
Deserted
Turmoil

Calm

Humming
Lush

(3) Plots

Panoramic view in eastern direction

Percieved view 1
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Percieved view 2

Percieved view 3

Analyzing all the fieldwork led to a classification of the places where the
sections were done. All places were rated on being ‘lush’, ‘humming’, ‘calm’,
‘turmoil’, ‘neglected’ or ‘deserted’. Rated with 5 points in a certain class means a
high score, 1point means a low score. This resulted in table 9.12.
This table is then converted into a graphical figure; a sextet off which all the six
corners represent one class.
Results

Trees & Gardens

Life

Since now all 42 places have been classified, it is more easy to compare them
with each other. Also it is possible to find out what determines the ‘aesthetic
appeal’ of a certain street. Again a full overview can be found in the fieldwork
report itself, but here follows 1 example per class, plus the concluding remarks
regarding ‘atmosphere’ and ‘aesthetic appeal’ that are determined for this class.
Lush (St. Charles Ave.)
What stands out are the imposing life oaks present in most sections classified
as ‘lush’. They are striking elements and give streets a feel of grandeur and
luxury. But also other types of trees can create this lush feeling. Other elements
that contribute to the lush atmosphere are flourishing gardens; they do not
represent the typical American front lawn, but contain many trees, shrubs,
grasses and other types of vegetation. The medians and the right of way (piece
of land between the road and sidewalk) are also planted with shrubs and
grasses.
Prominent are also the mansions in traditional style, the historic street car line,
singing birds (attracted by the vegetation), traffic that is not driving too fast
since the lanes are not very wide, and the possibility to wander around by foot
without too much inconveniences when crossing a road.
Humming (Prytaina St.)
Here working people flock the streets, inhabitants do their shopping and people
have their lunches. Attracted by restaurants, small scale businesses and coffee
places. Having life in the street creates a pleasant atmosphere. Traffic is often
driving at an appropriate pace. Trees display a beautifully shaped shadow on the
streets.
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Calm: Elysian Fields Ave.

Neglected
Deserted
Turmoil

Calm

Humming
Lush

Percieved view 1

Panoramic view in southern direction

Turmoil: Press Dr.

Percieved view 1

Neglected
Deserted
Turmoil

Calm

Humming
Lush

Percieved view 1

Panoramic view in southern direction

Too wide streets

Proportion
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Percieved view 2

Turmoil (Press Dr.)
Here the wide lanes give all the possibilities to speed up with your car. Making it
hard for pedestrians to cross the streets, or simply wander around. There is not
so much vegetation present that can separate the gardens and pedestrian lanes
from the car lanes and reduce the noise.
Calm (Elysian Fields Ave.)
The lanes are not too wide, making the cars driving more slowly compared to
the streets classified as turmoil. These calm places are not uncomfortable, but
not nearly have as much vegetation as the lush areas. Trees are present but
shrubs and grasses disappeared from the streetscape here, and are replaced by
nothing but lawns.

Neglected: Odin St.

Neglected
Deserted
Turmoil

Calm

Humming
Lush

Panoramic view in eastern direction

Percieved view 1

Cracks, holes & overgrown lots

Percieved view 2

Percieved view 3

Neglected (Odin St.)
Cracks and holes in the road, tilted parts and weeds in the pavement create
a neglected sphere. The unoccupied plots that are present are sometimes
completely overgrown - even blocking the footpath – and houses look worn
out. FEMA trailers are still omnipresent in the streetscape.
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Deserted: Prentiss Ave.

Neglected
Deserted
Turmoil

Calm

Humming
Lush

Panoramic view in eastern direction

Percieved view 1

Percieved view 2

No one home

Percieved view 3

Deserted (Prentiss Ave.)
Sometimes we encountered streets that make you feel as if Katrina just
happened yesterday. Almost nobody is living in the street, houses are
abandoned, no cars drive through the streets, there is just nobody at all. Roads
are in bad shape, cracked, broken and plots are overgrown. The place feels
deserted.
This research learns us to a certain extent what qualities can determine the
‘aesthetic appeal’ of a street in New Orleans, and more specifically Lakeview
and Gentilly. This also gives us tools to work with when making a design.
However before a design can be started it must be clear what can be designed.
In other words what exactly is the available design space in the study area?
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Medium & Large voids

Small voids

Lines

Fig. 9.26 Available design space

9.4.2 Defining available design space
It is not only interesting to locate the available design space, but also to
exactly measure it. Since this can help us later on in the thesis to calculate the
maximum possible amount of water that can be stored via water retention
ponds and canals. This amount can than be compared with the volume of
excessive water; the actual water storage assignment (as quantified in paragraph
2 of this chapter).
The available design space in Lakeview and Gentilly can be divided in 3 types of
spaces: lines, large and medium voids, and small voids, consisting of the smallest
open spaces and unoccupied plots. Fig. 9.26 shows three typologies, which all
offer possibilities.
(1) Lines

Lines can create possible connections. They provide space to build a connected
water system and/or green structure. A wider profile creates better options for
a connection compared with a small profile, therefore they are ranked in size.
Only the road profiles with medians are measured. Since they offer more design
space at first glance. An exception is Peoples Ave. This road does not have a
median, but has much space between the road and the railway slope.
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Name

Size Profile
(feet)

Size Profile
(meter)

Size Median
(feet)

Size Median
(meter)

Length Median
(meter)

Surface Median
(acres)

a

L

West End / Pontchartrain

Blvd.

436,30

133,00

340,10

103,70

2.173,00

55,66

22,53

b

L

Orleans

Ave.

254,70

74,90

143,60

43,80

1.034,00

11,19

4,53

c

M

Peoples

Ave.

142,20

43,50

115,60

35,20

2.681,00

23,31

9,44

d

M

Elysian Fields (north)

Ave.

198,30

60,40

106,70

32,50

2.018,00

16,20

6,56

e

M

Canal

Blvd.

197,20

60,10

91,70

28,00

4.564,00

31,56

12,78

f

M

Elysian Fields (south)

Ave.

172,20

52,50

80,40

25,60

1.396,00

8,83

3,57

g

M

St. Roch (north)

Ave.

126,20

38,50

66,70

20,30

1.376,00

6,90

2,79

h

M

Harrison

Ave.

142,40

43,50

56,50

17,20

1.296,00

5,51

2,23

i

M

Fleur de Lis

Dr.

115,40

35,20

55,90

17,00

2.579,00

10,83

4,38

j

M

Robert E. Lee (Gentlilly)

Ave.

123,80

37,40

44,20

13,50

4.789,00

15,97

6,47

k

M

Paris

Ave.

126,10

38,40

44,10

13,40

3.964,00

13,12

5,31

l

M

Mirabeau

Ave.

128,40

39,10

42,20

12,90

2.317,00

7,38

2,99

m

M

Prentiss

Ave.

118,00

36,00

38,00

11,60

3.100,00

8,88

3,60

n

M

St. Anthony

Ave.

119,60

36,40

37,60

11,50

2.575,00

7,31

2,96

o

M

Cameron

Blvd.

108,20

33,00

37,50

11,40

1.228,00

3,46

1,40

p

M

Pasteur

Blvd.

109,90

33,50

35,80

10,90

1.145,00

3,08

1,25

q

M

Vermillion

Blvd.

107,50

32,80

35,80

10,90

1.112,00

2,99

1,21

r

M

Filmore

Ave.

115,00

36,00

35,50

10,80

3.143,00

8,38

3,39

s

S

Franklin (north)

Ave.

122,70

37,40

32,40

9,90

2.299,00

5,62

2,28

t

S

St. Roch (south)

Ave.

94,80

28,90

26,10

8,00

1.182,00

2,34

0,95

u

S

Argonne

Blvd.

82,50

25,10

24,20

7,40

2.202,00

4,02

1,63

v

s

Milne

Blvd.

82,50

25,10

23,50

7,20

2.589,00

4,60

1,86

w

S

Robert E. Lee (Lakeview)

Ave.

105,10

32,00

21,80

6,60

2.097,00

3,42

1,38

x

S

Press

Dr.

99,30

30,30

19,70

6,00

2.851,00

4,23

1,71

y

S

St. Bernard

Ave.

110,10

33,50

19,20

5,90

3.766,00

5,49

2,22

z

S

Franklin (south)

Ave.

91,70

28,00

14,70

4,50

1.149,00

1,28

0,52

Available design space: 271,55

Surface Median
(hectares)

Category

Available Design Space: Lines

Number

Table 9.13

109,94

All the profiles with a median are categorized, and listed in table 9.13. The
category Large (L) contains profiles with a median of 44 yard (40 meters) or
bigger, and offer the most available space for possible connections. The Medium
class (M) contains mediums that vary between 11 yard and 44 yard (10m and
40m) and the lowest class (S) contains mediums smaller than 11 yard.
The available design space can now be found by simply multiplying the width
of the medians – or neutral grounds as they are called in New Orleans –
with the length of the road in which they are located. When all the surfaces
of the medians are added a total figure of 271.55 acres (109,94 hectares)
represents the available design space. The median between West End Blvd. and
Pontchartrain Blvd. in Lakeview is the biggest contributor with a width of 340
feet (133m).
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Dimensions
(feet)

Dimensions
(meter)

Area
(hectares)

Area
(acres)

XXL

City Park

3.000x1.307

9.825x4.288

530,00

1300,00

XL

Pontchartrain Park

1,315x557

4,315x1,829

73,25

180,93

XL

Lakeshore greenspaces

L

Star shaped parks

-

96,73

4

-

39,16
13,94

33,43

5

L

Sisters of St. Joseph

366x295

1202x969

10,80

26,67

6

L

Greenspace London
Canal

454x227

1400x744

10,30

25,44

7

M

Infrastrucutre knot

308x287

1.009x941

8,84

21,83

8

M

West End Park

616x137

2.018x448

8,44

20,85

9

M

JFK high school

289x237

950x777

6,85

16,92

10

M

Milne Boys Home

298x219

979x717

6,53

16,12

11

M

Gregory Jr. High School

246x224

807x734

5,51

13,61

12

M

University of NO
Greenspace 2

470x113

1,542x372

5,31

13,12

13

M

Wilton Dr. Greenspace

-

-

5,07

12,52

14

M

Tourmaline Park

226x204

742x669

4,61

11,39

15

M

Imperial Dr.

243x178

798x584

4,33

10,70

16

M

3 Schools

324x119

1.063x390

3,86

9,53

17

M

University of NO
Greenspace 3

279x137

915x450

3,82

9,44

18

M

Bienville elementery
school

241x156

791x518

3,76

9,29

19

M

Hynes High School

200x177

657x582

3,54

8,74

20

M

School Pontchartrain

218x128

714x419

2,79

6,89

21

M

Redeemer High School

246x123

806x404

3,03

7,48

22

M

Fleur de Lis Park

164x184

538x603

3,01

7,43

23

M

Highschool Prentis/Roch

192x155

630x509

2,98

7,36

24

M

School adjacent to I-610

141x190

461x624

2,68

6,62

25

M

Kiefer Arena Greenspace 204x114

668x376

2,33

5,75

26

M

Pratt Park

176x128

578x419

2,26

5,58

27

S

School greenspace

179x109

575x384

1,95

4,82

28

S

? Adjacent to I-610

311x60

1.020x196

1,86

4,59

29

S

Harlequin Park

136x122

444x400

1,66

4,10

30

S

Lake Oaks Park 1

138x113

454x370

1,60

3,95

31

S

Ganum High School

124x117

408x384

1,45

3,58

32

S

St. Bernard / Owens
greenspace

206x54

678x177

1,11

2,74

33

S

McGuire Park

144x77

470x219

1,10

2,72

34

S

University of NO
Greenspace 1

120x92

394x301

1,10

2,71

35

XS

Owens/Duplessis
Greenspace

143x65

471x216

0,94

2,32

36

XS

Duplessis/Wakefield

143x66

471x217

0,94

2,32

37

XS

Commercial Node
Robert E Lee/Paris

109x81

357x267

0,88

2,17

38

XS

Chatham Park

96x69

313x226

0,66

1,60

39

XS

Eddy Gatto Playground

96x69

313x226

0,66

1,60

40

XS

Boreas Park

113x57

373x153

0,64

1,58

41

XS

Carnot/Arts Greenspace

87x73

286x239

0,64

1,58

42

XS

Greenspace behind
church

81x76

267x251

0,62

1,53

43

XS

Filmore Garden
Playground

97x54

320x193

0,52

1,28

44

XS

Charles Donnely
Playground

97x54

320x193

0,52

1,28

Number

Name

Available Design Space: Voids
Category

Table 9.14

1
2
3

Sub Total: 785,85
Available Design Space: 216,69

1930,84
535,25
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(2) Voids

Voids have the advantage of possibly providing room for water storage or green
space. The volume of possible (temporal) water storage depends on the size
of the space, therefore also the voids are measured and classified in different
categories (table 9.14). The largest one (XXL) being City Park, with an enormous
area of 1300 acres (530 ha). Class XL contains only Pontchartrain Park, with
180.93 acres (73,25ha) and the Lakeshore Green space. Then category L
contains areas bigger than 25 acres (10ha) but smaller than 125 acres (50ha).
Medium (M) is between 5 and 25 acres, small (S) between 5 and 2.5, and last XS
contains voids with an area smaller than 2.5 acre (1ha).
The areas of the voids are measured in Google Earth. Most of the areas have
a rectangular shape and are therefore simply measured by multiplying length
and width. Some areas do have a more irregular shape though, which makes
measuring the area slightly more difficult. Therefore a small deviation between
the measured size and the actual size must be taken into consideration.
The voids are scattered around Lakeview and New Orleans. There is not a
certain pattern that can be recognized in it. The Katrina flooding destroyed
many parks, green spaces, school buildings and other public facilities. Since 20%
of the inhabitants did not return, less facilities are needed, resulting in public
space that is not or hardly used any more.
The amount of available design space is 785.85 acres. For a just calculation
of the possible water storage capacity, the area of City Park (calculated more
specifically in chapter 12) and the Lakeshore green spaces (outside the dike
protected area, thus not suitable for rainwater storage) have to be subtracted
from this figure, meaning 535.25 acres (216,69 ha.) of land are suitable for
rainwater storage, when considering only the voids in Lakeview and Gentilly.

LLT Plots

Vacant Plots

Occupied Plots

All Plots

Base

Fig. 9.27: Plots in Gentilly and
Lakeview (Based on Goody Clancy,
2009; NORA, 2009)
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BOX 9.1

Unoccupied plots in New Orleans

In general an unoccupied plot is similar to a vacant plot. But a vacant plot has various appearances.
There might be a more or less neglected house on the plot, or there might not be a structure
on it at all. In that case it is called an empty plot (New Orleans Redevelopment Authority, 2009).
According to NORA a vacant plot is only considered a blighted plot when a legal judgment is issued
after a city code enforcement hearing. A legal judgment costs a considerable amount of time and
money, which is one of the reasons that so many vacant plots are potentially blighted, but do not
have that official status.
After Katrina the Road Home Program was initiated, providing eligible homeowners in Louisiana
three options (Road Home Program, 2006):
1. Stay and rebuild.
2. Purchase another home in Louisiana.
3. Sell the property and choose not to remain a homeowner in the State.
Since many residents left the city after the storm, not to return, the state acquired many properties
via this program; according to NORA on August 2008, 5,000 - 7,000 properties were in the midst
of being acquired. What exactly happens to the properties once they are under the Road Home
Program is complex . Sure is that many properties end up in the Louisiana Land Trust (LLT). A LLT
property map shows that 4.195 plots were in this trust in April 2009 (University of New Orleans,
2009). These plots are still not directly available for re-development. However these plots are not
privately owned and therefore it is possible to influence their possible program and thus physical
appearance in the future. As has been proved earlier in chapter 6.2 the ‘new normal’ condtions in
the city (see chapter 6) indicate that not all the plots in the future will be occupied plots again, and
that roughly 20% of the residents did not return until now (GNOCDC, 2009).

(3) plots

Together the unoccupied plots form a significant amount of available design
space in Lakeview and Gentilly. According to the New Orleans Redevelopment
Authority (NORA) the number of unoccupied plots did rise roughly from 30.000
to 100.000 after the storm in 2005. It is important to notice that not all this
‘space’ can be considered as available design space. More strongly; most of the
plots are still privately owned and therefore not ready for any development that
is not initiated by the owner of such a plot. There is much confusion about the
terminology of the unoccupied plots. This is why in box 9.1 a brief overview is
given.
Together with other agencies in the city the aim of NORA is: “to acquire blighted
properties in a strategic fashion and then bundle those properties for sale or
donation”. It is possible that the blighted properties are converted into green
space or other related functions (NORA, 2009).
Conclusion is that the situation of the legal status and ownership of unoccupied
plots is complex. Although many plots in the study area are vacant (see fig. 9.22
and fig. 9.23), only some of them are directly available for re-development and
can therefore be noticed as available design space at this moment. On the other
hand, 29% of the plots in Lakeview and 24% of the plots in Gentilly are vacant
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Table 9.15

Available Design Space: Plots
Amount of
vacant Plots

Avarage size per
plot (m2)

Total size
(acres)

Total size
(hectares)

Lakeview

4634

530

606.63

245,60

Gentilly

3588

555

443.36

199,13

1098.51

444,74

Available Design Space

according to the Draft NOLA masterplan (Goody Clancy et al., 2009, p. 89, table
6.1). In the years to come this will inevitably lead to more plots that become
available for future redevelopment.
Relation with toppgraphy and
breaches

Fig. 9.22 and fig. 9.23 illustrate all the vacant plots in the city. In this map the
Two- Faced city as described in chapter six becomes visible. The higher grounds
along the river, on the Ridges and on the man-made Lakeshore do not host
many vacant plots. While the low-lying areas are almost randomly dotted with
red dots, indicating many vacant plots. The connection with the topography is
thus very obvious. Furthermore concentration of vacant plots can be recognized
around the former breaches of the floodwalls along London Ave. Canal (east
and west side) and 17th Canal (east side). In the low part of the Two-Faced city
the urban tissue is completely perforated; hence we can speak of a ‘Perforated
City’.
With the vision that is presented in this thesis a new strategy for acquiring
certain plots is provided for NORA and other agencies in the city of New
Orleans. It might be clear that some vacant plots can play a vital role in
connecting waterways and or green spaces.
Table 9.15 shows us the amount of vacant plots in the study area and the
average size plot. The latter one is based upon measurements of the plots using
CAD software. Five samples per area were measured. Multiplying the amount
of plots with the average size gives us an available design space for the plots of
1,098.51 acres or 444,74 hectares.

Total available design space

Combining the calculated design spaces of the medians, voids and plots results
in a number which we can juxtapose versus for example the calculated storage
assignment of par. 9.2. The total amount of available design space thus comes
down to:
271,55 (medians) + 535,25 (voids) + 1.098,51 (plots) =
1905,31 acres (771 hectares).
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Table 9.16

Comparing design space & storage assignment

Design Space Excl. citypark and lakefront

Acres

Hectares

Gross Design Space | Lines

271,55

109,89

Gross Design Space | Voids

535,25

216,60

Gross Design Space | Plots

1098,51

444,55

Total Gross Design Space

1905,31

771,05

Storage Assignment 1/ 10 yr storm event as
calculated with GIS-tools

f3

m3

Total Storage Assignment

116.000.000

3.300.000

Storage Assignment excl. city park

42.000.000

1.200.000

Assumed waterfluctuation

0,5 m

Comparing Design Space excl. citypark
and lakefront, 1/ 10yr storage assignment,
assuming a waterfluctuation of 0.5m

Total Storage assignment

Storage Assigment
Excl. Citypark

Required space | 10% of gross design space

12%

32%

Required space | 20% of gross design space

23%

64%

Required space | 30% of gross design space

35%

96%

Required space | 50% of gross design space

58%

161%

Required space | 70% of gross design space

82%

225%

30% of the Gross Available Design Space can meet 96% of the
storage assignment excl. City Park
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Fig. 9.28: Gross Available Design Space. City Park and Lakefront are excluded
from calculationw (Plots based on Goody Clancy et al., 2009)

9.5 Comparing design space with a 1/10yr storm event
It is interesting to have a feeling for the amount of space required to store
rainfall in a 1/ 10 yr storm event. Therefore total gross available design space as
calculated in par. 9.4 and the storage assignment for a 1/ 10 yr storm event as
calculated in par. 9.2 were compared.
City Park and the lakefront parks were excluded from this calculation. The
storage capacity of City Park is covered extensively in par. 12.6.
The amount of water that can be stored in the design space is dependent on
the area and height of the available water fluctuation. Not all of the gross
available design space is available for water due to a desire not to use all vacant
plots for water retention, losses in for example embankments and provisions
necessary for maintenance. A water fluctuation of 0.5m was assumed; please
refer to par. 11.1.2 for considerations on this matter.
Conclusion

Table 9.16 lists the results. It is interesting to see that in order to meet the
storage assignment of the neighborhood (excl. City Park) a little more than 30%
of the gross available design space would have to be reserved for open water.
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10 Concept & Strategy

Original landscape forms
a source of inspiration
Empty space is
considered a chance,
not a problem.
With a branched water
network, system of
native vegetation and
sound aesthetics, a
landscape can be built
that performs as well as
informs.
Four landscape zones
are introduced:
Lakefront, Whispering
Winds, Mysterious
Woods, Lush Ridge.
Each landscape zone
has its own strategy
regarding hydrology and
vegetation.
A new landscape
framework grows from
strong points in the
Gentilly and Lakeview
area.
The area becomes a
vital part of the city.
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We already concluded that Lakeview and Gentilly should be the great suburbs
that New Orleans so rightly deserves. In the previous chapter we identified
spatial problems regarding hydrology, vegetation and a perforated city fabric.
The aim of this chapter is to formulate a vision for the future that finds its
fascination in the landscape. We introduce what a healthy suburban landscape
can look like and describe a strategy to realize that.

10.1 Fascination
The Mississippi built a land of soft soils and gentle sloped topography. A trip on
a small airplane offered us stunning views of the patterns that the landscape
generated over the centuries. It fascinated us to see the rich and abundant
vegetation on the higher parts that form a dense green cover; small bayous as
old distributaries of the Mississippi that have cut beautiful meandering lines
into the land; and a gently constructed play of circular patches of marsh and
rounded streams at the edges of the continent where the tide continuously
intermingles with the land.

Fig. 10.1 The fascinating landscape of the Mississippi Delta
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Seen from the air the landscape offers an intriguing view on the patterns of the
delta. With both feet on the ground, the original landscape is also a source of
inspiration. The delta landscape is a strongly differentiated landscape where
small changes in elevation result in very different ecotypes and atmospheres.
Gentle gradients of topography implicate contrasts between wet and dry, sweet
and salt and create surroundings for a rich ecological diversity.
In our opinion this original landscape triggers a very rich human experience.
Identity, variation and contrast; typical qualities that are lacking in the suburbs
of Lakeview and Gentilly, as we found out in our fieldwork.
The 4 collages in fig. 10.1 illustrate the appearance and qualities of the original
landscapes of the study area. These landscape ecotypes were introduced in
chapter 8.

Live Oak natural levee forest
Beautiful large life oaks, creeping vines, rich and colorful shrubs and business of
birds, butterflies and squirrels characterize forests on the natural levee. These
forests give a sense of intimacy and provide shelter from the sun. Shade and
sunny spots contrast with each other and together create a beautiful play of
light.

Cypress-tupelo-blackgum swamp
The cypress swamp is a place for silent retreat and contemplation. It offers
living space to a rich diversity of native birds. The typical verticality of cypress
trees, together with the mirroring effect in the water creates a atmosphere of
its own.

Brackish to saline marsh
Large extents of grassland form the marshes of Louisiana. The wind, the water
and the great vistas offer a distinct quality. The grass to nest and the water full
of life attract a wide variety of migratory birds.

Lakefront man-made ridge
The artificial ridge made up with soils dredged from lake Pontchartrain has
the capacity to grow large life oaks. The big oaks can create pleasant living
areas by providing shade and they are imposing with their specific and massive
form. Outside the levee is the lakefront with astonishing views across lake
Pontchartrain. Experiencing the lake is the most distinct quality of the manmade ridge.
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Fig. 10.1: Collages of four
different landscape zones.
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10.2 Concept: enriching landscape
The most important conceptual idea is that this fascination for the original
landscape should find its way to the urban environment of the Gentilly and
Lakeview area. This does not mean that the original landscapes are rebuilt
in this area as a sort of nature reserve. The original landscape is used as an
inspiration and a re-interpretation of this landscape should form the basis
for spatial development. As a way to facilitate a rich experience and ensure a
habitable (living) environment we introduced the term working landscape.
Hypothesis

The hypothesis is that: “An attractive Working Landscape can offer a soft and
sensible solution to the Water Challenge in New Orleans and Improve Spatial
Quality of the Gentilly and Lakeview neighborhoods.”
The working landscape is a landscape that performs as well as informs. This
paragraph describes what this concept means for the Gentilly and Lakeview
area.
10.2.1 Landscape performs

Open connected water system

Counter subsidence

Reduce peak discharge

Reduce flooding
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In chapter 2 is described that in landscape architecture, the aim should be on
the inclusion of landscape processes, with as target a healthy and vital system
that prevents nuisances and is productive. This means the cooperation with
and use of these processes in a symbiosis, without the blocking or frustrating
of them, with environmental problems as a result. A landscape that performs is
the opposite of a ‘lazy’ landscape that does nothing but consume. Introducing
a landscape that performs for Gentilly and Lakeview has implications regarding
the water system, vegetation and aesthetics.
Water system
The current storm water system depends on technocratic solutions of
underground drainage and large central pumping stations. Unfortunately this
results in heavy interior flood events and a falling ground level (subsidence)
trough deep drainage. The system is old and heavily damaged. Large
investments (5.7 Billion Dollar, see chapter 9.2) are needed and must not be
directed at patching up the current system, but should be aimed at realizing
a new vision (1). A shift from a centralized system towards a decentralized
network is proposed.
In a natural surrounding, big and small streams alike are part of one integrated
water system that is continuously balancing itself. If one link is blocked, the
system as a whole will still function. A new connected water system for Gentilly
and Lakeview is flexible and can mitigate rainwater flooding. A large quantity
of ponds, canals and waterways offer storage capacity. Connecting them has
the advantage that a rain event at one place can be stored in the entire basin.
Further more, it offers a chance to create a system with enough flow velocity
to prevent nuisances from mosquitoes (which will further be elaborated on
paragraph 11.2). The new network of ponds and waterways has a surface water
level just below ground level. These high water levels create wet soil conditions
and in that way oppose subsidence. Also an open, visible storm water system
can be more easily accessed and maintained compared to a system that is
entirely subsurface.
A system with a higher storage capacity consequently needs less pumping
capacity since rain water can be kept in the polder and discharged more evenly

over a longer period of time. Every cfs (cubic feet of water per second) of pump
capacity that not has to be build saves around $10,000 (1).
(1) According to C.W. Soileau, senior hydraulic engineer at BCG Engineering&Consulting, Inc. Based
in New Orleans, this figure can be derived by simply dividing the construction costs of a pump
by the amount of total cfs it can pump. For example the pump at the end of 17th St. that will be
installed in case of option 1 costs $250 M and can pump 12,500 cfs.

Next to that, the new system must oppose rainflooding events. These flood
events can be extremely costly since household machinery (washing machines,
refrigerators etc) is often on floor level and also automobiles suffer much
damage. Less extreme flood events can already save much money.
Vegetation
The enormous loss of vegetation is another issue in the landscape that does no
longer perform. The loss has resulted in a reduced habitat for local fauna and
a lack of shade. Next to that, a tendency to use tropical vegetation and other
exotic species (Talarcheck, 1987) lead to a landscape that has not so much to
offer in regard to local fauna and is not resilient to the specific climate of New
Orleans.
The Gentilly and Lakeview area should become an suburban forest. A lush
landscape that can adapt to local conditions and is planted with only native
species. Native trees and flowers are storm resistant and can survive heavy
tropical rains (Louisiana Urban Forestry, 2009). Additionally they provide
natural conditions that will attract distinctive birds, butterflies, reptiles and
mammals (Hsiang & Cox, University of Connecticut, 2009). The reforestation
will provide the area with new shaded places. Next to offering a more pleasant
microclimate, it can reduce the energy use needed for air conditioning in
houses and cars. Last but not least trees help to prevent a frustrated storm
water system by reducing the intensity of rainfall entering the drainage system
(Ierardi, 2008).
Aesthetics
The perforated urban fabric means large quantities of abandoned space are
left without any function and do contribute to a positive image of the area.
On the contrary, they provide a feeling of neglect. Medians of roads, large
empty spaces (voids) and vacant plots are aesthetically unappealing. They are
overgrown with weeds, abandoned or simply deserted.
All this space should no longer constitute a problem; the availability of space
is a chance. The working landscape offers motives to mobilize these spaces.
Vacant areas can be strategically used to help solving the water assignment,
provide a place for planting a resilient system of vegetation and can be
transformed into beautiful public space that contributes to a healthy aesthetic
appearance of the Gentilly and Lakeview area.
The introduced concept does not only offer a robust and resilient solution,
it is also a fantastic land development opportunity. When mobilizing and
redesigning the currently unused space, it is important to develop a framework
that doesn’t privatize the amenity of the designed space and increases the
value of land surrounding it.
Chapter 3 describes the aesthetic value and appearance of landscape in the
city. A re-interpretation of the Louisiana landscape must be the starting point
for every design. However a scenario where (former) suburbs are taken over
by nature is absolutely not desirable. All the green space has a function (is
working) AND looks aesthetically appealing by clear signs of design and order,
created by a certain degree of neatness and recognizability.

Robust Vegetation

Attract local fauna

Pleasant microclimate

Land development
opportunity

Mobilize empty space
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10.2.2 Landscape informs

Meaningful surrounding

Living in a delta

Natural and local materials

Engage community

Highest nativity rate

Visible fluctuation

Next to performing, a working landscape is a landscape that informs. Chapter
3 describes the different aspects of how a design must not only be beautiful in
aesthetic sense, but should also enrich people with facts, stories and thoughts.
Landscape is a tool to create a meaningful surrounding, a sense of belonging
and identity. This sense of belonging prevents alienation from a place. People
should be educated about their surroundings to counter naivety.
New Orleans is a city in a delta. A delta offers large potentials but also threats
like flooding and storms. To make people conscious about the consequences of
living in a delta and even broader, alert them at the need for a more sustainable
way of living, is a large social challenge. Many disciplines should engage in this
challenge, also landscape architecture. Designing the landscape offers a chance
to show people what living in a delta means.
Next to that, we believe that working with natural elements and local materials
is important. The natural elements of the landscape have a profound meaning
for people as can be derived from the fact that the elements of rock, water and
trees form a microcosm that is typical for the most primitive and sacred places
(Mircea Eliade in Norberg-Schulz, 1980, p.27). In chapter 3 is also described
how stories enrich the landscape and that they can be told with landscape
architecture. Themes we use for design in the Gentilly and Lakeview area are
mentioned shortly in box 10.1. With these means a landscape is created that
is familiar to its perceivers and educates people about their surroundings. This
helps engaging the community in the spatial development of their living area so
that they become part of the ‘landscape machine’, and become part of a more
resilient, sustainable community and landscape.
The Gentilly and Lakeview suburban area should become a suburb typical for
New Orleans. It now is a suburb that could be located anywhere in the United
States. Although not all inhabitants will agree, it creates a somewhat lost sense
of place and this can lead to alienation.
The population of New Orleans is deeply rooted within the city. According to
Campanella (2008), Louisiana and New Orleans had the nation’s highest nativity
rates in 2000 (79.4% and 77.4% respectively). This shows the potential for this
area to be something special and the need to preserve that sense of identity
and make it stronger. In Gentilly and Lakeview the invisible landscape (its genius
loci) must be revealed. Only then, the working landscape can inform, inspire
and trigger the imagination. Again, we want to elaborate on the implications
concerning the water system, vegetation and aesthetics.
Water
Water is an essential part of the deltaic landscape. Now invisible, it should be
revealed. The water symbolizes life, it flows, dripples and tells the perceiver that
this area is located in a delta. There is a need to give space to the water to keep
a healthy, sustainable urban environment. The water level will fluctuate based
on the amount of rainwater. These processes will be made visible and provide a
sense of understanding of how the storm water system works and what space is
needed to drain a city. A sense of understanding what it means to live in a delta.
Visible water is not just about seeing and feeling, it also means a chance to
experience the water. It can set the stage for new recreational and inspiring use.
Vegetation
The loss of vegetation (see par. 9.3) is compensated with a new network of
native vegetation that can re-establish the connection between man and his
environment. With a subtropical climate and much precipitation the South
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BOX 10.1

Narratives for Gentilly and Lakeview
Original landscape that did already perform before urbanization
Intrinsic beauty of the original landscapes, inspiration and fascination
A history of fighting the water
Destruction by Katrina, the vision for Gentilly and Lakeview is a memorial of Katrina
No false appearance of safety, show the water and typical topography
Water is a philosophical addition to daily life (Dripping, flowing, orientation, rest, eternity)
Music, rootedness, food and the ability to fest as real New Orleanian cultural qualities

Chapter 3 describes 3 different ways of telling the landscape story . These are the starting point
for different pragmatic interventions that can be used when articulating the narratives mentioned
above. It is a list that names just a few possibilities, and obviously more can be added.
Local materials and traditions
Inscriptions of well-known lyrics to refer to New Orleans’ rich music history.
Using the combination of pastel and saturated colours referring to New Orleans famous architecture
Using the concrete I-walls (floodwalls) that are no longer needed when the canals are lowered
Landscape Narratives
Different landscape zones in the suburbs refer to the former landscape
Canals, swales and retention ponds with fluctuating water levels show how the city’s drainage system
works
A landscape theatre offers a place for reflection and remembrance of Katrina
Boating possibilities of canoe and kayak routes create a landscape experience from the water
Aesthetics in ecological design
Memorial lane showing a sequence of floodwall elements
Bridges accentuate water landscape and give beautiful views over the bayous and canals
A landscape structure offers a robust and recognizable framework
Retention areas can be used as public space or suburban squares in dry periods
Concentrate on designing the edges between more natural and more cultural landscape, by mowing
strips, curbstones etc.
When civic engagement is incorporated in the design process people tend to understand the design
better and maintain public space

Louisiana wetlands are known for their abundant vegetation. Creating a more
paradise-like atmosphere (lush, green), opposing the currently often bare
landscape in Gentilly & Lakeview, is a central aim for reforestation.
Trees, shrubs and groundcover are symbols of life just like water. The whistling
of the wind, the colors and the process of growth are only a few examples of
how vegetation can enrich the landscape experience.
Using vegetation native to the area provides a sense of place and identity.
The vegetation belonging to the original ecotypes as described in chapter 8
forms the palette for designing landscape in the Gentilly and Lakeview area.
As described before, native species provide natural conditions that will attract
distinctive birds, butterflies, reptiles and mammals (Hsiang & Cox, 2009). Fauna
native to the area also enhances the feeling of belonging. It brings life in ‘the
backyard of the citizens’ and represents the new, sustainable and attractive
neighborhood in which Gentilly and Lakeview will be transformed according to
this design. A working landscape that informs, inspires and triggers imagination.
Aesthetics
In the long and ongoing process of recovery from Katrina a need has erected
for positive aesthetics. The neglected landscape must again become a place of
inspiration.

Recognition native species

Inspiration
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Landscape Zones

Lakefront

Whispering Winds

Mysterious Woods

Lush Ridge

1500mtr
0,93miles
Fig. 10.2: Landscape zones. Based on original landscape, topography, subsidence rate and problems with pluvial flooding.

All abandoned parks, plots, neglected and empty streets need to be a source
of positivism. Space must become meaningful again and no longer be ruled by
the monotonous suburban image. The pride that people take from their city,
must become stronger than before. A strong landscape identity will help in that
respect.
This is reached by smart design with local materials and the articulation of
stories mentioned in box 10.1. The new landscape structure will offer a new
positive image and a framework full of interesting motives for design for that
framework as well as for the spaces-in-between. It will become a landscape
that educates its inhabitants as well as simply providing a beautiful living
environment.
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10.3 Strategy
A re-interpretation of the original landscape forms the basis for spatial
development. The topography of the area, rate of subsidence and problems
with rainwater flooding are used to define the boundaries between different
landscape zones. The zone with the highest elevation, lowest rate of subsidence
and little to no problems with rainwater flooding can be associated with the
original landscape of the natural levee live oak forest. As a re-interpretation we
will call that landscape zone: Lush Ridge.
The zone with the lowest elevation, highest rate of subsidence and most
problems regarding rainwater flooding can be associated with the original
landscape of the marsh. As a re-interpretation we will call that landscape zone:
Whispering Winds.
In between these two areas is another low-lying, slightly subsiding landscape
that also has problems (although to a somewhat lesser extent than whispering
winds) with rainwater flooding. It can be associated with the former CypressTupelo-Blackgum swamp and is called Mysterious Woods.
The northern part of the study area is man-made land built from soils that were
dredged up from Lake Pontchartrain. The biggest quality of this landscape is the
location at the lake, hence it is called Lakefront.
In the first paragraph of this chapter our fascination for these landscapes is
described. The zones that are distinguished form the basis for designing in the
Gentilly and Lakeview area on all scale levels. The zones and their associated
landscapes offer inspiration and causes for design with their natural forms,
vegetation, with the way they can deal with excessive water, and with the
atmosphere they provide.
Landscape zones
Available design space

On the basis of these landscape zones is a large availability of design space that
can be divided into anchor points, voids and lines. The type of spaces and their
dimensions are mentioned in paragraph 9.4. Landscape zone and available
design space result in a strategy for vegetation and hydrology. This is illustrated
in figure 10.2. The vegetation is based on the scheme as given in paragraph 8.2.
The aim is that combining this strategy with design on specific places results in a
rich aesthetic of the area.
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Strategy

Design
Design Space
Space &
& Conce
Conce

Lines | Connect
Lines | Connect

Voids | Mobilise
Voids | Mobilise

Anchorpoint | Landscape
Anchorpoint | Landscape

Fig. 10.3: Strategy of vegetation and hydrology for design space, based on landscape zones.
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Principles
| Vegetation |
| TYPICAL SPECIES |

| ACCENT SPECIES |

Diﬀerent Landscape
diﬀerent species

Bring identity
in diﬀerent
neighborhoods

| Hydrology |
| RATIO BUILD/WATER | | STRATEGY & TYPOLOGY |

More space reserved
for water in low areas

High grounds: wadi’s
Low grounds: large
surfaces and branching
network
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Increased land value

Utilize superb location

Lakefront
Lush ridge

Connected

The anchorpoints, voids and lines will form a new landscape framework.
Intertwining this new framework into the existing urban fabric results in an
interesting public space. In this framework, the amenity of a beautiful landscape
is not privatized, but will still structurally generate increased land value.
The Casco model of Kerkstra en Vrijlandt (1988) described in chapter 2 is
an accepted concept in Dutch spatial development. Investment in such a
framework is not as common in the United States as it is in Holland. However,
when the Gentilly and Lakeview area developed in the first half of the twentieth
century an investment was done to lie out the grid for urban development.
What was hard infrastructure back than will now be a soft and sensible
landscape framework.
The vision of the landscape framework is furthermore aimed at utilizing the
superb location of the area between city centre and lake Pontchartrain. The
area should not ‘just lie there’, but it must become part of the entire city and
a fundamental part of its identity, as it once was. The soft framework adds
landscape quality to the area in both functional as aesthetical sense. In this new
urban landscape people will again occupy the vacant lots.
The strategy is different for each landscape zone.
Both Lakefront and Lush Ridge are on higher grounds and have little problems
with flooding. To reduce the stress that these areas put on the storm water
system, introducing swales is an important strategy for both areas. The
vegetation for the most part has remained in tact and vacancy levels are much
lower.
Next to a possibility for strolls and beautiful views, the Lakefront will become

Landscape framework

Development spreading from
areas with biggest chances
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Water

Vegetation

Area stretched up

Whispering winds

Mysterious woods

Reserve space wirth tree
nursery

Engaging community

Building density

an animated Lakefront that hosts a series of temporal functions (circus,
exhibitions). Focus is on giving function to the shore, expanding the live oak
forest and getting every single plot inhabited again.
On the Ridge the paradise-like vegetation will be invigorated. The abundant
vegetation must become the main characteristic of the lush ridge. The aim is to
get most of the currently vacant plots inhabited again.
Building new houses is essential within the landscape framework. The aim is a
healthy urban area, not a ‘nature reserve’.
With the accentuation of major roads, the entire area is stretched up between
lake and lush ridge. These lines connect the area to lake; ridge and city centre
and impose a new structure on it. This enhances orientation, diversity and
makes places clearly recognizable. As guides of the most important movement
through the area, these lines offer chances to design a landscape experience
and the new identity of the Gentilly and Lakeview area.
Between the ridges lie Whispering Winds and Mysterious Woods. Whispering
winds is the lowest part of the area and collects a lot of water. With the current
drainage practice, this results in heavy rainwater flooding. Vacant lots and large
empty spaces are used to create storage capacity. Less plots can be inhabited
again, but the plots left for occupation will offer a special living environment at
the water. Along the amenity of the water densification in occupation can be
considered to create new urban concentrations. The vegetation in this area is
mainly constituted of grasses (as introduced in chapter 8).
Mysterious woods is located on somewhat higher grounds, but large parts
still have problems with rainwater. New open water is introduced in lesser
quantities than in Whispering Winds, but still sufficiently to mitigate flooding.
Canals and streams connect the water. The atmosphere of this area is
completed with a wide array of vegetation from the original ecotype. Some
room must be reserved for a permanent function in the new water system, but
most plots will be made ready again for occupation.
To realize this broad vision, the development starts off from points with the
biggest chances. These are the large anchor points (City Park and Pontchartrain
Park) and road medians, but also functionally interesting areas (schools,
commercial nodes) and concentrations of abandoned plots. By focusing on
these places and by bringing quality where it is most needed, other near
(abandoned) places will also become interesting spots for land development.
Concentrations of empty plots that are needed for the new framework must
be reserved. Implementing a vision like this takes a long time and a strategy
to bridge time is needed. Temporal functions can reserve space, so that the
space can strategically be used when developments announce themselves.
One example of functions suited for this purpose are tree nurseries, so hardly
needed for the reforestation of the area. Paragraph 11.1.6 and chapter 14
demonstrate this potential.
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This vision on the study area can be a kick-start for intelligent discussion on
the future of it. It is important to engage with the community and mobilize the
‘people power’, because community’s enthusiasm and individual contributions
are essential to realize such a plan. A strong vision educates people about how
they can contribute to the functioning of the landscape they live in. Next to that,
it offers a guide for NORA (see par. 9.4) to buy land strategically and develop a
suitable vision for obtained land.

10.4 Conclusion
This chapter described the foundations for making a working landscape for
Gentilly and Lakeview and how the fascinating qualities of the original landscape
can offer a starting point for a new vision. Introduced are conceptual ideas on
hydrology, vegetation and aesthetics to let the landscape of this area perform
and inform, as well as a strategy to achieve this goal. The aim is a complete,
functioning and inspiring urban landscape experience where an integral
approach towards spatial development ensures that investments work towards
more than one end at the same time.
On the long term this will result in an attractive living space that is ready for the
future and thus economically vital. Land values are expected to go up, and a
renewed interest in now vacant lots will arise, committing these large amounts
of space again to the neighborhood. Direct financial advantages are obtained by
a reduced need for pumping, prevention of damage due to less severe flooding
and reduced subsidence rates.
The result of this vision is thus a working landscape that has the capability to
give a new impulse to the area of Gentilly and Lakeview and let it be a suburb
that New Orleans so rightly deserves.
This chapter ends with an image of a landscape plan that is the synthesis of
introduced concepts. It is a vision to illustrate that Gentilly and Lakeview can
become paradise suburbs, where water has a self-evident place. Images like
these are a necessity to take direction in new master planning and are much
needed in the process of recovery.
The new landscape system is mainly built up of two essential parts; a new
hydrological structure and vegetation scheme. These aspects will further be
described in chapter 11.
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Landscape Plan

Fig. 10.4: Landscape plan
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11 Landscape Plan

A ‘waterplan’ introduces
more open water for
both neighbourhoods to
mitigate interior flooding
and to introduce water
as an amenity.
The vegetation
scheme offers a robust
framework of native
species that offers
chances for ecology and
new aesthetics in the
area as well as a more
humane micro climate.
The waterplan and
vegetation scheme
are the base for the
‘landscape plan’.
Technical design
principles are developed
to counteract problems
regarding mosquito’s and
water quality.
Architecture and
landscape architecture
must work hand-in-hand
to achieve the desired
atmosphere in the
Lakeview and Gentilly
area.

11.1 Water plan
In this plan new surface water is proposed. Already in chapter 9 it is concluded
that New Orleans needs a different approach towards its storm water system
in order to oppose rain flooding. The research done in chapter 9 can now be
translated into more pragmatic conclusions by comparing discharge and storage
ratio’s. The amount of storage area that must be provided is a decision based
on the kind of water management that one wants to apply. This also counts
for the surface water level and the allowed fluctuation. Chapter 4 (21st century
urban water management) explains a trend towards more storage capacity
by providing more space for retention areas and open water. We chose to
apply these contemporary water management principles. A decision based
on the believe that these principles not only can mitigate interior flooding but
also oppose subsidence, improve ecology and offer opportunities to enhance
the quality of public space, this is explained more thoroughly in the previous
chapters.
11.1.1 The required storage
In a certain area water enters a system via precipitation and seepage. It leaves
the system by pumping the water out towards a river, lake or sea (discharge).
The water that cannot be pumped out stays in the system. When the system is
well designed it can be stored in either subsurface canals or drains or in open
canals, swales or retention pools. When the system is designed inadequately the
excessive water will be stored on the streets, what we call interior flooding.

IN: Precipitation

Take into account:
- water losses
- disconnected areras
- infiltration, swales

IN: Drains + Seepage

Storage (S)
OUT: Discharge (Q)
Fig. 11.1 Hydrological model, based on Van de Ven, 2009
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So one searches for a balance between discharge (Q) and storage (S) in order to
prevent storm water flooding. In chapter 9 we concluded that at the moment
interior flooding occurs in Lakeview and Gentilly. To solve this either the pump
capacity must be improved (discharge) or the amount of storage capacity must
be increased.
Rational method formula

I – (Q + S) = 0
I = Runoff (Rain-Infiltration (C)) + Seepage
Q = discharge
S = storage
What we also concluded was that the capacity of the main pumps near the
lake exceed the actual discharge capacity of the system. The subsurface pipes
and culverts are broken, which is why improving pump capacity is not a logical
decision, and increasing storage capacity is. Reduced dependence on discharge
(Q) is also economically interesting for it allows the pumps to run at lower
capacity, saving running costs (fuel and maintenance). The creation of storage
capacity (S) in the form of open water has the additional benefit of the potential
of adding quality and thus value to surrounding land, but also requires the
buying of lands, often significant areas. Fact is that much space is currently
available since 30% of the people in Lakeview and Gentilly did not return after
Katrina (see par. 9.4).

Rain = TP40 data
Infiltration coefficient = 0,457
Seepage = unknown

Discharge = variable

1/
10yr

1/
100yr

Available Storage
after 24h (%)
24h

6h

Required Storage
1/ 100yr (%)
24h

6h

1h

Required Storage
1/ 10 yr (%)

1h

Relative Current
Capacity PS#4

Times NL
similar situation

Q ("/h/ha)

Storage | Discharge Ratio’s

Q (l/s/ha)

Table 11.1

To determine S we must know the amount of water that enters the system. The
amount of rain can be acquired from the TP-40 data, as explained in chapter 9.
The infiltration coefficient (C) is set at 0,457 (chapter 9.2.3) for Gentilly. Meaning
that almost 46% of the rain water actually enters the storm water system. The
amount of seepage (Dutch: kwel) is unknown, here we recommend further
research.
When we know the amount of water that enters the system, we must subtract
the quantity of water that leaves the system via discharge to resolve the amount
of water that needs to be stored. Table 9.1 introduces 6 different values; 2
extremes and 4 average values. A simple model was build on the formula some
results are shown in table 11.1. Please see also chapter 9 and appendix 7 for
more background information.

NL Similar Situation (1,5 l/s/ha)

1,5

0,02

1x

1/36th

7,7%

14,0%

18,9%

10,9%

21,1%

29,9%

-

-

NO Rule of Thumb (0,5"/h)

35

0,5

23x

1/1,5th

5,0%

-0,4%

-39,0%

8,5%

6,7%

-28,0%

100,0%

100,0%

NO PS#4 Current Capacity (3720 cf/s)

55

0,77

36x

1

3,9%

-9,1%

-73,5%

7,1%

-2,0%

-62,5%

100,0%

100,0%

6

0,09

4x

1/9th

7,4%

12,1%

11,1%

10,6%

19,2%

22,1%

7,9%

-

NO Min Q | 25% available storage after 24 hours (1/ 10yr)

7,5

0,11

5x 1/7,5 th

7,3%

11,4%

8,5%

10,5%

18,5%

19,5%

25,4%

-

NO Min Q | 50% available storage after 24 hours (1/ 10yr)

9

0,13

6x

7,2%

10,8%

5,9%

10,4%

17,9%

16,9%

44,9%

5,3%

NO Min Q | Nett discharge after 24 hours

1/6 th
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There are 4 general conclusions that we can draw from this table:

Dutch Q in NOLA = 19% water
Dutch Q in NL = 5-10% water

Current Q NOLA = 5% water
Repaired Q NOLA = 3.9% water

8.5% water 1/100yr

1.
For a system based on Dutch discharge dimensions (1,5l/s/ha.) almost 19%
surface water would be required per hectare in New Orleans. A number much
higher then what is applied in the Netherlands where 5-10% surface water per
hectare is common as described in par. 5.6 (Hooijmeyer, Meijer & Nienhuis,
2005). This makes sense since the precipitation is much higher in New Orleans
than in the Netherlands.
2.
Even for the high pump capacities of the current system storage capacity is
required in order to cope with the first hour runoff peak. For a discharge of
0,5”/h (based on rule of thumb) (US Army Corps, 2009; CBS, 2007) this is 5%
per ha., for the current (technically available) discharge of Pump station #4
(3720 cf/s) (US Army Corps, 2007) this is 3,9% per ha. Additionally this would
require repairs and or revisions to the system in order to guarantee storm water
can be delivered fast enough to the drainage pumps. Note that the storage in
the subsurface canals is not included here.
3.
With these discharges in place, and assuming that an open canal system in
addition to the current subsurface infrastructure can deliver water fast enough
to Pump station #4, the implementation of 8,5% storage capacity per ha. could
prevent flooding even for a 1/ 100yr storm event.
4.
Discharges of more than 6 l/s/ha manage to achieve a nett discharge of water
out of the system during a 1/ 10yr storm. Required storages are 12,1%, 11,4%,
an 10,8% respectively for discharge of 6, 7,5 and 9 l/s/ha. Determining in this
case is t= 6 hours.
11.1.2 Setting the Freeboard and dH max
In this water plan a water level of 3 feet below surface level is introduced
throughout the area. This figure is based on the freeboard and maximum
fluctuation (dH max) of the water levels. There are no hard sets of rules to
determinate them, just choices based on specific wishes for an area and
experience. Numbers often used in Dutch practice (Van de Ven, 2009) are a
freeboard between -3’ and -4.3’ (0.9 and 1.3m) and a maximum fluctuation of
the water level (dH max) between 1’ and 1.6’ (0.3 and 0.5m). These figures are
not only depending on the applied ground water regime. Also the hydraulic
gradient and seepage are important here. The latter one is unknown to the
authors, and therefore not included in this research. Here we recommend
further research.

dH max = 1.6’
Freeboard = 3’
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In the Gentilly and Lakeview area the two most important reasons for choosing
the values are subsidence and storage capacity. In the design we use the
highest possible maximum fluctuation of 1.6’ (0,5m) to guarantee a maximum
storage capacity of the system. The freeboard is set at -3’ (0.9m) to reach a high
groundwater level that maximizes the effect of countering subsidence.

Ground Level
Max. fluctuation
Water Level

dH max

Freeboard

Fig. 11.2 Water level, Freeboard & dH max, based on Van de Ven, 2009

Now the required storage capacity, freeboard and allowed fluctuation are set,
a so called waterplan can be introduced. The plan can be implemented step by
step and is described accordingly.
11.1.3 Current situation: 2009
The drainage system is almost entirely subsurface. Drainage pipes, boxed
culverts and underground canals drain the city and discharge most of the
excessive rainwater into lake Pontchartrain. The underground canals can have a
diameter up to 9 feet (3 meter).

Fig. 11.3 Waterplan step 0 - current situation (USACE, 2006; Campanella, 2006; Save Bayou St. John, 2009)
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Fig. 11.4 Photo and schematic section of outfall canal in current situation
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Rainwater enters the drainage systems via huge gulley’s or catch basins in the
streets and flows under gravity towards the lowest points where pumps are
located. The pumps at the beginning of the 17th Street, Orleans Ave. and London
Ave. Canal lift the water to a level slightly above that of lake Pontchartrain
(1.1’ / 34 cm above sea level). The water in the canals than can flow from the
pump station towards lake Pontchartrain under gravity. The lake and the outfall
canals were in open connection in 2005. Today temporary closing structures are
installed to be able to close off the canals. These temporal structures have to be
replaced by permanent stations within the next few years.
The water in the three outfall canals is up to 8.2’ or 2,5m higher than its
surrounding residential areas (US Army Corps of Engineers, 2006). The elevated
water level set the stage for a disaster when Katrina stroke. Some panels of the
floodwalls gave in during the storm, meaning that the water could pour into the
suburbs that are located below sea level.
The water system of the bayou functions differently compared to the Canals.
It does not have a drainage function. Bayou St. John is an old creek that in
past times was directly connected with Lake Pontchartrain. In those days the
water level was equal to that of the lake and had tidal influences. The bayou
has therefore always been brackish (Campanella, 2006). During the 80’s a gate
was installed that could close off the bayou from the lake in case of threatening
situations (Save Bayou St. John, 2009). At this time, due to maintenance issues,
the gate cannot open anymore. Therefore the Bayou is now permanently closed
off from the lake, although water inlet in the bayou is still possible through small
weirs that are located in the doors of the gate.
The water level in Bayou St. John is -0.6’ (-18cm) below sea level (Save bayou St.
John, 2009).
The brackish bayou is connected with the ponds in City Park. The southern part
of the Park (water level is -0.3’ / -9cm) can get water via two pumps, that fill the

2 separated ponds here. Water can flow towards the more northern part of City
Park and enter the second water level area via a weir. The water flow continues
to the interstate were the water can be drained via an underground pipe. In the
most Northern part the water level in the ponds is -4.8’ (-1,5m) and therefore
low enough to get its water from the Bayou trough an underground pipe with a
stop. A pump is not needed there. The water north of the I-610 in City Park can
leave the system trough 2 drains, one just north of the freeway and one close to
Robert E. Lee Blvd. During long periods of drought the water from the bayou is
used to flush City Park’s ponds system. This strategy will be introduced for the
entire new water system and the redesigned city park.
11.1.4 Step 1 – Lowering the Canals: 2015
The water system must be changed to avoid a possible situation similar to
Katrina. The safest and most desirable option is to lower the canals. Storm water
then is transported slightly under surface level, comparable with the canals in
Jefferson Parish and New Orleans East. The new pumps close to the lake will
lift the water and discharge it into the lake. In the current debate about the
temporal closing structures this has become known as ‘option 2’. The box in
chapter 8.1 describes this discussion more thoroughly.

Fig. 11.5 Waterplan step 1 - proposed situation 2015
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Fig. 11.6 Photo and schematic section of outfall canal in proposed situation - step 1
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In Conceptual Design Report for Permanent Flood Gates and Pump Stations
(2006) the US Army Corps of Engineers studied this option 2 and draws
conclusions on the water levels in the three canals. The present ground water
level at the pumping stations - 9.5 feet (2,9 meter) below ground level - is
the base for the proposed water levels in the canal. Near the lake the water
level drops to 12.5 feet (3,8m) below ground level. A 3 feet (1 meter) slope is
required to meet the discharge standards. Bringing the canals to maximum 12.5
feet (3,8m) below ground level has two negative side effects. One is stated in
the report of the Army Corps itself, that says the lowered canals will function as
deep drainage and therefore lower the current ground water level (the general
groundwater elevation for Orleans Parish is -4 to -6 feet). This will eventually
lead to an even higher rate of subsidence with all the negative consequences
as stated in chapter 9.1. A concrete liner under the canal would oppose
subsidence, but is very costly, and does not offer any changes for ecological
development (USACE, 2006).
Secondly to have a water level of 12.5 feet below ground level is not enhancing
design possibilities to introduce ‘water as an amenity’ and ‘living with water’;
aims stated in the draft masterplan and one of the starting points of this thesis
(Goody Clancy et al., 2009).
Therefore another option might be considered, and is proposed here. One
that guarantees safety as option 2 does, but opposes subsidence rather than
increasing it. For this ‘option 3’ the lift stations at the beginning of the pumps
should be maintained. They will now only lift the water from 9.5 feet (2,9m) to
3’ / 92cm below surface level. This way the water levels of the canals still will be
below surface level and prevent potentially disastrous situations. But since the
water level is only 3’ below the surface level it will create a higher ground water
level and therefore create wetter conditions, opposing subsidence.
Also ‘option 3’ facilitates possibilities for connecting new canals and the

4 water level areas

possibility to actually experience water. Water now can start serving as an
amenity in Lakeview and Gentilly.
In the study area there is a natural slope from the Gentilly ridge towards the
lake. The LIDAR map shows a difference in height of 4 feet (1.3m) from the edge
of the ridge (on the ridge itself swales instead of open water are introduced)
to the deepest point of the study area closer to lake Pontchartrain. In order to
keep the water levels in the canals 3’ below surface level different water level
areas (Dutch: pijlvakken) must be introduced. The design for ‘option 3’ suggests
4 different water level areas, each separated with a weir, that bridges a water
level difference of 1 feet (30 cm).
11.1.5 Step 2 - Connecting the Canals: 2020

Advantages open water

The lowered canals now offer chances to introduce a water system that has
a different approach towards possible drainage and flooding solutions but
nevertheless works in coexistence with the current water system. New open
canals in the wide medians of road profiles introduce :
1. Extra storage capacity,
2. Urban public space with high quality
3. A connected surface water system

Fig. 11.7 Waterplan step 2 - proposed situation 2020
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Fig. 11.8 Schematic section of outfall canal and newly excavated adjacent canal in proposed situation - step 2

Why connected open water

There are two main reasons that advocate for a connected open water system
instead of a number of isolated open water systems.
1. Rainwater that falls down on Gentilly West can partly be temporarily stored in
Gentilly East when both areas are connected. On this way water will be retained
and only later be given back to the drainage system from where it can be
discharged into lake Pontchartrain.
2. In a connected system water can actually circulate. Water must flow in order
to prevent problems with mosquito’s and public health issues, especially with
the New Orleans conditions in mind.
When designed correctly, mosquito problems can be prevented. Chapter 11.3.1.
elaborates on this.
In Lakeview the median of Harrison Ave. offers space for a canal that will
connect with the planned canal between West End Blvd. and Pontchartrain
Blvd. Here a space is available that is over 110 yard (130m) wide. Wide enough
to introduce a canal with a pleasant green slope and bike and pedestrian lanes
that will connect the city with the boulevard along Lake Pontchartrain. Note that
here the N.O. navigations Canal or New Basin Canal was once situated (Contour
map L.W. Brown, 1895). The water level in Harrison Canal will be -9 feet (-2,7m)
below sea level. This value can is derived from two figures. First of all the
freeboard has been set at -3 feet ( -92cm), secondly the average ground level
at Harrison Ave. is -6 feet ( -1,8m) (Louisiana State University, 2000.). Simply
adding -3’ and -6’ makes -9’ for the water level.
In Gentilly a similar water systems is to be installed. Between London Ave. Canal
and the Bayou. and east of London Ave. Canal that connects with Pontchartrain
Park. The water level of the Bayous is -0.6’/ -18cm and much higher than the
water levels proposed for the new water systems. Therefore the Bayous will
act as a barrier and makes sure that the system in Gentilly cannot be connected
with the one of City Park and Gentilly. The Water Plan suggests that the current
water level in the southern part of the Park will be maintained. However the
northern part (starting just south of the I-610) will be lowered to the same
height as the water level areas in Lakeview.
For the system east of London Ave. Canal the connection between the two east
– west corridors need some explanation. Here the underground canal between
Peoples Ave. and the railway tracks will be opened up and transformed into a
well designed canal. A map of New Orleans prepared by L.W. Brown in 1895
shows that also at that time Peoples Ave. Canal used to be an open canal. The
second connection between Fillmore and Robert E. Lee is formed by Dwyer
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Canal and Pontchartrain Park. Fillmore Canal will be connected with Dwyer
Canal with a passage under the railway tracks. Then the re-designed Dwyer
Canal connects with Pontchartrain Park via a space that has accommodates a
currently unoccupied school .
Big parks as anchor points

Big parks as water machines

It is important to point at the role that the two big parks play in this concept.
Both City Park and Pontchartrain park function as an anchor point for their
water system. They provide enough space to store substantial volumes of storm
water if necessary. Water from the drainage system can be ‘released’ into the
parks via an open connection and by an storm-water overflow. Of cause the
parks then have to be redesigned in order manage extreme quantities of water
while maintaining their park function. This must not be seen as a problem, on
the contrary: it is a terrific chance to improve their spatial quality. This design
offers more room for water, and introduces a (park)landscape that creates a
dialogue with South Louisiana’s origin. The next chapter offers a design for City
Park.
11.1.6 Step 3 – Intensify network: 2030
Step 2 provides a well functioning framework, where sites with temporal water
storage possibilities will be connected and where water can actually flow all

Fig. 11.9 Waterplan step 3 - proposed situation 2030
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Fig. 11.10 Schematic section of outfall canal and newly excavated adjacent canals in proposed situation - step 3

Avarage distants canals

the way to the lowered Canals. Now step 3 have to make sure that more canals
will be dug within this framework. This must be done to make it possible
for most of the area to drain on open water canals. In Holland the average
distance between two waterways in a newly developed housing areas is 547yard
(500m) (Van der Ven, 2009). The ‘hydraulic gradient’ is one important factor
that determines this figure. This average distance is based on Dutch principals
for Dutch circumstances and doesn’t necessarily count for New Orleanian
conditions. Nevertheless it is good to see that this 547 yard or 500m max.
distance is reached everywhere in this design if step 3 is has been executed. The
only exception would be the distance between Robert E. Lee Canal and Prentiss
Canal that is 656 yard or 600m.
The final water system would be located in four different water surface level
areas: -10’ / -305cm, -9’/ -274cm and -8’ or -244cm and -7’below sea level.
11.1.7 Step 4 - Neighborhood strategies: 2020 - 2050

3 strategies introduced

1: water bodies at vacant plots

On neighborhood scale level there are three options to mitigate interior
flooding. Option one is to create water bodies that connect with the canal
system, adding storage capacity. The second option is to install swales and
retention ponds. Thirdly the infiltration capacity can be increased, meaning
there will be less runoff water that can frustrate the storm water drainage
system. These solutions can all be implemented gradually over time. Not
necessarily only after step three have been implemented.
Concerning option one; water from an canal in a road median can be connected
with another canal via a water body excavated where vacant plots are now
situated. We already located all the vacant plots in chapter 9.4. By seeking
lines of connected vacant plots, the future water can be found. Although some
occupied plots have to make way for the greater good, always the ‘line’ with
least resistance (the least amount of occupied plots) has been chosen. In any
case, owners of that occupied plots are offered a new plot close to the original
one. Plots that have great potential since they are then located next to a new
greenway / blueway. In chapter 14 this topic is more extensively covered
Again it is important to stress that step 4 as explained here not necessarily
can be started only after step 3 has been executed. Already when the first
canals are dug during step one, the first water bodies can be integrated in the
neighborhoods. It is true however that most of these waters will be excavated
after the third step has been implemented around 2030. Also it takes time for
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the local government to gain legal ownership of the plots that are currently
vacant. Chapter 9.4 explains the situation concerning ownership of vacant plots,
blighted plots and the so called LLT plots.
Vacant plots temporal
function

If the plan is well executed and vacant plots are in procession of the local
government in time it may very well happen that the plots can be activated
before the canals are actually installed. In that case the vacant plots need to get
a temporal function. Simply digging a water body that cannot yet be connected
to a canal is not an option since water needs to flow in order to get the just
water quality and to oppose mosquito nuisances as explained in chapter 11.2.1.
Therefore the plots will be transformed into a temporal greenspace before it
can become a ‘blueway’. For example a small scale tree nursery dependance
can be installed. Creating tree nurseries is just one strategy to reserve space
for the future water bodies. Other temporal functions are possible. Chapter 14
describes such a transition over time in more detail.

Fig. 11.11 Waterplan step 4 - proposed situation 2050
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Fig. 11.12 Schematic section of outfall canal and newly excavated adjacent canals in proposed situation - step 4

When the last step is completed much more surface water will be present. This
will counteract subsidence since the ground water level will rise as illustrated in
fig. 11.13. The different sources on which these images rely are mentioned in
the list of figures.
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Fig. 11.13 Proposed and current situation ground water level
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The green/blue spaces that are introduced here truly have the capacity to
transform the physique of the urban fabric. Vacant plots - that are now not in
use - often do not have an attractive appearance. Here a strategy is offered
for these plots. A substantial part of them will get a new function. The plots
not used for the green/blueways will become attractive plots that can be reactivated for residential purposes since they can profit from the upgraded public
space in the area. In short a gentrification process with the green/blue spaces
as a kick start.
2: Swales and retention ponds
Two types of swales

Like the neighborhood water bodies also the second solution – a system of
swales (Dutch: Wadi’s) and retention ponds - is introduced gradually over time.
Swales are proposed on two scale levels, and their function differs. The (grass
lined) swales on the biggest scale level are in fact the ‘canals of the higher
grounds’. The natural formed Gentilly ridge has relative dry, sandy grounds as
described chapter 8.2. The strategy here is to collect rain water in swales located
in the road medians. The swale will (partly) fill up with water. Over time the
water infiltrates in the ground. The soils here are well suitable for this infiltration
process. The rain water will be transported to the ground water aquifer and
from there it is incorporated in the natural rain water cycle. Retention ponds
can be hooked up with the swale system, these ponds are dry during normal
conditions and have the capacity to store big amounts of water during wet
conditions, they work the same as the swales. All rain water that is collected in
swales and retentions areas will not end up in the storm water drainage system.
Also on smaller scale swales and retention ponds are introduced. However their
location and function is different here. Away from the ridge – in the areas below
sea level – the soil conditions become gradually wetter and ‘heavier’. Sandy
ground are replaced by soils that mostly consist of clay. Clay soils do not so
much have the capacity to infiltrate water and bring it to ground water aquifers.
However what swales and ponds can do here is to store water and slowly give
it back to the subsurface drains, according to the retain – store – discharge
principle. In this way rain water does not directly flush into the subsurface
culverts, reducing the discharge peak. The storm water system gets more time
to pump rainwater out of here system into lake Pontchartrain by adding storage
capacity (S).
I*C=S+Q

3: Increase infiltration

The amount of runoff water that frustrates the storm water system can also
be reduced by increasing the rate of infiltration (C). This is the third and last
strategy. Increasing the infiltration rate means reducing the amount of paved
area, introducing more permeable materials and increasing the amount
vegetation that is capable of reducing the intensity of rainfall entering the
drainage system (Ierardi, 2008).
How swales and retention ponds can exactly be introduced, and how they fit
within the current urban fabric and street profile is illustrated in chapter 15.
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BOX 11.1

Temporal functions: Tree nurseries

Thousands of trees need to be planted in order to transform Lakeview and Gentilly into the
fine and unique suburbs that we envision. Those trees are not always available since many
tree nurseries in the region have been destroyed by the hurricanes Katrina and Rita (Ierardi,
2008). The tree nurseries in the greenways can provide these trees. Later, when the canals are
installed, the tree nursery will give way for a water body that will act as rain flood mediation
and as a beautiful amenity in the city. In the meanwhile once the small trees are grown
somewhat bigger they can be planted somewhere outside the nurseries along roads or canals
and near swales and retention ponds.
Some of the trees of the temporal nursery will not be replanted elsewhere in the neighborhood
and will act as a green structure that reacts on the water body. How this succession process
exactly works, and what tree species are chosen is explained in chapter 14, illustrated with a
detailed design for the Harrison Ave. near City Park. The tree nurseries not only have a clear
function but also add quality by replacin neglected plots into rigid green space.

Fig. 11.14 Cypress tree nursery (flickr, 2009)
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Fig. 11.15 Cypress tree nursery (flickr, 2009)

11.2 Vegetation Plan
11.2.1 Concepts vegetation plan

Long term process

Twofold strategy
1: only native species
2: accentuate landscape zones

In the fieldwork report we concluded that a lack of vegetation in most areas
results in relatively bare cityscape that gives a feeling of desertedness. On
the other hand a complete overgrown lot can create a somewhat ‘neglected
atmosphere’. A new regime for trees, shrubs and wildflowers is essential to
create the envisioned great suburbs that Lakeview and Gentilly potentially
are. As stated before; 100.000 trees were lost after Katrina, meaning that
70% of New Orleans’ urban canopy has been destroyed (Ierardi, 2008;
HikeforKaTREEna, 2009). That kind of loss cannot be compensated in only the
next few years. ‘Replanting New Orleans’ is complicated and will be a long term
process. Already there are many organizations active in the city that plead for
planting more trees in the streetscape, among them KaTREEna and Lakeview
civic improvement association. Nevertheless we are convinced that first a
sustainable vegetation scheme for the entire area must be developed. A scheme
that can act as a base, which includes ‘general rules’. A robust vegetation
scheme will be a framework that restructures the cityscape, and offers new
functions a place within in that frame. Being landscape architects we make an
attempt for a vegetation scheme here. It may not be the detailed plan that can
be used as a scheme to start planting tomorrow. It must be seen as a manual
for future developments.
The concept behind the vegetation plan is twofold. One: only species that
are native to the South Louisiana landscape are used. They can manage wet
conditions and strong winds, which makes them more sustainable than exotic
species. Two: different types of vegetation are used to accentuate the 4
landscape zones that are introduced. This way they help creating identity and
differentiation in Lakeview and Gentilly. Also the hydrological conditions and soil
conditions are unique per landscape zone as concluded in chapter 8. Specific
landscape conditions ask for specific plant regimes.
Figure 11.14 on the next page shows the trees that are currently present in
the neighborhoods. Note that only the trees in the public space (inclusive
streetscape) are illustrated, not the trees on private terrain. The impact of
Katrina becomes clear immediately (see also figure 9.15 and 9.16). What is
left is a relatively bare landscape with only fragmentized patches and lines of
vegetation. The ‘lakeshore’ and the ‘lush ridge’ landscape zones did suffer from
Katrina, but hold more vegetation compared with the zones of ‘whispering
winds’ and ‘mysterious woods’. Apart from the southern area, also City Park
lost most of its canopy.
Figure 11.15 and 11.16 introduce a new vegetation structure. It can be
divided in two steps. The first step shows the basic framework along the main
infrastructure (canals and roads). The second step also introduces vegetation
within the neighborhoods. It becomes clear that the man made ridge and lush
ridge will be most densely planted. The ‘whispering wind’ zone will held less
trees, as it refers to a former saline marshland. The zone of ‘mysterious woods’
will not become as lush as the ridge landscapes, but more densely planted than
the ‘whispering wind’ zone.
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Fig. 11.16 Vegetation scheme - Current trees in public space
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Fig. 11.17 Vegetation scheme - Proposed step 1
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Fig. 11.18 Vegetation scheme - Proposed step 2
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11.2.2 Vegetation plan explained per landscape zone
The choice of species is explained per landscape zone. It is based on the
vegetation scheme as introduced in chapter 8. Appendix 2 on the dvd
also contains a table with many typical South Louisiana species and their
characteristics.
Vegetation plan ‘Lakeshore’ (man-made ridge)
The Lakeshore zone is currently mainly planted with live oaks. ‘Gaps’ in the
green structure will be filled up with these oaks and sweetbay magnolia’s.
The zone must become intimate, shady and contain great vistas over lake
Pontchartrain. It is the only zone where more exotic species can be used (on
small scale), since the area is man-made, and therefore its former landscape
cannot be represented by any species. Grooves are introduced to emphasize
this man made character. The zone is characterized by a strong salty wind from
the lake, this must be taken into account when proposing certain tree species.

Live oak

Crape myrtle

Fig. 11.19 Vegetation principle - ‘Lakeshore’ landscape zone

Vegetation plan ‘Whispering winds’ (former saline marshland)
Marshes typically are dominated by grasses. Long vistas, wind, the horizon and
whispering grasses can be associated with this landscape zone. The variety
of grasses is big and they can be as small as 0.1’ (3cm) or as big as 13’ (4,3m).
Some of these native grasses will be introduced according to the vegetation
scheme, but only the ones that both have aesthetical and functional value.
On the banks, standing in the water dominant species will be Phragmites and
Schoenoplectus. Schoenoplectus is essential for maintaining mosquito fish.
It provides space for the fish to penetrate deeper into the vegetated water
(Metzger, 2004, p.7). Phragmites is the tallest grass and thus makes for the
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most bold water sides. With this species maintenance is ever more important,
because the grasses can be quite invasive. Near the water Eleocharis can be
used to create small-scaled and spiky image. Further from shore Spartina
(long, lofty in the wind) can be planted and / or Distichlis (short, dark green,
less ‘wavy’) that can cope with almost every circumstance. The right-of-way in
the profile will contain taller grasses, to contrast with the mowed lawns of the
private plot. But they won’t be taller than an man’s average height to maintain
its open character.
Originally trees are not common in saline marshlands. However we envision an
interpretation of these former landscapes, not a copy. Since trees are essential
in New Orleans’ conditions (hot, humid) trees are introduced for this landscape
zone. They are planted close to and in relation with residential buildings.
Planting them in straight rows will create rhythm and accentuate that the
trees are an ‘artificial’ addition to the traditional ecotype. Trees used are pond
cypresses, this species consume much water, can stand flooding, and manage
strong winds and saline conditions (see chapter 8). The trees are planted
relatively far apart from each other 90’(30m), to maintain the open character of
‘whispering winds’ and keep large vistas alive where possible.
Pond cypress (30m)

Salt marh bulrush

Fig. 11.20 Vegetation principle - ‘Whispering winds’ landscape zone

Vegetation plan ‘Mysterious Woods’ (former Cypress-Tupelo swamp)
The Cypress Tupelo swamps originally have a more densely vegetated character
compared to the marshland zone. It is characterized mainly by the pond cypress,
bald cypress and tupelo gum trees, but also by more dense undergrowth of
shrubs. The main roads are planted with pond cypress trees about 30’ (10m)
apart. The banks of the (new) canals in this landscape zone will be planted with
bald cypress trees in a quite randomly composition. They will create a mirror
effect – typical for the former swamp landscape – by its reflection in the water.
In the newly added water structure on empty lots, the cypress trees will also
dominate the image.
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The neighbourhoods in the ‘mysterious woods’ zone are characterized by
different species which creates differentiated identities in the area. Below the
neighbourhoods with their dominant planting regime are enlisted.
Western part Lakeview
Slab level houses and relatively small streets are typical here (see fieldwork
report). The black willow with its light colours and slender form brings a detail
to this area that matches the existing atmosphere. With its very vertical growth
form it contrasts with the mainly horizontal direction of the houses and creates
the for the swamp typical vertical-horizontal contrasts.
Eastern part Lakeview
Large mansions and interpretations of classical building styles are more
common here (see fieldwork report). Mainly black gum trees will be planted
here to compete with the large houses. They generate a ‘lofty feeling’, leafs will
come close to the ground and the trees present a strong seasonal dimension.
St Bernard
Slab level houses are typical here and a relative large number of large open
spaces (see fieldwork report) characterize this neighbourhood. The swamp red
maple is a tree that fits the dimension of the housing. It has a joyful appearance
and the strongest seasonal shifts of all trees occurring in this landscape zone.
Here the variation of species will be the biggest to give meaning to the large
spaces and create a new vibrant framework for future St. Bernard.
Fillmore / Milneburg / Dillard / Gentilly Terrace / St. Anthony
North: Black willow. (see West Lakeview).
South: Laurel oak. This area is close to the ridge an its aim is more on building
new homes than is the case in the lower parts of this area. The laurel oak is a
medium sized tree (up to 70’) with a dark brown stem. It is suitable to create a
strong image in a street with different housing styles. The oak, with its irregular
form is an introduction to the live oaks on the ridge and interconnects this part
of the Gentilly area with the ridge zone. The laurel Oak grows perfectly well in
wet circumstances.
Pontchartrain
North of Dwyer: Wet species like the tupelo gum and black willow tell the story
of connecting this neighbourhood to the redesigned Pontchartrain park, that
will function as a water machine in the future just like City Park. The vertical
dimension of both trees contrasts with the horizontal slab level houses in this
area and makes it part of ‘mysterious woods’.
South of Dwyer: The laurel oak will be planted.
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Pond cypress (15m)

Bald cypress

Louisiana iris

Fig. 11.21 Vegetation principle - ‘Mysterious Woods’ landscape zone

Vegetation plan ‘Lush Ridge’ and Historical bayou
This landscape zone must become densely planted and become full of beautiful
trees, shrubs and wildflowers. Here a shady, lush environment is envisioned.
New live oaks must fill in the ‘gaps’ in the existing planting scheme. Next to the
majestic oaks many species can be added here to create a landscape zone full of
life and colours. All these ridge species are enlisted in chapter 8 and appendix
2. Along the bayou also oaks are envisioned to reflect its historic background.
Close to the bayou the somewhat higher grounds are suitable for these oaks.

Live oak

Fig. 11.22 Vegetation principle - ‘Lush Ridge’ landscape zone
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11.3 Technical design principles
When introducing a waterplan as described in this chapter certain design
principles have to be taken into account. The design proposes new surface
water and this intervention immediately raises the question how to control
mosquito nuisances. Therefore here numerous principles based on physical
and biological control are introduced to mitigate the mosquito related
consequences. These are principles related to the actual design of new water
bodies. Water in the city can only act as a amenity when it meets certain
conditions regarding water quality. The second part of this chapter will
elaborate on that subject.
11.4.1 Mosquito management

Water related diseases

Oppose standing water

1. Legal control

2. Chemical control

The history of New Orleans shows malaria and yellow fever related problems.
These days those plagues belong to history, however in a hot and humid
climate like that of South Louisiana water can become a threat and makes
unwanted mosquito presence possible. The largest threat for New Orleans
regarding mosquito’s are water related diseases, meaning the transmission of
the infections disease (f.e. malaria) depends on water as breeding place for the
vector (the mosquito) (Duchhart, 1992). Effective mosquito management is
essential to prevent disease transmission and maintain quality of life. Mosquito
management must be integrated into the storm water design everywhere, not
only in South Louisiana.
There are approximately 200 species of mosquitoes in the U.S., all require water
to complete their life cycle (Metzger, 2004, p.2). A mosquito’s life cycle consist
of four stages: egg, larvae, pupa, and adult. It will take 24-48 hours for the eggs
to hatch into larvae. The larvae and pupa must have standing water in order to
survive. After typically 5 to 18 days a mosquito is mature (Idaho Department
of Environmental Quality, 2005). Metzger (2004, p.2) indicates that mosquito
control is the most effective when: “ it is directed at the immature stages in
standing water rather than at adults and is best conducted using a combination
of techniques including biological, physical, chemical, and legal control.”
Legal control:
Force uncooperative parties to eliminate breeding habitats by law.
Indicate the need for weekly larval monitoring.
Chemical control:
Use insecticides to target immature and mature mosquito’s.
Legal and Chemical control measures are essential for a successful prevention
of large mosquito populations. However, this research directs the attention
to develop some principles for physical and biological control, since they are
related to design. Physical control makes habitats less suitable for mosquito
production and biological control uses or enhances natural enemies of
mosquitoes.

3. Physical control
Flowing water
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Physical control:
Flowing water is essential. Mosquitoes prefer relatively shallow, slow moving
water for development. Stream flow is often too rapid and prevents breeding
(Norris, 2004, p.21).

Fig. 11.23 Mosquito control: flow

Minimim depths

Minimize shallow depths. Maintain storm water ponds and wetlands at depths
in excess of 1 foot (Idaho Department of Environmental Quality, 2005), and
maintain in excess of 4 feet to limit the spread of invasive emergent vegetation
(Metzger, 2004, p.7). Greater depths are also favourable to water movement.

Fig. 11.24 Mosquito control: depths

Design slopes

Slopes should be as steep as 1:2.5 to 1:4. Steep slopes reduce the amount of
emergent vegetation coverage, allow better access to immature mosquitoes by
aquatic predators, and favour environmental factors such as wave action that
decrease mosquito survival (Walton, 2003, p.5).

Fig. 11.25 Mosquito control: slopes

Maximum width

Ponds should be less than 50 feet wide. Ponds wider than 25 feet should have
road access on both sides. This is for accessing the sites when there is a need of
chemical control (Metzger, 2004, p.8).
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Fig. 11.26 Mosquito control: maximum width

Submerged pipes

Drainage pipes should enter submerged. This way no extra standing water is
made available to mosquitoes (Metzger, 2004, p.6).

Fig. 11.27 Mosquito control: submerged drains

Mechanical aerators

Include mechanical aerators in wet ponds, such as a fountain in the middle of
a pond, which make the site more attractive, deter the growth of unwanted
vegetations, and improve the habitat for predators of mosquitoes (Idaho
Department of Environmental Quality, 2005, p.3).

Fig. 11.28 Mosquito control: mechanical aerators
Prevent isolated small pools
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Minimize fluctuations in water level to prevent large areas of intermittently
flooded substrate or isolated pools from being created, particularly during
the period of annual mosquito activity (April to November in most regions of
California) (Walton, 2003, p.9).

Fig. 11.29 Mosquiro control: isolated pools

Rock layer in swale

Create possibilities to completely drain ponds for management practices
(Walton, 2003, p.5).At places where water drains into the soil, standing surface
water (that is attractive to mosquitoes for use as a breeding ground) must be
mitigated by over excavating swales and replacing it with a rock layer creating
underground storage capacity. This must be at least 1’ above the high ground
water level (The Nevada Tahoe Conservation District, 2009).

Fig. 11.30 Mosquito control: provide rock layer
Infiltrate within 48 hours

Where water drains into the soil, check dams should be designed to pond
water to a depth that will infiltrate 48 hours after the storm is over. Check dams
should be extended into the side slopes to prevent failure. (The Nevada Tahoe
Conservation District, 2009)

Fig. 11.31 Mosquito control: design check dams

4. Biological control
Introduce mosquitofish

Biological control:
Introduce mosquitofish (Gambusia affinis) in fresh water (The Lake
Pontchartrain Basin Foundation, 2006, p.14). Gambusia can not live together
with large predatory fish as perch and bass (Metzger, 2004, p.7).
Introduce sheepshead minnow (Cyprinodon variegates and/or Archosargus
probatocephalus) in estuarine conditions (The Lake Pontchartrain Basin
Foundation, 2006, p.14).
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Fig. 11.32 Mosquito control: fish

Plant bulrush

Plant bulrushes at less steep slopes. Bulrush allows fish better access to
the planted areas (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency of Research and
Development, 1988, p.33). With good management, prevent emergent plant
densities and floating vegetation. This offers mosquitoes protection from
predators and disturbances in the water (Metzger, 2004, p.7).

Fig. 11.33 Mosquito control: bulrush and armoured trench

Max. 3’ of slope vegetation

Introduce native species

Vegetated areas should be no wider than 3 feet to reduce dense plant stands
and have sufficient quantities of deep open water (Walton, 2003, p.5). So
incorporate deep-water zones that are free of emergent and aquatic plants
(Walton, 2003, p.9).
Introduce native vegetation, no exotics. Native species are home to birds and
dragonflies that eat mosquitoes (Pinellas County Mosquito Control, 2009).
Many professionals have questioned the effectiveness of these predators.
Because mosquitoes constitute only a small part of the diet of dragonflies,
birds and bats. And adults of most mosquito species are not active during the
peak daily feeding period of many purported mosquito predators such as adult
dragonflies (Walton, 2003, p.8). As said earlier, attention should be directed at
the immature stages of mosquito growth.
The design principles that are introduced show how mosquito related
annoyances can be mitigated. Note that next to proper design, the system
represents a long-term commitment to maintenance and mosquito-control.
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11.4.2 Water Quality
A healthy ecosystem

A landscape structure based on a healthy ecosystem can perform for humans
by providing a rich ecological environment, free of nuisances. Additionally
a healthy ecosystem provides opportunities for sports fishing, and forms a
productive resource for food, as currently the Bayou already provides for a
limited amount of people. In order to achieve such a healthy ecosystem a
high water quality is essential. Water quality and also the potential of water
purification through vegetation does not form the focus of this research though,
and are complicated subjects that deserve a research on their own. This
paragraph gives an impression but does not pretend to be complete; further
research on these matters is recommended.

Determines performance

The water quality influences the performance of the proposed landscape
structure for it determines opportunities for flora as well as fauna, and, through
them, if off poor quality, can turn the water in a nuisance. On the contrary,
constantly high quality water can support a self-sustaining healthy ecosystem, in
which natural processes help to achieve a pleasant living environment, for such
a balanced and undisturbed ecosystem reduces the need for maintenance and
need to stock the populations of Bayou St. John, City Park and the envisioned
landscape structure in the neighborhoods. Currently aquatic life in the form of
crabs and fishes can enter the bayou on a small scale through the sluice gates in
the sector gate at the head of the Bayou and is supplemented with fish stocking
programs (Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation, 2006).

Self-sustaining

Opening up Bayou

Restored connection with Lake
Pontchartrain

The possibilities of periodically opening the Bayou sector gates are currently
debated in the city (see box 11.2). A restored open connection between Lake
Pontchartrain and Bayou St. John offers chances to achieve the ambitions for
water quality described above, for the natural ebb and flow of the lake will spur
the growth of aqueous grasses and improve the health and quantity of fish and
shellfish (Burk-Kleinpeter, Inc., & Michael, 2002). Also in the Bayou St. John
Comprehensive Management Plan (Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation, 2006)
the potential to “enhance existing and establish more of an estuarine, native
fish and shellfish community in the bayou and a freshwater to estuarine, native
fish community in the lagoons [of city park]” is recognized.

Healthy fish composition

The following guidelines are based on the above mentioned studies on the
watermanagement and hydrology of Bayou St. John and City Park. As such the
guidelines are deemed applicable to the canal system as well. In general, BurkKleinpeter, Inc. & Michael (2002) recommend controlled water flow from Lake
Pontchartrain to introduce “more marine organisms into Bayou St. John and
the northern Lagoons of city park”, to help “reduce nutrient concentrations in
the Bayou and Lagoons”, and to “regulate salinity so that salinity would be low
enough to support Bass and Bluegill reproduction but high enough to limit the
growth of aquatic plants and support the growth of crabs and marine fish.”

Optimal conditions for
Gambusia and Sheepshead
Minnow

Research by the Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation (2006, p.19) showed
fish composition is directly related to embankments and the characteristics
of the subsurface world. An abundance of natural bank vegetation and
plenty of submerged structures (e.g., sunken logs, etc.) results in more
fishes, bigger fishes, and a greater diversity of fish species. Plenty of shelter
in the form of native aquatic vegetation such as bulrush is vital for a healthy
population of Gambusia affinis and Cyprinodon variegates and/or Archosargus
probatocephalus, species desirable from mosquito mitigation perspective as
described in par. 11.4.1.
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BOX 11.2

Discussion: Opening up the Bayou

A sector gate at the mouth of Bayou St. John currently separates the bayou from Lake
Pontchartrain, and protects the hinterland from hurricane storm surges. The gate was
originally designed to open up allowing for vessel passage and close only in time of
hurricane threats, as states the gates original engineer in Times Picayune (2008), but
hasn’t been opened since its completion in 1992 though. Silt has been building up in
front of the gate, blocking and preventing the opening of the sluice doors. The Bayou St.
John Conservation Alliance Action Group strive to clear the blocking silt and once again
periodically open the bayou gates. The many institutions and officials concerned with the
bayou and it’s gate have expressed willingness to work towards that end, as long as safety is
guaranteed of course (Bayou St. John Conservation Alliance, 2009a).
In the current situation water is led in from Lake Pontchartrain into the Bayou through three
sluice gates in the sector gate to compensate dropping of the Bayou water level due to
evaporation, and outflow through the LaFitte St. valve and city Park Lagoon inlets. The sluice
gates are kept open unless flooding is eminent, and allow fish species and blue crabs to
enter the bayou on a small scale. (Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation, 2006). Average flow
is about 108 cf/s (Burk-Kleinpeter, Inc. & Michael, 2002).
The opening of the gates in periods of low water levels in the lake, will substantially increase
water flow into the bayou. In the proposals of the Bayou St. John Conservation Alliance
(2009b), the contemporary drain at Lafitte Street—in place to drain the bayou in case of
flood hazards resulting from high bayou water levels—is transformed into a weir, which
allows constant water flow out of the bayou and stabilizes the water level. The weir offers
increased capacity, and avoids the need for constant and manual operation of the flood
protection structure. The SW&B drainage system’s dry-flow pump capacity would handle
the additional water in the subsurface system.
The excessive water can potentially be used to flush the greatly expanded surface water
systems of the proposed city park (chapter 12) and canal system in the neighborhoods,
instead of sending the water underground in the SW&B pipe system.
To this end inlets will be constructed, where the Bayou meets the head of the canals,
allowing a continuous low-velocity flow. The construction of the inlets should be combined
with the (necessary) replacement of the bridges along the bayou at Harrison Avenue
and later the three bridges along Mirabeau, Filmore Avenues and Desaix Boulevard. The
replacement of the bridge structures rises from the need of bridge inspectors to have access
in canoes and has an additional benefit the ability for recreational canoes to underpass ,
expanding the potential route for canoeing (Times Picayune, 2008).

Fig. 11.34 Bayou St. John sector gate
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Guarantee flow

Prevent dissolved oxygen
concentrations

In order to prevent fish kills in shallow zones it is vital to guarantee flow and
flush the water bodies from time to time, in order to prevent non mixing
stratified layer of bottom water, low in dissolved oxygen. Fish are able to move
away from the low dissolved oxygen concentrations and only die if they are
trapped in an area that becomes devoid of oxygen, an interconnected water
system is thus is a condition for sustaining a fish population. Additionally
adequate flow is to be guaranteed to prevent local eutrophication and reduce
plant growth through the reduction of plant nutrients. Aeration systems are
desirable for they increase oxygen concentration which prevents fish kills, and
can help control plant and algae growth by reducing the release of nutrients due
to oxygen depletion of bottom water. (Burk-Kleinpeter, Inc. & Michael (2002,
p.43).
The proposed landscape structure thus receives fresh water from rainfall, and
saltwater let in from the bayou through inlets. In the proposed water system
a gradient will therefore appear; most saline conditions in waters closest to
the bayou, and more water bodies under stronger influence of freshwater
originating from rainfall, contributing to diversity.

Regulate salinity level

2,5 - 4 ppt

Depth: 6’

Maximal performance of the landscape structure can be achieved through
control of the salinity level; providing conditions for desirable species, and
excluding those that are unwanted. Brackish water such as those in Bayou St.
John is desirable for it exceeds the salt tolerance of many nuisance aquatic
plants, and has low concentrations of the nutrients that promote plant growth.
Therefore, maintaining brackish conditions provides an inexpensive means of
controlling the growth of nuisance plants and algae (Burk-Kleinpeter, Inc. &
Michael (2002).
The salinity level also determines opportunities for both freshwater and marine
fish species. Present salinity in Bayou St. John is high enough to sustain marine
fish, but they need to reproduce in more saline coastal waters. Periodical
opening of the Bayou improves opportunities for migration aquatic life,
which is especially significant for sustaining marine fish populations for they
cannot reproduce in the brackish vinternal system. Interestingly especially for
sports fishers is that marine fish in landlocked areas grow to large sizes due
to allocation of energy to growth instead of reproduction (Lake Pontchartrain
Basin Foundation, 2006). The introduction of marine species results in a
more complete ecosystem which may help control the invertebrate fouling
community, which fouls pipes, pumps and any object currently in the water
(Burk-Kleinpeter, Inc. & Michael (2002).
Although freshwater species can tolerate the relatively low, stable salinity
currently it is important to maintain salinity below the tolerance for
reproduction and growth. A salinity level around 2.5 – 4 ppt is ideal in this
respect and also offers ideal possibilities for vegetation control.
It results in the death of floating species Eichornia and Pistia prevents invasion
of problem species including Pithophora, a problem green alga, and Hydrilla,
a problem vascular, submersed aquatic plant. Cladophora, Ceratophyllum and
Najas growth rates are decreased and helped maintain control.
Higher salinity levels adversely affect bass and bluegill reproduction (BurkKleinpeter, Inc. & Michael (2002).
Depths of approximately 6 ft will support fish and invertebrate populations, and
also provide safety for boaters in case of calamity.
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Fig. 11.35 Fishing at the bayou St. John

Fig. 11.36 Relaxing at the bayou St. John

11.4 Recommendations for Architecture
The masterplan offers a landscape structure that is capable to carry out the
message of a unique suburb. One that fits in a vision for a vigorous New Orleans
and respects the natural conditions on which it is build. However next to
redesigning the urban landscape, also architecture – the build environment –
could enhance the quality of this new kind of suburb.
Being landscape architects we do not want to determine the architecture
style. We can state it must seek inspiration in the traditional architecture. The
Caribbean-like colors, the porch, the elevated first floor to oppose rain flooding
and vermin nuisances are functional ingredients we have seem to forgotten
along the way. The Irish Channel project might function as an example of these
kind of new residential buildings based on traditional principles. However the
solution does not always lay in the past; contemporary architecture also has the
capacity to help creating a unique suburb.
What landscape architects can do is creating inspiring circumstances to develop
such unique residential buildings. For example adding water in a neighborhood
can transform ordinary plots into ones that are related to the water. Living next
to water, above the water, or on water then becomes possible. Also the focus
on ecology and sustainability can be resembled in architecture. Chapter 13
explains, among other things, how architecture and landscape architecture can
work hand in hand to create a terrific environment.
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Fig. 11.37 Irish Channel housing project

Fig. 11.38 Eco house in Gentilly

As already is mentioned in chapter 10, the plan does aim to re-activate as many
plots as possible in the higher areas (lush ridge and lakefront), but reserves
space for a ‘working landscape’ in the lower areas. Consequently this means
less residential buildings compared to a pre Katrina situation. On the other hand
the plan offers a exceptional living environment. People that do not seek an
ordinary suburb will be attracted to the lower parts of Lakeview and Gentilly.
These residents can help substantially with creating this unique environment.
City Park, the redesigned voids and newly build canals are a starting point, but
a trough transformation can be accomplished when people develop unique
architecture and unique gardens. Incentive planning is then a tool considered
useful to kick-start this process. Chapter 15 will partly elaborate on this.
The Garden district is the perfect example of how the private plots help creating
a beautiful lush residential area. So unique that many tourists are attracted
to linger in this 19th century suburb. It might take some time, but Gentilly and
Lakeview have the potential to become the 21st century Garden district of the
lower grounds. Situated close to the old city center and Lake Pontchartrain, with
water and vegetation as a ground condition for a unique living environment.
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12 Proposed Design Anchorpoint City Park

Vondelpark - Amsterdam

Emerald Necklace Park - Boston

Fig. 12.1 Scale Comparison

City Park is one of the
largest urban parks in
the US
Southern part of one is
a vibrant park
Northern part is
dysfunctional with a
monofunctional golf
course and lack of
routes.
The park lost 2000
trees because of
Katrina
The park becomes a
new anchorpoint of the
area that reveals the
invisible landscape
New routes with
hierarchy are related to
the landscape.
New events and reinterpreted golf course
bring life.
References to the
history and visibility
of landscape and its
processes create an
inspiring park
The new water system
helps in storing part of
the water assignment
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Central Park - New York

City Park - New Orleans

4 km
2.5 mile

12.1 Introduction
City Park is claimed to be one of the largest urban parks in the US. Once the
site of the Allard Plantation city park with 1300 acres (530 ha.) certainly covers
an enormous area. This becomes clear once we compare it to Central Park,
New York 840 acres (340 ha.) or the Emerald Necklace park in Boston designed
by Frederick L. Olmsted consisting of nine parks cover 1100 acres (445 ha.),
of which Franklin Park, the largest element in the chain, accounts for 520
acres (210 ha.). The most famous park in the Netherlands, the Amsterdam
Vondelpark, covers 117 acres (47ha.).
The park is being redeveloped according to the 2005 New Orleans City Park
Master Plan: Vision for the 21st Century -City Park 2018 (New Orleans City Park
Improvement Association, 2005), which was of great help in the rebuilding after
Katrina. The storm did extensive damage to the park resulting in the loss of
2,000 trees, due to the strong winds and subsequent flooding of the park with
1 foot to 10 feet of water after the failing of the floodwalls (Ierardi, 2008). Also
for the revitalization of the Couturie Forest and Scout Island Arboretum in the
heart of the park a strategic plan has been made (Mossop+Michaels Landscape
Architects, 2008) which will be implemented in phases over several years. The
golf course, which occupies virtually the complete northern part of the park, is
to also be redeveloped (Torre Design Consortium, 2009).

12.2 Analysis Current Park
City Park separates Lakeview from Gentilly and is surrounded by Orleans Canal
in the west and Bayou St. John in the east. The I-610 highway and a railway
divide the park in a northern and southern area. In the south most of the
program is situated – see figure 12.2 - including the New Orleans Museum of
Art, Sidney and Walda Besthoff Sculpture Garden and the Tad Gormley and
Pan American Stadiums next to sports facilities for tennis, soccer, football and

750mtr
820yrd

Equest Farm
City Park Northern Golf Course

Stout Island & Couterie
Forest Arboretum

Soccer

Pan Am Stadium
I-610|Railway Crossing
Practice Track
Train Garden
Pelican Greenhouse
Tad Gormley Stadium
Amusement Park
New Orleans Museum of Art
Pavilion
Story Land
Dreyfus Meadow
Conservatory
Sculpture Garden
Tennis Center
Big Lake Boating & Walking Path
Timken Center
Botanical Garden
Fig. 12.2 Aerial Picture &
Program of City Park, New
Orleans (Livemaps, 2008)
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2 worlds
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Monofunction Golf
(as proposed in
Master Plan)

Water

Routing

softball. Outdoor recreational activities in City Park include birding, fishing,
boating and golf. The live oaks along the vestiges of old Bayou Metairie, a
remnant of an ancient distributaries of the Mississippi River, form the largest
collection of live oaks in the world. Some of them are several hundreds years
old. They are the remnants of an ancient forest that started its growth long
before Iberville and Bienville first scouted the area for a site to build the city
and port that became New Orleans, and form one of the attractions of the park
(City Park Improvement Association, 2009). The unbalanced spread of program
and bisecting large infrastructure cause a strong division between the Northern
and Southern parts of the park.
South
This part of the park seems to be doing quite well. A large recovery effort
has been made and 2005 Masterplan redevelopments are under way.
Vegetation is abundant, and the surrounding neighborhoods are pleasant living
environments in direct contact with the beautiful Live Oaks along Metairie
Ridge.

Trees

North
Almost the complete northern part of the park is mono-functional and
occupied by City Park Golf course which historically consisted of three times
18 holes, of which one 18-hole course was reopened in September 2008 (City
Park New Orleans North Course, 2009). The park in the north barely has a
neighborhood function, and currently is not in contact at all with the Lakeview
area along Orleans Avenue Canal because of the floodwall barrier currently
in place. This situation will change once the floodwalls are taken away as
proposed in this design; Lakeview will then border directly on the park. This
offers a chance to directly involve the park with the neighborhood.
Routing
Two important roads run East-West through the park; Harrison and Filmore
Ave. respectively. Two north-south routes run along the park edges Marconi
Dr. along Orleans Avenue Canal in the East, and Wisner Blvd. in the West along
Bayou St. John. Next to these (car-dimensioned) roads there are no continuing
routes through the park. There are two crossings at the edge of the park along
the two main roads and only one crossing underneath the I-610 and railway
line that is present in the park itself. This frustrates the north-south connection
and enforces the separation. In the south a fine network of pedestrian
pathways and bicycle lanes provide access to program and plenty of choice
for strolling and activity. In the north there are almost no recreational paths
present accept for those associated with the golf course, which are off-limits or
at least not self-evidently available.
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Water structure
The water structure and routing are barely correlated. As a result the water that
is present is hard to experience and does not form an elementary part of the
park. There much potential for introduction more surface water. In paragraph.
11.3 a detailed description of the current water system is described.
Space- mass ratio
City Park today is fragmented and does not have a structured mass-space ratio.
This is partly caused by the absence of trees, killed by Katrina. This is especially
the case in the northern part of the park, where a significant proportion of the
park is simply a field of grass with some trees dotted around.

City Park new anchorpoint
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Ecology
Not much trees are present in the park’s landscape. Vegetation that is present is
not very differentiated and mostly not native to the environment. This prevents
the development of a rich fauna. More native birds, reptiles and mammals can
be attracted when native species are introduces, creating a more sustainable
ecosystem in the park as described in paragraph 8.2.
Conclusion
The current park is of questionable quality and has only limited meaning for its
direct surroundings.
The very large size of this park located in the middle of the city and the potential
it has to mitigate flood problems, and improve ecology ask for a new design for
City Park

12.3 Ambitions & Conceptual Schemes
3 Landscape zones & Anchor point
The enormous proportion and central location of City Park offer a chance to
create a strong foundation for the envisioned landscape gradient. The park can
function as the main anchor point and enforce the landscape in the adjacent
neighborhoods. By providing a reference in the form of visual links the park can
have an example function. The sheer size and character of the urban fabric of
especially the northern part of the park lends itself more to a landscape park
than a traditional urban park, it should also be approached and designed as
such. Here a landscape (interpreted this term broadly, as described in chapter
2 and 3) is introduced that can be referred to in the rest Lakeview and Gentilly
area. It must function as an anchor point.

3 Landscape zones

Increased recreational value
In contrast to the limited recreational value the park offers in the current
configuration, City Park has the potential to serve many more people with a
more varied supply of recreational activity. By creating a landscape experience
City Park can become an attraction for the whole city, and provide New
Orleanians with a reason to spend a couple of hours here. The water landscape
in the Park with as focal point the northern area with a large water body offers
a public space unique in the city. In addition to neutralizing the unbalance in
the park, the increased amenity of the northern part of the park also changes
the position of the Gentilly and Lakeview districts an sich; they become a part
of the city instead of edge of the city.
Increased ecological value
Native species are resistant to tropical storms and heavy reainfall, as described
in chapter 8, therefore they are more sustainable. Also they attract local birds,
reptiles and other animals. The vegetation scheme that is introduced offers
great chances for ‘replanting City Park’. Also with the just water quality (see
paragraph 11.4) a more differentiated and healthy marine life can be achieved.
We stribe for a balanced ecosystem that contributes to pest control and
mitigates annoyances, but has also recreational benefits, for abundant fauna
life may support sportsman fishing and enriches landscape experience.
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Increased surface water
With the implementation of much more surface the water storage capacity of
the park is highly increased. By connecting the water system of the park with
that of the neighborhoods this capacity can also be of meaning in mitigating
the flooding problems in Gentilly and Lakeview, as well as reducing the impact
of periodic flooding on the park and park infrastructure itself. Second the
introduction of water in the park can have psychological effect on the awareness
of landscape and context of the city, as already described in paragraph 10.2.
The proposed water system is inspired by the South-Louisiana bayous
surrounding New Orleans and makes use of the old water structure. In the
north, the lowest part of the park, landscape in the form of a large water body is
given priority.
The proposed lake is 4.000’ (1.100 meter) wide and 1.700’ (525 meter) broad
, which measures, for those familiar with the Kralingse plas near Rotterdam,
half of that water body. As such the dimensions of the pond make possible an
enormous water storage contribution and ensures vistas, spacious surroundings,
reedscape and water fluctuations typical for the envisioned reinterpretation of a
marsh experience. All through the park inundated areas in case of heavy storm
events make this function of the park--storing of water— visible. The climax in
this respect is are islands covered with low reed species located on the edge
of the pond near the proposed pavilion see figure xx, for both a low water and
high water photo collage of this area. The typical circular forms of the reed
islands are inspired on the forms that can be found in the deltaic landscape of
the Mississippi delta.
New water system

Vegetation
The proposed vegetation regime is inspired by the 4 landscape zones
distinguished in paragraph 10.1 and species are selected from the vegetation
scheme introduced in 11.4 in coherence with the regime for Gentilly and
Lakeview neighborhoods. Vegetation in the park is concentrated along the
infrastructure, in order to reach visitors to the fullest. In the south the park
already resembles a hardwood forest. Here attention for native species, and a
densification of the canopy fit well into the 2005 Masterplan and require little
further intervention Although more wildflowers and therefore vibrant colors can
be introduced.. In the northern part of the park the forest gradually thins out
towards the lake, and is most dense close to I-610.
Those trees that have survived the storm are a valuable asset in all areas of
the park and are integrated into the proposed vegetation structure as much
as possible. Existing lanes of trees along the main roads are to be improved,
strengthened and complemented. The lanes along Harrison and Filmore
Avenue are continued beyond the limits of the park and provide a direct link
with the landscapes in the adjacent neighborhoods. Other connections are
formed by the Prentiss and Mirabeau Avenues, which do not continue within
the park as continuing main routes, but do form entrées to the park. A forest
of cypress guides the main waterways, secondary waterways receive thinner
vegetation. The contrast between the heavily planted man-made lakefront and
proposed water body as part of the envisioned marshland in form a three lined
avenue along Robert E. Lee. Blvd. marks the transition and accentuates the
differences in topography and typology.
New vegetation structure
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Routing & Events
Routing in the park is extended, more closely related to water and brought
under hierarchy. A new north-south connection is introduced, which connects
the lake in the north with the southern highly used section of the park
and in this way to Esplanade Ave., the connection to the city center and
public transport. The continuation of Esplanade Ave. into the park receives
an upgrade in importance; a new bridge—suitable for cyclists as well as
pedestrians—improves the linkage of the provides an extra crossing possibility
and a fast continuing route towards the lake. A second, partly existing route
that crosses I-610 and the railway in the center of the park, is enforced and
enlivened. This route is more suited for strolling, and offers a number of
activities along the way that make the working landscape experiencable and
explicit, and present reason for stalling. The profile along Orleans Ave. Canal is
redeveloped to include a slow-traffic route towards the lake. Along the canal a
number of bridges provide improved access to the Lakeview neighborhood in
the west. In the east Mirabeau Ave., currently ending in a T-crossing at Wisner
Blvd. is proposed to be continued as a slow-traffic route, and in this way better
link Gentilly with the infrastructure of the park.

New route system

Golf
The golf course offers a chance to support the landscape of the park, and
as a function and typology--large open spaces, pleasant green recreational
environments—is well suited to its dimensions. For the golf course a reduction
in holes is proposed, from the 36 holes envisioned in the golf masterplan (Torre
Design Consortium, 2009), 27 are taken up in the proposed design, a reduction
of 9 holes. Once realized that there are 16 golf courses in the New Orleans
metropolitan area we feel that the reduction is justified. Moreover, the course
may benefit greatly from the improved park design, as the redevelopment
of the park in coherence with the golf course improvement offers a chance
to create a unique golf course, embedded in the landscape. At the south end
of the course rough and fairways can be seen as chambers in the cypress
forest, which is concentrated along the streams that separate the holes. As
we go north, the holes are more and more enveloped by the landscape, and
an afternoon of golfing becomes part of a holistic landscape experience. The
clubhouse’s location is directly related to the lake, offering a wonderful view
and as such receives a prominent position in the park.

New dimensions Golf Course
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12.4 Proposed Design
Attached in the back of this report is a foldout map of the design. To better
understand and read the design and legend on this page it is recommended to
view the foldout.
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Southern part |
Developed according
to masterplan into
a high quality urban
park with a focus on
native species

Mysterious Woods |
Bald Cypress
‘Taxodium distichum’
forest reflects along
waterways. Species
change with drier
conditions

Whispering Winds |
Boardwalks bring
the visitor close to
wind & water

Robert E. Lee Blvd. |
Heavily planted,
the 3 lane avenue
contrasts with the
wide open space of
the lake like a wall
of green

Anchorpoint |
Avenues link
Gentilly & Lakeview
the park and
provide landscape
connections

Continuation of
Eplanade Ave. |
Increased
importance of the
avenue improves
visitor flow and
orientation

New East-West
A ‘flying’ boardwalk
with viewpoints
as new eastwest connection,
experience of two
landscape zones.

Continuing Route |
Swamp Blackgum
‘Nyssa Sylvatica’
guide the quick
route towards the
north

Cyclist & Pedestrian
Bridge |
Provides a second
crossing possibility
and improves link
between north &
south of the park

Strolling route |
Numerous
boardwalks along
the route provide
reason for stalling

Strolling route |
Typical park
elements such as
bridges differentiate
the different routes

Amphitheater |
Marks the moment
of transition
between mysterious
woods and
whispering winds.
Flexible in use

Pavilion |
Landmark provides
a cafetaria and
resting area. Large
boardwalk for views
also hosts canoe
rental

Equest farm |
The lake offers
a unique riding
experience for the
partly relocated
riding school

Golf Course Main
Clubhouse |
Related to the lake
the clubhouse
recieves a prominent
position within the
park

Whispering Winds |
The golf course is
cut into the grasses
typical of this
ecosystem, similar
to cropcircels in
grain

US Agricultural
Research Services |
In case of relocation
annexate land as
addition to the lake

Stout Island &
Couterie Forest |
Design should be
subtly adapted to fit
within envisioned
landscape gradient

Future Festival
Terrain |
Cypress backdrop
mirroring in the
water forms contrast
with grass meadow
in front
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Lush Ridge
The part of City Park located on lush ridge is a vibrant and animated part of
the park. That is true in a functional sense with sport facilities, a museum,
amusement park and botanical gardens. But also the landscape is characterized
by the business of birds, butterflies and squirrels. Abundantly present live oaks,
creeping vines and colorful shrubs complete that image. This part of the park is
a FOREST full of life.
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Mysterious Woods
A swamp experience as never seen before in the midst of the city. Mysterious
woods is a transition landscape between the high and dry forest and the wet
circumstances of whispering winds in the north. Species differ between dry
and wet zones, with daunting cypresses sometimes as a silent backdrop and
sometimes in your face along the routing a total image is created. This part
offers a living space to a rich diversity of native birds. The typical verticality
of cypress trees, together with the mirroring effect of water creates an
atmosphere of its own.
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Whispering Winds:
In the northern part of City Park, the typical landscape of whispering winds
treats the visitor on a landscape of space and large vistas with a big lake, waving
grasses and offers a possibility to watch the birds, walk a boardwalk, or play golf
in courses cut in the grass.
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12.5 Routing and Structure of the park
As analyzed in chapter 11.2 and 11.3 the routing system is currently inadequate
especially in the southern part of City Park. There are several shortcomings.
The north – south connection is frustrated since only one underpass is provided
for bikers and pedestrians (1). In the northern part are just two east - west
connections and they are both mainly designed for car usage (2). The routes
are not linked to the current water bodies, meaning water is hardly visible (3).
The pathways lack a sense of hierarchy and differentiation (4).
A new route system must answer these points of critic. Also the park design
projects new functions like the landscape theatre and many new water bodies,
this asks for a renewed vision on the path system. For the proposed pathways
here the main routes and secondary routes are described.
12.5.1 Main route system
The most important intervention in main route structure consist of a new
north - south path that not only provides a new connection but also refers
to what happened on the 29th of August 2005 . The north -south route is
partly based on existing lines in the park and starts where currently the
main entrance of the park is located. Here a vista goes all the way to the
new Orleans museum of Arts. Recently new trees have been planted here.
Of course these trees are incorporated in the design. At the museum either
you choose to continue following the main route or take a winding path that
eventually takes bikers and pedestrians to the same point in the middle of the
park using the existing underpass. However the main route takes you from
the museum to the roundabout along current Lelong Dr. and Rooseveld Mall
St. Pavements and auto lanes must be improved here but the section doesn’t
change (section Z-Z’). As illustrated at fig. 12.3 along the route floodwalls can
be placed in different fashions to refer to the recent history of the park and the
neighborhoods surrounding it. Around 2.000 floodwall elements will become
available since they are not needed anymore when the three outfall canals are
deepened.
Starting at Roosevelt mall Dr. a new tree lined avenue is introduced. A new
bridge over the I-610 - for pedestrians and bikers only - allows for a new
connection between the northern and southern parts of City Park. The avenue
hooks up with current Diagonal Dr., but a new section is proposed as can
be seen in section Y-Y’. Dark grey shaded asphalt is envisioned for car lanes,
anthracite shaded concrete for bike lanes and light grey shaded concrete fro
pedestrian lanes. New light poles help to improve safety matters also during
nighttime.
Where Diagonal Dr. and Harrison Ave. now cross the new route continues
north. The principle of the section remains the same although some alteration
is allowed as shown in section X-X’. Again along the route floodwalls are used as
gate moments, as a part of the pathway, sit elements or different as illustrated
in figure 12.3.
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X

Y
Y’

Z’
Z

X’

25’

4’

60’

25’

45’

75’

4’

45’

60’

Section Z-Z’ : current situation major route City Park - south
Dimensions in feet

6’ 12’

25’

12’ 6’

30’

30’

30’

45’

45’

Section Y-Y’ : proposed situation major route City Park - north
Dimensions in feet

45’

6’ 12’

25’

12’

30’

30’

30’

6-18’

Section X-X’ : proposed situation major route City Park - north - variable 1
Dimensions in feet

Legend
Car lane
Surfacing : Asphalt - dark grey shade
Bike lane
Surfacing : Concrete - anthracite shade
Bike lane
Surfacing : Wooden platform with anti slip layer
Footpath
Surfacing : Concrete - light grey shade
Footpath
Surfacing : Wooden platform with anti slip strips
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The main route ends where the new landscape theatre is projected. Most of the
time this theatre will act as a place of silent retreat where the recent history of
this area can be thought overor were you can just sit down to stare at the open
water in front of you with cypress trees in the back that attract local birds and
offer some shade to get a relief from the sun. A big iron frame incorporates a
‘water curtain’ illustrating the maximum flood level during Katrina. At night this
area can set the stage for gigs and performances of local jazz musicians and turn
into what the name already suggests; a theatre.
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Another important intervention concerning the main path system is a new
east – west connection between Harrison Ave. and Fillmore Ave. suitable for
pedestrians and cyclists but not accessible by car. It connects the landscape
theatre and accentuates the transition between two landscape zones. On one
side of the path wetland forest is envisioned with cypress trees, on the other
side wide vista’s reed and open water create a totally different view. The new
path is different in the materials that are used. It is a wooden platform that
is at Katrina flood level height when it crosses water bodies (allowing canoes
to underpass) but is at ground level where it goes over land as illustrated in
sections W-W’ and V-V’. Again light poles are introduced to improve safety
matters.

U

U’

12.5.2 Secondary route system
Especially in the northern part many more pathways are introduced in order
to make the park more accessible. Most of the routes will be shared by
recreational users and golf players, since they provide an easy going stroll but
hook up with all golf courses as well. In general the routes are linked to the
new water bodies, which ensures a vivid experience of closed vs. open and
vistas vs. patches of forest. All the bridges emphasize it is a ‘water park’. Section
U-U’ shows the smallest type of path that is projected in the most northern
landscape zone. A relative small platform crosses the new lake providing
beautiful vista’s along the reed- and waterscape.

W
’

V’

W

V
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6’ 12’
Section W-W’ : proposed situation new east-west route City Park - not elevated
Dimensions in feet

Katrina Flood level

6’ 12’
Section V-V’ : proposed situation new east-west route City Park - elevated at Katrina height
Dimensions in feet

8’
Section U-U’ : proposed tertairy route
Dimension in feet

Legend
Car lane
Surfacing : Asphalt - dark grey shade
Bike lane
Surfacing : Concrete - anthracite shade
Bike lane
Surfacing : Wooden platform with anti slip layer
Footpath
Surfacing : Concrete - light grey shade
Footpath
Surfacing : Wooden platform with anti slip strips
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Floodwall as building block

X 2.000

Lay down: Part of pathway

Lay down: Sit element
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Figure 12.3 Different ways to
use redundant floodwalls

Upright: Gate Moment

Wreck ‘em: Transistoriness

Staple ‘em: Activity
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Table 12.1

Performance of the City Park ‘Water Machine’
Area

Acres

Hectares

total area city park

1300

530

Total open water and inundatable areas

421

170

| Lake

148

60

| Bayou System

272

110

Storage Assignment 1/ 10 yr storm event as
calculated with GIS-tools (par. 9.2)

cf

m3

Total Storage Assignment

116.000.000

3.300.000

Storage Assignment city park|(E-M)

74.000.000

2.100.000

Storage Assignment Gentilly &
Lakeview excl. city cark

42.000.000

1.200.000

Assumed waterfluctuation

0,5 m

1,0 m

Total storage capacity

852.000 m3

Lake storage capacity

300.000 m3

Bayou system storage capacity

550.000 m3

Effect

Performance

Total city park | Storage assignment city park

40,2%

Total City Park | Total storage assignment

25,7%

Lake | Total storage assignment

9,1%

Lake | Storage Assignment Gentilly &
Lakeview excl. city cark

25%

Bayou System | Storage assignment city park

26,2%
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600.000 m3

Store
Performance

50%

12.6 Water System &
Contribution to Storage Assignment
Water machine

Store

The water in the proposed design for the park not only ensures a worthwhile
landscape experience but also performs as an important storage function. This
paragraph explains the functioning of that ‘water machine’.
The appearance of the park transforms drastically when rainstorms unleash
their loads above New Orleans. The many Bayous in the park fill up, and water
levels rise a maximal 0.5m, causing the many islands of grass visible on a sunny
day, to disappear. The proposed lake in the north of city park stands in contact
with the Orleans Avenue outfall canal through a large inlet in the north, which
forms the most important connection with the water system of the surrounding
neighborhoods. Subsurface pipes make additional connection between the
bayous of the park and the canals in the urban context of the park. These
works are to be installed simultaneously with the (necessary, see box 11.2)
replacement of the bridges along Bayou St. John and the outfall canal.
In table 12.1 it can be seen that in total 170ha (421 acres) of open water and
inundateable area is introduced in the design, of which 60ha consist of the
northern lake and 110ha are made up of the extensive ‘bayou’ like system in
the rest of the park. Also listed are the storage assignments for a 1/ 10 yr storm
event as calculated in par. 9.2.
An assumed water fluctuation of 0.5m results in a storage capacity of 300.000m3
in the lake, and 825.000m3 in the complete park. This full area of water and
inundateable shores can cover 40,2% of the storage assignment in the park (2,1
million m3) and 25,7% of the total storage assignment of the study area (3.3
million m3).
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A’
A

B

B’
D’

F

D

F’
G

G’
E’
E

C
C’

It can be concluded that the storage assignment of the park is significant, and
is not met even with the installment of the water system as proposed in this
design. This is partly caused by the fact that in the current situation of the
park there is barely a drainage system in place. Off course there is also a much
reduced risk in this case, for there is little material value to protect, much less
than in the residential areas adjoining the park.
It can be assumed that the introduction of the open water system as proposed
will greatly improve the discharge of storm water from the park, and moreover
the infiltration into the soil should be improved where possible in the design.
Despite this improvements periodical floodings of the park seems inevetable.
Note though that before actual flooding at the surface level occurs first the
design water fluctuation is exceeded. On top of that 0,5m there is an additional
40cm before the total freeboard is exceeded, and water starts flowing out of the
water bodies. Flooding of this space is significantly less damaging than flooding
of streets and—in case of the park for example—golf courses and recreational
facilities.
Because mitigating the floodings in the urban contexts of Gentilly and Lakeview
is deemed more fruitful it is interesting to see what the design of city park
can potentially contribute to the storage capacity reserved for these areas.
As listed in table 12.1, employing the lake in the park as part of the storage
system of Gentilly and Lakeview could potentially contribute 25% to this storage
assignment (1.2 million m3). The rest of the parks water system would cover
26,2% of a 1/ 10 yr storm event in city park. During lower frequency storm
events the this percentage would be higher, and increased even further for the
capacity of the lake would not be fully needed to cover the run-off coming from
the Gentilly and Lakeview neighborhoods, and be deployed for the park.
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Ground level
Slope
Water level max.
Water level norm.
Bottom level

0’
3:1
-8’
-10’
-15’

Section A-A’ : proposed situation new Lake City Park - Robert E. Lee Blvd.

Ground level
Slope
Water level max.
Water level norm.
Bottom level

+1.5’
3:1
-8’
-10’
-15’

+1.5’
4:1
-0.5’
-5’

Ground level
Slope
Water level max.
Water level norm.
Bottom level

+3’
4:1
-0.5’
-5’

Ground level
Slope
Water level max.
Water level norm.
Bottom level

-7.7’
4:1
-8’
-10’
-15’

Ground level
Slope
Water level max.
Water level norm.
Bottom level

Section B-B’ : proposed situation new Lake City Park - Wisner Blvd. - Bayou St. John

Ground level
Slope
Water level max.
Water level norm.
Bottom level

+3’
3:1
+2’
0’
-5’

Section C-C’ : current situation pond City Park - N. Carrollton Ave. - Bayou St. John

Ground level
Slope
Water level max.
Water level norm.
Bottom level

-7.7’
4:1
-8’
-10’
-15’

Section D-D’ : proposed situation Golf course in new Lake City Park
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- 12’
- 10’

- 9’
- 7’
- 5’

- 4.8’

- 3.4’

- 0.3’

Water Level Zones

Drain

Flush

Because the proposed lake covers such a large area, little differences in allowed
water fluctuation greatly impact the storage capacity. In the proposed design
a water fluctuation of 0,5m has been worked with, as this is the maximum
water fluctuation commonly used in the Netherlands (see par. 11.2). Being
landscape architects we do not know the possibilities of increasing this number,
but an investigation seems promising for an increase in water fluctuation to
1m doubles the available capacity of the lake, resulting in a potential 50%
contribution towards meeting the storage assignment in Gentilly and Lakeview.
Water level zones

The water in the park is subdivided into water surface level zones which
follow the topography and are separated by small structures. In addition to
controlling the water level these structures offer a chance to make the water
machine experiencable to the park visitor. Similar to the way the now redundant
floodwalls along the outfall canals enliven the routing structure in the park as
explained above, these walls can be re-used to divide watersheds.
In sections A-A’ to G-G’ water bodies of different size and typology can be
found. The legend that follows the sections explains the chosen water heights.
In the sections different atmospheres and relation of visitor and water can be
observed.
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Drain

In order to allow the water level in the park to drop after a rainstorm the water
system of the park remains connected to the drainage system surrounding it,
much like the way the water system functions today as described in par. 11.3.

Flush

Letting the water out is also a necessity in order to flush the water system in dry
times (for reason of mosquito control and water quality aims). To this end water

Ground level
Slope
Water level max.
Water level norm.
Bottom level

-6’
4:1
-8’
-10’
-15’

Section E-E’ : proposed situation new water City Park - Golf course

Ground level
Slope
Water level max.
Water level norm.
Bottom level

-6’
Quay
-7’
-9’
-14’

+6’
4:1
-7’
-9’
-14’

Ground level
Slope
Water level max.
Water level norm.
Bottom level

+6’
4:1
-7’
-9’
-14’

Ground level
Slope
Water level max.
Water level norm.
Bottom level

Section F-F’ : proposed situation Orleans Ave. - Orleans Canal

Ground level
Slope
Water level max.
Water level norm.
Bottom level

-6’
4:1
-7’
-9’
-14’

Section G-G’ : proposed situation Orleans Canal - Marconi Dr. - new water City Park

Ground level
Surface elevation in relation to sea level, derived from LIDAR map (Louisiana State University, 2000)

Legend

Slope
Min. 2.5:1 max. 4:1. Design criteria derived from technical design principles in relation to mosquito management
(chapter 11.3.1). Precise choice slope depends on aesthetical design criteria.
Ground level
Slope
Water level max.
Water level norm.
Bottom level

-6’
4:1
-7’
-9’
-14’

Water level max
Maximum level = norm. water level + 2’ ; the maximum allowed water fluctuation (dH max) as has been determined
in chapter 11.1.2. Note that bayou St. John does not have a drainage function and therefore no proposed dH max,
although here the water level can fluctuate.
Normal water level
Water level = ground level – 3’ ; the freeboard as has been determined in chapter 11.1.2. Water level bayou remains
unchanged, figures derived from Save Bayou St. John organization (2009).
Bottom level
Level bottom water body = normal water level -5 / -6’ ; figure derived from conclusion of chapter 11.3.2; water quality.
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Performance

let in from Bayou St. John makes its way through the park and exits through
outlets into Orleans Avenue Canal. The existing inlets along the southern part of
the park remain in place, and an additional one is proposed to be constructed in
the north, where the lake and Bayou St. John are in close distance of each other.
Especially when an open (and navigable) connection between Bayou St. John
and Lake Pontchartrain proves feasible (see for this discussion box 11.2) it is
interesting to convert this inlet into a small sluice. This would allow recreational
vessels to travel all the way along the Bayou and up north onto the lake, greatly
expanding the potential performance from a recreational point of view even
further.

12.7 Effects
One of the largest urban parks of the US has become a dysfunctional park.
Parts of the park on Gentilly and Metairie ridges form a happy exception,
but the largest part of the park still bears the scars from Katrina. 2000 trees
disappeared. A mono-functional golf course is lying in a vast area of grass where
some trees still stand. Routing is absent and in no way related to the existing
water system.
A new design is made where the enormous size of the park is used to create a
central spot in the city that reveals the original landscape. New hierarchically
ordered routing guidesthe visitor through the landscape and lets him
experience the landscapes up close.
In this new landscape park, next to driving, biking and walking, also golfing
becomes a total landscape experience.
The landscape theatre, elevated east-west boardwalk, pavilion, pier and
elements of redundant floodwalls are examples of fundaments for a
new, meaningful and inspiring City Park as a park that triggers the human
imagination.
The size of the park also constitutes a chance to let the park perform for the
storage assignment of the area. Parts of the park will flood during heavy rain
events, but are resilient to flooding. The lake as a different system can help
with the storage assignment of the entire sub-basin. The new bayou system
and large lake can store 11.25 million m3 (26% of the total storage assignment)
when a water fluctuation of .5m is possible. The lake can help with the storage
assignment of the entire neighborhood even more when a fluctuation of 1m is
made possible.
The design of City Park is a showcase of how the revealed landscape gets a
prominent place in New Orleans’ fabric. The next chapters give an idea of how
the working landscape looks like in the more urban surroundings of City Park.
On different scale levels is designed according to the new vision on Gentilly and
Lakeview’s landscape. Within the same concept, new powers come into play and
other visions are needed.
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13 London Avenue & Surroundings

Fig 13.1: London Avenue
Canal and surroundings

13.1 Introduction
Translation of
landscape into an
urban residential
context
Discover opportunities
for water storage
and urban design by
pattern analysis of the
urban fabric
Potential design
depends on results
pattern analysis and
ambition level
Open surface water
can offer multiple living
environments related
to water, and can
contribute significantly
to the storage
assignment.
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The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate the way a landscape framework as
envisioned in chapters 10, 11 and 12 can be translated to the urban context
and its perforated urban fabric.
As site, parts of the neighborhoods St. Anthony in the east and Filmore in the
west of the London Avenue Outfall Canal, was selected. This chapter focuses
on the direct surroundings of the canal and the canal itself, and investigates the
potential of the landscape structure to create a differentiated high quality living
environment in combination with water retention.
Elysian Fields Ave--the heart line of the Gentilly neighborhood—provides a
direct connection with the city’s historical center and forms the eastern border
of the site selected for this study. Leon C. Simon Dr. in the North, Filmore Ave.
in the south and Chamberlain Dr. in the west further define the site. As such
the area is located in the lowest part of Gentilly (-7 ft), and on the gradient of
the Whispering Winds and Mysterious Woods landscape zones as introduced
in chapter 10. The area covers 1,5 km2 (0,58 square miles) of which, apart
from the invisible water in the outfall canal, 0% is currently open water. The
lowering of the canal as described in chapter 11 implies potential for a second
linear connection with the city centre and a chance to remove the barrier that
currently divides Gentilly in two parts.

Fig 13.2: Elysian Fields
connects the site to the city
center. The lowering of London
Avenue offers possibilities to
introduce a second connection
in the form of a linear open
space, unique in Gentilly
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13.2 Design Space
As described in par. 5.6 it were the low-lying suburban areas developed in the
20th century that suffered most from Katrina’s floodwaters. Floodwaters on
the site are estimated to have risen 10 feet at the deepest places on august
30 2005. (NOAA, 2005). This, and the close proximity to the two levee failures
along the London Avenue Canal have caused a significant vacancy. The amount
of vacancy is most severe along the levee failures for it was there that the water
rushed in with the greatest force. Figures show that of the 2.450 people living
in St. Anthony (West of the canal) in June 2005, today (June 2009) only 1,395
people have returned, 57% of the pre-Katrina number, a decrease in population
of 43%. The Filmore neighborhood on the other side of the canal fares slightly
worse, with a recovery of 52% in June 2009.

Fillmore Ave.

Fig 13.3: Design Space
Vacant plot
LLT plot
Occupied plot
Open Spcae

The large number of vacant plots is typical for the complete site, but voids and
medians are unevenly distributed. The medians along Cameron, Pasteur and
Vermillion Blvds. transect form north to south and define the design space
of the eastern two groups of blocks. Both the middle two and two groups of
blocks in Filmore have no medians within them, but do have major open space
in the form of Pratt Park, Charles Donnelly and Filmore Garden Playgrounds.
A large void south of Leon C. Simon Blvd. and north of New York St. is the
only major open space adjacent to the northern groups of blocks. The direct
surroundings of the London Avenue Canal are confined, but the canal is
bordered by a large concentration of vacant plots. Appendix 8 on the dvd lists
the available design space in table form.
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PS#4

Fig 13.4: Main Drains and flood extents. Both Prentiss Ave
and St. Anthony Blvd carry heavy drains.

63%

1A
1C

Storage Assignment
(1A & 1C):

63%
of the Gross
Available Design Space

=

Fig 13.5: Relating storage assignment and gross available design space
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3
197.000m
1|10yr Storm

13.3 - 3 Challenges
1. Flooding during a 1/ 10yr
Storm Event

The three topics of this thesis as described in chapter 7 all are apparent on
the site. During a 1/ 10 yr storm event the site floods severely, indicating
that PS#4 which drains this area (see par. 5.5) can not sufficiently function
at this moment. The area east of the canal covers nearly the complete subcatchment areas 1A and 1C, in which flood depths can reach 60cm according
to BCG Engineering & Consultants (2003) and for which the combined storage
assignment was determined to be 197.000 m3 (see par. 9.2). There is no
data available on the Filmore neighborhood west of London Avenue Canal.
Floodwaters in the south are concentrated in the streets, while in the north the
full extent of the surface area is flooded.
A double barrel main drain consisting of two 10ft wide box culverts runs
underneath Prentiss Avenue towards Pump station #4 in the center of the area,
and forms the main infrastructure for draining the complete catchment area
of PS#4 and as such almost the full extent of Gentilly. Opposite of the pump a
single barrel main drain delivers water from the Filmore Neighborhood, which
is transported over the London Avenue Canal through a pipe. Underneath St.
Anthony Avenue a second important drain runs in North South direction.

Relating Storage Assignment and
Gross available Design Space

The storage assignment as calculated with GIS-tools in par. 9.2.3 was related to
the gross available design space. It was assumed that the storage assignment
for 1a and 1c represents the assignment for the east part of the site, the west
was left out of the calculation due to lack of data. The 1/ 10yr flood depths
correspond to 180.543 m3 for 1a and 16.460 m3 for 1c.
The total amount of gross available design space can be calculated by adding
up the area of voids, medians and vacant plots and is listed in appendix 8.
This list differs from the one in par. 9.4 in that void north of New York St., two
small parks on the crossing of St. Anthony Ave and Robert. E. Lee Blvd., and
the median of Leon C. Simon Dr. were added. The area contains around 1345
plots in total, of which are vacant 525, 140 LLT, and 680 currently occupied
approximately. A plots measurements are on average 15 x 35 meters. Filmore
Avenue was not part of the calculation; it was assigned as gross available design
space for the area south of the site. Total Gross available Design Space then
comes down to 63 hectares (156 acres).

Storage

Assuming a freeboard of 90cm and an allowed water fluctuation of 50cm as
described in par. 11.2, this results in a gross storage volume of 75 * 10000m2
* 0.5m = 315.000m3. The combined storage assignment (sub-catchment area
1A + 1 C) for this area equals 197.000m3, meaning that in order to create a
sufficient retention system 395.000 m2 are required, which is 63% of the gross
total available design space.
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University of
New Orleans
(to be replaced)
closing structure
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odd
sized lots

2 app. complex
PS#4

church

social housing

Fig 13.6: the few exceptions in an otherwise homogenous
urban fabric are concentrated along the main infrastructure

Fig 13.7: Current vegetational structure. Note the difference
in presence of trees between both sides of the canal.
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2. Fragmented Tree Strcutrue

3.Perforated Urban Fabric

Especially in St. Anthony on the western side of the London Avenue canal the
tree structure is fragmented. Filmore’s trees on the other hand suffered less
and remain in a larger number. When examining the aerial picture the loss of
trees quickly becomes apparent.
Even though more close to 50% of the structures in Filmore and St. Anthony are
currently vacant the full impact of this situation does not show on the aerial
picture, in which only the cleared lots are obvious. Many of the houses have
not been demolished and resemble ruins more than dwellings, which only
becomes all too apparent when experiencing the streetscape from the ground.
The aerial picture does give a feeling for the layout of this suburb.
Exceptions on the otherwise largely homogenous layout are found along
the main infrastructure lines Elysian Fields and St. Anthony. PS#4 occupies
a prominent location at the head of Prentiss Ave. The University of New
Orleans is located north of Leon C. Simon Dr. and consist of a number of larger
structures. Elysian Fields Ave. is an infrastructural line with a meaning on
city scale and historical importance. It still forms the main north south road
in Gentilly and provides a direct connection with the French Quarter en the
Mississippi river.
The road distinguishes itself in proportion and also in the structures along it. On
the main crossings a series of small scale commercial functions are found, with
in the north a concentration where Elysian Fields Ave. meets Leon C. Simon Dr.

13.4 Ambition
The synthesis of the three problems defined in the problem definition of
this thesis (chapter 7), the large concentration of all types of design space,
the position in Gentilly (fairly isolated from the two large parks, but at the
main connections Elysian Fields and London Avenue Canal) and the chances
of a lowered outfall canal all mean that this site is a typical example of the
challenge in Lakeview and Gentilly, and furthermore imply that this site has the
potential to serve as an example and kick-off project. The potential of water in
the landscape to can only be discovered through the creation of a landscape
architectural design. A spread of development is strived for, comparable
with that of the City and Pontchartrain Parks as described in chapter 10.
Transformation of this area in the north of Gentilly into an exemplary
neighborhood contribute to the stretching up of the neighborhood.

Example function

The ambition for the design is to create a high quality living environment
characterized by a large amount of water. With the introduction of surface
water through a landscape architectural design, the potential storage capacity
and living quality of the environment can be discovered.
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2 landscape zones

The site is located on a gradient between the landscape zones Whispering
Winds and Mysterious Woods. The dividing line roughly divides the site along
Prentiss Ave. in the center, and forms a reason to approach the north different
from the south. A different experience of landscape; water and green as well of
living environments and atmospheres are strived for.
Ofcourse the landscape serving as inspiration for design as described in chapter
10 has to be translated to an urban context as illustrated with the design for City
Park described in the previous chapter, and even more so in a residential setting.

Whispering Winds

For the Whispering Winds landscape zone this means a search for long lines
and related vistas, and plenty of open water. More space should be allocated
for water retention. Powerful views can be created, edges can be hard, and
embankments limitedly accessible. Relatively large surfaces of water should be
created, and a maximal waterfront be guaranteed along different water related
living environments, in order to achieve a landscape experience dominated
by horizontality and water. Plots acquired for retention measures can be rereleased as water plots, offering room for floating or amphibian architecture
while preserving population density. This requires water bodies of substantial
size with infrastructure along the quays.
Green structure should respond to the two landscape zones in typology and
species selection. Because trees are vital for the appearance of the streetscape
as well as a pleasant microclimate (see par. 9.3), but not native to this landscape
zone, the planting of trees should be related to the house, and specifically not
to the water, as described in chapter 11.2.

Mysterious Woods

The Mysterious Woods landscape zone provides a different, more intimate
experience. The amount of especially plots reserved for water retention is less,
and consist of smaller surfaces. There is less hierarchy in the network and small
streams penetrate the urban fabric, subtly finding their way along the vacant
lots. Slopes are flat and inundatable, and planted with mainly cypress trees in
the flood zone. In a way, the profile resembles the single profiles typical for
Dutch water cities (see fig. 4.1), although the urban façade is very different off
course. Vegetation is strongly related to the water and abundant.
In Mysterious Woods it is more about small intimate places offering exceptional
dwelling typologies, than large gestures. The irregular nature of the waterways
offers opportunities for the release of plots with differing sizes and shapes along
them, and allow architecture and water ways to form a contrast with the grid.
Architecture and embankment should be correlated in one whole.
Throughout the zones temporal planting with a permanent component reserve
space awaiting development into residences or retention areas. In the mean
time functions such as tree nurseries occupy vacant plots and preserve them
from decline through neglect. In this way these spaces, improve the image of
the streetscape. and once other vacancies in the street are filled in and possible
connecting plots have been acquired, can be prepared for development. The
exact transition in time of these plots is described in the following chapter. This
chapter continues with a strategy concerning the allocation of gross available
design space for water retention.

Respond to two landscape zones
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13.5 How to deal with a perforated urban fabric?

Possibilities and Constraints

Ambition levels

Pattern Analysis

A design for Gentilly and Lakeview anno 2009 is a restructuring design of the
current urban fabric rather than a fresh start on a ‘tabula rasa’. The design
shall therefore come forth from the potential as well as constraints of the
current urban fabric, which especially in this case is interesting because of
the very typical fabric in place. De current structure can only give rise to a
design though, and cannot form a design in itself. To the starting points of the
fabric the urban designer will add additions in one place, and/or adaptations
in another. The exact balance between investment and transformation, and
following of limitations of the current structure are dependant on the level of
ambition and set goals to achieve. The creation of water storage capacity and a
high quality living environment as described above form the high ambition for
the design for this site.
Based on these preconditions, ambitions and principles a pattern analysis was
done to discover the potential of the current urban structure. The pattern was
tested according to predefined criteria as will be described below. First the
potential for introduction of surface water is covered, afterwards the topics of
urban design and vegetation structure.
Note that all three are strongly co-related and that the water structure is the
most demanding. The other two topics react on the potential water structure
but do have requirements of their own which will be covered afterwards.
In general the goal is to introduce a significant amount of water throughout
the site, and more so in the north (Whispering Winds) than in the south
(Mysterious Woods). The aim is to serve a larger area than with the creation
of storage capacity than St. Anthony and Filmore alone. By generating
‘overcapacity’ in these wet landscape zones with a large amount of vacancy, the
plots on the higher grounds can be reserved for housing as described in chapter
10. Making a substantial investment here should ideally have positive impacts
on areas adjacent to the site.

Large Joint Surfaces

Connections

Minimize plots acquired
Maximize vacant plots
influenced

Two aspects per criteria

The pattern analysis sought therefore to find possibilities for large joint
surfaces of water—and thus retention volumes—throughout the gross design
space, minimizing losses in embankments. Condition for utilizing vacant plots
for water retention is finding connections; both for mosquito mitigation and
prevention of nuisances related with stagnant water (see par. 11.4), and for the
transport of water through the system towards the discharge. Also a connected
water system is more resilient than a branched system, as was described in
chapter 10.
On a last note, it is essential from both an economical as well as socio-political
perspective to find solutions that minimize the amount of plots to acquire or
trade ownership. Especially the amount of plots currently occupied should be
kept to a minimum. Those homeowners that would have to be relocated are
offered a new plot close to their original home and in a fantastic location. This
is deemed not desirable but occupied plots are not excluded in the criteria
for finding possible connections and concentrations of space. On the contrary
a maximum number of especially vacant plots should ideally be directly
influenced with the introduced landscape structure.
Therefore two criteria per category were developed. First the pattern is
analyzed for connections and concentrations along purely vacant plots. The
second criteria includes possibilities requiring a minimal acquirement of
occupied plots.
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Fig. 13.8: 1. Isolated Plots

Fig. 13.9: 2. Plot Concentrations
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13.5.1 Pattern Analysis: 1. Possibilities for introducing a water system
To briefly summarize: in general the fabric is first to be analyzed for
opportunities to create a network of connected water surfaces through large
concentrations of design space.
1. Isolated Plots

2. Plot Concentrations

3. & 4. North South and
East West connection

Main Drains exclude medians

Conclusions

Isolated vacant plots (surrounded by occupied plots on all sides) are less
interesting to include in the permanent landscape structure for they are in
a direct surrounding without vacancy, and are assumed to have a renewed
interest by themselves once the rest of the area is transformed into a high
quality neighborhood. Additionally interventions at these plots influence
no other vacant plots in a positive way, and provide little possibility for
connections.
In contrast; those instances where a large number of vacant plots are located
directly adjacent to each other and also the larger voids in the urban fabric
provide opportunity for the introduction of large amounts of surface water.
The above criteria are valid for both landscape zones and allow an insight in
locations where large amounts of surface water can be achieved. Next possible
connections should be investigated. Two predominant directions resulting
from the grid layout of plots and medians along infrastructure are north south,
and east west connections respectively. Within the site the medians along
St. Anthony and Prentiss Ave. are left out of consideration because they are
occupied by main drains serving areas beyond the site as was written above.
These are not suited for the creation of canals at least until the last phase but
do offer possibilities to let out water into the drains in order to guarantee flow.
For both connections running over purely vacant lots, and those that include
occupied plots the patterns analyses are listed in the figures on the following
page. In general east west connections differ from north south connections,
because of a smaller amount of influenced plots due to orientation of adjacent
plots. In those cases where 2 vacant plots adjoin a canal they can be reparceled with their small sides along the waterfront, but this is only seldom
the case. Additionally the many more infrastructural crossings encountered
make this direction more difficult and costly. On the upside, less plots have to
be acquired in order to cover a greater distance, although for surface area and
storage volume achieved there is no difference off course.
The sequence of waterway, plot, plot, waterway, plot, plot, waterway, etc. with
plots facing the waterway with their short sides ensures a maximum relation
with water of many vacant plots. The three medians in the extreme east of the
site offer excellent opportunities in this respect. In the West there are no such
medians, but the concentrations of vacant plots is also higher. In these areas
more plots should be deployed as retention area’s.
The northern two groups of blocks offer no possibilities to create east west
connections, but do offer possibilities to continue north south lines originating
in the south, towards the open spaces along the lakefront. In the south west
the north south connections are less obvious, and east west connections
seem to offer more possibilities. This is fortunate for they offer a possibility
for a radically different water experience, desirable to create the different
atmospheres associated with the landscape zones Whispering Winds and
Mysterious Woods.
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Fig. 13.10: 3. North South Connections

Potential water structure

438 Profiting vacant plots

94 Acquired occupied Plots
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Fig. 13.11: 4. North South Connections

Potential water structure

131 Profiting vacant plots

41 Acquired occupied Plots
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13.5.2 Possibilities for urban design
The potential water structures as described above can offer many different
living environments, appearances and possibilities for the design of housing
typologies. With the introduction of the open water a great number of plots
rise in attractiveness and thus value. This is a good thing, for it will attract
people once again to these suburbs, but also imposes the threat that these
middle class neighborhoods transform into upper-class neighborhoods. For
this reason, and to allow more people to enjoy the great living environment
in place, and also to provide bearing capacity for facilities, a strategical
densification is proposed. This can be in the form of water related architecture,
but also apartment complexes. The additions should be either located along
the main infrastructural framework as introduced in par. 13.3. or along the
main water infrastructure as discovered in the pattern analysis (par. 13.5).
13.5.3 Ambition Levels
It depends on the level of ambition exactly which transformation is opted
for. A more radical transformation increases both possible storage volume
and possibilities for urban design but also require more plots to be acquired,
as well as more occupied plots to complement the structure and thus more
homeowners to be relocated and compensated.
4 Ambition levels

Fig. 13.13 illustrates four ambition levels. Level + consists of the lowering of
London avenue outfall canal and the introduction of canals along Leon C Simon,
Robert E. Lee and the three medians in the east of the site. All provide open
water requiring no buy outs and are necessary in order to create a rhizome
structured water system. Ambition level ++++ on the other hand represents a
radical transformation of the site into a water neighborhood. Ambition level
+++ was further developed into a design.
A small number of larger urban structures, strongly related to water in
appearance as well as location, are to be added to the urban fabric. The
landmarks form a focal point for the neighborhood and provide orientation.
Through them the atmosphere in the neighborhood is enforced and population
number as well as supply in varied residential typologies are increased. The
architecture of these additions to the urban fabric offers, as described in

Current situation, plots and
main drains

Fig 13.13: Ambition Levels
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par. 11.4, a chance for the neighborhood to provide a exemplary function in
ecological, climate-neutral building and storm water proof building. Locations
on the head of the canals, and along the London Avenue Canal offer the most
potential. The size of the three waterways justify an ending in the form of
a larger building, which at the same time allow more people to enjoy these
AAA locations. The London Avenue linear park’s edge can be enlivened with
a interesting façade, at the same time providing social control. A building on
the crossing of St. Anthony Ave. with Robert E. Lee. Blvd marks the end of the
Avenue and sequence of notifying urban structures along this road.
Next to the water structure architecture and urban design, the green structure
also offers opportunities to profile the neighborhood. The medians along
Prentiss and St. Anthony Ave—not available for water retention because of
main drains—do offer possibilities for structuring avenues of trees, subdividing
the grid structure. The small plants that are grown on the introduced nurseries
throughout Lakeview and Gentilly ask for more and more space over the years.
All over the neighborhood this space is available in the form of vacant plots,
and the placement of the older trees provides a function and reason for upkeep
of the plots. With the temporal placement of the larger, less fragile species the
perforated fabric is supplemented. For this concentrations of plots are most
interesting of course, but also single plots could be utilized for this purpose.

13.6 Proposed Design | Ambition +++
The image at the left of this page gives a design for the site on the basis of
ambition level +++ in fig. 13.13. The design is structured by waterbodies of
different size and a new vegetational structure. The following pages give
an impression of the atmospheres and different appearances of the water
structure of the envisioned neighborhood and housing typologies within it.

London Avenue
Outfall Canal
Floating Houses
enliven facade in
landscape zone
whispering winds

Whipering winds
Floating and
amphibian houses
occupy a series of
canals of different
size

Mysterious Woods
Houses on poles
are scattered along
the embankments
of blue ways with
inundateble shores
which serve as their
backyard.

London Avenue
Outfall Canal
An inundateble
bank allows acces
to the water in
mysterious woods.
Transition landscape
zones is marked by
Pumpstation #4
Canals in the median
are in whispering
winds landscape
zone lined with
smooth cord grass.
Rows of bald cypress
guide the houses

Commercial Node
along Elysian Fields
profits from the large
waterbody as a place
of retreat or to have
lunch

Canals in the median
in mysterious woods
have an inundateble
bank with scattered
pond cypress trees.
Rows of bald cypress
are found near the
houses uneven
distance

Landmarks
such as (2-3 story)
appartment
complexes are
introduced on
prominent sites.

Prentiss and St.
Anthony Avenue.
Life oaks are planted
along these roads,
main drains remain
in place
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Throughout the neighborhood: Temporal functions such as
tree nursery annexes occupy space awaiting development

Current Situation
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13.6.1 Whispering Winds | Canal along Pasteur Blvd.
Smooth cord grass lines the canal that is confined in small quays, providing
0.35
0.35
maximal storage
capacity as13.4well as a backdrop
for the bright greens of
1.2 2.5
4
1.5
1.5
4
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32.5
the grass. Within the canal bulrush ensures a healthy habitat for mosquito
mitigating fish species. Cypress trees provide shade near the houses.
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13.6.2 Mysterious Woods | Canal along Cameron Blvd.
Inundatable slopes are lined with cypress trees, used to periodic flooding.
Abundant vegetation is all around. One way traffic and sheltered public space
provide a calm atmosphere and a high quality living environment.
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13.6.3 Mysterious Woods | Lowered London Avenue outfall canal
The Lowered London avenue canals forms a unique open space within Gentilly
along which it is pleasant to exercise, walk your dog or just have a stroll and
relax. The Avenue connects with the city center and ends at lake Pontchartrain
in the north.
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Fig. 13.14: The Amstel Canal, Amsterdam. Although the facades are very different, proportion
and use of the water are comparable (Photograph by The world of stuff)
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106

13.6.4 Reference images

Fig. 13.14 & 13.17

Whispering Winds | Lowered London avenue outfall canal
Floating houses enliven the envisioned London Avenue canal profile which is
106 meters wide in the wispering winds. From quay to quay the Amstel running
through Amsterdam measures 85 meters and provides a good reference
image of the quality that can be achieved here even though the façade is very
different.
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Fig. 13.15: Decks on the waterfront, inundation situation. Leidsche
Rijn, Utrecht (Photograph by Wenneke Lindemans)

Fig. 13.16: Constructions on poles. Eco
Lanxmeer, Culemborg (Photograph by Martin Culemborg, unknown)

Whispering Winds | Middle sized canals
The northern series of canals lie in sequence and form interesting vistas. Plots
are re-commisioned for floating and amphibian houses of which the architecture
is colorful and waterrelated.
Fig. 13.17 & fig. 13.18

Fig. 13.17: Floating and amphibian houses, Maasbommel
by Factor Architecten bv
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Fig. 13.18: Paswerk Neighborhood, Haarlem by
Architectuurstudio HH. (photograph by Marijke Mooy)

Mysterious Woods | Houses along the waterways
Waterways in Mysterious woods have an inundatable profile lined with cypress
trees, similar to that of the canal of par. 13.6.2. The irregular nature provides
opportunities for special plots to be given out. Houses and especially their
surroundings are constructed as deck structures on poles to ensure maximal
storage capacity on the plot.

Fig. 13.15 & fig. 13.16
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Fig. 13.19: Local example: homes along Bayou St. John face with their backyards to the water (Photograph by authors)
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13.7 Performance of ambition level +++
transformation of 60% of the
gross available design space

In total 60% of the gross available design space as listed in appendix 8 is
transformed in this design which is close to the required 63% for a 1/10 yr storm
(see 13.3).
It is interesting to examine the performance of the proposed design exclusive
of the larger canals on Elysian Fields Avenue, London Avenue, and Robert E. Lee
and Leon C Simon medians, which would ideally be marked as storage space
for the surrounding area. Table 13.2 lists the contribution towards the storage
assignment, as well as an overview on transformation of the plot structure of six
of the larger neighborhood blocks.

22,6% open water and
inundateble area

1 in 6 vacant lots
permanently lost

Relocation

Renewed interest in
vacant lots

In total there is 22,6% open water or inundateble area in the proposed design
based on ambition level +++. This is a significant amount, even more than what
is applied as a prerequisite in the Netherlands (10-15%, see chapter 5).
In order to realize this amount of water 9,3% of the total 1327 plots are to be
given up. Compared with a current return rate of approximately 57% (see par.
13.1) this means a removal of one out of every six currently vacant plots.
80 homeowners would have to be relocated and compensated in this design,
which is 6% of the 1327 homes. The north south canals in especially area B1 and
also A1 and A2 require the most relocations. If we want to minimize the amount
of occupied plots acquired a structure based on east west connections is the
most promising, apart from water constructed in medians.
Examining the plots bordering directly on the water structure with at least
one of its sides (infrastructure inclusive), then we see that it is the north south
connections that benefit most plots. C1 is the only area that has only one major
north south connection and that is the reason why in that area only 57,5% of
the total plots are directly related to water. In this design a potential 87,9% of
the total plots are related to water.

13.8 Conclusion

Ambition ++++:
Both urban design and
storage capacity profit
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A design as given in this chapter proves that the introduction of surface
water in the perforated fabric is both possible and sensible. The interventions
aimed at retention contribute significantly to the water assignment of the
two neighborhoods, and offer many starting points for urban design. The
exact scale of the transformation depends on ambition and also priority, for
interventions aiming solely at water retention may leave chances regarding
urban design unfulfilled. Interventions requiring relatively little effort such as
the transformation of the three canals within the median of Cameron, Pasteur
and Vermillion Blvds already greatly improve the streetscape. A more radical
transformation requiring more plots for water also provides new chances for
urban design. For example, ambition level ‘++++’ of fig. 13.13 profits from
even more prominent locations for landmark architecture, especially around
the London avenue outfall canal. A linear urban park with a higher level of
materialization and facilities could justify the transformation of the façade along
the canal into an urban ‘island’ with larger buildings. A higher ambition level
results in a more demanding maintenance, but also offers opportunities for

economic gain by development. We can conclude this chapter though with the
finding that an integral approach to water management and urban design in
Gentilly surely has potential to create a healthy suburban living environment; a
working landscape as described in chapters 2 and 3.
The next two chapters investigate a time strategy for the acquirement of design
space in the form of vacant lots, and a bottom-up approach to reduce runoff
form private lots through incentive planning.
References:
BCG Engineering & Consultants, inc., 2003. 1/10 year overflow: model results vs. actual field
data [Map and tabular data] Commissioned by US army corps of engineers, New Orleans: BCG
Engineering & Consultants, inc.
GNOCDC, 2009. News Release: Redevelopment now a major driver in neighborhood population
shifts [Online] June 30, 2009. Available at: http://www.gnocdc.org/RecoveryByNeighborhood/
index.html [Accessed 21 October 2009]
Hooimeijer, H., Meyer, H. & Nienhuis, A., 2005. Atlas of Dutch water cities. Amsterdam: SUN.
NOAA, 2005. Hurricane Katrina estimated Flooding and Extent August 31 2005. [Online]
Available at: http://www.tulane.edu/~sanelson/Katrina/Katrina%20Images/katrina-flood-depthestimation-08-31-2005.jpg [Accessed 23 January 2010]
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14 Harrison Ave, Hynes Elementary, Empty Lots

14. 1 Introduction
Harrison Avenue, Edward
Hynes Charter School
(Elementary) and a blue-green
corridor between French
Street and Germain Street
are aimed to become a new
centre for Lakeview
Tree nurseries are used to
reserve space for future
development
Trees for reforestation are
provided
Landscape educates and
inspires children of a school
Harrison Ave. becomes a oneof-a-kind commercial area
City Park gets a translation
into the Lakeview area
A park zone in between
houses offers a pleasant stroll
8% of the storage assignment
of sub-catchment area E-J is
solved
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In chapter 13 a strategy is introduced for acquiring plots to reach a certain level
of ambition. This chapter aims at illustrating how on block level water bodies
on vacant plots and the excavation of new canals can help to build the new
landscape identity of the area and mitigate the flooding by rainwater. Another
important aim is to find out how a tree nursery can help to create a new urban
forest for the area and provide a function to reserve space (time strategy
for realizing plans). This is illustrated with a design for an urban void and a
concentration of empty lots.
Not only should the new landscape framework perform, it also must inform.
On the chosen scale the focus is on Harrison Avenue, Edward Hynes Charter
School (Elementary) and the room that is reserved for a blue-green corridor
between French Street and Germain Street. The goal is to create a new centre
for Lakeview. It must be a centre that deals with environmental problems in an
intelligent way, and offers a place for education, inspiration and that triggers the
imagination. It must be a new centre that shows the potential of a landscape
approach for spatial development, to be an inspiration in that respect for the
rest of the area and even the rest of the city.

14.2 Design Location
14.2.1 Context
The design area is located in the Lakeview neighborhood. It forms an interesting
example because all aspects of the concept and landscape plan come together
at this spot.
Two landscape zones (Mysterious Woods and Whispering Winds) form the basis.
One important part of the vision is how the large anchorpoint City Park ‘peeps’
into the area at Harrison Ave and connects to another anchorpoint; the large
space of Edward Hynes Charter school. The elevated boardwalk (important
route through City Park, see par. 12.5) comes to an end here. The landscape of
City Park has to be connected to the Urban landscape of Lakeview.
Harrison Ave forms an essential link in the main structure of canals from
connected lines. It is one of the only two lateral roads (together with Robert E.
Lee Blvd) in Lakeview with a median wide enough to excavate a new canal. It
connects Orleans Ave. with the newer basin canal (West End) and 17th Street
(not included in the frame of the illustration).
Next to landscape zones, anchorpoints and lines, voids (empty lots) are
mobilized here to construct secondary connections in the ‘water machine’.

Main Canals
One connecting canal =
Harrison Avenue

Secondary conections
at concentrations of
empty lors

City park meets this area
at large empty space of
Hynes elementary school
(anchorpoint)

Design location on
the boundary of two
landscape zones
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Harrison Avenue
commercial area.

Empty lots between
French St. and Germain St.

Currently vacant space
of Edward Hynes
Charter School.
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14.2.2 Challenges
Water:
The design location lies within sub-catchment area E-J. This area has to cope
with frequent interior flooding. The storage assignment (as calculated with
GIS tools) for a 10yr storm of this area is 100.000 m3 (3.500.000 cf). The direct
surrounding of the design location doesn’t suffer severe flooding, but by
reducing run-off to the low parts of the catchment area, it can make a valuable
contribution.
Vegetation:
As can be seen on the aerial picture, the urban canopy is fragmented and in
streets and near houses doesn’t provide any relief from the burning sun. Trees
that do still grow in the area are often exotic species, not contributing to a
resilient ecological community.
Aesthetical Appearance:
Unfortunately, empty space is also a characteristic of this area. However, empty
lots are well maintained, grass is neatly mowed and big houses pop up on
many places. These are signs of a community, actively engaged in the recovery
of their neighborhood. Still, the streets are uninspiring places and patchwork
solutions are not contributing to a long-term strategy for the neighborhood
landscape.
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This active community deserves an inspiring neighborhood hub. What better
place than the centre it already has?
Vacant space of Edward Hynes Charter School, empty lots between French St.
and Germain St. and Harrison Ave form the focus to illustrate that potential. The
following paragraphs will elaborate on the design proposals for these places.

14.3 Design Proposals
14.3.1 Setting up a tree nursery and reserve areas
The anchorpoint of Hynes and the empty lots must get a central position within
the neighborhood again. The panoramic photographs on this page show the
emptiness of these areas and the negative effect on its aesthetics.
Edward Hynes Charter School will come back at the site where it was formerly
located. The fact that it is a charter school means that it is more autonomous
than a public school. Still, a charter school does not have the right to ask for
tuition and therefore is dependent on support from the State and collection
of funds. The stakeholders of Hynes Charter envision (among other goals): “A
campus which is state-of-the-art, environmentally friendly, located in Lakeview
and functions as a hub of the community” (Hynes Lakeview, 2009).
The general concept to make this area that special place is setting up a tree
nursery on the territory of Hynes along with building a ‘broad’ (multifunctional)
school. That means, a school (building) that can also host other functions for the
neighborhood in the evenings and weekends (music lessons, painting classes,
information markets, cook-offs, etc.). The totality of this concept gets a strong
position within the new landscape framework and in that way educates people
of all ages about the city and its landscape. This approach will generate funding
and forms a basis for mutual co-operation. For example by shared educational
goals with the University of New Orleans (already one of the sponsors).
A tree nursery produces seedlings for afforestation and tree planting. 70 % of
the urban canopy (an estimated total of 100.000 trees) disappeared (see par.
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9.3) leaving entire streetscapes empty, gardens a mess and robbing playgrounds
from their shade. But not only the city’s vegetation is a victim of Katrina.
Millions of trees were destroyed and in addition the hurricane also decimated
the tree stock of Louisiana by destroying many of its tree farms (Ierardi, 2008).
Now that reforestation on the State’s own account seems nearly impossible,
every attempt must be made to help. Here, that is a nursery providing 85.000
seedlings of native species yearly (number based on: Special Public Works
Programs, 1989).
Young trees of most species do not survive well if they are directly grown on
the plantation site (Special Public Works Programs, 1989). This is especially true
for plantation in urban surroundings full with traffic and sometimes-careless
people that can inflict damage on the young trees. The plants need to be sturdy
before planting them. It is therefore easier and cheaper to grow seedlings in
one place and plant them only when they need less care and protection.
As these seedlings become older and thus bigger they need a place to nurture
up to the stage where they can be planted in the streets (or be used for the
reforestation of Louisiana’s forests outside the city). In the first year after
leaving the nurseries, the stock can be grown into two-year-old plants on the
ground of Hynes school, within the protected environment of the nursery.
After that, the empty lots come in. The growth of trees up to the stage where
they can be planted forms a perfect temporal function to reserve empty
lots for future use as blue ways in the area’s new water system. LLT plots are
acquired first, than other vacant lots in a strategic fashion (In this example,
the ones closest to the nursery first). This is true for all ‘veins’ in the entire
neighborhood. Colorful pots give the project a strong identity and inhabitants
can literally see the trees populating the entire neighborhood. Eventually,
when reserved spaces can be turned into blue ways, occupied plots have to be
acquired to put the system into place.
The next pages will further elaborate on these ideas.
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Fig. 14.1 Bald cypresses at tree nursery

Nursery at Hynes (1yr)
From sowing to germination to seedling takes up to
one year (depending on species) (Special Public Works
Programmes, 1989). In one growing season at a nursery,
Baldcypress for example will grow to a height of 75cm to
1m (2.5 - 3.3ft)

Reserve areas in the entire neighborhood (5 yrs process)
5 yr growth results in a bigger, more robust plant that
is capable of surviving in harsher urban environments.
Taxodium Distichum (Baldcypress) will than generally be
about 2.9m (9.5ft) high, with a stem diameter of about
3.5cm (1.4in) (USDA Forest Service, 1990).
This process takes place at available empty space in the
entire Gentilly and Lakeview area, to reserve that space
for future developments. Mostly reserving space for
blue infrastructure in later phases of realizing the new
landscape plan.
As trees grow bigger, they will need more space and
spread out over empty space in the entire area.
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Colored pots
Give identity to the project, inform and engage the
community

Planting empty streets and spaces
The robust and resilient native vegetation is used to plant
the new urban forest of Gentilly and Lakeview.
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Hynes built back with adjacent tree nursery. Tree nursery
grows 85.000 seedlings (1st year) (Number derived from:
Special Public Works Programs, 1989)

1yr old plants are distributed on Hynes’ grounds (2nd year)

2 yr old plants need more space and are distributed over near
plots. New 1 yr plants in direct surrounding nursery (3rd year)

2 and 3 yr old trees need consume too much space for this area.
Are transported to other empty plots in the neighborhood (4th year)
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Vacant plot / space
LLT plot
Occupied plot
Acquired plot / temporal tree nurseries
and future ‘blueway’
Tree nursery
1 yr trees
2 yr trees
3 yr trees
4 yr trees
5 yr trees
Taxodium distichum (permanent)
Acer rubrum (permanent)
Quercus laurifolia (permanent)
Nyssa aquatica (permanent)
Fraxinus pennsylvanica (permanent)
Nyssa sylvatica (permanent)
Water and overflow area

Nursery keeps growing seedlings. 1 year old trees grow
for 1 year in the direct surrounding of the nursery. Plants
of all years continue coming from this place and are
distributed towards other parts of the neigborhood.

When canals are in place, a new blueway is installed that
becomes part of the ‘water machine’ to solve the storage
assignment. It is now needed to buy out the only occupied
plots. Tree nursery keeps growing 2yr old plants from the
seed.
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25mtr

50mtr

100mtr
320ft

New Hynes. Broad
school also hosts functions for the neighborhood. Lies higher, so is
a landmark for area and
connecion to City Park

Forests of play surround
the school. A transparent lay-out guarantees
control by teachers.

A small patch contains
trees of all years until
they are planted in the
area for education and
inspiration. Footpath
connects Orleans’ path

Basketball courts on
the play ground. Stairs
of the school provide a
tribune.

Tree nursery. Rigid
forms of nursery and
surrounding fields form
the beginning and end
of City Park and the long
elevated boardwalk

Small patches are
planted with different
‘swamp’ shrubs (Cephalanthus,
Cornus,
Cyrilla, Itea, Leucothoe,
Rosa).

Easy access parking.
Lanes of nyssas provide
shade for cars, reducing
the workload for airconditioning.

Rows of different trees
divide the nursery.
Footpaths cut through,
where gaps in the row
are ‘portals’. Wide array
of species (see nursery
scheme)

Hard quay at Orleans
Canal. This canal has
an Urban edge here, a
‘soft edge at the other
bank (see section F-F’,
par. 12.6).


14.3.2 Edward Hynes Charter School
The terrain of Hynes forms an essential link between City Park and Lakeview.
The need and functional advantage of a nursery on this terrain is described in
the previous sub-paragraph. It has another quality and that is its rigid form. As
a relatively small anchorpoint connected to the immense City Park a similar
form of the landscape as that of City Park would be a meager statement. This
space forms the introduction (and / or ending) of an urban landscape and
needs this bold statement to become that turning point.
Paths cross the nursery grounds, creating interesting vistas and shortcuts
between surrounding routes (Argonne, Harrison, Germain and the path along
Orleans Canal). Rows of mature trees from different species create screens to
pass.
The nursery itself is located at Harrison Ave. It gives an insight to the workings
of such a place for the broadest audience that way. Because these grounds
are populated only with small plants / seedlings, the view towards the ‘lifted’
school building is still open. A patch of land in between the nursery and Orleans
Canal hosts rows of plants from all ages (up to 5 years) until they leave the
grounds to be planted at their final destination.
As introduced already, the school building should be a ‘broad’ school. To make
that function more spatially recognizable, the school is lifted from the ground
with steps surrounding the entire building. It truly exceeds its own boundaries
that way and not only functionally, but also spatially, becomes a landmark
within the area.
The steps form a tribune to the basketball courts, playground and surrounding
forests of play (forests that informs and attracts children to the identity of their
native landscape). Bordering the playground is a collection of shrubs apparent
in Mysterious Woods.
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The school building that is used in the photoshop impression shows a Dutch
reference of a school building (‘Broad’ school Niekee. Designed by Marlies
Rohmer architects, picture obtained from: http-//rau.eu/blog/wp-content/
upLoads/niekee.png)
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Where the pavement of Harrison Ave (see par. 14.3.4) goes towards City Park
and Harrison Canal flows into Orleans Canal, Edward Hynes Charter School is
the new neighborhood hub. The school, the nursery, the children, education
and activity form a new source of life flowing through Lakeview’s veins.
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Trees at age of 2 years
in the reserve area.
Some trees permanently
planted to mature on
the same spot, others
in pots. Some ground
already dug, so the
path is permanent, no
obstacle in reaching
right freeboard when
water is put in place.
Trees at age of 5 years in
the reserve area

When all plots are
acquired, the reserved
area can be re-designed
as blue infrastructure,
with path, planted trees
and irises prevailing.
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14.3.3 Empty plots between French and Germain
The process of change is finally directed to a stage where the reserved empty
lots are used to install a blue way. Next to mitigating rain flooding, it offers a
pleasant stroll in a neighborhood that is aimed at building back houses on all
other plots (Because of the excellent location near all important infrastructure,
City Park, ridge and the relatively small direct problems regarding rain water
flooding). This is a typical example of a non-privatized amenity that can be
enjoyed by many.
In accordance with the vegetation scheme (see par. 11.2) the trees that are
used are mostly Taxodium distichum (main species in Mysterious Woods) and
Nyssa sylvatica (accent specie in this part of Lakeview). The Nyssa’s make a
good balance in between the (new) big houses with their full form and low
branches. Moreover, these trees have beautiful fall and spring foliage. Quercus
laurifolia can serve the same purpose. The trees are already permanently
planted when they are still surrounded by nursery grounds. A concrete path is
running between Louisiana irises. At first, the path runs adjacent to the nursery
grounds. Later, when the blue way is put in place, a second plateau of irises is
realized, to bridge the needed depth. The maximum area is used for storage. In
case of rain the area will ‘square out’ with water.
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Inundatable area over
mowed grass

Taxodium distichum and
Nyssa sylvatica
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14.3.4 New canal Harrison Ave.
Essential parts of the proposed landscape plan are the new canals in the
medians of roads. These canals connect the system of the entire area and
create one ‘performing’ water machine. Harrison Ave. is one of the only two
roads (together with Robert E. Lee in the north) that has a median wide enough
to construct a new lateral connecting canal. In a north-south direction Argonne
blvd, Canal blvd, Milne blvd, West End blvd (‘the newer basin canal) and Fleur
de Lis dr. offer the same possibility, but a connection can thus only be made
with a new canal on Harrison. It than also connects the area to Orleans Canal
and in that way to the new lake in City Park. This connection is needed for the
functioning of the system as a whole, as well as to (partly) solve the water
assignment in this sub-catchment area (E-J, further calculated in the conclusion
of this chapter). Next to the performing, a new profile for Harrison is also a
chance to inform, with a new landscape identity and by using the new water as
an amenity in the street.
A somewhat poor atmosphere can characterize the current situation at this
part of Harrison Ave, but because it is again animated with banks, small shops
and people having lunch it has been assigned the category ‘humming’ with the
fieldwork. Typical is that the street has a high-dynamic and a low-dynamic side.
The high-dynamic side is more car-dependent and should stay ‘drive-through
compatible’. The low-dynamic side consists of small shops, restaurants and
some empty stores. This side is the perfect location to be transformed into a
special and attractive ‘low-key’ commercial strip. Emptiness will be countered
and the street becomes a vital part of the new centre that Lakeview deserves.
The new design for Harrison is first and foremost consisting of a new canal.
Existing piping disappears and water from the road is diverted into the canal.
Adjacent streets can also directly profit by collecting water and diverting it to
the new canal. How small streets help is described in the next chapter. Planning
a canal on Harrison means (temporary) diverting the canals of Milne blvd and
Argonne blvd. The assumption is that this can be done, but it is not within the
scope of this design to illustrate that.
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Secondly, the appearance of two landscape zones is essential. Harrison is on the
boundary of two zones. The north edge of the canal and the median of Harrison
are lined with Spartina patens to give an impression belonging to Whispering
Winds. The strict direction of planting suits the urban context. Trees do not
actually belong here, but are essential for providing a pleasant microclimate.
They are related to the stores by planting them as near as possible to where
private grounds begin, in strict rows. South of the canal, the atmosphere
is belonging to Mysterious Woods, with a higher density of (cypress) trees,
organically placed within the profile. A brick pavement refers to the boardwalks
in the landscape park with its colors, paved pattern and rounded forms. The
path runs through grass and trees, creating possibilities for a pleasant outdoor
stroll.
The canal has a soft edge at the south side and a hard quay wall at the north.
This further explains the difference between both sides. Fluctuation in the canal
is 50cm.
The result is an inspiring commercial zone, where exotic species have given way
to native species and a ‘sea of concrete’ has been partly traded in for water.
Parking possibilities are still widespread (related to the stores), and accessibility
kept at a more than adequate level.
To realize this new layout, the road is moved to one side of the canal. It is a
two-direction road, with two lanes each direction. Logically, the road is running
at the high-dynamic side. A separation with grasses provides strollers with safe
crossings and physical protection from the traffic.

Taxodium distichum at the streets
and Taxodium ascendens in overflow area of canal

New Harrison canal with quay wall
next to road. Urban interpretation
of marsh together with Spartina.

Porous concrete

Canal and sloping profile towards
‘low dynamic’ Harrison. Mysterious
woods urban interpretation. Concrete line, visibility of water

Asphalt

Brick pavement that imitates a
boardwalk. Refering to City Park.
Curby lines of Mysterious Woods.

Berms of Spartina patens create
divisions, berms to safely cross and
provide the typical atmosphere of
Whispering Winds

Mowed grass
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LEGEND

for complete map on following pages

Edward Hynes Charter School and nursery grounds is the turning point between Lakeview and City Park. It is envisioned to be the neighborhood hub (see
par.14.3.2).

Harrison Avenue continues into City
Park. It is one of the ‘easy driving’ routes
through the Park, newly lined with bald
cypresses to ‘connect’ with the rest of
Harrison Avenue.

New blueway at concentration of empty
plots (see par. 14.3.3)

Elevated boardwalk in City Park is an important route through City Park. It gets an
introduction and ending with the new design for Hynes.

Harrison canal on boundary of Whispering
Winds and Mysterious Woods, connects
the area to the newer basin canal, Orleans Canal and City Park’s new lake (see
par.14.3.4)

Existing housing as well as rebuilt housing.
Now there is much vacancy, but the final
stage that this plan sets is aimed at total
occupancy of all other plots than ‘blueway’ plots.

Other trees, roads and waterways based
on the landscape plan, but not within the
scope of this design.

Other (mostly new) canals and waterways.
Not within the scope of this design.
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14.4 Conclusion


Realizing a landscape plan of such immense proportions will take considerable
time. It is therefore essential to reserve space in a strategic fashion so that
space can be of use in later stages of the planning. This is especially true for an
area where the aim is to build houses on all empty lots. This chapter showed
the example of tree nurseries to do that.
Landscape means inspiration and with the example of a new canal, a large
void and a concentration of empty lots is shown that taking the new landscape
plan as a starting point leads to all kinds of interesting possibilities for design.
A school that is a hub for the neighborhood and engages its children to the
landscape, colored pots with trees spreading out over the city, a new and
inspiring commercial area and a small park strip in-between housing are only a
few examples to showcase the possibilities.
The new landscapes of the area get a re-interpretation to fit the urban context
with orderly design and strict frames. They obviously differ from each other,
but by using the same vegetation and material City Park and Lakeview are still
visibly connected.
Space for a future blueway must be reserved and as well as the new canal
on Harrison it helps with the mitigation of rainflooding problems. The
amount of water in the design area (so only the water colored blue on the
map on the previous page) helps to store 8% of the storage assignment for
sub-catchment area E-J (see table 14.1). Run-off to the low parts is further
reduced and that also mitigates problems there. Although only a small part
of the total assignment is solved, the canal forms an essential contribution by
interconnecting proposed canals of the entire area between 17th street and
Orleans. City Park’s lake can be mobilized that way and a flowing system (to
prevent nuisances from mosquitoes) is the result.
In chapter 11 is described how a strategy for storm water management has
different aspects to it. To solve problems with rainwater flooding, not only
creating more storage capacity is a viable strategy, also reducing the run-off
coefficient can comprise a large benefit. The next chapter will further elaborate
on that second aspect. It constitutes a more bottom-up approach, which
illustrates what contributions can be done on a smaller scale level and how
individual persons can (and must) help.
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Table 14.1

Performance part of Harrison canal and lots
Area

Acres

Hectares

Nett fluctuation area Harrison and empty
lots between French St. and Germain St.

4

1,6

Storage Assignment 1/ 10 yr storm event as
calculated with GIS-tools

sq. ft

m3

Total Storage Assignment

116.000.000

3.300.000

Storage Assignment sub-catchment area E-J
(part of Lakeview)

3.500.000

100.000

Assumed waterfluctuation

0,5 m

Storage capacity

8.150 m3

Effect

Performance

Storage Assignment sub-catchment area E-J

8%

Total Storage Assignment

0,25%
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15 Vegetated swales and retention areas

Milne Blvd.

Catina St.

Wuerple St.

West End Blvd.

Pontchartrain Blvd.

Filmore Ave.

36th St.

Porteous St.

34th St.

Statistics
Lane St.

Neighborhood: Lakeview
Elevation: -7 ft.
Area size: 1.029.295 sq ft.
Amount of blocks: 8
Amount of plots: 104

Figure 15.1 Location detailed design

15.1 Introduction
Introducing vegetated swales
alone can counteract a 1/10yr
rain flood event.
To oppose a 1/100yr rain flood
event retention areas are introduced.
To fully address the water
assignment 4 propoals are
introduced to improve the
infiltration rate.
The new storm water system
must be implemented starting
at the smallest veins of the
system.
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This design’s purpose is twofold. First it illustrates what design solutions the
plan offers for a common neighborhood with common landscape related
problems in the study area. The retain-store-discharge principle acts as a
starting point for proposed interventions regarding storm water as close to the
source as possible; starting at plot level. Second this design shows how the new
drainage system can be implemented in relation to the system that is currently
in place.

15.2 Design location
The design area consists of eight blocks in the Lakeview neighborhood. It is
bordered by Pontchartrain Blvd. in the west, Milne Blvd. in the east, Lane St. in
the south and Fillmore Ave. in the north. The area contains 104 plots all with a
residential function. The area is suburban, below sea level and faces problems
that are common for the Lakeview and Gentilly study area.

Main problem

Water
The current storm water system is inadequate which results in frequent interior
flooding. The area can get up to 1.5’ (45cm) of water standing in the streets
at a 1/10 yr rain event (BCG engineering & consulting, 2003), causing not only
everyday life nuisances but also significant material damage (see chapter 5 & 9).
Next to that deep drainage results in serious subsidence related problems.

Problem 2

Vegetation
The strong winds and standing salt flood water of Katrina had a big impact on
the urban canopy also in this area (Irardi, 2008; KaTREEna, 2009). Most trees
disappeared giving the area a somewhat barren look and a lack of shade and
almost no potential for ecological development.

Problem 3

Aesthetical appearance
(1) 36 out of 104 plots are currently unoccupied, meaning there is over 33%
vacancy (Goody Clancy et al., 2009). Once the ‘new normal’ (paragraph 6.2) is
accepted it cannot be expected that these plots will be occupied again within
the next few years, therefore the question arises what to do with all this vacant
space.
(2) The streetscape is broken. Asphalt is cracked, curbstones damaged and cars
are parking on the strip of grass on the right-of-way giving the lawn a somewhat
shabby appearance (fig. 15.8).

15.3 Design proposal
All the problems together form a complex assignment . Therefore one focus is
chosen. The water related problems are taken as a starting point. The proposed
interventions must solve the water assignment and at the same time provide
possibilities to mitigate the other problems.
4 strategies

In chapter 11 four different strategies are introduced to mitigate rain flood
problems within the neighborhoods:
1. Increase the infiltration rate
2. Introduce vegetated swales and retention areas
3. Introduce water bodies on vacant plots
4. Excavate new canals
The first two strategies are incorporated into this design. The latter ones are
elaborated on in the chapter 13 and 14. The retain-store-discharge principle
promotes interventions as close to the source as possible. Therefore we follow
the ‘route of the water’ starting with proposals at plot level.
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5 possible interventions

1 - Install rain barrels
When rain is pouring from the sky and falls on the roof of a residential structure,
the first possible intervention to retain water is to install a rain barrel. Water
gathered at the gutter is stored in the barrel before it flows towards the
drainage system, as such it is acting as a buffer. One average rain barrel can
contain 65 gallon (250 liter) of water. This means around 6,500 gallon (25.000
liter) of water can be stored in this area, when all the households would install
a rain barrel. They are cheap, relieve the storm water system, and are good for
the environment when the water is used for watering the garden.

2 - Plant native vegetation in garden
A conventional gardens in a U.S. suburb most of the times means a lawn with
only an exotic tree now and then. More native vegetation should be planted
since it helps to prevent the storm water system from being frustrated by
reducing the intensity of rainfall entering the drainage system (Ierardi, 2008).
Native vegetation can withstand wet conditions and tropical storms, common
for the New Orleans area (Louisiana Urban Forestry, 2009). Also native
vegetation attracts local fauna species (Hsiang & Cox, University of Connecticut,
2009) and in that way enhances ecological quality.

3 - Porous concrete, permeable material
Compared with conventional concrete, porous concrete improves the infiltration
rate, meaning less rainwater will end up in the drainage system. This material
can be used both in the garden and for the pavement.

4 - Wide seams
By using wider seams between tiles, the infiltration rate can be improved.
On their own, the proposed interventions all have a relatively small impact
on the water assignment. However it is the number that counts. When many
people are willing to cooperate and see the potential of these interventions for
their day-to-day living environment the impact can be significant. Community
involvement and incentive planning are essential tools in order to make these
proposals a success, since the proposals concern interventions on private plots
(see box 15.1).
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BOX 15.1

Community involvement & Incentive planning

As noticed these four proposals are all concerning private properties, meaning that local
authorities have only so much possibilities to influence the actual installment of the proposed
interventions. The people living in the area must become convinced of the positive outcomes of
the design proposals for the neighborhood, only then they will become actively involved. Clear
communication with the residents is essential, but not enough. To get people involved they must
have the feeling that they can actually influence the design and therefore the future appearance
of the street they live in. This is why e.g. design sessions with the community are a necessity.
Still this will only attract those who feel involved with community matters. To grab the attention of
others incentive planning is an adequate tool. Providing money for civilians who want to change
their lot according to the four principles introduced here could make an huge contribution.
Not only to the water problem but also to improve ecology and esthetical appearance of the
residential area. What we propose here is not new for New Orleans, on the contrary; NORA uses
this incentive tool already for its Lot Next Door Program. The redevelopment authority provides
up to $10.000 for landscaping mainly, when people buy a lot that is currently unoccupied and
adjacent to their own lot (NORA, 2009). This Incentive planning method can also be applied for
peoples own lot. However we do acknowledge that it is not all that simple. Providing rain barrels
is one thing, but maintaining them and using them properly (e.g. empty the barrel after every
rain storm) is another. The process of incentive planning is complicated but essential to really
transform Lakeview and Gentilly in the great lush suburbs we envision.

Swales and retention areas
most important contributor

The fifth and last possible intervention introduced here is of a different scale
level, and by far the most important contributor to the storm water problem.
The connected swale system can be introduced in the public space (streetscape)
while retention areas are proposed on plots that are vacant.

5 – Excavate vegetated swales and retention areas
Swales can be introduced in the right-of-way, the space between the pavement
and the car lanes. Run-off water from the road and the gardens will gather
in a swale. The swale stores water that will then slowly infiltrate into the soil
and eventually ends up in a subsurface drain. The type of swale that recharges
the groundwater aquifer via infiltration cannot be installed here. The soil is
not permeable enough, as explained in paragraph 11.1.7. The swales that
are introduced here delay the run-off water process, which means that the
discharge peak will be lower and the water will be more evenly distributed
to the pumps that will discharge the water. In this way the drainage system is
relieved and interior flooding can be prevented.
When introducing a network of swales basically a new storm water system
is proposed. The question that arises is how this can be done in relation to
the (inadequate) system that is currently in place. As fig. 15.2 illustrates now
subsurface drains are situated under some of the roads in the area. Gullies
located on the edge of the road collect the rain water and transport it via 12’ –
15’ (30 – 38cm) diameter drains in eastern direction towards a bigger drain (30’36’) under Milne Blvd. The areas north and south of these eight blocks have the
same flow direction. All rain water is drained towards the Milne Blvd. drain.
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Legend
Trees
Current situation, in public
space
Interior Flood
1/10yr
up to 45 cm

Small Drain
12-18”

Big Drain
30-36”

Figure 15.2 Current trees and current drainage system with interior flooding

The principle behind this system is to discharge the water as fast as possible.
However fig. 15.2 also shows that the system is not functioning adequately,
since flooding can occur in a large part of the area. Apparently the Milne drain
is frustrated from time to time, with water standing in the streets up to 1.5’ (45
cm) as a result (BCG engineering & consulting, 2003).
According to the retain-store-discharge principle swales will act as a buffer,
giving the system more time to discharge. The new system is most effective
when introduced according to the following steps.
Step 1 – Excavate ‘Newer Basin Canal’
The waterplan in chapter 11 introduces a new canal in the wide median
between Pontchartrain Blvd. and West End Blvd. In former days the New
Basin canal was located here; connecting the ‘American’ suburbs with lake
Pontchartrain (see Fig. 5.12). The canal made way to be replaced by Interstate
10 south of the ridge, but not in this area. The median is over 100 meters wide
and currently of low landscape quality. There are no big drains or culverts
located under this median, meaning the space is ready to be transformed into
a canal once more (fig. 15.3). It creates much needed storage capacity and has
truly the potential to serve as an amenity within the neighborhood. Chapter 13
and 14 show this potential by designing and illustrating canals and water bodies.
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Figure 15.3 Step 1 - Excavate ‘Newer Basin canal’

Step 2 – Introduce swales
When the new canal is in place the old and broken subsurface drains can be
replaced by vegetated swales. Rain water will no longer flow in eastern direction
towards the Milne Blvd. drain, but it will be discharged in the new canal. In this
way the Milne Blvd. drain will no longer be frustrated by rain water from these
8 blocks.
Water in the swales must be able to flow under gravity towards the retention
areas, meaning a 5% rate of decrease (Dutch: verhang) must be provided.
Therefore it is not possible to create one connected system for this study area,
the swales at the center of the system then would become too deep. Three
subsystems are proposed (fig. 15.4).
To mitigate the water problem of this area paragraph 11.1.1 concluded that
with the current discharge capacity in place, 5% of the land must be allocated
as water retention areas to prevent flooding when a 1/10yr rain event takes
place (based on rule of thumb) (US Army Corps, 2009; CBS, 2007). Introducing a
system of swales provides 51.807 square feet (4.813 sq. meter) of retention area
(table 15.1). This is slightly more than the required 51.462 sq ft. (5% of total
area), meaning that the swale system alone counteracts a 1/10 yr rain flood
event. Here we calculated with swales that allow nearly 2’ (50cm) fluctuation
and have an average width of just over 8 feet (2.5 meter), as can be seen in
section A-A’ – proposed situation and in fig. 15.10.
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Legend

Swale

Figure 15.4 Step 2 - Introduce swales

Important to stress is that vegetated swales also will generate a higher ground
water level by allowing less deep drainage. In this way subsidence can be
opposed.
Step 3 – Introduce Retention areas
To prevent interior flooding at a 1/100yr storm event 8.5% of the total area
must be preserved for water retention purposes. These percentages are based
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Table 15.1

Percentage

Area in sq meter Area in sq ft

Total Area 6 blocks

100

95.625

1.029.295

Retention area 1/10yr storm

5

4.781

51.462

Retention area 1/100yr storm

8.5

8.128

87.489

Legend

Occupied lot
68/104

Vacant lot
32/104

LLT lot
4/104

Figure 15.5 Occupied plots, vacant plots and LLT plots

on calculation with a dH max (maximum allowed water fluctuation) of nearly 2’
(50cm). The vegetated swales and retention areas allow such a fluctuation. The
figures in table 13.1 illustrate that 87.489 square feet (8.128 sq. meter) needs to
be allocated as water retention areas in order to prevent flooding at a 1/100yr
event.
32 plots are currently vacant and 4 plots are in the LLT program, as illustrated
in fig. 15.5 Note that these plots are not directly suitable for redevelopment,
as described in paragraph 9.4. But to prevent flooding at a 1/100yr storm

Table 15.2

Area in sq meter

Area in sq ft

Vegetated swale

4.813

51.807

Retention area 1

1.225

13.186

Retention area 2

1.225

13.186

Retention area 3

500

5.382

Total retention area

7.763

83.549
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Figure 15.6 Step 3 - Introduce retention areas

event eventually 5 of the 36 vacant plots must be converted into 3 different
retention areas, giving them a useful and aesthetically appealing function. The
design proposes 3 different retention areas since the swale system consists of
3 different subsystems. The retention areas must be situated near the end of
a swale subsystem. Locating them at the beginning is not very useful since not
much water can be gathered here, see figure 15.6
As table 15.2 indicates the 3 retention areas and the vegetated swales together
provide 83.549 square ft. (7.763 sq. m). To address the total assignment (87.489
sq ft.) either more plots must be allocated as a retention area, or the infiltration
rate must be increased. The four proposed interventions on plot level then
become significant.
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Legend

Swale
Pond cypress

Underpass
Connection
canal - swale

Retention area
Water elm

Detail
see 15.5
Figure 15.7 Step 4 - Introduce Milne Canal

Step 4 Milne Blvd Canal
When the these three steps are introduced in the entire area that drains its
storm water on the Milne Blvd. drain, only then Milne canal can be introduced.
It illustrates that it rather complicated to introduce canals in medians that
currently contain subsurface main drains. However this design indicates it can
be done when starting a transformation in the smallest ‘veins’ of the storm
water system.
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1.2

3.8

6

4.3

1.2

Section A - A’ - current situation
Dimensions in meters

15.4 Illustrating the vegetated swale principle
Currently no drains are present at most parts of Catina St. and Wuerple St. The
water flows via the surface of the roads towards the nearest catch basin (gully).
This area suffers much rainwater flooding. Catina St. and Wuerple St. both act
as two-way roads, divided by a median. Both streets are typical for this area
considering their physical appearance: asphalt is cracked, trees disappeared and
the sidewalk is broken (fig. 15.8).
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1.2

4

1.3

3.52 1.22.5

Section A - A’ - vegetated swale
Standard intervention 1: swale located in right-of-way
Dimensions in meters

The design introduces a swale, to counteract flooding and subsidence.
Furthermore both streets will be converted into one-way roads, creating enough
room to introduce parking lots, and greenspace planted with native vegetation.
The implementation of a swale provides a opportunity to re-envision the entire
streetscape. Following an integral approach simultaneously the car lanes, green
space and pedestrian lanes can be improved or completely redesigned. Catina
St. and Wuerple St. were originally designed as one way streets.
In cooperation with the NORA program people are stimulated - via incentive
planning – to create ‘rain gardens’ instead of conventional gardens to improve
the infiltration rate and thus retain water close to the source. This integral
approach must relief the storm water system and at the same time enhance the
quality of public space.
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Figure 15.8 Present situation

Figure 15.9 Proposed situation
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Slope > 2%

Asphalt

1.3

Permeable curbstone

Mulch layer - 5 cm

1.5

Swale slope < 3:1

1

Rock layer - 10 cm

1.5

Improved soil < 60 cm

0.5

Drain - 30/36 cm

Backup drain (slokop)

Poreous concrete

Slope > 1%

1.2

0.2

Figure 15.10 Technical detail swale sytem
Dimensions in meters
Source: Seattle Public Utilities, 2009

Fig. 15.10 shows a technical detail of a vegetated swale, based on both Dutch
projects and executed designs for the city of Seattle (Seattle Public Utilities,
2009). Gardens must have a slope of over 1% to ensure enough rain water flow
velocity. Fieldwork indicates that this slope is almost everywhere present in
New Orleans. The roads must have a slope of over 2% for the same reason. In
the design no catch basins (gullies) are proposed. Instead the curbstones will
be permeable, allowing the run-off water to flow towards the swale. At the
lowest point the swale will have a 4” or 10 cm rock layer because of mosquito
management reasons (chapter 11). On top of that a 5 cm mulch layer is located.
About 23” or 60 cm of improved soil (sandy) improves the infiltration capacity,
allowing the rain water to infiltrate into the subsurface drain fast enough to
oppose mosquito nuisances. The swale is planted with native vegetation as
can be seen in both section A-A’ and B-B’. The latter one is illustrating a second
standard possible intervention. Here the swale is located in the median of a
road, the same principle as used for most introduced canals.
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1.2 2.2

Section B - B’ - current situation
Dimensions in meters
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7

14.5

7

3

1.2

1.2

3

2.5

3.5

3

2

5.3

2

3

3.5

2.5

3

1.2

Section B - B’ - vegetated swale
Standard intervention 2: swale located in median
Dimensions in meters
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15.5 Illustrating retention area principle
Water in the swales gathers at the lowest point where a retention pond can be
located. One vacant plot and one LLT plot (officially blighted) are transformed
into an area of 13.186 sq ft. (1225 sq. m) that can function as pleasant suburban
public space during dry conditions and as a water retention area during rain
events. The retention area as illustrated is one of the three proposed areas and
the most ‘urban’ one of them. It provides a suburban square; a gathering point
for people in the neighborhood. It will be too expensive and unnecessary to
implement such a suburban square in every retention area. The other retention
areas will have a more natural appearance.
Around the area a 6’ (2m) wide path is provided for maintenance reasons. Apart
from that almost the full size of the plots is designed as a potential storage
area. The paved surface is 1’ (30cm) lower than the pavement. The grass lined
swale is 1.3’ (40 cm) lower than the paved area, meaning the lowest point of the
retention area will be 2.3’ (70cm) below current street level (see fig. 15.11 and
15.12).
A small pedestrian bridge is connecting both paved area’s that can than function
as a ‘suburban square’. A place where people can sit down and chat, walk with
their dog, or just relax for a minute. The route through the retention area is a
cut-off and will therefore naturally attract people into the public area.

Short route
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Natural egde and
urban edge

When people sit down on the elevated concrete ridge 1.5’ (45cm), the reed
vegetation in their back will provide a back drop. The water elms (Planera
aquatica) create the desired shade during hot summers. Also they mark the
spot as these trees are clearly different from the cypress trees that will be
planted along the roads in the neighborhood. Water elms consume much water
and can withstand flooding. They have a long lifespan and do not grow too big;
40’ – 12m after 20 years.
The northern part of the retention area is designed as a ‘native border’, with
vegetation planted in big groups and with clear edges, giving it the look of a
well maintained pocket of nature. In front we find dwarf spikerush (Eleocharis
Parvula) (1’ – 30cm high), behind that marshhay cordgrass (Spartina patens) (2’
– 60cm). Both are reed species and have no problem with the fluctuating water
level. Than we find the swamp rose (Rosa palustris) (5’ – 1,5m) native to the
area, with beautifully colored flowers and Schoenoplectus robustus or bulrush,
reed that grows up to 5’ (1,5m). In the back a group of Virginia willow (Itea
virginica) (8’ – 2.5m) will be planted with bulrush growing under it.

Suburban square

Vistas
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Pond cypress
(Taxodium ascendens)

Louisiana swamp rose
(Rosa palustris)
Maintenance path
Marshhay cordgrass
(Spartina patens)

Water elm
(Planera aquatica)

Grass
Dwarf spykerush
(Eleocharis Parvula)

Virginia willow
(Itea virginica}

Bulrush
(Schoenoplectus robustus)
Bench (detail)

Bridge - wood

Platform - wood &
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Stairs (detail)
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Road - asphalt &
Parking - concrete
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Section C - C’ - retention pond - dry condition

Section C - C’ - retention pond - wet condition
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Section D - D’ - retention pond - dry condition

Section D - D’ - retention pond - wet condition
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+ 15
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Figure 15.11 Retention area - detail 1
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Figure 15.12 Retention area - detail 2
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15.6 Conclusions
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Conclusion 1

Introducing a system of swales provides 51.807 sq ft.(4.813 sq m) of retention
area. This is slightly more than the required 51.462 sq ft. (5% of total area),
meaning that the swale system alone counteracts a 1/10 yr rain flood event.

Conclusion 2

To prevent flooding at a 1/100yr storm event retention areas have to be
installed. Converting 5 of the 35 vacant plots into 3 different retention areas
provides 83.549 square feet (7.763 sq. meter). The total storage assignment for
a 1/100 yr storm event is 87.489 sq ft.

Conclusion 3

In order to fully address the 1/100yr assignment either more plots must be
allocated as a retention area, or the infiltration rate must be increased. The first
four proposed interventions (introduce rain barrels, plant native vegetation
in gardens and introduce permeable surface materials with wide seems) then
become essential.

Conclusion 4

Introducing canals where currently main drains are located under the surface
asks for a transformation starting at the smallest ‘veins’ of the present storm
water system. E.g. Milne canal can only be installed when all areas that drain on
Milne Blvd. are disconnected from that drain. However this design shows this
can be done.

Conclusion 5

With the retain-store-discharge principle in mind a very different storm water
system is introduced. This system has the capacity to prevent or at least mitigate
interior flood problems, oppose subsidence with a higher ground water level
and at the same time introduces possibilities for ecology and a improved
aesthetical appearance by integral planning.
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16 Conclusion

16.1 Conclusions
A working landscape performs for humans by ensuring a healthy and
pleasant living environment, through inclusion of ecological processes. And a
working landscape informs humans by inspiring, revealing and triggering the
imagination.
Hypothesis

The hypothesis of this research is that: ‘an attractive working landscape can
offer a soft and sensible solution to the water challenge in New Orleans and
improve landscape quality of the Gentilly and Lakeview neighborhoods.’
The results of this research indicate that an attractive working landscape has
much potential to offer a soft and sensible solution to the water challenge in
New Orleans and can improve landscape quality of the Gentilly and Lakeview
neighborhoods. Landscape architecture, contemporary water management and
urban planning together can contribute to a large extend to the problems New
Orleans’ lower suburbs in general are currently facing, and to build a city that
learnt from its past and will be more resilient in the future. A city with a vibrant
and truly unique atmosphere.
This research has both shown the need for a working landscape by the
quantification of the lack in landscape quality in the Gentilly and Lakeview area,
and explored possible solutions through landscape architectural design on
different scale levels.

Concept
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This thesis proposes a transformation process aimed at a working landscape. A
general concept has been derived out of fascination for the original landscape.
Based on topography, subsidence rate, problems with rain floodingand the
original appearance of the landscape, 4 landscape zones are distinguished:
Lush Ridge
Mysterious Woods
Whispering Winds
Man-made Ridge

Design space

The landscape zones are used to differentiate the monotonous character of
the suburbs. Empty space in road medians, anchor points (large urban voids)
and abandoned plots is seen as ‘available design space’. Extensive fieldwork
research showed how this vacant space influences the aesthetical appearance
of the area in a negative way. However it is also a chance; landscape zones and
available design space together form the foundation to construct a working
landscape framework.
In this landscape the high grounds have a focus on building back housing to a
maximum extent within the landscape framework and let water infiltrate the
loamy soils. On the low grounds, the framework takes up more room for open
water woven into the urban fabric, resulting in lower densities of housing than
before Katrina, however creating a more high-grade unique living environment.
This can attract new inhabitants that are looking such specific conditions, a
bit different from the regular American suburb. However here the amenity of
a new landscape is not a private ideal, but out in the open for everyone to be
enjoyed.
The question whether a working landscape can offer a solution to the water
challenge is answered with the design of a new water system. The system
assumes the deepening of the Outfall Canals (currently much favored by
residents of the area in current debate) and is designed as an interconnected
surface water system. By critically designing slopes, borders and creating a
system that continually flows, nuisances from mosquitoes become manageable.

Water plan
Countering Subsidence

Retain-store-discharge

Dealing with water in that way performs on several levels:
Subsidence rates of up to 51 inch (1.3m) every 100 years currently damage
houses, streets, sidewalks and worsen the flood problems. A reduced drainage
regime at a proposed freeboard of 3 feet (0.9m) counters subsidence by
moistening the soils.
The ratio between storage and discharge of a drainage system is a choice. New
Orleans needs either a higher discharge capacity or a higher storage capacity
to oppose it’s rain flood problems. This design favors a higher storage capacity
since it offers possibilities for water to serve as an amenity in the city, and
it opposes subsidence by creating a higher ground water level. Essentially a
storm water system with more open water and increased storage capacity is
more flexible and resilient in the future. The retain-store discharge principle is
favored over the fast-discharge principle that is currently applied.
The generally allowed water fluctuation of 1.6ft (0.5m) creates additional
storage capacity in new canals and ponds. Because it is a connected system,
anchorpoints (City Park, Pontchartrain Park and large urban voids) and
concentrations of empty plots can be mobilized for even more storage.

Performance water

The problems with the current storm water system were quantified. From
calculations with GIS-tools a total floodwater volume of 3.3 million m3 (116
mln cf) for a 1/10 yr storm event was derived for the study area. The storage
assignment for the residential areas of Lakeview and Gentilly, exclusive city
park, was determined to be 1.2 million m3 (42 mln cf) [table 9.11].
From calculations according to the rational method it can be concluded that
the system should be able to handle storm water significantly better than flood
extent data, and also everyday experience tell us [table 9.10, fig. 9.5].
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The pump stations in place but do not seem to be able to fully utilize their
enormous pump capacities. The pumps can theoretically pump 0,77” – 1,13” of
storm water out of their catchment areas [table 9.9]. These numbers are much
higher than 0,5”/h of the commonly applied rule of thumb regarding discharge
of the New Orleans drainage system. This implies frustrations in the system
upstream of the pump.
Furthermore the torrential rainfall in New Orleans is of such magnitude that
even if the storm water could be delivered to the pumps without frustration,
the peak discharge of the first hour exceeds their capacity, requiring for PS#4
storage percentages/ha of 5% in a 1/10 yr storm, and 8,5% in a 1/100 yr storm
[table 11.1].
Research by design

Through landscape architectural design the possibilities for introduction of
storage capacity in the surface water were explored in order to find an answer
to the research question.
It was found that transformation of 20% of the gross available design space in
the total neighborhoods (excl. city park) into open water could solve 64% of the
storage assignment excl. City Park. [table 9.16]. In the proposed design for city
park the northern lake realizes 300.000 m3 (10.6 mln. Ft3 ) of storage capacity,
which contributes 25% to the storage assignment of a 1/10 yr storm in the
neighborhoods. Together they could solve 89% of a 1/10 year storm.
The bayou system of the park is assigned to mitigate storm water run off from
the park itself, but is only sufficient to mitigate 26,2% during a 1/10 yr storm.
The result is that during extreme storm events flooding would in this way
concentrate in City Park, while residential areas are spared.
Solving the storage assignment in the design space of the neighborhood alone
would require a little more than 30% [table 9.16].
With the design in chapter 13 it is illustrated that in order to reach the
storage capacity necessary to mitigate a 1/10 yr storm event in a promising
area regarding design space and that suffers heavy flooding 63% of the gross
available space is to be transformed. With a design based on ambition level +++
60% of the gross available design space is transformed; solving the flooding
problem at the location where it occurs and at the same time resulting in high
quality living environments related to water.
Ideally interventions creating storage capacity in the low landscape zones on
such a high ambition level coupled with a current average discharge of 0,5”/h
would create surplus storage capacity, and help mitigate flooding problems
elsewhere. Assuming the discharge of the area Is greatly improved through the
introduction of the open water system, the design proves that this is possible
with water bodies of different size and layout, resulting in a average potential
22,6% open water within the neighborhood blocks, exclusive of the larger canal
system. At the current discharge of 0,5”/h surplus capacity is created within the
blocks, a discharge of 6 Liter/s/ha (4x NL discharge, 1/9NO discharge) would be
sufficient to store a 1/100 yr storm [table 13.2].
The design for a blue way along vacant plots mitigates 8% of the storage
assignment of that sub catchment area, and proves how interventions providing
storage capacity and connections in areas not suffering flooding in a 1/ 10yr
storm event can contribute by relieving areas located at lower elevation.
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The design in chapter 15 illustrates that also in typical areas without a great
number of canals the measures aiming at storage capacity in the form of
vegetated swales and retention ponds offer possibilities. It can be concluded
that a system of vegetated swales in this area can provide 51.807 sq ft.(4.813
sq m) of retention area. This is slightly more than the required 51.462 sq ft. (5%
of total area), meaning that the swale system alone for this area in Lakeview
counteracts a 1/10 yr rain flood event.
To prevent flooding at a 1/100yr storm event retention areas have to be
installed. Converting 5 of the 35 vacant plots into 3 different retention areas
provides 83.549 square feet (7.763 sq. meter). The total storage assignment for
a 1/100 yr storm event is 87.489 sq ft.
In order to fully address the 1/100yr assignment either more plots must be
allocated as a retention area, or the infiltration rate must be increased. The
proposed interventions on plot level (introduce rain barrels, plant native
vegetation in gardens and introduce permeable surface materials with wide
seems) then become essential.
An informing water system

Vegetation

This water system also informs:
Floodwalls are no longer needed and the water becomes visible. Dedicated
design can make that water to a beautiful amenity in the city. The flow and
dynamic of water are the life that runs through the city’s new veins. This
implicates a philosophical addition to space and also educates residents about
the fact that they live in a delta city where they have to live with water which
can act both as a source and a threat. More water and retention areas in
city make the drainage system visible and easier to understand. People have
to realize that also initiatives on their private property (rain barrels, native
vegetation, permeable materials) are needed to cope with the rain water
problem in the future.
70% of the urban canopy of New Orleans got lost (100.000 trees). In the study
area the result is a fragmented green structure, a lack of shade and a lack
of habitat for local fauna. With the proposed landscape framework native
vegetation is brought back on the basis of a vegetation scheme derived from
original ecotypes. Reforestation as such performs in three ways:
Trees introduce shade in the public space and therefore positively influence
the microclimate of the city during Louisiana’s hot summers. Native species are
used to form a new robust network that is resilient to the local climate since
it can withstand extreme winds and downpour. And thirdly a new vegetation
framework offers a habitat to a wide variety of native species, improving the
development of healthy urban ecotypes.
It informs because:
Use of local species creates a sense of place and no longer hides the specific
qualities of the South Louisiana landscape to the inhabitants of New Orleans. It
creates a sense of place, and in that way a shared identity.

Aesthetics

The ‘new normal’ situation as a result of Katrina generated a perforated urban
fabric which often creates a feeling of desertedness and neglect. 2,155.91 acres
of vacant space (872.50 hectare) do not contribute in any way to a positive
landscape experience in the area. The introduced landscape framework in
these spaces make adjoining vacant plots again interesting for development.
For reforestation many trees are needed. Tree nurseries are a temporal
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function that occupies otherwise neglected spaces awaiting transformation,
that now become productive since it produces seedlings. Also permanent
components such as trees can already grow to robust and significant sizes.
Guides for design

Design City Park

Landscape in the urban
context

The revealing of the currently invisible landscape offers additional guides for
inspirational design.
Architectural thinking about space in the new landscape framework offers a
chance to use the design to articulate stories about the landscape as well as
about New Orleans’ rich history and traditions.
It is also the way to test how the concept can really contribute to a working
landscape for Gentilly and Lakeview.
City park is designed to be the new anchor point of the study area. The shear
size of the park offers a chance to build a patch of landscape that can be an
inspiration to the entire city. It is a starting point and can indicate the potential
of the city’s suburbs. However the new City Park is designed most and for
all as a ‘water machine’ that contributes to the flooding problems that occur
elsewhere.
Three designs on different scale levels but all in residential settings show how
different strategies and design concepts can be introduced:
Urban design and storage capacity both profit from high ambition levels, but
also interventions requiring relatively little effort have a positive effect on the
living environment. The potential of the London Avenue outfall canal to be
transformed into a linear open space unique in Gentilly is illustrated.
The potential translation of the landscape concept for a highly dynamic urban
surrounding and the transition of a temporal nursery into a blue way, offers
distinct qualities along the way. The combination of landscape and education at
a school with broader functions bring the landscape toward a wide public.
The third detailed design introduces a system of vegetated swales and retention
areas and offers simple interventions to increase the infiltration capacity. Also it
illustrates how this new system of swales and retention areas can be introduced
regarding the inadequate storm water system that is currently in place.
Introducing canals where currently main drains are located under the surface
asks for a transformation starting at the smallest ‘veins’ of the present storm
water system. E.g. Milne canal can only be installed when all areas that drain on
Milne Blvd. are disconnected from that drain. However the design in chapter 15
shows this can be done.

16.2 Discussion and further research
In order to implement the ambitious plan proposed in this thesis many
obstacles are to be overcome. Issues with ownership and legibility are just two
examples of that. However the city’s masterplan for 2030 does aim for water as
an amenity in the city, for more resilience, more blueways and greenways.
This work did not constrain itself by all the possible difficulties too much.
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The plan offers a realistic view on possibilities and chances when a working
landscape is introduced. Changes can only start with positivism and
enthusiasm, with a fascination and believe shared by many people. We hope
this work can contribute a little bit to that.
Since the designs on different scale levels cover such an big area and are
related to many different landscape issues in the city, this work does not
pretend to be complete. However we hope that the vision stated in chapter 10
and 11 can act as a starting point for further developments and projects in the
study area. Chapters 12 (City Park) and 13-15 (landscape in the urban context)
illustrate how this vision could be translated into a design on different scale
levels, since we felt is makes the vision more easy to understand. The designs
give just some possibilities, and are certainly not the only just ones.
As stated before, there are many uncertainties and issues that deserve further
research. We enlisted just the most important ones here.
First of all this work is based on the assumption that Gentilly and Lakeview
lost many of its habitants to other cities that will not return, what is called the
New Normal. This assumption is based on scientific publications and the latest
figures about new Orleans residents. However no one really knows how many
people currently are living in New Orleans parish. The 2010 census results will
give a more just indication of how the city recovered nearly 5 years after the
storm.
For the rain flood calculations the amount of seepage is not incorporated.
Accurate figures on seepage for the northern suburbs are not available, or at
least where not available to us. The expectation is that the amount seepage
does not largely influence the outcomes of the calculations for extreme rain
events. However this is based on an educated guess, rather than scientific
arguments.
As stated in box 15.1 incentive planning community planning can be an
important tools to help transforming the Lakeview and Gentilly area into the
beautiful suburbs we envision. It is known that incentive planning is a tool
already used in NORA’s Lot Next Door Program. However to use it on much
bigger scale is different. Being Europeans based landscape architect students
we do not have a comprehensive picture on how incentive planning and
community planning works in the U.S. However we feel this topic is a research
on its own and outside the scope of this work.
The proposed landscape plan is a vision, not a definitive design. It provides a
basis and starting point for new ideas, plans and designs in the area. However
planners, designers, politicians and the community must work together to
make this plan a success.
The ideas that are developed in this work are developed specifically for New
Orleans’ lower suburbs. However the concepts behind it are based on a general
‘way of thinking’ that can be applied for development in most urban deltas.
Planning and design focused on resiliency based on a working landscape offers
solutions for problems that all urban deltas face to a certain extent, problems
related to their geographical location: on the edge of water and land. Water
both as a resource and a threat.
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Compacted result of an extensive research on natural communities of the study area and related
vegetation. Based on:
Source 1: Louisiana Department of Wildlife & Fisheries, 2005. Natural Communities [Online].
Available at: www.wlf.louisiana.gov/experience/naturalheritage/naturalcommunities/ [Accessed 15
June 2009].
Source 2: US Department of Agriculture, 2009. Natural Resources Conservation Service Plants
Database [Online] 18 June 2009. Available at: plants.usda.gov/ [Accessed 18 June 2009].
Source 3: The University of Texas at Austin, 2009. Native Plant Database [Online]. Available at: www.
wildflower.org/plants/ [Accessed 18 June 2009].
Source 4: LSU AgCenter, 2008. Make Wise Tree Removal Decisions before a Hurricane [Online]
20 February 2008. Available at: www.lsuagcenter.com/en/lawn_garden/home_gardening/trees_
shrubs/Make+Wise+Tree+Removal+Decisions+before+a+Hurricane.htm [Accessed 19 June 2009].

Figure 8.10

The anthropogenic landscape
Image of the human landscape: sub-areas of neighborhoods and infrastructure on a topographic
basis.

Figure 8.11

Lakeview
Lakeview sub-area as defined by authors, map by authors.

Figure 8.12

Memphis St. near Walker St. (Lakeview)
Panoramic picture by authors, 2009.

Figure 8.13

City Park
City Park sub-area as defined by authors, map by authors.

Figure 8.14

City Park near Fillmore Ave.
Panoramic picture by authors, 2009.

Figure 8.15

Gentilly
Gentilly sub-area as defined by authors, map by authors.

Figure 8.16

Sections from Gentilly Ridge towards Lake Pontchartrain on De Montluzin St.
The panoramic pictures by authors, 2009. These pictures show the declining landscape quality in
a direction from high grounds to low grounds. The pictures are obtained from the fieldwork atlas
made by authors.

Figure 8.17

Pontchartrain
Pontchartrain sub-area as defined by authors, map by authors.

Figure 8.18

Desire Dr. near Dreux Ave. (Pontchartrain)
Panoramic picture taken by authors, 2009.

Figure 8.19

Lakeshore
Lakeshore sub-area as defined by authors, map by authors.

Figure 8.20

Marconi Dr. near Robert E. Lee Blvd. (Lakeshore)
Panoramic picture by authors, 2009.

Chapter 9
Figure 9.1

Subsidence in Lakeview and Gentilly
Redrawn after: Campanella, R., 2006. Total settlement of soils resulting from variety of factors,
excluding surface load, as of 1989. In: Geographies of New Orleans: Urban fabrics before the storm.
Subsidence.. Lafayette: Centre for Louisiana studies.
Base map: Louisiana State University, 2000. LIDAR GIS map [Online] Available at: atlas.lsu.edu/
rasterdown.htm [Accessed 29 October 2009].

Figure 9.2

New Orleans is sinking
Accompanying text from NASA:
This map of New Orleans shows the average rates of subsidence that Canada’s RADARSAT satellite
detected between April 2002 and July 2005. Red indicates the areas that sunk the most, up to 28.6
millimeters each year (just over an inch). Blue indicates the areas that sank the least. An inch a year
may seem like a small change, but the researchers point out that the rate observed between 2002
and 2005 is probably at or near the slowest subsidence rate the area has experienced since the
levees were first built in the 1960s: sinking probably occurred even faster just after the levees were
first built. Indeed, many parts of the city were already meters below sea level in 2002. Historically,
eastern New Orleans has seen the greatest subsidence in southern Louisiana. This part of the city
was 3 to 5 meters below sea level when the hurricane struck and consequently saw some of the
worst flooding. For example, the line of red dots along the Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet Canal (which
failed during Hurricane Katrina) indicates that the area experienced some of the highest subsidence
rates during the study period.
Source: NASA, 2006. Subsidence in New Orleans [Online] 3 June 2006. Available at:
earthobservatory.nasa.gov/IOTD/view.php?id=6623 [Accessed 5 May 2009].
Image was adapted from Dixon et al., 2006. Subsidence and flooding in New Orleans. Nature, 441,
587-588.

Figure 9.3

Cross-section Gentilly and Lakeview area showing soils and deep drainage
See list of figures, figure 11.13

Figure 9.4

Subsidence damages (infra)structure
Photograph by authors, 2009.

Figure 9.5

Storm water flooding in Gentilly and Lakeview during a 1/ 10yr storm event. Floodwaters can rise up
to two feet.
Flood extent and depth: BCG Engineering & Consultants, inc., 2003. 1/10 year overflow: model
results vs. actual field data [Map and tabular data] Commissioned by US army corps of engineers,
New Orleans: BCG Engineering & Consultants, inc.
Base map: Louisiana State University, 2000. LIDAR GIS map [Online] Available at: atlas.lsu.edu/
rasterdown.htm [Accessed 29 October 2009].

Figure 9.6

Catchment areas within the study area
Drainage system based on: Sewerage and Water Board, Unknown. Drainage Maps. 36” Inches and
Above. Sewerage and Water Board, New Orleans
Obtained through Mr. Gerald Preau, MWH Engineering, June 2009.
Catchment areas and drainage system graphics based on: Toronto University, 2009. Catchment
Areas. Student work.

Figure 9.7

Calculating runoff coefficients, Lakeview sample and location of samples in the study area
Calculations and illustration by authors.

Figure 9.8

Main Drains (36” and above) in Gentilly & Lakeview
Based on: Sewerage and Water Board, Unknown. Drainage Maps. Index and detailed maps
containing minor drainage system. Sewerage and Water Board, New Orleans
Obtained through Mr. Gerald Preau, MWH Engineering, June 2009.

Figure 9.9

Pumping station #3 at the head of the London avenue outfall canal
Photograph by authors, 2009

Figure 9.10

Flood volumes were calculated in ArcGIS
Source elevation: Louisiana State University, 2000. LIDAR GIS map [Online] Available at: atlas.lsu.
edu/rasterdown.htm [Accessed 29 October 2009].
Flood extent and depth: BCG Engineering & Consultants, inc., 2003. 1/10 year overflow: model
results vs. actual field data [Map and tabular data] Commissioned by US army corps of engineers,
New Orleans: BCG Engineering & Consultants, inc.
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Figure 9.11

Interior Flooding
Image by authors.

Figure 9.12

Street with fallen trees
Photograph [Online] Available at: www.nogodforme.com/images/TreePic22.JPG [Accessed 20
January 2009]

Figure 9.13

Uprooted tree
Photograph [Online] Available at: farm1.static.flickr.com/31/45244998_541d0bf55d.jpg?v=0
(uprooted tree 2) [Accessed 20 January 2009]

Figure 9.14

Tree trunks remain
Photograph by authors, 2009.

Figure 9.15

Aerial picture in 2003. Fairgrounds, City Park and Lakeview. Jefferson Parish in the background.
Photograph by Richard Campanella, 2003

Figure 9.16

Aerial picture of City Park, and Lakeview in 2009.
Photograph by authors, 2009.

Figure 9.17

Remaining tree structure is fragmented
Tree structure drawn by authors based on aerial picture.
Aerial Picture: Livemaps, 2008. [Online] Available at: www.bing.com/maps/ [Accessed 24 December
2009].

Figure 9.18 & 9.19

Barren Streetscapes characterize large parts of the low lying areas in New Orleans. Odin St. (top) has
no trees left and feels deserted. The low parts of Demontluzin St. (bottom) have almost no remaining
trees.
Photographs by authors, 2009.

Figure 9.20

The shade of a lantern pole provides small relief while waiting on a bus
Photograph by authors, 2009

Figure 9.21

Average high temperatures range from 78°F to 91°F from April to November
Temperatures based on: CustomWeather, 2010. New Orleans Weather [Online]. Available at: www.
neworleansonline.com/tools/weather2.html [Accessed 2 January 2010].

Figure 9.22

Perforated Urban Tissue in Gentilly and Lakeview
Based on: Goody Clancy et al., 2009. The city’s official master plan: Creating a vision for New
Orleans’ future. Summary of March 20thWorking Draft Master Plan. New Orleans.
Base map: Louisiana State University, 2000. LIDAR GIS map [Online] Available at: atlas.lsu.edu/
rasterdown.htm [Accessed 29 October 2009].

Figure 9.23

Vacant lots in Gentilly an Lakeview
Based on: Goody Clancy et al., 2009. The city’s official master plan: Creating a vision for New
Orleans’ future. Summary of March 20thWorking Draft Master Plan. New Orleans.

Figure 9.24

Abandoned commercial centre on Robert E. Lee Blvd. and Paris Ave.
Photograph by authors, 2009

Figure 9.25

Atmospheres of street profiles are represented with a sextet
Illustration by authors

Figure 9.26

Available Design Space
Illustration by authors, plots based on: Goody Clancy et al., 2009. The city’s official master plan:
Creating a vision for New Orleans’ future. Summary of March 20thWorking Draft Master Plan. New
Orleans.

Figure 9.27

Plots in Gentilly and Lakeview
Vacant plots based on: Goody Clancy et al., 2009. The city’s official master plan: Creating a vision for
New Orleans’ future. Summary of March 20thWorking Draft Master Plan. New Orleans.
LLT plots based on: New Orleans Redevelopment Authority, 2009. About NORA [Online] Available at:
www.noraworks.org/about_nora.htm [Accessed 16 June 2009).

Chapter 10
Figure 10.1

Collages of four different landscape zones
These collages offer an inspirational image of what is fascinating about the original landscapes.
Collage of live oak natural levee forest based on: photograph from flickr.com: creative commonslicensed content [Online] Available at: www.flickr.com [Accessed 20 December 2009]
Collage of Cypress-Tupelo-Blackgum based on: photograph from flickr.com: creative commonslicensed content [Online] Available at: www.flickr.com [Accessed 20 December 2009]
Collage of Brackish to Saline Marsh based on: image from nc.audubon.org/files/Audubon%20
North%20Carolina/standard/subpage/Lea_Island_Marsh_001.jpg
Collage of Lakefront man-made ridge based on: photograph by authors.

Figure 10.2

Landscape zones
Based on: original landscape, topography, subsidence rate and problems with pluvial flooding.
Landscapes zone concept created by authors.

Figure 10.3

Strategy of vegetation and hydrology for design space
Based on landscape zones, created by authors.

Figure 10.4

Landscape Plan
Image drawn by authors. Result from ideas and concepts developed in this chapter by authors.

Chapter 11
Figure 11.1

Table 11.1

Hydrological model
Scheme redrawn by authors.
Source: Ven, van de, F.H.M., 2009. Water management in Urban Areas. Lecture Notes, TU Delft.
[Online] Available at: ocw.tudelft.nl/courses/watermanagement/water-management-in-urbanareas/lectures/ [Accessed 02 November 2009].
Storage / discharge ratio’s
Figures conducted from own research. Research is described in chapter 9 and in appendix.

Figure 11.2

Water level, freeboard & dH max
Scheme redrawn by authors.
Source: Ven, van de, F.H.M., 2009. Water management in Urban Areas. Lecture Notes, TU Delft.
[Online] Available at: ocw.tudelft.nl/courses/watermanagement/water-management-in-urbanareas/lectures/ [Accessed 02 November 2009].

Figure 11.3

Waterplan step 0 – Current situation
Map produced by authors. Figures based on:
Source 1: U.S. Army corps of Engineers, 2006. Conceptual Design Report for Permanent Flood Gates
and Pump Stations. New Orleans: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Source 2: Save Bayou St. John, 2009. History of Bayou St. John [Online] Available at: www.
bayoustjohn.org [Accessed 20 September 2009].
Source 3: Campanella, R., 2006. Geographies of New Orleans: Urban fabrics before the storm.
Lafayette: Centre for Louisiana studies.

Figure 11.4

Photo and schematic section of outfall canal in current situation
Photo and section by authors.

Figure 11.5

Waterplan step 1 - proposed situation 2015
Map by authors. Figures based on own research.

Figure 11.6

Photo and schematic section of outfall canal in proposed situation – step 1
Photo and section by authors. Note that the photo is representing an lowered outfall canal, but in
fact is the Bayou St. John in current situation.

Figure 11.7

Waterplan step 2 - proposed situation 2020
Map by authors. Figures based on own research.

Figure 11.8

Section of outfall canal and newly excavated adjacent canal in proposed situation - step 2
Section by authors
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Figure 11.9
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Waterplan step 3 - proposed situation 2030
Map by authors. Figures based on own research.

Figure 11.10

Section of outfall canal and newly excavated adjacent canal in proposed situation - step 3
Section by authors

Figure 11.11

Waterplan step 4 - proposed situation 2050
Map by authors. Figures based on own research.

Figure 11.12

Section of outfall canal and newly excavated adjacent canal in proposed situation - step 4
Section by authors.

Figure 11.13

Proposed and current situation ground water and soils types
Sections by authors. Information acquired at different sources.
Water depths City Park ponds: Poirrier, M. A. & Burk-Kleinpeter, 2002. NOMA sculpture garden:
Biologic/Hydrologic Management Study. New Orleans.
Water depths Bayou St. John: Martinez, L., O’Brien, S. & Brogan, S., 2008. Bathymetric survey of
Bayou St. John. New Orleans: University of New Orleans Department of Earth and Environmental
Sciences.
GIS based ground level elevation: Louisiana State University, 2000. LIDAR GIS map [Online] Available
at: atlas.lsu.edu/rasterdown.htm [Accessed 29 October 2009].
Water depths IHNC: US Army Corps of engineers, 1997. Mississippi River - Gulf Outlet New Lock and
Connecting Channels Evaluation Report [Online] Available at: www.mvn.usace.army.mil/prj/ihnc/
EvaluationReport/ihnc_eval.htm [Accessed 29 October 2009].
Sections Canals:
Source 1: Tulane University, London Avenue Canal [Online] Available at: www.tulane.edu/~sanelson/
Katrina/katrina_images.htm [Accessed 29 October 2009].
Source 2:Tulane university, Orleans Avenue Canal [Online] Available at: http://www.tulane.
edu/~sanelson/Katrina/katrina_images.htm [Accessed 29 October 2009].
Source 3: Tulane university, 17th Street Canal [Online] Available at: http://www.tulane.
edu/~sanelson/Katrina/katrina_images.htm [Accessed 29 October 2009].

Figure 11.14

Cypress tree nursery 1
Photograph from flickr.com: creative commons-licensed content [Online] Available at: www.flickr.
com [Accessed 20 December 2009].

Figure 11.15

Cypress tree nursery 2
Photograph from flickr.com: creative commons-licensed content [Online] Available at: www.flickr.
com [Accessed 20 December 2009].

Figure 11.16

Vegetation scheme – current trees in public space
All trees in the public space inclusive streetscape are traced from Livemaps.
Source: Livemaps, 2009. Aerial pictures [ Online] Available at: www.bing.com [Accessed 25
December 2009].

Figure 11.17

Vegetation scheme – proposed step 1
Map by authors. Choice of species based on own research described in chapter 8.

Figure 11.18

Vegetation scheme – proposed step 2
Map by authors. Choice of species based on own research described in chapter 8.

Figure 11.19

Vegetation principle - ‘Lakeshore’ landscape zone
Image by authors. Choice of species based on own research described in chapter 8.

Figure 11.20

Vegetation principle - ‘Whispering winds’ landscape zone
Image by authors. Choice of species based on own research described in chapter 8.

Figure 11.21

Vegetation principle - ‘Mysterious Woods’ landscape zone
Image by authors. Choice of species based on own research described in chapter 8.

Figure 11.22

Vegetation principle - ‘Lush Ridge’ landscape zone
Image by authors. Choice of species based on own research described in chapter 8.

Figure 11.23

Mosquito control: flow
Image by authors.
Source: Norris, D. E., 2004. Mosquito-borne diseases as a consequence of land use change. Eco
Health, 04(1), p.19-24.

Figure 11.24

Mosquito control: depths
Image by authors.
Source: Metzger, M. E., 2004. Managing mosquitoes in stormwater treatment devices.
Oakland: University of California [Online] Available at: www.ucmrp.ucdavis.edu/publications/
managingmosquitoesstormwater8125.pdf [Accessed 18 November 2009].

Figure 11.25

Mosquito control: slopes
Image by authors.
Source: Walton, W. E., 2003. Managing mosquitoes in surface-flow constructed treatment wetlands.
Oakland: University of California; Division of Agriculture and Natural Resources.

Figure 11.26

Mosquito control: maximum width
Image by authors.
Source: Metzger, M. E., 2004. Managing mosquitoes in stormwater treatment devices.
Oakland: University of California [Online] Available at: www.ucmrp.ucdavis.edu/publications/
managingmosquitoesstormwater8125.pdf [Accessed 18 November 2009].

Figure 11.27

Mosquito control: submerged drains
Image by authors.
Source: Metzger, M. E., 2004. Managing mosquitoes in stormwater treatment devices.
Oakland: University of California [Online] Available at: www.ucmrp.ucdavis.edu/publications/
managingmosquitoesstormwater8125.pdf [Accessed 18 November 2009].

Figure 11.28

Mosquito control: mechanical aerators
Image by authors.
Source: Idaho Department of Environmental Quality, 2005. Mosquitoes and stormwater
management [Online] Available at: www.deq.state.id.us/water/data_reports/ storm_water/
catalog/sec_4/appf.pdf [Accessed 24 November 2009].

Figure 11.29

Mosquito control: isolated pools
Image by authors.
Source: Walton, W. E., 2003. Managing mosquitoes in surface-flow constructed treatment wetlands.
Oakland: University of California; Division of Agriculture and Natural Resources.

Figure 11.30

Mosquito control: provide rock layer
Image by authors.
Source: The Nevada Tahoe conservation district, 2009. Vegetated and rock lined swales [Online]
Available at: www.tahoewelcome.org/environment/SwalesTipSheet.doc [Accessed 20 October
2009].

Figure 11.31

Mosquito control: design check dams
Image by authors.
Source: The Nevada Tahoe conservation district, 2009. Vegetated and rock lined swales [Online]
Available at: www.tahoewelcome.org/environment/SwalesTipSheet.doc [Accessed 20 October
2009].

Figure 11.32

Mosquito control: fish
Image by authors.
Source 1: Metzger, M. E., 2004. Managing mosquitoes in stormwater treatment devices.
Oakland: University of California [Online] Available at: www.ucmrp.ucdavis.edu/publications/
managingmosquitoesstormwater8125.pdf [Accessed 18 November 2009].
Source 2: Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation, 2006. Bayou St. John Comprehensive Management
Plan. Prepared for the Bayou St. John Committee

Figure 11.33

Mosquito control: bulrush and armored trench
Image by authors.
Source 1: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Office of Research and Development, 1988. Design
manual constructed wetlands and aquatic plant systems for municipal wastewater treatment
[Online] Available at: www.epa.gov/OWOW/wetlands/pdf/design.pdf [Accessed 9 October 2009].
Source 2: Metzger, M. E., 2004. Managing mosquitoes in stormwater treatment devices.
Oakland: University of California [Online] Available at: www.ucmrp.ucdavis.edu/publications/
managingmosquitoesstormwater8125.pdf [Accessed 18 November 2009].

Figure 11.34

Bayou St. John sector gate
Photo by authors.

Figure 11.35

Fishing at the bayou St. John
Photo by authors.
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Figure 11.36

Relaxing at the bayou St. John
Photo by authors.

Figure 11.37

Irish Channel housing project
Photo by authors.

Figure 11.38

Eco house in Gentilly
Photo by authors.
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Figure 12.1

Scale Comparison
Source Vondelpark: Gemeente Amsterdam Stadsdeel Oud-Zuid, 2009. Kaart van het vondelpark
[Online] Available at: www.oudzuid.amsterdam.nl/sport_en_recreatie/vondelpark/kaart_vondelpark
[Accessed 06 January 2010].
Source Emerald Necklace: Emerald Necklace Conservancy, 2009. Emerald Necklace Parks Map &
Guide. [Online] Available at: www.emeraldnecklace.org/map/ [Accessed 06 January 2010].
Source Central Park: Centralpark.com, 2009. Runner’s Map [Online] Available at: www.centralpark.
com/pages/maps/runner-s-map.html [Accessed 06 January 2010].
Dimensions: Google Earth, 2009.

Figure 12.2

Aerial Picture & Program of City Park, New Orleans
Aerial Picture: Livemaps, 2008. [Online] Available at: www.bing.com/maps/ [Accessed 24 December
2009].
Program: City Park Improvement Association, 2009. [Online] Available at: neworleanscitypark.com
[accessed November 02 2009].

Figure 12.3

Different ways to use redundant floodwalls
Illustrations by authors.
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Figure 13.1

London Avenue and surroundings
Illustration by authors

Figure 13.2

Elysian Fields connects the site to the city center
Illustration and photograph by authors, 2009

Figure 13.3

Design Space
Based on: Goody Clancy et al., 2009. The city’s official master plan: Creating a vision for New
Orleans’ future. Summary of March 20thWorking Draft Master Plan. New Orleans.

Figure 13.4

Main Drains and Flood extents
Main drains: Sewerage and Water Board, Unknown. Drainage Maps. Index and detailed maps

Figure 13.5

containing minor drainage system. Sewerage and Water Board, New Orleans. Obtained through Mr.
Gerald Preau, MWH Engineering, June 2009.
Flood extent and depth: BCG Engineering & Consultants, inc., 2003. 1/10 year overflow: model
results vs. actual field data [Map and tabular data] Commissioned by US army corps of engineers,
New Orleans: BCG Engineering & Consultants, inc.

Figure 13.6

Relating storage assignment and gross available design space
Flood extent and depth: BCG Engineering & Consultants, inc., 2003. 1/10 year overflow: model
results vs. actual field data [Map and tabular data] Commissioned by US army corps of engineers,
New Orleans: BCG Engineering & Consultants, inc.
Based on: Goody Clancy et al., 2009. The city’s official master plan: Creating a vision for New
Orleans’ future. Summary of March 20thWorking Draft Master Plan. New Orleans.

Figure 13.7

Exceptions in the urban fabric
Urban fabric drawn by authors based on aerial picture.
Aerial Picture: Livemaps, 2008. [Online] Available at: www.bing.com/maps/ [Accessed 24 December
2009].

Figure 13.8 - 13.12

Current vegetation structure
Tree structure drawn by authors based on aerial picture.
Aerial Picture: Livemaps, 2008. [Online] Available at: www.bing.com/maps/ [Accessed 24 December
2009].

Figure 13.13

Pattern Analyses
Based on: Goody Clancy et al., 2009. The city’s official master plan: Creating a vision for New
Orleans’ future. Summary of March 20thWorking Draft Master Plan. New Orleans.
Photographs by authors, 2009

Figure 13.14

Ambition Levels
Illustration by authors
Based on: Goody Clancy et al., 2009. The city’s official master plan: Creating a vision for New
Orleans’ future. Summary of March 20thWorking Draft Master Plan. New Orleans.

Figure 13.15

Amstel Amsterdam
Photograph by The world of stuff, unknown. [Online] Available at: http//www.theworldofstuff.com/
panorama/20090729_01_amstel_river_pano.jpg [Accessed 04 February 2010]

Figure 13.16

Leidsche Rijn, Utrecht
Photograph by Wenneke Lindemans, unknown [Online] Available at: http://www.ecoboot.nl/
ecoboot_new/wp-content/uploads/2009/11/rutgerthesisfigureleidscherijn.JPG [Accessed 04
February 2010]

Figure 13.17

Eco Lanxmeer
Photograph by Martin Culemborg, unknown. [Online] Available at: http://www.flickr.com/photos/
stanbury/148416080/ [Accessed 04 February 2010]

Figure 13.18

Floating and amphibian houses, Maasbommel by Factor Architecten bv
[Online] Available at: http://www.water-in-zicht.nl/projecten/amfibiewoningen-maasbommel
[Accessed 01 February 2010]
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Figure 13.19

Paswerk neighborhood, Haarlem by Architectuurstudio HH
Photograph by Marijke Mooy
[Online] Available at: http://www.dailytonic.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/10/hertzbergerpasswerk-18.jpg [Accessed 01 February 2010]

Figure 13.20

Local Example: Homes along Bayou St. John face with their backyards to the water
Photograph by authors, 2009

Chapter 14
Figure 14.1

Cypresses at tree nursery
Image obtained online from: http://lh5.ggpht.com/_9qOMg9DdeVY/R-j44J3UqnI/AAAAAAAAA44/XgAyjs8-dc/%2330+Bald+Cypress.jpg, unknown, unknown

Chapter 15
Figure 15.1

Location detailed design
Illustration by authors

Figure 15.2

Current drainage system and interior flooding
Illustration by authors.
Drainage system based on: MWH engineering
Flood data based on: BCG Engineering & Consultants, inc., 2003. 1/10 year overflow: model results
vs. actual field
data [Map and tabular data] Commissioned by US army corps of engineers, New Orleans: BCG
Engineering & Consultants, inc

Table 15.1

Figure 15.5

Table 15.2
Figure 15.8

Percentages derived from own research, see table11.1
Measurements done in Google Earth
Occupied plots, vacant plots and LLT plots
Based on: Goody Clancy et al., 2009. The city’s official master plan: Creating a vision for New
Orleans’ future. Summary of March 20thWorking Draft Master Plan. New Orleans.
Figures based on proposed measurements as illustrated in section A-A’ and fig. 15.10
Present situation
Photo by authors
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Explaining Katrina flooding

APPENDIX 1

The day before Katrina high tide created by the storm’s outer bands already
engulfs the low lying wetlands, communities and the airport, that are located
outside the levee system.
5:00 AM

Katrina’s storm surge seriously tests the MRGO levee. At dawn the big sections
of the levee crumble down and the water of lake Borgne starts pouring into the
St. Bernard wetlands.

6:30 AM

Water level raises in ‘the funnel’ of the Intracoastal waterway. The levees of
New Orleans East breach or are simply overtopped.

6:50 AM

Storm water surge from ‘the funnel’ reaches the Industrial Canal. Floodwalls
and levees get overtopped.

7:30 AM

Levee wall panels of the Industrial Canal fail, as a result The Upper Ninth Ward,
Bywater and parts of Tremé are flooded.

7:45 AM

A wall of water very quickly floods the Lower Ninth Ward and parts of St.
Bernard Parish when two floodwall sections give way on the east side of the
Industrial Canal.

8:30 AM

St. Bernard’s second line of defense gets overtopped, flooding the rest of St.
Bernard Parish.
A floodwall south of Lakefront Airport gets topped by a storm water surge from
Lake Pontchartrain. This contributes to the already severe flooding of New
Orleans East.

9:00 AM

High water in the Orleans Canal simply overtops an embankment close to the
pump station. This embankment is 6 feet lower than the floodwalls.

9:30 AM

In 2005 the three drainage canals were still had a open water connection with
Lake Pontchartrain. The surge of water from the lake raised the water levels in
these canals dramatically. The floodwall on east side of London Ave. Canal fails
and large parts of Gentilly get flooded in a short period of time.

9:45 AM

The eastern Floodwall construction of 17th St. Canal collapses. Water pours into
Lakeview and later on mid town and parts of Metairie.

10:30 AM

Floodwall panels on the west side of London Ave. Canal get pushed over. This
adds 2.5 meter of water to already flooded Gentilly and later on contributes to
rising water all over the city.
At the same time parts of Jefferson get flooded by rainwater leaking through a
pumping system.

Until midday September 1st

Lake Pontchartrain continues to have high water levels. Water keeps on
flowing into the city until the flood level equalizes with the water level of Lake
Pontchartrain. At midday on the first of September the maximum floodwater
levels are reached.

Based on:
Times Picayune, 2006. Hurricane Katrina’s Inundation of New Orleans, August 29, 2005. [Online] 2006. Available at: http://www.nola.com/katrina/wide.
ssf?/katrina/graphics/flashflood.swf [Accessed 13 April 2009]
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September 1 midday

August 27

August 28

6:50 AM

7:30 AM

9:00 AM

9:30 AM

August 29, 5:00 AM

7:45 AM

9:45 AM

6:30 AM

8:30 AM

10:30 AM
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tolerance

Vegetation and Characteristics per Ecotype

APPENDIX 2

(1-4)

(1-4)

(minmax)

2

3

4

5-70

MARSH
GRASSES / GROUNDCOVER
Distichlis spicata (salt grass)
Eleocharis parvula (dwarf spikerush)

2

1

2

2

1

3

18-60

Paspalum vaginatum (seashore paspalum)

2

0,1

2

3

1

3

40-60

Phragmites australis (roseau cane)

3

13

3

2

1

4

Ruppia maritima (widgeongrass)

3

0,2

1

3

1

3

3

Schoenoplectus olneyi (three-cornered grass)
Schoenoplectus robustus (salt marsh bulrush)

3

5

3

3

1

4

Spartina patens (marshhay cordgrass)

2

2

3

3

1

4

16-35

SWAMP
GRASSES / GROUNDCOVER
Hibiscus aculaetus (comfortroot)

3

3

1

2

3

1

30-160

Iris Fulva (louisiana iris)

2

3,3

2

3

2

1

40-65

2

15

1

3

3

2

20-80

SHRUBS
Cephalanthus occidentalis (buttonbush)
Cornus foemina (swamp dogwood)

2

16

2

2

2

1

36-60

Cyrilla racemiflora (swamp cyrilla)

2

30

1

2

2

2

40-70

Itea virginica (virginia willow)

1

10

1

3

2

1

30-60

35-50

Leucothoe racemosa (leucothoe)
Rosa palustris (swamp rose)

12

2

2

8,2

3

2

2

1

3

35 / 68

1 (20-50
yrs)

3

3

1

TREES
Acer rubrum var. drummondii (swamp red
maple)

2

25-80

2

15-71

Chamaecyparis thyoides (atlantic white cedar)

2

20 / 50

3

1

1

1

Fraxinus pennsylvanica (green ash)

3

35 / 80

1

2

3

2

Fraxinus profunda (pumpkin ash)

3

65 / 120

3

3

2

1

Gleditsia aquatica (water locust)

2

40

3

1

1

Nyssa aquatica (tupelo gum)

2

30 / 100

3 (50+
yrs)

3

1

1

3

40-60

Nyssa sylvatica var. biflora (swamp blackgum)

2

30 / 95

2

2

2

3

3

40-60

Planera aquatica (water elm)

1

40 / 50

3

2

2

1

Quercus laurifolia (laurel oak)

3

28 / 70

1

2

2

1
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3

40-70

32-70
16-68

35-55
1

40-70

Bloom color
yellow

Bloom period

Sun / shade
sun

Apr-Oct

sun

Jun-Jan

sun

Jun-Aug

sun

white / purple

sun

Jun-Aug

Remarks

Ecology

Native Americans obtained salt by eating
globules adhering to saltgrass stems

Salt Marsh Skipper, Wandering Skipper, Sandhill
Skipper, Alkali Skipper, different birds

Can be very invasive. Rustles in the wind.

Cover for wetland wildlife species. Redwing
blackbirds and night herons.

Apr

sun

red

sun

yellow

Jul-Oct

Ducks, marsh-birds, muskrats, cover and food
Most characteristic species

partly shade

white

Jun-Oct

partly shade

Red, Orange,
yellow

Mar-May

Hummingbirds and bees

partly shade /
shade

white, pink

Jun-Sep

nectar insects, fruit birds

partly shade

white

Apr-Jun

On somewhat higher grounds

partly shade

white

May-Jul

On somewhat higher grounds

Nectar-bees, Fruit-birds, Fruit-mammals

partly shade

white

Apr-Jun

partly shade

pink

Apr-Aug

Blooms ornamental (kelken). Sits in somewhat
higher grounds

Toxic to animals

sun - shade

pink

May-Jun

On somewhat higher grounds

Partly shade

red

Feb-Apr

Shade tree, showy fall colours

partly shade

green

Mar-May

sun - shade

green, purple,
brown

Apr-Jun

partly shade

white, green,
purple, brown

mid
spring

Seeds-granivorous birds, substrate-insectivorous
birds

Birds, butterflies, larval host for lot of butterflies

white / green
sun

green

Apr

Appears in low and high parts of Cypress
swamp. Again high difference between mature
height and height at 20yrs (30ft)

sun - shade

white, green,
brown

Apr-Jun

Dominant on somewhat higher parts, Beautiful
fall colours.

partly shade

green

Mar-Apr

partly shade

yellow

Mar-Apr

Fruit-birds, fruit-mammals, nectar-bees

On higher grounds
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3

50 / 100

1

3

Taxodium ascendens (pond cypress)

1

35 / 100

3 (50+
yrs)

3

Taxodium distichum (bald cypress)

3

45 / 130

3 (50+
yrs)

3

2

2

(1-4)

Precipitation

Salix nigra (black willow)

(1-3)

Wind
resistance

Water Use
(1-3)

Salt tolerance

Life Span
(1-3)

Drought
tolerance

Mature height
(ft)

Flood
tolerance

Growth Rate
(1-3)

(1-4)

(1-4)

(minmax)

2

3

3

1

4

4

40-100

3

2

4

4

40-65

1

1

40-75

2

1

15-60

18-80

EPIPHYTES
Tillandsia usneoides (spanish moss)

1

RIDGE
GRASSES / GROUNDCOVER
Arisaema dracontium (green dragon)
Geum canadensis (geum)

3
2

Nemophila phacelioides (largeflower babyblue
eyes)
Packera glabella (=Senecio glabellus) (yellowtop)

2

2

3,9

1
(annual)

2

1

1
(annual)

2

3,2

1
(annual)

3

3

1

30-50

Panicum spp. (panic grasses)
Polygonum virginica (jumpseed)

1
(annual)

SHRUBS
Callicarpa americana (american beautyberry)

2

6

2

1

4

1

35-60

Cornus foemina (swamp dogwood)

2

16

2

2

2

1

36-60

Crataegus viridis (green hawthorn)

2

24 / 30

3

3

2

1

35-60

Ilex decidua (deciduous holly)

3

33

2

2

3

1

30-60

Morella cerifera (wax myrtle)

2

10

3

3

3

3

3

34-60

Persea borbonia (red bay)

2

50 / 70

2

3

2

1

2

40-80

Sabal minor (dwarf palmetto)

1

4/9

2

3

1

1

35-80

Sambucus canadensis (elderberry)

3

7

2

2

3

1

34-60

Viburnum dentatum (arrowwood)

2

8

1

2

1

32-100

VINES
Berchemia scandens (rattan vine)
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50

3

Bloom period

Bloom color

Sun / shade

Remarks

Ecology

Birds and butterflies

sun - shade

yellow

Apr-May

wood used for millwork, furniture, doors,
cabinetwork, boxes, barrels, toys, and
pulpwood. Furniture making

sun

brown

Dec-Jan

On somewhat higher grounds

partly shade

purple

Apr

Dominant on lower parts. Big difference
between mature height and height at 20 years
(45ft)

shade

white

Apr-Jun

Spanish moss is not a parasite, it
photosynthesizes its own energy from the sun.
It can logically also grow on trees at the natural
levee forest.

sun, shade

white, yellow,
green, brown

Apr-Jun

green, red, orange berries

shade

white

Apr-Jun

partly shade

white, blue

Mar-May

bees, butterflies, moths

sun

yellow

Mar-May

dense, yellow spring blooms

Cover, nesting, birds and small mammals

birds and mammals eat the berries

bees and butterflies

Perhaps nice for transitions in landscape zones

partly shade

white - pink

May - Jul

understory shrub, dark green year round.
Intense magenta berries as a colourful addition
to the regular planting scheme. Easy to grow in
most soils, best in partial sun (drought resistant)

Partly shade

white flowers,
bright blue fruits

Apr-Jun

reddish twigs, become gray with age

partly shade

white (bright red
fruit)

Mar-Apr

sun, partly shade

white (red,
orange fruit)

Mar-Apr

sun, partly shade

green (bluish
white fruit)

Mar-Apr

birds, butterflies

partly shade

yellow

May-Jun

fruit for several birds, larval host for palamedes
swallowtail

sun - shade

white

May-Jun

partly shade

white (black,
purple fruit)

May-Jun

sun - shade

white (black,
purple fruit)

May-Jul

partly shade,
shade

green

Apr-Jun

nectar-bees, nectar-butterflies, fruit-birds, fruitmammals
many small red berries in winter

Opossums, raccoons, other mammals, songbirds
and gamebirds eat the fruit

The dominant understory shrub in this
landscape type
birds, deer
wine-red fall colour

butterflies, birds(eastern bluebird, northern
flicker, gray catbird, american robin)

wild turkey, northern bobwhite, raccoon, gray
squirrel
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2

3

1

Cocculus carolinianum (carolina moonseed)

3 / 15

(1-4)

(1-4)

4

1

(1-4)

Precipitation

3

(1-3)

Wind
resistance

Water Use
(1-3)

Salt tolerance

Life Span
(1-3)

Drought
tolerance

Mature height
(ft)

Flood
tolerance

Growth Rate
Campsis radicans (trumpet creeper)

(1-3)

(minmax)
32-60

1

Mikania scandens (climbing hempvine)

3

1

2

2

2

2

30-60

Smilax rotundifolia (common greenbrier)

1

1

2

2

3

1

32-60

3

1

2

25-80

Toxicodendron radicans (poison ivy)

1

TREES
Acer rubrum (red maple)

3

35 / 68

1

3

3

Celtis laevigata (hackberry)

2

35 / 80

2

3

2

2

2

20-80

Chionanthus virginicus (fringe tree)

1

20 / 25

1

3

3

1

3

35-60

Diospyros virginiana (persimmon)

1

25 / 55

3

2

3

2

3

30-80

Fraxinus pennsylvanica (green ash)

3

35 / 80

1

2

3

2

2

15-71

Magnolia virginiana (sweetbay magnolia)

2

40 / 60

2

3

1

1

3

40-80

Morus rubra (red mulberry)

2

45 / 70

2

2

3

1

2

35-60

Prunus serotina (black cherry)

3

40 / 80

2

2

3

3

2

21-50

3

Quercus nigra (water oak)

3

30 / 90

2

3

Quercus virginiana (live oak)

2

25 / 50

3

2

Ulmus americana (american elm)

3

50 / 120

2

3

Betula nigra (river birch)

3

35/70

1

3

3

2

1

3

30-80

Lagerstroemia indica (crape myrtle)

2

25

2

1

3

3

2

4

32-50

3

10

1

2

3

2

1

1

35-70

3

2

4

32-70

3

2

2

15-70

EPIPHYTES
Phoradendron tomentosum (mistletoe)

NEW ORLEANS
ADDITIONS

Tradescantia spp. (spiderworts)
Zizania aquatica (wild rice)

3

30-50

Based on:
- Louisiana Department of Wildlife & Fisheries, 2005. Natural Communities [Online]. Available at: http://www.wlf.louisiana.gov/experience/
naturalheritage/naturalcommunities/ [Accessed 15 June 2009]
- US Department of Agriculture, 2009. Natural Resources Conservation Service Plants Database [Online] 18 June 2009. Available at: http://plants.usda.gov/
[Accessed 18 June 2009]
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Bloom period

Bloom color

Sun / shade
sun

red, orange

Jun-Sep

partly shade,
shade

green

Jun-Aug
Jun-Aug

Remarks

Ecology

hummingbirds, long tongued bees
Beautiful red fruit, is a rapidly spreading vine.

shade

white

sun - shade

green, brown

partly shade,
shade

white, green,
brown

Apr-Jun

sun, partly shade

Red

Mar-Apr

partly shade

green

Feb-Apr

sun

white (bluish
black fruit)

Apr-May

partly shade

yellow, green
(orange fruit)

Apr-Jun

sun - shade

green, purple,
brown

Apr-Jun

partly shade

white (red fruit)

Apr-Jul

Beautiful creamy petite flowers with an
intoxicating scent of lemon-rose. Almost
evergreen in New Orleans!

nectar-moths, nectar beetles (low wildlife use)

sun - shade

white, green,
brown

Mar-Jun

Black, purple, red fruits. Native Americans used
fruit for beverages, breads and cakes.

fruit-mammals, fruit-birds

sun - shade

white (black and
red fruit)

Mar-Jun

Black berries, adaptable, white bloom. Attracts
birds. Fragrant. Poisonous. Wild cherry sirup is
a cough medicine. Jelly and wine are prepared
from the fruit

Numerous birds and animals eat common
greenbrier fruits.
Upright, climbing, or trailing shrub that bears
small yellowish-white flower clusters. Red fall
foliage is especially conspicuous.

Butterflies. Birds, including northern cardinals
and white-throated sparrows. fruits are an
important late winter and early spring food.

browsing deere, moose, birds
orange-red fruits

many birds (robins, mockingbirds) that eat the
sweetish fruits
browsed by many animals

persimmons are consumed fresh and are used
to make puddings, cakes and beverages.

Opossums, raccoons, skunks, deer, birds.
birds, butterflies, nesting, browsing

partly shade

yellow

Apr-May

pretty short-lived, good shade tree

fruit-mammals, fruit-birds, nesting, butterflies

partly shade

red

Apr-May

Spanish moss can cover these trees

nesting site, cover, birds, butterflies

sun, partly shade

red, green

Feb-Apr

wood for containers, furniture and paneling.

Atrracts birds, small mammals and butterflies.
Also larval host for many butterflies (Mourning
Cloak, Columbia silkmoth, Question Mark
butterfly, Painted Lady butterfly, Comma
buterfly)

yellow, green

Especially common on sugar hackberry, cedar
elm and honey mesquite

partly shade

Green / brown

Feb-Mar

sun

pink

summer

Prevalent throughout the entire city with its
extreme pink flowers
used a lot in right-of-way! Beautiful purple
colour, pink flowers

sun

green

Jun-Aug

American Indians harvest the rice in Minnesota.
It is also grown commercially there and in
California

- The University of Texas at Austin, 2009. Native Plant Database [Online]. Available at: http://www.wildflower.org/plants/ [Accessed 18 June 2009]
- LSU AgCenter, 2008. Make Wise Tree Removal Decisions before a Hurricane [Online] 20 February 2008. Available at: http://www.lsuagcenter.com/en/
lawn_garden/home_gardening/trees_shrubs/Make+Wise+Tree+Removal+Decisions+before+a+Hurricane.htm [Accessed 19 June 2009]
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APPENDIX 3

Fauna per Ecotype

Saline to Brackish Marsh

Cypress–Tupelo-Blackgum Swamp

Hardwood forest Ridge

BIRDS:

BIRDS:

BIRDS:

Great Blue Heron
Clapper Rail
Great Egret
Purple Gallinule
Snowy Egret
Common Moorhen
Cattle Egret
American Coot
Tricolored Heron
Willet
Green-backed Heron
Black-necked Stilt
Little Blue Heron
Forster's Tern
Black-crowned Night
Heron Fish Crow
Least Bittern
Marsh Wren
Glossy Ibis
Common Yellowthroat
White-faced Ibis
Red-winged Blackbird
White Ibis
Boat-tailed Grackle
Mottled Duck
Seaside Sparrow
King Rail

Anhinga
Yellow-crowned Hight
Heron
White-eyed Vireo
White Ibis
Red-eyed Vireo
Wood Duck
Parula Warbler
American Swallow-tailed Kite
Yellow-throated Warbler
Wild Turkey
Swainson's Warbler
Barred Owl
Prothonotary Warbler
Pileated Woodpecker
Kentucky Warbler
Acadian Flycatcher
Hooded Warbler
Carolina Wren
American Redstart
Carolina Chickadee
Summer Tanager
Tufted Titmouse
Wood Thrush
Yellow-billed Cuckoo

Mississippi Kite
Blue Jay
Red-shouldered Hawk
Common Crow
Broad-winged Hawk
Fish Crow
Kestrel
Carolina Chickadee
Yellow-billed Cuckoo
Tufted Titmouse
Barn Owl
Carolina Wren
Screech Owl
Northern Mockingbird
Great Horned Owl
Brown Thrasher
Common Nighthawk
American Robin
Chimney Swift
Eastern Bluebird
Ruby-throated Hummingbird
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher
Common Flicker
European Starling
Red-bellied Woodpecker
White-eyed Vireo
Hairy Woodpecker
Summer Tanager
Downy Woodpecker
Northern Cardinal
Eastern Kingbird
Orchard Oriole
Great Crested Flycatcher
Common Grackle
Purple Martin
Brown-headed Cowbird
Rufous-sided
Towhee

BUTTERFLIES:
Neamathla Skipper
Palatka Skipper
Dion Skipper
Great Southern White
Western Pygmy-blue
REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS:
Mississippi Diamondback Terrapin
Gulf Salt Marsh Snake
FISH:
Ladyfish
Gulf menhaden
Atlantic needlefish
Sheepshead minnow
Gulf killifish
Gulf pipefish
Spot
Mullet

BUTTERFLIES:
‘Seminole’Texan Crescent
MAMMALS:
Southeastern Shrew
Southeastern Myotis (bat)
Long Tailed Weasel
REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS:
Louisiana Slimy Salamander
Southern Dusky salamander
Alligator
Snapping Turtle
Graham's Crayfish
Snake
CROCODILIANS:

BUTTERFLIES:
Mourning Cloak
Columbia silkmoth
Question Mark butterfly
Painted Lady butterfly
Comma buterfly

American Alligator
MAMMALS:
FISH:
Red spotted sunfish
Western mosquitofish
Largemouth bass
Longnose gar
Threadfin shad
Blue catfish
Yellow bullhead
Channel catfish

Long tailed weasel
Grey Squirrel
REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS:
Timber rattlesnake

Based on:
Source 1: Louisiana Gulf Coast Herpetological Society, 2008 [Internet] Dr. J. Boundy. Available at: www.lgchs.org/LGCHS%20Herp%20Checklist.pdf
[accessed 11 December 2009].
Source 2: Tulane University, 2009. The birds of Southeastern Louisiana [Online] Available at: www.tulane.edu/~danny/selatxt.html [Accessed 10 December
2009]
Source 3: The Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation, 2006. Bayou St. John Comprehensive Management Plan. New Orleans.
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APPENDIX 4

Source:
BCG Engineering & Consultants,
inc., 2003. 1/10 year overflow:
model results vs. actual field
data [Map and tabular data]
Commissioned by US army corps
of engineers, New Orleans: BCG
Engineering & Consultants, inc.
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1/ 10yr storm flood maps
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Rational Method for Sub-Area E-I|E-J

APPENDIX 5

Rainfall data in inches
TP40

5 minuten 10 minuten 15 minuten 30 minuten

1 uur

2 uur

3 uur

6 uur

12 uur

24 uur

2yr

0,6

0,98

1,25

1,85

2,5

2,89

3,27

4,25

5,13

6

5yr

0,66

1,1

1,41

2,18

3,01

3,55

4,09

5,48

6,71

7,94

10yr

0,7

1,2

1,54

2,42

3,37

4,02

4,67

6,32

7,79

9,26

25yr

0,78

1,35

1,74

2,79

3,97

4,7

5,5

7,52

9,32

11,12

50yr

0,84

1,46

1,89

3,07

4,33

5,24

6,14

8,45

10,51

12,57

100yr

0,9

1,58

2,05

3,35

4,75

5,77

6,79

9,38

11,69

14

Runoff coefficients per subarea
% Lakeview

Catchment Area

% Gentilly

0,383

% Pontchartrain
0,457

% Lakefront

0,414

% Cemeterie

0,347

% Park

0,25

% Industrial
0,2

Average
0,65

E-I

100

0,403

E-J

100

0,403

Rainfall Data in inches corrected with runoff coefficient:
E-I

5 minuten 10 minuten 15 minuten 30 minuten

1 uur

2 uur

3 uur

6 uur

12 uur

24 uur

2yr

0,2418

0,39494

0,50375

0,74555

1,0075

1,16467

1,31781

1,71275

2,06739

2,418

5yr

0,26598

0,4433

0,56823

0,87854

1,21303

1,43065

1,64827

2,20844

2,70413

3,19982

10yr

0,2821

0,4836

0,62062

0,97526

1,35811

1,62006

1,88201

2,54696

3,13937

3,73178

25yr

0,31434

0,54405

0,70122

1,12437

1,59991

1,8941

2,2165

3,03056

3,75596

4,48136

50yr

0,33852

0,58838

0,76167

1,23721

1,74499

2,11172

2,47442

3,40535

4,23553

5,06571

100yr

0,3627

0,63674

0,82615

1,35005

1,91425

2,32531

2,73637

3,78014

4,71107

5,642

5 minuten 10 minuten 15 minuten 30 minuten

1 uur

2 uur

3 uur

6 uur

12 uur

24 uur

E-J
2yr

0,2418

0,39494

0,50375

0,74555

1,0075

1,16467

1,31781

1,71275

2,06739

2,418

5yr

0,26598

0,4433

0,56823

0,87854

1,21303

1,43065

1,64827

2,20844

2,70413

3,19982

10yr

0,2821

0,4836

0,62062

0,97526

1,35811

1,62006

1,88201

2,54696

3,13937

3,73178

25yr

0,31434

0,54405

0,70122

1,12437

1,59991

1,8941

2,2165

3,03056

3,75596

4,48136

50yr

0,33852

0,58838

0,76167

1,23721

1,74499

2,11172

2,47442

3,40535

4,23553

5,06571

100yr

0,3627

0,63674

0,82615

1,35005

1,91425

2,32531

2,73637

3,78014

4,71107

5,642

Storage Capacity within the drainage system

E-I
E-J

372

Mean

Canals

Pipes Small Pipes

Diameter
(ft)

10

7

1,25

length
(miles)

1

2,5

17,4

1

2,5

17,81

Storage (ft3)

Total Storage

canals

pipes

small pipes

ft3

E-I

414690,2303

507995,5321

112743,9064

1035429,669

E-J

414690,2303

507995,5321

115400,5156

1038086,278

Discharge | Area
Area in
Acres

Part of
Catchment
Area 12

Part of
Catchment
Area 7

E-I

470

0,6

0,4

E-J

500

0,6

0,4

Remaining
Pumpcapacity of
total Catchment
area

13,43

1000,00

134,29

1848,00

10,17

1540,00

156,67

290,95

E-J

1400,00

14,29

1000,00

142,86

1848,00

10,82

1540,00

166,67

309,52

5 minuten 10 minuten 15 minuten 30 minuten

1 uur

2 uur

3 uur

6 uur

12 uur

24 uur

Total Available
Pumpcapacity

Available
Capacityy

Available
Capacityy

Percentage
of total
Catchement
Area

1400,00

Area Total
Catchement
Area 7

Remaining
Pumpcapacity of
total Catchment
area

E-I

Area Total
Catchement
Area 12

Percentage
of total
Catchement
Area

Discharge | Area

Discharge / time (ft3)
E-I

87286

174571

261857

523714

1047429

2094857

3142286

6284571

12569143

25138286

E-J

92857

185714

278571

557143

1114286

2228571

3342857

6685714

13371429

26742857

Inch Excessive water * Area - Storage - Discharge

Results Rational Method per Sub-Area (m3)
E-J Storage
Assignment

5m

10 m

15 m

30 m

1 hr

2 hrs

3 hrs

6 hrs

12 hrs

24 hrs

1/ 2yr

-710180

-536194

-437839

-287161

-363962

-1143243

-1929400

-4397878

-10077398

-22048366

1/ 5yr

-668927

-453687

-327830

-60267

-13308

-689455

-1365602

-3552182

-8991056

-20714502

1/ 10yr

-641425

-384931

-238447

104747

234213

-366302

-966818

-2974633

-8248493

-19806926

1/ 25yr

-586420

-281797

-100935

359144

646748

101237

-396145

-2149563

-7196529

-18528067

1/ 50yr

-545166

-206166

2198

551660

894269

472519

43893

-1510133

-6378335

-17531108

1/ 100yr

-503913

-123659

112208

744176

1183044

836925

490805

-870704

-5567016

-16547899

5m

10 m

15 m

30 m

1 hr

2 hrs

3 hrs

6 hrs

12 hrs

24 hrs

1/ 2yr

-692076

-506984

-402351

-242056

-323759

-1152782

-1989118

-4615159

-10657202

-23392273

1/ 5yr

-648190

-419211

-285320

-679

49277

-670028

-1389333

-3715482

-9501519

-21973270

1/ 10yr

-618932

-346067

-190232

174868

312598

-326249

-965095

-3101068

-8711558

-21007763

1/ 25yr

-560416

-236350

-43943

445502

751465

171134

-357996

-2223334

-7592447

-19647275

1/ 50yr

-516530

-155891

65773

650307

1014785

566114

110129

-1543090

-6722028

-18586680

1/ 100yr

-472643

-68117

182805

855112

1321992

953780

585568

-862846

-5858923

-17540713

E-J Storage
Assignment

Storage Assignment
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APPENDIX 6

Method 3: Calculation based on GIS-tools: Steps taken

1. Determine flood depth at the deepest point by subtracting ground height
from water height.
Note: It was chosen to use the columns for existing conditions rather than SELA
conditions for the following reasons: For 6 of the 15 subarea’s only existing
condition data is provided, the difference between SELA and existing conditions
is minimal (0.1 ft at most for 1E).
2. Convert Existing Ground Levels from Cairo Datum to NAVD88 datum (CD –
20.43 = NAVD88).
Note: LIDAR data uses NAVD88 Datum. Cairo Datum is an older datum, still
sometimes used.
3. Create Coordinated AutoCAD shapes from floodextent area’s for all 15 BCGsub area’s
Note: this was done by redrawing the BCG – floodmaps which were available to
us only in pdf format. The shapes were created by importing Adobe illustrator
paths into AutoCAD.
4. Import AutoCAD shapes into ARC-GIS.
5. Determine LIDAR deepest point values per sub area by means of Spatial
Analist Tools - zonal statistics.
Note: LIDAR data for the study area is made up of 4 separate (square) maps that
fit together. Wherever floodarea shapes extent on more than LIDAR square, the
calculations were executed once for every square, and the results combined.
6. Determine difference deepest point values per subarea between BCG Ground level (existing) and LIDAR data.
7. Determine waterheights by adding difference BCG - Ground level (existing)
and LIDAR data on the deepest point to BCG - flood depths (existing).
8. Create reference planes from AutoCAD shapes with Create Constant Raster.
9. Elevate constant rasters to waterheights (from step 7.) with 3D – Plus tool.
10. Use 3D Analyst Tools - Cut/Fill to calculate floodwater volumes.
11. Read floodwater volumes from object statistics.
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(ft)

Subarea

Existing
Ground

(ft)

(Sub-basin E)

existing

Ex fl. SELA fl.

(ft) (ft|CD)

Stormfrequency Data
Lakeview 1/ 10yr
Ground

SELA Ground

(ft|CD) (ft|CD)

SELA

Subarea

Table 9.xx

Existing Ground

existing

(Sub-basins G&H)
Ground

Table
9.xx

Stormfrequency Data
Gentilly 1/ 10yr

(ft|CD)

(ft|CD)

(ft)

1A

12,63

14,65

2,02

14,64

2,01

0,01

E-H

10,93

13,4

2,47

1B

15,03

15,94

0,91

15,93

0,9

0,01

E- I

12,93

14,5

1,57

1C

13,63

14,49

0,86

14,5

0,87

-0,01

E- J

12,73

14,3

1,57

1D

11,83

14,09

2,26

14,11

2,28

-0,02

E- L

18,48

18,9

0,42

1E

13,53

14,88

1,35

14,78

1,25

0,1

E-M

17,43

19,5

2,07

1F

13,23

15,34

2,11

15,35

2,12

-0,01

E-N

15,43

17

1,57

1G

18,13

18,57

0,44

18,6

0,47

-0,03

2A

8,43

14,63

6,2

14,71

6,28

-0,08

2B

14,83

16,61

1,78

16,64

1,81

-0,03

Table .xx

Flood depth
(BCG, 1999)

GIS-Calculation 1/ 10yr Stormevent
Ground
(ft|NAVD88)

Subarea

Ground ArcGIS
(ft|NAVD88)

ArcGIS - Gound
(ft)

Reference plane
(ft)

Volume
(ft x m xm)

1.
deepest

2nd
deepest

1.
deepest

2nd
deepest

1.
deepest

2nd
deepest

1.
deepest

2nd
deepest

-8,47

-1,45

-0,67

3,47

2,69

551784

40548

Total
Volume
(m3)

1A

-7,8

-9,25

1B

-5,4

-7,1

1C

-6,8

-8,61

1D

-8,6

-9,29

-0,69

2,95

355943

108491

1E

-6,9

-8,39

-1,49

2,84

28982

8834

1F

-7,2

-9

-1,8

3,91

215830

65785

1G

-2,3

-7,88

2A

-12

-11,32

0,68

5,52

2B

-5,6

-11,56

-5,96

7,74

E-H

-9,5

-9,5

0

E- I

-7,5

-9,21

E- J

-7,7

-9,8

E- L

-1,95

-8,54

E-M

-3

-4,33

-1,33

3,4

5658843

E-N

-5

-6,4

-1,4

2,97

38640

-1,7
-7,87

-4,81

-7,12

-1,81

-5,58

2,61
-1,07

-2,51

2,67

6,02

57074
1,93

2,95

44414

9823

180543
17396

9588

394

16460

3114

1132513

345190

180956

55155

2,47

93675

28552

-1,71

3,28

758144

231082

-2,1

3,67

331012

100893

41882

12766

-6,59

-5,17

7,01

6,74

5,59

1350534

2136458
11777

Total:

3322497
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APPENDIX 7

Relating Storage | Discharge
I(t):

S=I-Q
I = Runoff (Rain-Infiltration) + Seepage
Seepage = unknown
I(t)*C:
Runoff Coeff (Gentilly)

Freeboard (m)

dH(max) (m)

Q (l/s/ha)

0,9

0,5

9

0,457

Based on:
- US Army Corps of Engineers, 2009b. Draft Louisiana Coastal Protection and Restoration Technical
Report. March 2009, Hydraulics and Hydrology Appendix - Volume 1. New Orleans District,
Mississippi Valley Division.

Q (t):

- USDC, Weather Bureau, 1961. Technical Paper No.40: Rainfall Frequency Atlas of the United States
for durations from 30 minutes to 24 hours and Return Periods from 1 to 100 years. May 1961,
Washington D.C.
- Ven, van de, F.H.M., 2009. Water management in Urban Areas. Lecture Notes, TU Delft. [Online]
Available at: http://ocw.tudelft.nl/courses/watermanagement/water-management-in-urban-areas/
lectures/ [Accessed 02 November 2009].
I*C-Q=S

m2 and % required

1/
10yr

1/
100yr

Available Storage
after 24h (%)
24h

6h

Required Storage
1/ 100yr (%)
24h

6h

1h

Required Storage
1/ 10 yr (%)

1h

Relative Current
Capacity PS#4

Times NL
similar situation

Q (l/s/ha)

Q ("/h/ha)

Results & Input

NL Similar Situation (1,5 l/s/ha)

1,5

0,02

1x

1/36th

7,7%

14,0%

18,9%

10,9%

21,1%

29,9%

-

-

NO Rule of Thumb (0,5"/h)

35

0,5

23x

1/1,5th

5,0%

-0,4%

-39,0%

8,5%

6,7%

-28,0%

100,0%

100,0%

NO PS#4 Current Capacity (3720 cf/s)

55

0,77

36x

1

3,9%

-9,1%

-73,5%

7,1%

-2,0%

-62,5%

100,0%

100,0%

6

0,09

4x

1/9th

7,4%

12,1%

11,1%

10,6%

19,2%

22,1%

7,9%

-

NO Min Q | 25% available storage after 24 hours (1/ 10yr)

7,5

0,11

5x 1/7,5 th

7,3%

11,4%

8,5%

10,5%

18,5%

19,5%

25,4%

-

NO Min Q | 50% available storage after 24 hours (1/ 10yr)

9

0,13

6x

7,2%

10,8%

5,9%

10,4%

17,9%

16,9%

44,9%

5,3%

NO Min Q | Nett discharge after 24 hours
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1/6 th

Calculation
TP40 ("/t)

1 uur

2 uur

3 uur

6 uur

12 uur

2yr

5 minuten 10 minuten 15 minuten 30 minuten
0,6

0,98

1,25

1,85

2,5

2,89

3,27

4,25

5,13

24 uur
6

5yr

0,66

1,1

1,41

2,18

3,01

3,55

4,09

5,48

6,71

7,94

10yr

0,7

1,2

1,54

2,42

3,37

4,02

4,67

6,32

7,79

9,26

25yr

0,78

1,35

1,74

2,79

3,97

4,7

5,5

7,52

9,32

11,12

50yr

0,84

1,46

1,89

3,07

4,33

5,24

6,14

8,45

10,51

12,57

100yr

0,9

1,58

2,05

3,35

4,75

5,77

6,79

9,38

11,69

14

5 minuten 10 minuten 15 minuten 30 minuten

Run-off ("/t)

1 uur

2 uur

3 uur

6 uur

12 uur

24 uur

2yr

0,274

0,448

0,571

0,845

1,143

1,321

1,494

1,942

2,344

2,742

5yr

0,302

0,503

0,644

0,996

1,376

1,622

1,869

2,504

3,066

3,629

10yr

0,320

0,548

0,704

1,106

1,540

1,837

2,134

2,888

3,560

4,232

25yr

0,356

0,617

0,795

1,275

1,814

2,148

2,514

3,437

4,259

5,082

50yr

0,384

0,667

0,864

1,403

1,979

2,395

2,806

3,862

4,803

5,744

100yr

0,411

0,722

0,937

1,531

2,171

2,637

3,103

4,287

5,342

6,398

Pump ("/t)

0,083

0,167

0,25

0,5

1

2

3

6

12

24

2yr

0,011

0,021

0,032

0,064

0,128

0,255

0,383

0,765

1,531

3,061

5yr

0,011

0,021

0,032

0,064

0,128

0,255

0,383

0,765

1,531

3,061

10yr

0,011

0,021

0,032

0,064

0,128

0,255

0,383

0,765

1,531

3,061

25yr

0,011

0,021

0,032

0,064

0,128

0,255

0,383

0,765

1,531

3,061

50yr

0,011

0,021

0,032

0,064

0,128

0,255

0,383

0,765

1,531

3,061

100yr

0,011

0,021

0,032

0,064

0,128

0,255

0,383

0,765

1,531

3,061

Store(m3/ha/t)

0,083

0,167

0,25

0,5

1

2

3

6

12

24

2yr

66,947

108,356

136,997

198,544

257,795

270,665

282,375

298,931

206,680

-81,132

5yr

73,911

122,286

155,570

236,850

316,995

347,277

377,559

441,707

390,083

144,059

10yr

78,555

133,894

170,660

264,709

358,783

401,834

444,884

539,213

515,448

297,282

25yr

87,841

151,305

193,876

307,658

428,430

480,767

541,229

678,507

693,047

513,187

50yr

94,806

164,074

211,287

340,159

470,218

543,449

615,519

786,459

831,180

681,500

100yr

101,770

178,003

229,860

372,661

518,970

604,970

690,970

894,412

968,152

847,492

Store(m2/ha/t)

0,083

0,167

0,25

0,5

1

2

3

6

12

24

2yr

133,894

216,713

273,995

397,089

515,590

541,331

564,750

597,863

413,360

-162,264

5yr

147,823

244,572

311,140

473,700

633,990

694,554

755,118

883,415

780,167

288,119

10yr

157,109

267,787

341,320

529,418

717,566

803,667

889,769

1078,426

1030,895

594,565

25yr

175,682

302,611

387,751

615,315

856,859

961,533

1082,458

1357,013

1386,094

1026,375

50yr

189,611

328,148

422,575

680,319

940,435

1086,897

1231,038

1572,918

1662,360

1363,001

100yr

203,540

356,006

459,720

745,323

1037,941

1209,940

1381,939

1788,823

1936,304

1694,984

Store (%/ha/t)

0,083

0,167

0,25

0,5

1

2

3

6

12

24

2yr

1,339

2,167

2,740

3,971

5,156

5,413

5,648

5,979

4,134

-1,623

5yr

1,478

2,446

3,111

4,737

6,340

6,946

7,551

8,834

7,802

2,881

10yr

1,571

2,678

3,413

5,294

7,176

8,037

8,898

10,784

10,309

5,946

25yr

1,757

3,026

3,878

6,153

8,569

9,615

10,825

13,570

13,861

10,264

50yr

1,896

3,281

4,226

6,803

9,404

10,869

12,310

15,729

16,624

13,630

100yr

2,035

3,560

4,597

7,453

10,379

12,099

13,819

17,888

19,363

16,950
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Available Design Space London Avenue Outfall Canal & surroundings

APPENDIX 8

Surface Median
(hectares)

Surface Median
(acres)

Length Median
(meter)

Name

Size Median
(meter)

Size Median
(feet)

Category

Size Profile
(meter)

Number

Size Profile
(feet)

Available Design Space: Lines

d

M

Elysian Fields (north)

Ave.

198,30

60,40

106,60

32,50

1.400,00

11,24

4,55

j

M

Robert E. Lee (Gentlilly)

Ave.

123,80

37,40

44,28

13,50

1.100,00

3,67

1,49

n

M

St. Anthony

Ave.

119,60

36,40

37,72

11,50

1.200,00

3,41

1,38

o

M

Cameron

Blvd.

108,20

33,00

37,39

11,40

1.050,00

2,96

1,20

p

M

Pasteur

Blvd.

109,90

33,50

35,75

10,90

1.050,00

2,83

1,14

q

M

Vermillion

Blvd.

107,50

32,80

35,75

10,90

1.050,00

2,83

1,14

-

M

Leon C. Simon

Dr.

varies

varies

65,60

20

1200

5,93

2,40

-

-

London Avenue Canal

213,2

65

-

-

1400

22,48

9,10

55,33

22,40

Available Design space; Lines

26

M

Pratt Park

43

XS

Filmore Garden Playground

44

XS

Charles Donnely Playground

42

M

Void South of Leon C. Simon Dr.

Area
(hectares)

Area
(acres)

Dimensions
(meter)

Dimensions
(feet)

Name

Category

Number

Available Design Space: Voids

176x128

578x419

5,58

2,26

97x54

320x193

1,28

0,52

97x54

320x193

1,28

0,52

130x330

426x1080

6,32

2,56

43

XS

Small park St. Anthony|Robert. E. Lee Blvd.

32x60

105x196

0,47

0,19

44

XS

Small park St. Anthony|Robert. E. Lee Blvd.

32x60

105x196

0,47

0,19

15,41

6,24

Available Design Space: Voids

Total area
ha

Total area
acres

Avarage
size per
plot
(35x15)
m2

Amount
of plots

Typology

Available Design Space: Plots

Occupied

680

525

88,18

35,70

Vacant

525

525

68,08

27,56

LLT

140

525

18,15

7,35

86,23

34,91

Available Design Space: Lines

55

22

Available Design Space: Voids

15

6

Available Design Space: Plots

86

35

Total Available Design Space

156

63

Total

378

1345

379

In this report we try to answer
questions regarding landscape
architecture, urbanism and water
management in the city of New
Orleans that has been so severely
hit by hurricane Katrina in 2005.
The design envisions Lakeview and
Gentilly as the great 21st century
suburbs that New Orleans so rightly
deserves. They will be characterized
by a ‘working landscape’ meaning
that water and ecology will be
integrated into the urban tissue
in order to mitigate problems the
city is currently facing. This work
does research on rain flood events,
subsidence, loss of vegetation and
vacancy and offers a design on
several scale levels.
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